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CHAPTER 8.

TT!E SELECTION OF AHOPTIVE PARENTS

Methods of SeJ^c frLqn

The aim of this chapter is to examine the factors that

enter into the caseworkers' assessment of the adoptive home,
the sort of information and criteria used in reaching decisions

about the suitability of adoptive couples and how far these

reflect the criteria outlined by social work literature.

Adoption agencies, staffed with trained or untrained workers,

have over the last twenty years increasingly assumed the

responsibility of bringing about the adoptive parent-child

relationship. In this respect they have been entrusted with

a great amount of authority and responsibility. Their decisions

are far reaching in both parent-selection and child placeiment.

Though some might question the social workers' claim to handle

the problem of adoptive-parent selection, the answer is that

such licence has b-en given to them by the community who,

rightly or wrongly, believes in their being competent to do

it. This is reflected in various official reports and
1.

indirectly suggested by Acts of Parliament.

1. See "Report of the Departmental Committee of Adoption

Societies" IT.M.3.0. Cmd 5*+99 (1936) "Report of the Departmental

Committee on the Adoption of Children" H.M.3.0, Cad 92^-8(195**)
and Adoption Act of 1953.
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The evaluation of a home is based on information that the

case-worker collects and, more important still, on his

perception of the applicants. The caseworker is constantly

faced with the difficult task of selecting "good" families

that will provide a certain standard of care for the children

in his agency's care. The decision to be made will affect

the child's future, the welfare of the adoptive couple and

possibly that of the natural parent, as well as the standing
I •

of his agency in the community. Fanshel, highlighted the

caseworker's dilemma when he pointed out that "the issue of

what constitutes the ingredients of a good or bad parent,

when relevant literature is examined, is still a relatively

open one". When the adoptive role is added to this, the
2.

question becomes even more complicated. Studies by Brieland,
3.

Wolins and Fanshel suggest a certain lack of clarity among

1. D.Fanshel "Approaches to Measuring Adjustment in Adoption

Applicants" in "Quantitative approaches to parent selection"

Pub. Child Welfare League of America, N/Iork 1962.
2. D. Brieland "An Experimental Study of the Selection of Aciop-

:tive Parents at Intake" - Child Welfare League of America,

NAork (1962).

3. M. Wolins "The Problem of Choice in Foster Home Finding"

Social Work, Vol.1!-, No.1*-, 1959, pp.^fO-M).
D.Fanshel "Studying the Role Performance of Foster Parents",

Social Work, Vol.6, Uo.l (1959) pp.7^ - 81.
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caseworkers concerning the characteristics to be looked for in
1.

adoptive or foster-parent selection. Witzaer et al. claim

that, in their study of independent adoptions, there was little
to indicate a direct connection between the caseworkers'

general conception of home quality and the child's adjustment.

The writers agree, however, that their adjustment measures

tended to be heavily weighted with one kind of situation only,

i.e. the school environment, while having little direct bearing

on another, i.e. the home environment. Reid, commenting on

the subject of selection wrote* "It appears to be felt in

the community that there are certain essential criteria for

parenthood and that adoptive parents should possess these
2.

qualities". Assumptions like this add to the popular support

for the idea of detailed selection and investigation. Kirk,

however, who favours an educative group approach, quotes the
retort of an adoptive mother to her sister-in-law who had

recently become a mother, \*hich was "all you had to do was to go

to bed; we had to prove to some pretty particular inspector our
3 •

fitness for being parents." Characteristically, Raid goes

1. H.L. Witmer, S. Herzog, E.A. Weinstein and M.E.Sullivan

"Independent Adoptions - A Follow-up Study" - Russell Sage

Foundation, N/York 1963.
2. J*H. Reid "Principles, Values and Assumptions Underlying

Adoption Practice" Social Work, Vol.2, No.l (1957).
3. H.D.Kirk "Shared Fate" The Free Press of Glencoe, Collier-

MacMillan, London, 196*+.
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on to comment that the social workers, in contrast to adoptive-

parents' assumptions, view their job as being "to help adoptive

applicants determine whether adoption is the solution for the

needs and desires that brought them to the agency and whether

they are able to meet the needs of the kind of children for

whom the agency needs homes, not whether they will be good
1.

parents". As agencies are rather cagey about making their

evaluative criteria public, this kind of more semantic mlsunder

:standing is inevitable. A greater misunderstanding can

arise out of the assumption that a "problem-solving" process

goes on between the applicant couple and the caseworker.

Caseworkers appear themselves to be uncertain whether adoptive

applicants should be seen as clients needing casework help

around the adoption situation, or solely as applicants for a

child. Whether it is an "investigating" or an "educative"

method, both methods are based on the belief that applicants
need some kind of help before they can be entrusted with a

particular child. There is nothing contradictory in

investigating applicants whilst supporting them at the same

time in ways set out in social work literature. What is

1. R.D, Held, "Principles, Values and Assumptions Underlying

Adoption Practice".



perhaps at issue is that the objectives of such a process need

to be well understood by the adoption caseworkers themselves

and subsequently to be made explicit to the applicants too.

In this way, a kind of contract is established between the

agency and the applicants, with clarified objectives shared

beti^een the two.

The Hurst committee when discussing the problem of

selection, stressed the need "to protect children from being

adopted by people who are unsuited to the responsibility of

bringing them up and from those who want a child for a wrong
1.

motive". The committee warned that no arrangement for

adoption should be made withoutcareful preliminary social

survey of the adopters, including in particular "an assessment

of their motives for wanting to adopt a child". The committee

did not elaborate, however, on selection criteria or on what
constitutes the ingredients of good parents. It did stress

that the crucial 3tage in adoption practice is the stage of
2.

selection and placement. Bowlby made the point that knowledge

and skill is required in estimating would-be adoptive parents

and in helping those who are suitable to adjust happily to

1. "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of

Children, Cmd 92^8, (195^) para.19.

2, Ibid.
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to the intense emotional experience of adopting a baby. He

stressed that "in this type of work there is no place for the

amateur, x^hose only standards can be outward signs of respect-

sability, or the worker trained only in physical hygiene with

the standards of income, cleanliness and cubic feet of air
1.

space". According to Bowlby, the baby's mental health will

eventually depend on the emotional relationship he will have

the opportunity to develop with his future parents. He sees

as necessary basic attributes to those engaged in the selection

of adoptive parents, "a good knowledge of the psychology of
2.

personality and skill in interviewing". As only just over

sixteen per cent of adoption caseworkers in Scotland were

trained, it is difficult to see how these standards can be

approximated.

The Adoption Act itself provides no guide about the

selection procedures to be followed. The main legal require¬

ment and safeguard is that no infant will be placed by a

1. J. Bowlby "Child Care and the Growth of Love". Pelican

(1953), P. 123.

2. Ibid. p.12to
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society, unless the society's case committee has first carried
2«

out certain investigations about the adopters. The society
2.

is also charged to employ persons who are "fit and proper",

but no guide-lines are offered either as to who is a "fit and

proper" person or as to what the case-committee should look-out

for, when considering would-be adopters. A legal safeguard

is that, where it is an adoption society that is arranging the

placement, it should, before placing the child, make enquiries
of the local authority whether the authority have any reason

to believe that it would be detrimental to the infant to be
3.

kept by that person in those premises. The local authority,

however, is not hound to make enquiries, but it may indicate
if the household is known to them, that they have reason to

believe that the placement would be detrimental to the child.

Whatever the reply may be, a local authority does not give

approval to prospective adopters or to placements by adoption

1. The Adoption Agencies (Scotland) Regulations, 1959»

Ho. 773.

2. Adoption Act 1958, Sect. J) (Wb to c).

3. Ibid. Sec. UO,
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societies. The decision to place a child must be made by the

society on their own responsibility after making their own

enquiries. How effective this procedure is, is demonstrated

by the following two examples we car® across. In the first

case, a particular authority told one society that it had some

reservations about a couple and would like some more tirae to

make further investigations. Within a few days of this reply

and before the local authority completed its enquiries, the

applicants visited the society's office and left with a baby.

In the second case, the child was placed on a temporary

fostering basis and retrospective notification was given to

the local authority. The local authority caseworker telephoned

the society to say that "this was a very unwise placement

because the adoptive parents had a child removed from thorn

recently. The present placement should not have been rushed

through". In both these cases the placements were allowed

to continue and adoption orders were subsequently granted. Wo

objection was raised at the court either by the curator-ad-

litem or the supervising authorities.

From a study of the literature on the subject of

adoptive-parent selection, there appear to be four main

approaches to the problem of selections (i) the non-method;

(ii) the investigative approach; (iii) the educative group

method; and (iv) the scientific method.
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The Administrative Method or- The Non-Method.

(i) This approach is simply based on the iclea of arranging

adoptions without any form of selection being followed. No

investigations are carried out to ascertain the applicants'

suitability to become adoptive parents. It is assumed that

this method is used by third parties, but it is also conceded
that it is sometimes used by the less reputable agencies.

Critics of this method maintain that the procedure puts the

interests of the adopters before those of the child, but accept

that most of these adoptions work well, though some can be utter
failures. Two interesting points arise in connection with

the arguments for and against thi3 method: First, that, as

established by this study, the critics of this method grossly

underestimate the extent of agency adoptions which follow a

similar procedure to that of third parties. Second, it can

be argued that many third parties, when arranging adoptions,

do their own screening, which may on occasions be more

effective than that of certain agencies. Though the Hurst

committee argued that these people (third parties), "are very

sel om qualified to make skilled enquiries which careful
1.

matching requires", it failed to recognise that the majority
of adoption workers could only claim more experience, without

any specialised knowledge for this kind of work. Most of the

1. "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of
children". (para. **3).
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few third party placings In the study were arranged by local

people, some of whom were doctors, clergymen and solicitors;

it could be claimed that, being local people, they had a better

knowledge of the applicants than adoption workers based fifty

or a hundred miles away. Only two, of the twelve third party

placings, were arranged by distant and disinterested people.

A parallel to the arrangement of third party adoptions

is the practice of arranged marriages in a number of countries.

Most of these marriages work well or as well as those in

Western societies which are differently contracted. The

explanation for this may lie in the fact that arranged marriages

are entered upon after relatives of the bride and bridegroom

confer with each other and discuss the merits or otherwise of

the proposed match. Family councils are held on each side

to discuss the matter. Though it is not claimed that a third

party known to the adopters would have the Interests of the

child at heart, in the same way as the relations in a proposed

marriage, yet some of the same factors may operate in these

arrangements. When a doctor from Devon recently discussed,

with a group of adoption caseworkers, her work as a professional
third party, she outlined a process of "selection" that
sounded considerably more elaborate than many this study came

across. It can be a false assumption, therefore, to maintain

1. Dr.M.Jackson was speaking at a Day Conference in London on
10.7.69 which was organised by the Standing Conference of
Societies Registered for Adoption.
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that most agency placements a^e selected ones, whilst third

party ones are unselected, Comparative research that does not

take the placing practice into account, may unintentionally

give the impression of validating selected and imselected

placings. It dust be stressed again that we do not assume

that all individuals acting as third parties are either always

motivated by genuine feelings or have the interests of the child

as paramount in their activities. It is realised that their

feelings for the applicants may cloud their perceptions and the

child may then become a helpless pawn in the arrangements.

(ii) The Investigative Methodt This method implies a careful

investigation of the applicants based on a series of inter¬

views, preferably by trained social workers. This is the

method outlined in social work literature and in the standards

of the different professional bodies. The method has been

considerably influenced by insights from psychoanalysis and

dynamic psychology. Though it is suggested that the

procedure must inspire 'warmth and confidence' in the

applicants, there are indications that it often generates
resentment because of the need to ask awkward questions. This

has sometimes led to suggestions that adoption caseworkers

are "playing God". The method creates considerable conflict

in the caseworkers themselves in that it expects them to
time

inspire 'warmth and confi ence' and at the same/assess. In
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cases of rejection it can also leave the applicants perplexed

as a result of the conflicting cues they received. In other

forms of social work, caseworkers have found that authority

and acceptance, or authority and permissiveness, are not

mutually exclusive. However, the attempts to find new methods

of adoption assessment seem to arise out of the discomfort from

carrying authority. It could be argued that, if the caseworkers

fail to accept the authority invested in them, then they are

surrendering their responsibility to act in the best interests

of the child. Though the adopters can decide whether they

like a particular child or not, the child cannot do a. parent-

selection for itself.

The investigating method bases its study of the

applicants on a number of evaluative criteria such as: knowledge

and love of children, emotional maturity, motivation and so on,

(iil) The educative group approach* The advocates of this
•i •

method suggest that, once preliminary eligibility criteria
have been satisfied, there should be the xrorkable alternative
of accepting all applicants as potential adopters, subjecting

them to an educational process in which they could learn enough

1. Professor Kirk developed this theme at the "Adoption

Workshop" held at Sxeter University in July, 1967.
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about themselvesj their motives and needs, to bring them to

the stage of deciding for themselves whether they should adopt

or not. If they opted out, they would still have been
enriched by the process of not feeling themselves rejected, and

if they decided to remain in the running they would be able to

adopt, subject to the agency's decision that they were ready

to do so. In spite of its claims, the method cannot do away

entirely with the problem of rejection of applicants, but what

appears to commend it is that it can he both a tool for

selection as well as a preparation for the adoptive role. In

other words, the agency emphasis should fee on helping motivated

couples to become good parents. One area 'where this approach

could he of special value is around the problem of telling the

child about its adoption, McWhinnie, for instance, pointed

out, in a recent study of adoptive parents, that what they
seemed to find difficult was not whether to tell the child or

1.
not but how to do it.

To the best of our knowledge, no British agency has as

yet tried to experiment with this method. The method has not

been validated and though it is put forward to counteract the

investigative approach which, it is claimed, creates resentment

1„ A, McWhinnie "Group Couneelling with Adoptive Families"

Case Conference Vol,!1*, No.11 and 12 (1968).
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among the applicants, this procedure may equally come to be

resented by suggesting that every prospective adopter needs to

be educated. This is after ail something that society does

not expect from a would-be natural parent. Though research

in the general effectiveness of groups is terribly lacking,

experience has shown that they tend to become self-selective

and by the end of the process those who are left are usually

the ones who agree with a certain point of view or outlook.

In other words, groups tend to promote sameness rather than

to tolerate difference and if exclusively used in adoption

selection, they might exclude some suitable woulu-be adopters

who never-the-less do not like to join a group because they

value their Individuality, The claim also that unsuitable

adopters will voluntarily \nithdraw is again not borne out by

experience. Adoption caseworkers are familiar with compulsive

couples, who, once they set their minds on adopting, no amount
of education or explanation will deter from wanting to carry

on,

(iv) The Scientific Methods As a method it has not been used

yet. It is based on the idea of giving asplicants an elaborate

questionnaire and the answers being awarded and graded according-

sly, There are questions about marriage, attitude to children,

and so on. The method also suggests a battery of personality

tests that can identify certain traits or characteristics. Such



experiments are in their infancy and agencies have as yet shown

no trust in using them.

-Research has little to offer about the merits or otherwise

of the various methods. As stated earlier, no study in out-
:come has as yet been attempted by taking into account the varied

1.
selection and placing practices. Amatruda and Baldwin used

two groups containing one hundred babies each, one having been

placed into the adoptive home by an agency, and the other

group having been placed independently, Kb details are given

about the method followed, except that social workers "investi¬

gated" the homes and made "a clinical study of each child".

The study found that social agencies arranged better adoptions

than tha laity. Somewhat different findings were recorded
2.

by Wittenhorn in a study in Illinois. He found a difference

between infants placed by agencies end infants placed

independently, which favoured the latter, Independently
3*

placed children were slightly superior on some tests. Brenner,

1. C. 3. Amatruda and -J.7.Baldwin "Current Adoption Practices"

Journal of Paediatrics, 38, p.208 - 12 (1951).

2. J.R.Wlttenborn "The Placement of Adoptive Children", Spring-

:field, Illinois, U.S.A., 1957.

3. H.F.Brenner "A Follow-up Study of Adoptive Families" Child

Adoption Research Committee, N/York (1951).
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in a follow up study of adoptive parents selected by a single

agency in New York, graded almost nine out of every ten
1 #

children as "successful" to "fairly successful". Goldman, in

a small study in the Midlands, found no evidence to support
the view that private or third party adoptions lead to poor

2.
matching or to disturbed children. Wltmer at al., in a

follow-up study of independent adoptions in Florida, rated

almost two-thirds as reasonably satisfactory and an additional

ten per cent "could not be classified as definitely unsatis-

sfactory". A drawback, not unusual with research of this

kind, was that, of the original 665 children for whom contacts
were attempted, ten per cent of adoptive parents refused to be

interviewed and almost 17 per cent had moved away from Florida.

Another special feature of Witmer's study was that, in Florida

where it took place, there were few adoption agencies and most

placements were private ones. Forty per cent of those who

arranged the placings were physicians, nurses or other hospital

personnel. The study does not elaborate on the criteria used

1, R.J. Goldman "A Critical and Historical Survey of the Methods

of Child Adoption in the U.K. and the United States". M,A.

Thesis, Birmingham Univ., 1958.

2. H.L.Witaer, S.Ferzog, E.A.Weinstein and M.K.Sullivan

"Independent Adoptions - A Follow-up Study".
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by these agents in selecting adopters, except that college

girls left arrangements to their physicians whilst mothers of

lower social class made direct placements. In an English
1.

study, Addis ot al. selected for study 163 children from the
records of adoption societies in and around London and based

their analysis of outcome 011 answers to a questionnaire. They

rated 87 per cent of these adoptions as successful. The

sample and method used have, however, been seriously questioned
2.

by several writers, Kornitzer, in a survey of JQO adopted

people aged five years to 35 and over, found a high percentage

of "successful" adoptions. The success ratings of the

adoption agency placings were only slightly higher than those

of the third parties. ICornitser added that her findings do not

justify the view expressed by some people that only recognised
3.

agencies should do adoption placings.
b.

Goodaere tried to find out, from the adoptive couples

1. R.S. Addis, F.Salzberger and E.Hable "A Survey based on

Adoption case Records" National Association of Mental Health,

London (1955).

2. M,Kornitzer "Adoption and Family Life" Futman,London (1968).
3. Ibid. p.l60,

I.Soodacre "Adoption Policy and Practice" Allen and Unwin

(1966).
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themselves, what they felt about the selection procedures they

went through. In their replies, most of them indicated that

they had been prepared to undergo thorough investigation. If

this had not taken place they felt rather surprised and cheated.

When applicants knew that only one interview was being offered,

they felt particularly nervous, When they knew that a series

of interviews were planned, their anxiety was somewhat less.
One woman, in criticising quick assessments, is quoted as

saying that, had it been her child that was being placed, she

would have made a thousand times more sure about the home it

went to. Another couple, who successfully adopted recently,

founc that they felt little respect for the unqualified worker

who accepted them after brief interviews, A number of Goodacre's

interviewees, however, reacted to the selection interviews in
a rather defensive way.

Though the overall evidence from studies in outcome is

that there is little difference between agency and independent

placements, the findings do not invalidate the need for some

sort of selection. The closeness in outcome of agency and

non-agency placements may reflect the lack of adequate knowledge

in this area including the lack cf accurate selection procedures.

It is an argument for systematic selection, followed by evalua¬
tion to establish which factors and which methods contribute

to better placings, rather than an argument for no selection at
all.
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ADOPTIVE APPLICANTS

(1) What Agencies Look for in Applicants,

Whatever the arguments for and against certain methods

of selectionj all the agencies, answering our postal questionn-
:aire j expressed no doubt about the need, for selection, though
not all of thorn attached the sane importance to the same things.

When agencies were asked to say what they lock for when

selecting adoptive parents, thirty-seven, of the forty-two

answering the questionnaire, gave one or more characteristics
or attributes that they expected applicants to have. Five

agencies declined to comment or commit themselves.

Table 18. Attributes agencies look for in adoptive parents.

(87 ,qgen<4,fts,),.
ho.of times mentioned

Stability,maturity and good character ....... 21

General love for children and capacity

to respond to the needs of an adopted child 13

Satisfactory material conditions 15

Secure marital relationship 12

Acceptance of own childlessness (where applicable) 8
Tolerance of illegitimacy and positive attitudes

towards the biological parents 7

Good health *+

Common sense 2

Total 87
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The attribute most frequently quoted (table 38) as

desirable was "stability, maturity and good character" and one

of the least quoted was "good health". Equally, the need

for a "secure marital relationship" came fourth in frequency

though it is one of the most frequently quoted, in social work
literature and in research findings, as conducive to good

adjustment. Some agencies mentioned only one attribute to the

exclusion of everything else. Single attributes such as

"satisfactory material conditions" or "general love for

children" or "maturity and stability",were quoted in isolation.
This accounts for the fact that the 37 agencies between them

gave only 87 characteristics - an average of 2,3 for each

agency. In contrast, social work literature suggests ten

main attributes (including health) that should be evaluated.

(See Part III of this chapter).

(ii) The ■iumber of Adoptive Applicants

Mo absolutely reliable figures can be produced to show

the number of applicants wishing to adopt each year and it is

even more difficult to show the relationship between the number

of applicants and the number of children available. Unfortun¬

ately not all local authorities kept complete records showing

the 'lumber of applications they received and, their outcome.

Of the *-5-2 agencies that replied to the questionnaire, only 3^
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could supply accurate figures for 1965 and only 32 agencies

could supply figures for both I960 and 1965* (In calculating

the number of applications, every effort was made to include

only those that materialised into a formal application and

exclude enquiries). The lack of vital statistics} so soon

after the completion of the year under study, meant that the

agencies could not plan for the future, cr look into their

practices; furthermore they could not give an accurate account

of their practices to the community.

In 1965? the 39 agencies rep^ring to the questionnaire

had received between them, ihlO applications compared to 1121
in i960. In i960, however, there were ikO applicants for

every one hundred children available, but by 1965 the number

dropped to 130 applicants for every one hundred children. In

1925 the Tomlin committee expressed the view that the number

of people wishing"to get rid of children by way of adoption
1.

was greater than the number of people wishing to adopt."

Twenty-five years later the children1s officer of an English

Borough t/rote in his annual report that "the central paradox

of work for deprived children is that there are thousands of

childless homes crying out for children and hundreds of Homes

1. "Child Adoption Committee" K.M.S.O. Cmd 2^01

(1925).



1.
filled with children in need of family life". Similarly,
the Hurst committee in 195*+ claimed that the number of couples

who desire to adopt children is far greater than the number of
2.

children available at any one time. Goodacre also claimed

that adoption societies and local authorities receive more

applications from prospective adopters than they have children

to place. The Secretary of one society told her that they

would take only one out of every four applicants and two others
3.

estimated ratios of 1:12 and 1:20, Some of these figures

could easily refer to enquiries only, and many applicants, as

found from this study, can appear on the books of several

agencies.

Fears about the possibility of infants outstripping the

number of applicants available began to be expressed in

Scotland after I960, when the rate of illegitimate births rose

1. Quoted by Bowlby in "Child Care and the Growth of Love"

Pelican, London, 1953? p.119.

2. "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of

Chil ren", papa,19.

3. I. Goodacre "Adoption Policy and Practice",

PP.38 - 39.



consistently. Two thirls, however, of the k2 agencies replying

to oar questionnaire, said that they vers having no difficulties
in recruiting suitable applicants# The regaining !'•* agencies

gave the following reasons for the shortago of adoptive

applicants:

i) an increase in the number of surrendered babies not

followed by a corresponding increase in the number of

applicants;

ii) some difficulty in placing Boman Catholic children;

and

iii) some difficulty in recruiting working-class families

for boys of a similar background. (This difficulty

appears to reflect more the agency practice about

"matching" rather than a real absence of adoptive

applicants).

The overall picture gained from the answers to the questionnaire

was that no real difficulties were being experienced in 1965

though there was some evidence indicating that the ratio of

applicants to children was narrowing.

Chough adoption societies had, in 196 5 j an average number
of l¥f applicants for every 100 children available, the situa-

: don looked at from the standpoint of individual agencies was

very different. For instance, one society had four times as

many applicants as children available, whilst the two Catholic



societies and another denominational society had only a very

snail excess of applicants over children. Local authority

agencies on the other h nd had only 118 applicants for every

hundred e ildren available. In areas -where there was a clear

choice between local authority agencies an . adoption societies,
more- applicants preferred the latter. Both types of agencies

si.ox, however, a drop in the number of applicants per child
within the five year period of i960 to 1965. A closer

examination of the figures f ow3 that the narrowing of the gap

was due more to an increase in the number of children surrendered

than to a decrease in the number of adoptive applicants coming

forward. Thus, though the number of available children in

1965 increased by just over a third compared to I960, the

number of applicants increased by only a quarter. However,

as there was always an excess of applicants over children, this

decrease in the number of applicants did not affect the eventual

number of placlngs. (As pointed out in Chapter three,(Fig.1),
the rate of adoptions each year has been following closely the

fluctuations of the rate of illegitimate births). Table 39

shows that the pool of available applicants is narrowing and

it is difficult to predict future developments if the present

increase in illegitimate births continues. The increase in

t: ■■ number of illegitimate children born and surrendered has

coincided with a period when more childless couples are being
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Table 39. dumber o" srl number of n..nil cants available.

In 1,960 and 1965 (32 agencies).

1 aft) in^tf I i rj: rp- <? p-• *w„ ^..i/iVti-'i Viir-.-rAi

Lciren 800 10 78 3*+. 5

Applicants 1121 I^IO 25,8

helpea through fertility clinics to have their own children.

Humphrey claims that? of 216 women who attended a fertility
1.

clinic between 1955 to 19&+, 90 (or hl.6%) became fertile.

On the other hand, would-be adopters may find it far more

difficult to obtain a baby in future, if effective methods of

contraception become widespread.

What has been said above does not suggest that all the

available childless couples have been adequately tapped.

Campbell, in 1958, calculated on the basis of the 1951 census

record of marriages of at least fifteen years duration that

12 per cent of the total marriages contracted in England and

Wales will be permanently childless ones. The Registrar

General for Scotland reported in his annual reports between 19%)

1. M.Humphrey "The Hostage Seekers",Longmans,London,1969» P.137.

2. H,Campbell "Infertility:its incidence and hope of cure"
Brit.Med.Journal, 1, ^29-33 <1958).
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and i960 an average 15 percent of wraen who had been married

and who at death were stated to have had no children. (These

statistics were discontinued in 1961 as a result of the

Population (Statistics) Act of i960). However as the

Begistrar-General's percentage included approximately 3.5$ of

women who married when beyond the possible reproductive age of

Campbell's calculations for England and Wales can be

accepted as true for Scotland. On this basis it would appear

that only approximately 29 per cant of childless couples adopt
as

each year; moreover,/at least 30 per cent of adoptive couples

adopt more than one child, the proportion of childless

couples who adopt must be even smaller, at approximately 20

per cent, Humphrey writing in Hew Society claimed that only

one -in every four childless couples gets tc the point of
1.

adopting. On the basis of these figures it would appear

that adoption for the childless couple is an unusual response,

Humphrey's findings from hi3 recent study suggest that it is
2.

the less mature wives who do not proceed to adopt. However,

some of the practical difficulties \te identified are worth

2. M.Humphrey "The Hostage Seekers", p. 132.



considering, especially in the light of what has been said

earlier about the narrowing of the gap between the number of

surrendered children and the number of applicants coning

forward. There are indications that childless couples wishing

to adopt may avoid applying for a number <- f reasons: such as; (a)

fear that they do not stand much chance in the long queues that

have become common folk-lore over the last twenty years, even

if they are not true for this period; (b) doubts about meeting

the agency*s basic requirements, such as housing and finance;

(c) certain fears about heredity and illegitimacy in particular;
and (d) the paradox that, whilst in some parts of Scotland

adoption is still mainly confined to the working classes (i.e.

the Glasgow conurbation), in other areas (?.a. Eastern Scot¬

land) it is mostly confined to the middle-classes.

(iil) dhe duteous oi App^icatiffl?

In 1965, adoption agencies selected three out of every

four applicants compared to four out of every five in i960.
This was in spite of the slight fall in the ratio of available

children to applicants. The difference is too small, however,

to attribute it to improved selection procedures between i960
and 1965. The number of rejected applicants (table 5iO) was

considerably smaller than the number of applicants who withdrew

voluntarily. Thirteen agencies that had between three and
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sixteen applicants did not reject anyone, whilst one voluntary

society rejecter a fifth of all its applicants. Though the

average rate of rejection was una or 13 per cent (excluding

withdrawals), this differed from nought to 20 per cent between

the various agencies.

_.Ifaab-•£ and outcome of applications (32 agencies).

The relationship between the available number of children,

the number of applicants, the number of homes approved and the

actual number of children placed is seen in table hi. This

shows that, though the number of applicants to children in

19oy was just over 130 applicants to every 100 children, the

homes approved after allowing for withdrawals and rejections

were only 97*2 for every 100 children* In the same year the

number of children actually placed was only 93.2 for every

hundred available. These figures compare less favourably with

the situation in I960. The fact that only 93.2 children were

Outcome

Accepted

Rejected

Withdrew

1260 & 1961. &
386 (79.0) 10h8 (7**.3)

91 ( 8.1) 151 (10.7)

Ihh (12.9) 211 (15.0)

Total 1121 (100 ) ihlO (100 )



Table 41: Number of applications, homes approved and placements made
per 100 children available in i960 and I965 •
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placed for very hundred available, meant that not all

children free for adoption in 1965 were placed in that year,

neither would there be enough homes for all to be placed as

the actual number of homes approved was only just over 97 for

every hundred children available.

In summary, the figures indicate that in 196 5 there was

a slight downward trend in the number of approved homes compared

to the number of available children. In the same year there

were slightly fewer suitable adoptive homos compared to

available children. The practical implication of this was

that some children spent a longer period in a pra-adoption

placement or with their mothers, depending on agency policy.

Though the majority of agencies replying to our questionnaire

said they were experiencing no difficulties in recruiting

adoptive applicants, it is doubtful whether they were aware of
the downward trend arid the longer period they were keeping

children in foster-care. It is true that this situation

affected some agencies more than others, but if the present

trend of illegitimate births continues, other agencies may

experience similar difficulties. There is a strong case for

an educational campaign to inform the public that, despite

previous experiences, a childless or other couple stands a

better chance of adopting a child now than before.

If the present trend continues, a very crucial aspect



will be the need to re-examine the public image of agencies

and the effect this has on discouraging some people from

applying. There appear to be couples who, because of stories

about red tape, long waiting lists, rejection of a high

percentage of applicants and high material standards, are

reluctant to risk applying. It needs to be conveyed to the

public that there is a change of ratio between families and

children and that this means it is now possible to change some

of the eligibility requirements. Agencies will need to share

honestly with the public why they had certain requirements

before and that now certain changes can be made. Such an

approach can help to gain respect and trust for the agencies.

To improve their image and their service both to applicants

and to children, agencies need (a) to formulate clear criteria,

on the basis of present knowledge, that seem reliably predictive

of successful placements. These must be made known to the

public and should be subject to revision when new information

and further experience suggests it; arid (b) develop admini¬

strative methods that enable them to evaluate applications

promptly and reliably and to share the decision with the

applicant in an explicit way,

(al The Rejected Applicants

Thirteen, of the 3^ agencies that supplied figures for
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1965, did not reject any of their 117 applicants, whilst the

remaining 21 agencies rejected Ipl of those interviewed. (A

rejection rate of almost Is-; per cent). Two out of three of

the rejected applicants (table 42} were turned down for not

meeting eligibility criteria such as age, accommodation and

finance, health and religious requirements. Only six per

cent of the rejected applicants were turned down on personality

grounds and another fifth because of marital difficulties.

Of those rejected on account of their marital difficulties,

over two fifths were turned down by a single agency (Independent

society). dhat was also surprising was that the number rejected

on account of health problems was confined to certain agencies

only. For instance, though one agency with 90 applicants

rejected five on health grounds, another agency did not reject

any of its 13*+ applicants.

Apparently not all rejected applicants were considered

as unsuitable. This seemed largely 'to depend on a particular

agency's ratio of children to applicants. Thus one agency -

Independent society - which alone rejected a quarter of all

rejected applicants, was also the agency that had the largest
number of applicants for every hundred children (three applic¬

ants to every one child) and had at one stage closed its list

for new applicants. Considering also the number of agencies

that did not reject any of their applicants, it appears that
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the decision to accept or reject largely depends on the margins

of ones numbers and perhaps lass on other, tangible and

intangible, factors. Applicants who were rejected, however,

by one agency could always apply to another and in view of the

wide variations of selection procedures used by agencies, the

opportunity of choice appeared to be a safeguard for the citizen.

In the course of studying the practices of the twelve agencies

(Agency Sample), we came across nine applicants who had been

rejected by one agency and subsequently approved by another.

In two of the nine cases, the former agency had rejected the

applicants on account of their psychiatric history, in two

others for not meeting agency age requirements, in the fifth

the couple's specifications for a child were thought to be

unreasonable and in the remaining three cases, the applicants

maintained that they were not told the reasons. In all nine

cases the applicants had applied, after their first rejection,

to an agency with a less rigorous method of selection.
1.

Brieland who compared the social reports and the workers'

judgements of prospective adopters found a 'A per cent level of

agreement, but demonstrated the uneven reliability among couples

being considered by agencies. He pointed out that, because

1. D, Brieldnd "An fee.risental Study of the Selection of

Adoptive Parents at Intake".
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many couples would be rejected by one agency and accepted by

another, rejected applicants should be encouraged to apply to

other agencies. He formed the view that a really determined

couple should have no difficulty in obtaining a child from some

approved agency unless they are obviously unsuitable. They

may have, however, to conform to certain agency requirements
such as accepting an 'unusual child' or agreeing to foster on

a long-term basis with the possibility of adoption in the end.

Table M-2. Reasons for which applicants x/ere rejected in 196?.
(32 agencies),

Reason Hp. j!

Medical V* (29,1)

Age 35 (23.2)

Marltal situation 30 (19.9)

Religion 13 ( 8.6)

Unsatisfactory references 10 ( 6,6)
Character and personality 9 ( 6.0)
Accommodation and finance 8 ( 5.3)

Too soon after losing own child 2 ( 1.3)

Total 151 (100 )
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(t) Applicants who withdrew

Half of those who withdraw (table *+3) did so because they

had already got a child from another agency. This shows how

misleading it can be to plan according to the number of

available applicants. Double and sometimes treble applications

may give a false impression about actual numbers.

The proportion of 16,2 per cent, who withdrew because

they found themselves expecting, appeared surprising, though

not unusual. It is a matter of speculation, however, whether

the decision to apply in the first instance, represented the
resolution of certain psychological difficulties that previously

-were preventing conception, or whether the decision itself

brought about such resolutions. As the agencies bad no

detailed 'Information of how long after marriage these applicants

had. applied, it could bo argued that among the general

population there ere as many couples who will conceive a

considerable time after marriage.

Agencies suggested th-:t most of the 13,0 per cent of

applicants, who "changed their minds" and withdrew, would have
been rejected as unsuitable. By withdrawing, it was maintained,

they made it less embarrassing for themselves. The fact,

however, that *f.6 per cent of applicants withdrew because there
was no child available to suit their Individual needs, such

as an older child or a coloured child, or handicapped highlights
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the need for a pooling system for both "unusual" children and

unusual applicants, who, though suitable in all other

respects, have "unusual" preferences. Unusual preferences,

however, seemed occasionally to create suspicion among a

minority of caseworkers. A request by a mi '.die—aged couple

to adopt an older child, possibly with a minor physical handi-

scap, was seen by one agency worker as being "pathological",
but not by the second agency which proceeded to place a

child with then. Though we cane across only a very few

requests of this type, it appeared in some few instances, to
be loss complicated to obtain a "normal" child than to make a

request for an "unusual" one.

Mi jfoown pgr; wl^ch a.^plicai^s. wisfr.rey tjheir

(33 agencies).
Saiaaons ho. 1

Got child from another agency 100 (50.5)

Expecting own child 32 (16.2)

Changed chelr minds 26 (13.1)

Left the district 22 (11.1)

Lo saleable child available .......... 9 ( *+.6)

On account of their health 7 (3.5)

Changed circumstances (death of spouse) £ ( 1.0)
198 (100 )

Reason not revealed 1,3

Total 211
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(iv) Period Between Arnlication and Placement
*7
^ *

Some adoptive parents in talking to Goodaere complained

that after applying to an agency they found it difficult to get

started or obtain an interview. They found the waiting

period to be interviewed or be told about the outcome as the

most trying. Grave fears had already be^n expressed in the

United States that, because of long waiting periods, many

potential applicants were discouraged from applying. According

to Sehapiro, the waitlne oeriod in the United States in 1956
2.

ranged from less than sir months to longer than four years.

As a result of repeated warnings on the matter, many agencies

in the States speeded up their procedures considerably.

Bradley found that in 1961t the median length of time of the

eight agencies he studied was only 7-9 months, though there
3«

was considerable variation among the individual agencies.

The time factor between application and placement was

found, from on-" study, to be influenced by the following factors:

1. I. Goodacre "Adoption Policy and Practice".

2. M. Sehapiro (cd.) "A Stud" of Adoption Practice" - Vol.1 -

Child Welfare League of America - Hew York, 1956.

3. T. Bradley "An Exploration of Caseworkers' Perceptions of

Adoptive Applicants"-Child Welfare League of America,U/York(1967)•
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(a) The agency's method of study of irrespective adopters;

(b) The number of applicants;

(c) The agency's resources In staff;

(d) The availability of children; and

(a) The agency's policy •■enroing direct or indirect

placements,

Agencies with a less favourable complement of staff to cases

and which made little or no use of residential or foster-care

facilities tended to have a shorter completion period.

Sometimes this period was only a few days. This was because

applicants were generally accented with less scrutiny and the

children were placed directly without a pro-adoption placement.

Agencies that had fewer applicants, compared to the number of

children available, also tended to complete their studies and

placements within a sho^te^ period.

The average waiting period of the 12 agencies in our

sample was seven months (table Mf). Ei-ht out of overy

hundred a;plicants had a child placed wi th them within a month

following the submission of their application and forty out of

every hundred had a child in less than three months after they

applied. Only 20 applications wore delayed for wore than 18
months and in all these cases there were special reasons such

as awaiting further medical examinations or postponement of

application because of illness in the family. In general,
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there wns no appreciable difference in the tine taken by

local authority agencies and adoption societies.

Wo clear pattern of practice emerged from any of the 12

agencies, but one agency - Independent society - that followed

certain study procedures, never placed a child; in under six

months. For the remaining agencies, the timing of completion

was mostly determined by pragmatic factors. This appeared on

the surface as flexible practice, but .in fact it led to some

very quick and hasty placements without aoequ tc selection or

preparation. In one particular cose the adopters were

themselves surprised when, within two days after tiiey had met
the adoption worker, they received & telephone call to collect
a particular baby from a hospital "if they liked it".

Table V;-. length of period between application and placement of

Period _JL

Oh = but Iv-S than three months

Twelve months and over

Three- but boss than six

wibut boss than twelve

Six but loss then nine

10

120

50

6*

( 8.0)

(31.9)

(21.3)

(13.3)

(17.5)

L Q»o>
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The agency, that on the average placed, children within

si.Tr to seven months following an application, engaged itself
In the following activities which could be described as "good

practice" by social work literature. Review of the applica¬

tion and decision whether it satisfied the agency's eligibility

requirements5 if yes, arrangements and appointments to have
the first and subsequent meetings depending both on the

caseworker's and the applicants' other commitmentsf taking up

references and obtaining medical certificates; preparing a

final report for the case committee; if approved, liaising

with another worker to find a "suitable" baby for the

applicants; arranging for the applicants to see the baby;

tailoring applicants some time to make up their minds before

final placement. It was not surprising to find that all these

activities took between six to seven months. Certainly it is

not longer than the gestation perioc. of a pregnancy. The

group educative approach with the ten to 12 suggested meetings

might take a similar time. The applicants' frequent demand

to have their application quickly investigated clashes with
the obvious need to make thorough and scrutincus enquiries to

safeguard the interests of the children concerned. The agency

in this respect represents bo ch the biological parents and the

child.

The delays for the 96 applicants who had a child placed
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with them nine months or more after they applied to the agency,

were due to the following reasons:

i) Laoh of agency time 0+2.7%)
ii) Awaiting medical reports 18 (18.8)

iii) Ko suitable child available 18 (13.3)

iv) Waiting for references 11 (ll,1*)

v) Temporary change in applieants'

sircum"tenser 8 ( 3.3)

Total 96/ ~/ (100 )

I^ur of these factors were mostly outside- the agency's control,

though lech of a psaey time accounted for two fifths of the

"clays. torso cf the medical delays wore usually due to a

7 tc mention of some condition which appeared to necessitate

further reports from specialists. Similarly, some fertility
tests to-1- a considerable time h-scausehospital appointments

were ct easy tc arrange.

The overall findings suggest that some- agencies can

palcher. their studies vhilat seme others c:r spend more time

on them. It is recognised, however, that the need to speed

up enquiries, to avoi hoeping applicants in anxious suspense,

conflicts with the need to establish their suitability.
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II.

THE INITIAL PIP CESS - ESTABLISHING ELIGIBILITY

All the agencies we contacted believed that they had the

responsibility, on behalf of the child who was not able to

judge for himself, of selecting from among the applicants on

their waiting list the right adoptive hoiae for him. The

agencies required as a first step of all adopters to fill in

a form to establish themselves as applicants. The form asked

for certain factual information such as names, address, dates
of birth, religion, occupation, nationality, date of marriage,

names and ages of other children living at home, sex and age

preference and the names of two or more referees. Agencies

used this information for a preliminary sorting of applications

and for the rejection of those who did not meet basic require¬

ments. The process saved agency time and also avoided

raising unnecessary hopes in the applicants.

Each agency had its own eligibility criteria which appeared

to determine, at application stage, whether the next step
should be further study of the applicants or rejection. Many

of these criteria had been arrived at by the individual agencies

with no regard to requirements by other adoption agencies. They

often reflected current or past thinking about adoption practice
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and child development, or the attitudes of the organization,

e.g. church, under whose auspices the agency was functioning,
or In some cases they simply reflected the individual

caseworkerfs understanding, hunches, or prejudices of what

qualities and what requirements adoptive parents should have.

Some of the requirements acted as a kind of ration system and

were often changed in the light of fresh developments or such

practical considerations as the supply of and demand for

babies. This was partly confirmed from the differences found

between what agencies "profess" and what they actually do.

This lack of uniformity in requirements appears to offer the

would-be applicant a real choice and an opportunity to shop

around the various agencies, but it has also its dangers in

that no consistency can be maintained. A flexible approach

at a time when little is known about the relative merits or

otherwise of particular requirements is certainly desirable,

but this must reflect available knowledge on the subject, as

it then has an in-built possibility of changing and developing

with the increase of knowledge. At the moment, agencies that

are rejecting applicants, mostly at enquiry stage, or such

factual aspects, as age, years after marriage, religious

beliefs, and so on are again negating fundamental social work
beliefs about the individuality to each human being. Such

individuality cannot be judged on single attributes whose
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reliability is not established.

(.V, Cpqsidgrat.ipn gf J,egai, Requirements.

The selection process begins by eliminating those not

meeting the legal requirements. Applicants must be domiciled

in England or Scotland and generally reside here if the order

is to be made here. If applicants are not ordinarily resident

in Britain, an order can be applied for if either one or both
fulfil the three months probationary period here, and, if

only one can 3tay for three months, the other must be present

for at least one month at that time. The Act also provides

for a minimum age limit for adoptive parents, but it makes no

reference to an upper age limit. Also, if husband and wife
do not adopt jointly, they cannot adopt separately without the
other's consent.

Adoption agencies are also expected to eliminate at

selection stage the type of applicant from whom a child might

have to be removed under a "place of safety" order. (Adoption

Act, 1958). Criminals and drunkards would obviously come in

this category.

(it? AppJliffafrfon of Eligibility Criteria

As stated earlier on, adoption agencies have a latitude
of operation and, apart from the few legal requirements to
which they have to conform, there are no other restrictions in
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operating their own eligibility requirements. Agencies

themselves explained their varying requirements as necessary,

first to safeguard the interests of the child as the agency

thinks it appropriate? and second, for the administrative

convenience of the agency which can then very early eliminate

the apparently "unsuitable" applicants.

(a) Age of AppjUqants

In non-related adoptions the Act provides that at least

one of the two spouses must not be under 25 years old. Adoption

agencies in general seek couples vfho are not too young, able

to realise the implications involved in adoptive parenthood,

and not too old, running the risk of death or incapacity before

the child is sufficiently independent. Agencies make

allowance for the fact that adoptive fathers are likely to be
1.

a few years older than adoptive mothers. The Hurst committee

did not favour the idea of an upper age limit though it recognisec

that there are serious disadvantages in the adoption of a young

child by a person who would be too old or almost too old to be

the child*s natural parents, Subsequently the 1958 Act

repealed the requirements of the 1930 Adoption Act that

prohibited, with some exceptions, the making of an order if the

applicant was less than 21 years older than the child. However,
the uncertainty on this matter is further reflected in the

1. "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of
Children" H.M.S.O. Gmd:921+8 (195*+).
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revised Scottish Adoption Rules (1967) which require the curator-

ad-litea to consider, when reporting to the court, the

difference in age between the petitioner and the infant "if such

difference is less than the normal difference in age between

parents and their children". The .rules do not say x-jhat should

happen in such an eventuality and apparently the decision is

left to the discretion of the court. It could be argued

though that, if a differential age is required, this is the

wrong stage in the procedure to specify it. This uncertainty

of the law is very much reflected in the varying upper-age

requirements of the different agencies.

Adoption agencies had a variety of upper age-limits

(table ^5). From their actual practice, however, it etaerged

that all the agencies made occasional compromises with regard

to upper-age requirements. A greater flexibility was

especially shown in cases where the children to be placed were

considered as "hard-to-place". Of the forty-two replies to

our postal questionnaire, moa than a third of the agencies
said that they had no upper age-limit. These were all local

authority agencies. Authorities qualified their "no limit"

reply, however, by adding that they required the wife to be
1.

within the normal child-bearing span. Goodacre found that

1. I.Goodacre "Adoption Policy and Practice" Allen and IJhwin -
1966.
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17 per cent of the English societies in her sample had no
1.

fixed upper age-limit and McKinley found from her circulated

questionnaire to local authorities in England that 72 per cent

had no such limits. Irrespective of what agencies say, only

six cases out of 783 non-related adoptions in our "court

sample", were found where the adopting mother was over

years old and 12 cases where the adoptive father was over the

same age.

The few agencies, which said that they consider each case

on its merits, could argue that age by itself is an arbitrary

division as a criterion for selection, as people do not mature
at the same rate either physically or emotionally.

Tflfrje if?, Ageriqieq' qppqr age-U^it Q*2

A&J?
N,
Male

% N* %
- ho 1 (2» 8 (19.1)

*+1 - *t5 l*f (33.3) Ih- (33.3)

h6 - 3D 7 (16.7) 2 ( b.7)

51 - 55 1 ( 2.k) 1 ( 2M

No limit 17 (ho. 5) 15 (35.7)

Each case on merit 2 < **.7) <

Total hr2 (100 ) h2 (100 )

Adoptive parents' age at placement: The age of non-related

1. E.McKinley "The Selection of Adoptive Parents" (Degree
dissertation to Nottingham University, 1967).



adopters ranged at placement between 23 and 57 years. Almost

seven per cent of mothers (table h6) were under 25 at

placement, whilst one in every eleven wore forty or over.

Caseworkers would consider some of these mothers as being too

young and some as being too old for the adoptive role. The

mean age of adopting mothers at placement was 32.1 and of
1.

fathers 3^• 5» V/itmer et al. calculated that the average age

at placement of Independent adoptions in Florida wa3 3^.3 for
2.

mothers and 38.3 fof fathers, Goodacro's group of mothers

over forty in non-related adoptions was almost double compared

to our group, which sugests an even greater flexibility in

age requirements by some of the English agencies where the study

took place. Though eighty per cent of the agencies replying

to our questionnaire said that they either had no upper age-

limit or a limit above forty, yet they placed only 8,5$ of

their children with mothers aged forty and over5 on the

other hand, though only *+7 per cent of adoption agencies in

England had either no age-limit or limits above forty, they

placed 15$ of their children with mothers aged forty or over.

1, H.L.V/itmer, S.Kerzog, E.A.Weinstein, M,E.Sullivan,"Independent

Adoptions - A Follow-Up Study" Russell Sage Foundation H/Yorlc,
196V.

2. I.Goodaere "Adoption Policy and Practice".
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This difference may reflect either greater flexibility in

actual practice by English agencies, or it may reflect the

regional nature of Goocacre's sample, or be due to the differ-
sent numbers placed by each agency,

A comparison between the ages of adoptive fathers

and those of adoptive mothers shows, not surprisingly, a

greater number of mothers under thirty and a corrasponsingly

higher number of fathers over forty. Just under a quarter

of fathers were forty or over at the time of placement.

Some would again question, the capacity for flexibility of

these fathers in adapting to a parental role and to the needs

of a growing baby,

(As only five per cent of children were placed when

over twelve months old, it would, have been meaningless to

relate the age of the child to that of the adopting couple).

Table *4-6. Age or non-related adoptive parents at placement.

(Court sample.) Mothers H.783, Fathers N.779.
Mother? A(]tiFat;hexs

*+5 and over

Under 25

25 - 29

30 - 31*

35 - 39
ko - 1*

N, % N. %

5^ (6.9) 10 (1.3)

192 (2^.5) 113 (1^.5)

291 (37.2) 226 (29.0)

17^ (22.2) 238 (30.5)
51 ( 6.5) lM* (18.5)

{ 2,7) Uu£>
Total 783 (100 ) 779 (100 )



Adoptive mothers' avo at first placements When the age of

aethers adopting for the first time was compared to that of

the remaining ones, a somewhat different picture emerged, A

higher rote of mothers under 25 were having a further child,

whilst a higher percentage of mothers aged forty and over were

adopting their first child. Thus of 5^ adoptions by mothers

under twenty-five years old, only 21 (or 33,9:0 were first

adoptions, whilst at the other end, of 72 adoptions by mothers

aged forty and over, k7 (or 65.3$) were first adoptions. (Of
the latter, almost three-quarters married when thirty or over.

In their case it looked as if the prospects of an own child

were poor at marriage. Fertility in women according to various

experts, begins to diminish after the age of thirty and declines

more sharply after thirty-five. These couples were amongst

those who mainly applied to adopt within the first three to

five years after marriage, a period below the average length

of time between marriage and application to adopt). The

implications of this are that if the first child is at forty

or over, the opportunity for a second one must be very small.

This in fact was demonstrated from table k-7. Though the aver-

:age age of mothers adopting a further child was 31.9? at the

time of the second or third placing, that of mothers adopting

fcr the first time was higher at 32.5. This meant that a

greater percentage of mothers who adopt at forty or over do

not adopt a further child and. so the average in age appears



higher for first adopters compared to the rest.

One in every seven adopting mothers (112) was older

than her husband, 32 of these being older by four years or

more. In forty other cases, there was more than ten years

difference in age between the husband and his younger wife.
1.

Witmer et al. claim that adoption is adversely affected in

cases where the wife is four years or raore older than her

husband and \</hera there is more than twelve years difference

in age between a husband and his younger wife. One

characteristic of the 112 mothers who were older than their

husbands, was that their average age at marriage was 28.5

compared to 25.2 for the whole group of adoptive mothers.

This suggests that these women found themselves in a

contracting marriage market.

1. H.L. Witaer, S.Herzog, E.A.Weinstein, M.E.Sullivan,

"Independent Adoptions - A Follow-Up Study".
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Table k7. Ahc of mothers at first Placement compared to the

re3t of adopting mothers. (Court sarrole.W 783).

An*r f^QUp

H. % N. % N

Under 25 21 (5.0) 33 (9.2) $k

25 - 29 103 (2A.>+) 89 (25+,7) 192

30-3*+ 152 (35.9) 139 (38.6) 291

35 - 39 100 (23.6) 7k (20.6) 17*+
kO and over k? (11.1) 25 ( 6.9) 72

Total *4-23 (100 ) 360 (100 ) 783

Local authority, adoption society and independent placements.;

In spite of the very different age criteria professed by local

authorities and by adoption societies, in actual practice there

was little statistical difference in the age-range of homes

selected by local authorities and the ones selected by adoption

societies. Local authorities, however, placed a slightly

higher number of children with mothers over forty and under

twenty-five which reflected the adoption of children "in care".

Equally, the pattern with third-party and direct placements
was to place children with very young (un-er 25) and with
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middle-aged mothers (over forty).

The age of adopting parents and its relevance to outcome. How

far the age of the adoptive parents at the time of placement,

as a factor, affects the adoption situation is still a matter
1. 2.

of speculation. Brenner and Ketchua found that the age of

parents at adoption did not affect the outcome. Similarly,

Witmer et al., from their study in Florida, found only a slight

negative correlation between the adoptive parent age and the

ratings of the homes in the study, the older parents tending

to have somewhat lower home ratings. They concluded, however,
that "the data gave no evidence that the age of the adoptive

parents was a factor of practical significance in determining
3*

the outcome of the adoption". Goldman found, from her

1. R.F. Brenner "A Followdup Study of Adoptive Families", Child

Adoption Research Committee, N/York, 19J1.

2. B. Ketchurn "An Exploratory Study of the Disproportionate

Number of Adopted Children Hospitalised at Columbus Children's

Psychiatric Hospital". M.8.W.thesis,Ohio Stat© Univ.(1962).

3. H.L.Witmer, S.Herzog, H.A.Weinstain, M.E.Sullivan, "Independ-
sent Adoptions - A Follow-Up Study".
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Midland study, that the younger the adoptive mother the greater

appeared to be the chances of a successful adoption and,

conversely, the older the adoptive mothej the less appearedbe f 2«
to/the chances of a successful adoption, McWhinnie too

found better adjustment in children to be associated with
3.

younger mothers. Similarly Humphrey and Ounsted claim that

among seventy adoptive families requiring psychiatric help,

maternal age was the most common factor for failure, more than

half the mothers having adopted their first child after the
^+.

age of 30. In contrast, Xornitzer's study showed that

adoption by women under 30 had a low rate of success and a

rather high one for "bad" adoptions. The thirty to thirty-nines

1. H,J.Goldman "A Critical and Historical Survey of the Methods

of Child Adoption in U.K. and the United States" M.A.thesis,

Birmingham Univ., 1958.

2. A,McWhinnie "A Study of Adoption - The Social Circumstances

and. Adjustment in Adult Life of 58 Adopted Children" Ph.D.thesis

Edin, University (1959).

3. M.Humphrey and C.Ounsted "Adoptive Families referred for

Psychiatric Advices Part II.The Parents" Brit,Journal of

Psychiatry, 110, 5+9-55 (19$+).

M.Kornitser "Adoption and Family Life" Putman,London, 1968.
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were rather better in their ratings than the average and the

forty to forty-nines much better. She warns that adoptions

by women over fifty are not a good risk, Kornitzer's
X. 2®

findingspartly agree with those of Trasler and Parker from

their studies in foster-care. One of the factors that Trasler

found significant was that younger foster-mothers were less

successful than older ones. Parker also found that the under

forty seemed less successful as a group than the over forties,

while the under thirties stood out as the least successful.

Parker, however, warns that there was a highly significant

relationship between the foster-mother being over forty and

there being no own children under five years older or younger

than the placed child. It may be argued, of course, that the

motives operating in fostering situations are not exactly

similar to those operating in adoption and that there are

considerable differences between those families that offer

themselves as foster-parents and those who become adoptive

1. G. Trasler "In Place of Parents", London, R.K.P.

(I960).

2. R.A, Parker "Decision in Child Care" Allen and Unwin,

London 1966, p. 71.



parents. The two situations may give rise to different

feelings that can affect the outcome differently,

S^mmaryi

Adoption agencies have a variety of upper age limits for

applicants. The chances of a couple over forty being accepted

depends on which agency they apply to, and this in turn may

be determined by the area where they happen to live. Local

authority agencies appeared to be more flexible, compared to

adoption societies in their professed age limits, but in

practice there was little statistical difference between the

two types of placements. None of the agencies kept to their

professed age-limits and this was especially so when selecting

homes for "hard-to-place" children. A higher percentage of

children "in care" were adopted by very young and older

couples compared to children not in care.

Adoptive couples had their first child at a much older

age compared to biological parents. One in every seven of

adoptive mothers was over M) at the placement of a first

child and three quarters of these were married when thirty years

and over.

Available studies on the effect of the adopters' age on

adoption outcome are inconclusive. The majority view appears

to be that age by itself is not a significant factor, though

the placing of children with very young and with very old



couples involves greater risks.

(&L£fer.rlg&£-ang. Famllj^Jtruq.ture

i) Marital status; This is another clear eligibility

requirement that nest adoption agencies apply at intake stage.

Agency policy on this matter illustrates again the diverse

expectations. Over one third of the agencies, replying to

our postal questionnaire (table ^8), said that they would

consider a remarried couple, one or both of whom had

previously divorced, but over forty per cant indicated that

they would not. In actual practice there were only five

(or 0,6$) adoptions by couples falling into this category.

In one of the five cases the adoptive mother had divorced

twice. All five placements were arranged by local authority

agencies and three of the children were in the authorities'

care.

Four out of every five agencies will not consider widows

or spinsters. This attitude seems to reflect the belief that

every child should have the benefit of a family with both parents,

The courts in our sample granted twelve orders (or in

favour of single women, all but four being related to the

child. One of the four non-related adopters was a widow, the

second a spinster who adopted the child in her care and the

remaining two were very old direct placements by the child's
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own mother. All the eight children that were adopted by

spinster aunts had previously been placed with them on a

fostering basi3. All these were adoptions by Incomplete

families. In three of these eight adoptions, the adoptive

mothers applied for supplementary benefits following

notification to adopt, because of the withdrawal of the

fostering allowance. The motive of the local authorities in

pursuing adoption orders in such cases was far from clear.

Apart from the financial and other material difficulties to

which they were Knowingly exposing the children, there was the

further loss of the withdrawal of the authorities' support

through the children's department. Whilst the children were

in care they were the responsibility of the local authority

and the child care officer had to visit regularly to advise,
assist and support. If such visits are often essential when

children are living with intact families, it would have been

thought that it was more so when the family set-up was an

incomplete one. In fact, under ordinary circumstances, these

children could have easily become "protected children" with

the responsibility for their 'welfare being placed on the local

authority, instead of the authority relinquishing such care.

In one of the related adoptions, three young children whose

mother was thought to be of low mentality and unable to look

after them properly were fostered with a spinster aunt living
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by herself. Subsequently she was allowed and encouraged by

the local authority to adopt the three children, No doubts

were raised either by the curator-ad-litem or the court afeout

the advisability of such a step. This was one of the cases

where the adoptive mother had to go on supplementary benefits.

She was nearing fifty years old, frail and in poor health with

no other family support. The local authority could claim that

the three children formerly in its care were satisfactorily

rehabilitated,

The above comment is not an argument against single-

parent adoptions as such, but rather a su .gestlon that, where

necessary, at least single parents with the relative efactional
and material propensities 3hould be selected, and even

subsidised in special circumstances. It is recognised that

though agencies like to select, whenever possible, families
in which there are both a mother and a father, the time may

come when, in the face of a large number of children for whom

no two-parent families can be found, they might do better by

having a single-parent family rather than no family at all.

Such placements will make an even greater demand on the skills

and knowledge of social workers, especially as very little is

yet known about the possibilities of such adoptions. Me wiinnie's
sample contained three one-parent adoptions and of this small

1. A.McWhinnie "A Study of Adoption -The Social Circumstances
and Adjustment in Adult Life of $8 Adopted Children".
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number, none was seen as having made a satisfactory adjustment.

In February, 1967 the Daily Express quoted two examples of

children brought up by single women: one, a school-teachar
of 35 who adopted a two year old boy who was later placed on

probation for stealing, and the other a Health Visitor of

33 who aaopted a girl. The latter felt happy in her subsequent

married life. The first mother felt that the boy needed a

father-figure and she should not have adopted. The need for

a father-figure is one of the usual explanations natural

mothers give to eurators-ad-litem when asked why they decided

to surrender their child. The whole issue about single-

family adoptions may again be drastically changed in the next

twenty or so years depending on the fluctuations in the number

of illegitimate children and the number of adopters available,
as well as on our attitude towards the handicapped, coloured
and older children.

Table *»8. Marital status requirements (k2 agencies)

.CQ.nsi/^r diji npt cpnqid^r No clear policy

Marital status % N. % N. i
Remarried 15 (35.7) 17 (M3.5) 10 (23.8)

Widowed 2 ( *f.8) 30 (71.*+) 10 (23.8)

Spinster 1 (2.h) 33 (78.6) 8 (19.0)

(ii) Adoptive parents' aze at marriage: Age at marriage is one
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of the- most important determinants of family size. A late

marriage, for instance, can act an a barrier to reproduction

and adoption may be one of the solutions for the couple who

are motivated to rear a child. later marriage Itself may

sometimes be the result of earlier fears about assuming

greater responsibilities in life, including the rearing of

children, A marriage contracted at a waning reproductive

stage and ending in childlessness may in fact be what one or

both partners have been looking for.

Childless adoptive mothers in our sample generally

married at an older age compared to fertile mothers in the

general population (table *f9). Adoptive mothers were

generally under-represented in the lower age groups but over-

represented in the upper age groups. Though at this period

three out every four spinster women were marrying when

under twenty-five, only half the adoptive mothers did so. At
the ether end, whilst only one in every ten women in the

areas covered by the study were marrying when thirty and

over, among the adoptive mothers the rate was one every

five.

The average age at marriage of spinster women in the

area covered by this study was 23.^ but that of adoptive mothers

was 25.2, Humphrey in his recent study of childless marriages

found that the average age at marriage of adoptive mothers in



Table b9. Adoptive mothers1 ago at marriage (excluding those

jflth pwn gfaUqrgn). (fiotfrt, 3fiqpJ.GtF,^??) x

Adp,pbj.ve r;ptheGen, popiUatfofl

N. % %

Under 20 59 (9.0) 25.b
20 - 2b 232 (b3,0) 50.8

25 - 29 191 (29.2) lb. 9

30 - 3b 59 ( 9.0) b.b

35 and over 6b < 9.8) b. 5

Total 655 (100 ) 100

m

The average age at marriage of all mothers In these areas

was compiled by taking the average age over a period of 15

years i.e. from 1950 to 196b. Within these years, 98$ of the

adopting mothers in the sample got married. From the
number of 733 non-related adoptions, we e2.cluc.ed mothers with
own children and four mothers who never married. The final

number was K.655.



his sample was only 22,6 compared with a nat5.onal average of
1.

23.0. He also found that adopting mothers were "under-

represented in both early and later marriages - 90$ marrying

in their twenties. The difference between our findings and

those of Humphrey appears to be due to several reasons.

Humphrey's sample was very regional and drawn only from

couples who attended one fertility clinic over a period of

nine years. Our sample covered mothers adopting in a single

year over the whole of Scotland, The fact that no mother

over 3*+ at marriage featured in Humphrey's sample, whilst

9.8$ did so in our sample, suggests that many mothers who

marry late do not even take the trouble to attend a fertility

clinic.

Further differences in age appeared when the age-group

of adoptive mothers was analysed by social class. The

findings (table ), show that the lower the social class

background of the mothers the younger they married, in contrast
to those of higher social class background who married at an

older age. The over-representation of social class X and II

further exp3.ains why the average age at marriage of adoptive

1. Humphrey, M, "The Hostage Seekers" - Longman's,

London, 1969.
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mothers was higher than that of the general population.

A,--e of adoptive mothers at marriage by social class

(excludes those with own children).

fowtiLaglgj H.6.S5.

Are sroun I 4 II III IV .% rr

N. % N. fff
P N. %

Under 25 llH- (^3.0) l6*f (9**3) 63 (71.6)

25-29 81 (33.6) 9* (31.1) 16 (18.2)

30 and over 70 (26.k) Mf (1^.6) 9 (10.2)

Total 265 (100 ) 302 (100 ) 88 (100 )

(ill) Lennfi o --a .■?*ape. The great majority of children

(6*f.l per cent) had adoptive parents who had been married from

five to nine years when placement occurred , and a quarter had

been married ten cr more years. Only 3*+ children were

placed with couples who had been married less than four

y~ars.
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Table 51. Acq r;ttve parents' length of marriage prior to

placement of child. (Agency Sample 316 - exclude3

y%%h pwft, .

Number P^y;

Less than 3 years 11 3•?

3 years 23 7J+

k- to 5 years 80 25.6
6 to 9 years 120 33.5

10 or more years 73 25.0

312 (100 )

Adoptive parent -unmarried h

Total 316

The mean number of years between marriage and the placement of

a first child was 7.1 years. This period is considerably longer

than the average period taken by a family among the general

population before they have their first biological child. For
"J
J- •

example, of women giving birth to a child in 1959 (one year

1. deport of the Registrar General for Scotland - 1959.
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after the average number of women in our sample got married)

two out of every three had been married for a year or less and

almost nine out of ten were married for three years or less.

In contrast, only one in every ten adoptions was by couples

who had been married for less than three years. Putting it

in another way, though the average age of mothers adopting
their first baby in 196? was 32. that same year only 3.7

per cent of biolo?*ical mothers in this age group gave birth to

a first child.

The delay of adoptive parents before they have their first

child appears to be less due to agency requirements and more

to the long period that couples take before they reach their
1.

decision. Humphrey found that the 80 childless couples in

his sample took an average of eleven years before they

consulted a fertility clinic. (It should be remembered that

Humphrey's sample is skewed towards couples marrying early).

Some couples do not appear to try for a baby soon after

marriage and by the time they discover their handicap consider¬

able time has elapsed. In spite of Humphrey's evidence, in

the case of certain groups of adopters i.e. those marrying

when over 30 and those of a lower socio-economic background,

1. Humphrey, M,, "The Hostage Seekers" - Longman's, p. 26.
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the delays may reflect agency requirements and the applicants'

estimate of themselves regarding satisfactory material

standards. In general, adoptive parents not ohly marry at a

later age, but also with them, compared to biological parents,

much longer time-span elapses before they have their first

child. One redeeming feature of this is the greater stability
1.

of marriage contracted by older women.

Of the b2 agencies replying to our questionnaire, over

one third said that they have no minimum years' requirement

between marriage and adoption. One in every four agencies,

however, stipulated five years and one agency in every three

required a minimum of three years. Two agencies quoted

periods of between eight ana ten years. In actual practice

all agencies occasionally placed children with couples

outsi e their professed minimum pe-riou. The Scottish

Children's Officers Association and the Association of Child

Care Officers in their 'standards manual' circulated to mem-

; bers ,say that tit is unwise 'to consider applicants who have
2.

been married for less than three years". (Half of the under

1. Annual Report of the Registrar-General for Scotland, 1965.
2. The Scottish Association of Child Cere Officers and The

Scottish Children's Officers Association 'Memorandum on

Adoption in Scotland* 1965*



three year placements were made by members of these two

Associations)* It is again a negation of social work princi-

spies that the committees of two major professional bodies

should make such a blanket recommendation without regard to

the Individuality of each situation. The insistence on a

three year period appears to be connected with the belief that

this is a testing stage for the stability of the marriage.

Yet the Registrar-General's figures for 1965 show that divorce

is most common in the sixth and seventh years of marriage.

(It is true that no information is given about the exact stage

that the marriage irretrievably broke down).

From the table that follows there are indications that

childless couples from a lower social class background tend to

wait longer after their marriage before they adopt their

first child. In contrast, childless couples with a social

class I and II background, though they tend to marry later in

life, adopt within a shorter period following their marriage.

In the case of the latter group, apart from their being more

comfortable materially, it is probable that they set in motion

fertility investigations earlier than the first group. Though

couples from a lot^er social class background may take longer

before they consult a fertility clinic, it is also true that

agencies do expect applicants to have achieved some financial

security and satisfactory housing conditions, before they can
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tc the general population and has her first child at a much

later time compared to biological mothers# The lower their

socio-economic group the younger they married, but it took them

more years after marriage before they adopted. The converse

was true of couples of a higher socio-economic background.

They married older but adopted within a shorter period follow-

5ing marriage.

zslk&Xm

Religious requirements by adoption societies have

occasionally provoked strong reactions from would-be adopters.

As a considerable number of societies are denominational, they
ave a vested interest in promoting adoptions only with

couples of a similar religious affiliation. '11 four sectarian

agencies in Scotland require formal church affiliation and

evidence of regular church-attencianco. hen-denominational

societies too appeared to he equally influenced by religious

considerations and this attitude was responsible for barring a

number of couples from adopting. It was expected that the

setting up of local authority agencies in 19£8 would make it

easier for couples professing no religious affiliation to adopt.

By the mid-sixties, however, a number of individuals in

England felt it necessary to set up The Agnostic Adoption Society

to enable people with no religious affiliations to adopt.
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Six of the eight volimtary societies will not accept

applicants who do not have some religion and who are not reg-

lular church goers. A similar number will only consider

Christians and one society, which is prepared to consider

applicants professing "no religion" is only exceptionally

prepared to accept en applicant professing a "non-Christian"

religion (J), The other society that is prepared to consider

applicants profession no religion, is not prepared to
1 #

consider couples differing in their religious views.

Similarly three societies which are only prepared to consider

Christians and regular church-goers, are prepared also to

examine applications from couples differing in their religious

views. It is no wonder that the ordinary person is often

bewildered by these varying and contradictory requirements

which defy rational analysis.

Local authorities, being public agencies, would be

expected to have no religious barriers and no bias, as long as

applicants met other necessary requirements. Most local

authority agencies stipulated that they are prepared to consider

applicants processing no reli ton, but three agencies will not

1, "Adoption 35cietie3 Practice". Standing Conference of

Societies Registered for Adoption, 19
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consider them. In the case of the latter agencies, the

requirement was net decided upon "by the respective local

authority committees but represented the views and requirements

of the individual children's officer. One children's officer

of a large department, directed his adoption worker net to
consider applicants "professing no religion", especially as

they had plenty of otherwise suitable applicants to choose

from. He said that, tijough his committee old not know of this

rule, it would back him up if any questions were raised.

On papor at least, local authority agencies do not

appear to have rejected any applicants for not meeting religious

requirements. It is of course possible that any such

applicants were weeded out at the enquiry stage. Adoption

societies rejected 8.6 per cent of their applicants for this

reason. What was interesting about this was that the majority

of applicants rejected for religious reasons, were turned down

by the society that is prepared to consider applicants profess-

sing "no religion" but only "exceptionally prepared to accept

applicants professing a non-Christian religion". As ten per

cent of the mothers who surrendered children through this

society did not stipulate any religion in which they would like

the child to be brought up, the argument cannot be advanced
that children "free of a religious requirement" were not

available.
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The origin?.! application forms which applicants are

required to complete ask for their religions denomination.

This is necessary to help match the wishes of the parents

with those of the adopters. All the adopters who got a child

through the twelve agencies studied in depth declared a

Christian religious faith.

Two denominational societies of the Roman Catholic faith

had a policy of writing to the priest, in whose parish the

couple lived, to ask for his views about the applicants'

suitability and especially about their religious habits. The

priest's replies appeared to influence the outcome considerably.

Most of their comments were connected with the religious

habits of the applicants and how often they attended church.

They included such comments as "they are regular church goers.,"

or "they are good Catholics". In one case the parish priest

wrote to say that he had drawn one couple's attention to the

fact that they had not been to church recently, but that they

promised him to do 30 in future. In another case the decision

on a couple's application was postponed at the priest's

suggestion to give him time "to observe their religious habits".

In a later letter he wrote "the M's have shown some improve¬

ment but not so much as one would like..,.they have given me

a soleran promise to attend mass in future". We were able to
find out only about the couples who eventually adopted but not
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about theso who were turned down on the basis of references

from their parish priests.

On the ..-hole5 local authority agencies were found to have

less religious bias compared to adoption societies, but

individual workers occasionally set up their own criteria. In

the whole sample we did not come across a single adopter who

had not declared a religious affiliation. Sectarian groups

appear to exercise considerable control over the adaption

market by the sheer fact that they exist and offer a kind of

service. McWhirmie found no evidence of a positive correlation

between strong religious affiliations in adoptive parents and

gocd adjustment. Religious influence in the home was as
1.

likely to be associated with good, adjustment as with had.

On the other hand, 'dolcman's findings suggest that some active

church connection and religious commitment are more likely
o
* - «

to lea1 to successful outcome. The discrepancies between

the two studies may reflect real religious differences and

attitudes in the respective populations where the studies took

place.

1, A. hekhinnie "A Study of Adoption - The Social Circumstances

and Adjustment in Adult Life of JQ Adopted Children".

2. R.J.Goldman "A Critical and Historical Survey of the Methods

of Child Adoption in U.K. and the United States".
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(<5.,) Aspects of -Fertility rp.d Chil1 X_osaness

Gough writing in the Almoner in 1959 remarked how It used

to be thought that adoption casework was the one field in which

the client did not come to the worker with a problem, "It is

now seen", he added "that they now come with a very real
1.

problem that of childlessness, absolute or relative". The
view has also been expressed by child csro workers that child-

:loss couples who apply to adopt or foster children are at

the same time seeking some form of help for their childlessness

and especially for the feelings which this '".as given rise to.

The writer's personal experience, from assessing adoptive

couples, confirmed some of these views. It was observed at
selection stage hew for most of these couples the psychological

discovery of inability to have a child was Just as important

as the actual facts discovered. The discovery we3 of deep

significance to them and often led to a. real crisis in their

li-'ss, though reactions varied. After such a discovery most

couples would rally towards each other, and try to face up to
the situation without undue distress, but this was often
followed by a reflective period which in some cases threatened

the stability of the marriage itself. The distress, disappoint¬

ment and unhappiness experienced did not appear to be

1, Gough, D, 'Problems of Adoption', Almoner, 1959 (110-112),
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inappropriate to the occasion. Couples that went through

this stage, without eventually breaking up, emerged readier to

adopt compared to couples who went on denying any disappoint¬

ment and who were emphasizing that the discovery of

childlessness had made no difference to them. Denial of what

in reality was a very painful discovery often suggested marital

insecurity that prevented the couple from examining their

reactions and feelings. Both types of applicants would come

to the agency to ask for a child, to adopt or sometimes to

foster. Some had already dealt with their feelings over

their childlessness and were ready to move on to the next

stage, xtfhilst others were hoping that, at the same time that

they appeared as applicants for a child, they might have the

opportunity to reflect again on their feelings about the

subject.

Responsibility for childlessness seems to give rise to

different feelings in each of the marital partners and the

selection interview may often be used to voice them in a more

or less obvious way. The party that is deemed "responsible"

for the handicap often expresses feelings of uselessness and

inadequacy, whilst the other spouse, though mostly supportive
and understanding may also express disappointment and resent¬

ment at being deprived of the opportunity to have a biological

child. Childlessness is a handicap and, as other handicaps
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such as loss of limb, sight etc., the individual may either
come to terms with it or regress in his adaptive patterns. No

handicapped person can be expected to accept wholly his

situation and likewise no childless couple can possibly come

fully to terms with their handicap. However, from the writer's

personal observations again, the childless couple who over-

idealises biological parenthood will find it difficult to

adapt to an adoptive parent role. The over-idealisation of

biological parenthood bears many similarities to the adopted

child's over-idealisation of his natural parents, which may be

accompanied by intolerance and resentment towards his adoptive

family. These, however, are extreme reactions, occurring only
in a minority of adoptive parents and adopted children.

Humphrey and Ounsted found that one fifth of the couples whose

adopted children were referred for psychiatric treatment had
1.

lasting preoccupations with their failure to have children.

A mother, speaking to the writer during a selection interview,

remarked how after three years of longing, many hospital tests
and treatment, raised hopes and bitter disappointment, she was

told that it was unlikely she would ever have a child. "No

1. M. Humphrey and C. Ounsted "Adoptive Families referred for

Psychiatric Advice: Part II. The Parents",
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suffering", she added "in my life has equalled the moment when

I faced the truth", Hutchinson, writing on the methods of

selecting foster and adoptive parents, says "not to be able to

have a baby hits at a woman's most basic pride and a man's
1,

cherished self-esteem". Kirk looks at the problem of

childlessness as one of role handicap. He sees the wife as

being the more deprived because her roles as a child-bearer

and child-rearer have been "mutilated" in childlessness and

that these can only be partially restored in adoption. The

husband's handicap is his being deprived mainly of the
2.

opportunity "to provide consanguine members of the kin group",

Himphrey and Ounsted's findings as well as Gough's and

Kirk's writings suggest that certain childless couples need

an opportunity to work through their experience of childlessness

before they adopt. This opportunity, it is suggested, will

not only contribute to the couple's mental health but also

minimise any adverse effects on the adopted child's mental health.

Though such opportunities may be desirable, there is no social

agency in Britain - besides an adult psychiatric department -

1, Hutchinson, D,, 'Competence and Conscience in Home Finding'
Social Casework, 36, 365-3 (1955)#

2, Hirk, H,D,, "Shared Fate" The Free Pres3 of Glencoe -

London, 195^> P»
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that could offer this help. Many couples, however, who may

feel the need to discuss their experiences and reactions with

an understanding person, do not see themselves as psychiatric-

sally disturbed. Adoption agencies themselves have never

spelled out i^hat they see their function to be in relation

to this problem. The Child Welfare League, whilst supporting

that in the selection process the agency has a responsibility

to assess the applicant's feelings about their childlessness,

recommends that, where the couples have problems associated

with childlessness, they should be referred to other community

services. However, the League distinguishes clearly in its
recommendations between the responsibility of the adoption agency

"to understand how applicants feel about their childlessness

and the bearing this may have on their capacity for parenthood"

and referral to another agency when the couple have real
1.

problems over this matter. Howe, whilst not suggesting that

adoption workers should provide casework help to childless

couples as such, sees the agency worker as responsible for

helping the applicants to increase their understanding of their

own feelings. She sees this happening during the selection

process when the caseworker's job is "to help the applicants

1. "Standards for Adoption Service" Child Welfare League of

America, N/York (1953) pp.31 and 37.
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1.
come to a decision". What the League recommends and Rowe

sees as desirable, if practised, would of necessity Involve
the applicants in some examination of their feelings regarding

their situation of childlessness. The boundary line at which

an applicant stops being an applicant for a child and becomes

a client in need of a service, though not necessarily mutually

exclusive, again seems uncertain and difficult to define.

(i) Investigation of childlessness; Childlessness, as medical

practitioners keep reminding us, is a symptom of various

conditions and not a diagnosis. The reasons for which couples

may be childless vary. Some may even choose to have no

children whilst some others may have had several unsuccessful

pregnancies. As there is a feeling that it is not "fair"

for an adopted child to go to a family where there is a

possibility of further children, we asked agencies to say

whether they ask applicants to present evidence of sterility

and/or infertility tests. Only two societies say they require

evidence of medical investigations. The two societies, that

require such evidence, in actual practice placed children with
families that subsequently gave birth to an oi*n child. This

1. Rowe, J, 'Parents, Children and Adoption', London,
R.K.P. (1966).
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possibly points to the fact that medical investigations of this

type are not necessarily infallible.

Of local authority agencies, one fifth require evidence

of sterility and/or infertility, McKinley reports that in

England half of the local authorities and two fifths of the
1.

societies require similar evidence. Though most agencies

in Scotland do not require such evidence, caseworkers usually
ask applicants the reason for their childlessness. Goodacre,

who asked couples about these tests and their reactions to

them, was told that these were "distressing and aggravated by
2.

lack of encouragement, explanation and continuity."

Only three of the twelve agencies (agency sample)

contained in their records identifiable information on the

circumstances of each couple's childlessness. Table 53 was

constructed on the basis of these agencies' records only. It

shows that the number of women diagnosed as infertile was

slightly higher than the number of men similarly diagnosed.

In a further one quarter of the cases, the reason for the

resulting childlessness was due to some complication which

resulted in miscarriages or still-births. The doctors had

1. E. McKinley "The Selection of Adoptive Parents".

2. I. Goodacre "Adoption Policy and Practice", p.lf5»
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advised against further pregnancies. In another fifth of the

cases the doctors could find no physical cause either in the

husband or in the wife to account for the failure to conceive.

In the remaining 9 cases (or 9.3 per cent.) the couples made

no attempt to establish the reasons for their childlessness.

Six of the nine couples were married when the wife was older

than 38 and apparently had no hope that medical investigations

could aid them. Rowe, commenting on couples who do not try

to establish the cause of their childlessness, remarked that

though at first it sounds reasonable that some couples prefer

not to know who is "to blame", one must question why they do

not wish to find out if the cohdition can be remedied or why

they should consider that knowledge of one's partner's
1.

infertility might prejudice their relationship". Two of

the three agencies that handled the cases of couples who

made no effort to find out did not pursue the matter with

them.

1. Rowe, J. 'Parents, Children and Adoption', p. l6l.
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Table. 53. Responsibility for childlessness (Based on the

records of three of the 12 agencies. N.92).

II. Per cent.

Wife's infertility or sub-

»fertility 2D (21.7)

Husband's infertility or

sub-fertility 16 (17.**)

Miscarriages, still births or

other similar conditions 26 (28.3)

Both parents normal 21 (22.8)

No attempt to establish cause

of childlessness 9 ( 9.3)

92 (100 )

The slight excess of women over men, who were diagnosed

as infertile or sub-fertile, may partly reflect the accuracy

of the records, which were mostly based on the verbal

explanations of the applicants, and may partly reflect the

doctors' attitude towards revealing the exact situation to the

couple. A colleague doing research in childless marriages in

Scotland was told by a medical practitioner that many doctors

do not like telling the man that he is to blame, as such a
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1.
discovery can shako his feelings of masculinity. If this

practice Is widespread, the number of men thought to be

infertile or sub-fertile may be an under-estimate. Such an

attitude on behalf of doctors obviously underestimates the

fact that the discovery of childlessness can have an equally

severe effect on a woman's feelings of femininity as on a

man's feelings of masculinity. As most medical practitioners

are men, their reluctance to reveal the truth to other men may

stem as much from their own subjective feelings as it reflects

their attitudes about the respective status and role of women

in society, (The writer found that in the context of the

Greek culture, where the authority of the husband over the xrife

is almost unquestionable, it was not unusual for wives, when

coming to the agency, to assume personal responsibility for
their husbands' infertility). The personal attitudes and

prejudices of doctors are of vital importance in what they

eventually decide to reveal to their patients, Russell, in

a personal communication to Humphrey, said that he warns his

couples that, unless there is a condition requiring treatment,

they will not be told where the defect lies. Humphrey comments

that for the couple not to know where they stand must make it

1. Mrs, N, Campbell is currently doing research on "Voluntary

Childlessness" (Registered as a student at Edinburgh University).
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very difficult for them to plan. Such an attitude on the

part of the doctor assumes a prior incapacity in people to

cope with distressing situations, though the alternative is

for nagging worrying feelings to persist for a life-time.

Earlier on in this chapter it was pointed out that one

in every six applicants who withdrew their applications before

completion, did so because they found themselves expecting
their own child. The number of couples with functional

conditions who adopt is considerable, but there are conflicting

figures of how many of these have their own children after they

adopt. As this study was initiated within a very short period

after the completion of the adoption order, it was not possible

to obtain a reliable picture on the matter. Wittenborn found

a frequency of one in seven of the adopters having had a child
1.

of their own within a period of six years following adoption.

Weinstein claimed a similar frequency after studying families
2.

in Florida who had adopted in the past nine to twelve years.

More conclusive evidence was furnished by Weir and. Heir from a

1, Wittenborn, J.R. "The placement of Adoptive Children"

Springfield, Illinois - 1957.

2. Weinstein, E.A., 'Adoption and Infertility' Amer.Sociological

Review, 27, ^8-12 (1962).
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study of ^38 couples who had been referred to the same centre

for investigation of primary fertility and followed up for at

least five years. The proportion who had become fertile was

16$ of the 197 couples who had adopted, and 18$ of the
1 e

remaining 2*fl couples. These results hardly support the

view that adoption can be a cure for functional sterility.

Among the general population, however, there is a very

widespread feeling that adoption can aid childlessness and it

appears that many childless couples apply to adopt, before
2.

they find out the exact nature of their predicament. Bernard

writing on the subject, however, supported the view that the

relationship, between a functional condition leading to

childlessness and conception after placement of a child, was

no longer considered mere coincidence. He produced some

evidence to suggest that emotional problems may be among the

many intricate factors that influence fertility, and that the

1. Weir, W.G, & Weir D.R., 'Adoption and Subsequent Conception'
Fertil and Steril, 17, 283-88 (1966).

2. Bernard, V.W., 'The Application of Psychoanalytic concepts to

adoption agency practice' in Psycho-analysis and Social Work ed.

Heiman,M International Univ.Press, Ch.9, 169-209 (1953).
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experience of adoption may entail some reorganisation of the

psychic life that in turn may facilitate conception, Bernard

offered no concrete evidence for her statement. Karanan,

writing in the Journal of the American Medical Association

reviewed the psycho-analytic explanation of pregnancy following

adoption and explained it as being partly due to the increased

feminine role of the woman which is enforced on her through

caring for a baby, and partly to the possibility that some

immaturity in the ova is corrected or that pathological

stimulants on the ovary are reduced when the childless couple
1. a

become adoptive parents. Hanson and Bock offered/more

objective view as^a result of their study of a sample of 202
adoptive mothers. Of these, 15 (or 7became pregnant

after adoption, 19 reported loss of menstrual discomfort, 22
had sexuality changes feeling less tension and five more

reported positive relaxation. The authors go on to stress

1, Kamanan, G,H. 'The Fsycho-dynamic Aspects of Sterility*
Journal of the American Medical Association (19^6).

2. Hanson, F,M, and Bock, J, *The Effects of Adoption on

Fertility' and Other Reproductive Functions' Amer,Journal of

Obstetric Gynec., 59» 311-20 (1953).
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that, in spite of this, there were only four of the 15
pregnancies which had no other explanation for the "cure" of

infertility apart from the improvement in emotional tone. In

the others, there had been contributory factors, such a3

previous incomplete pregnancies, Humphrey confirms this view

from his Oxford study in which ha found that one in seven of

the adopters subsequently had children but he goes on to say

"these too were young, otherwise healthy and had shown evidence
of previous fertility", Humphrey concludes by saying that

"adoption is a possible cure for functional sterility but not
1.

apparently a likely one".

Irrespective of the available evidence, many couples,

who apply to adopt, do so in the hope that they will eventually

conceive. This in itself demonstrates the difficulty many

couples have over accepting their situation without any

lingering hopes. Such hopes should not be a bar to adoption

unless the pre-occupation lingers-on undiminished. In such

a case, Humphrey's and Ounsted's findings about the effects of
2.

such pre-occupation on the child cannot be Ignored. As nine

of the twelve agencies in the "Agency Sample" had failed to

discuss the circumstances of the applicants' childlessness and

1. M.Humphrey and C.Ounsted "Adoptive Families referred for

Psychiatric Advices Part II. The Parents".

2. Ibid.
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their reaction to it, they could not reach an informed decision

on which couples had accepted their situation and which were

still pre-occupied in a way that was absorbing most of their

interest and emotions.

(ii) How bin a family? The common view that adoption is for

childless couples is not borne out by facts. Though agencies

generally seem to prefer childless couples or couples who had

previously adopted, 125 (or 16 per cent) of non-related

adoptions in 1965 were by couples who had one or more of their

own children, 30% had previously adopted one or more children

and the remaining were first adopters. A higher

percentage of couples with own children adopted children who

were in the care of the local authority, compared to childless

couples.

It is difficult to judge whether the number of couples

who adopt a second or third child (30.0$) is a big enough rate

to justify the comment that adoption tends to become more

popular with people who have actually experienced parenthood,

or to wonder why more couples do not proceed to adopt more than

one child. The latter, however, is a more complicated issue

because of the hitherto limited number of babies available.

There have been some su gestions that child rearing appears to

act as an enrichment of people's lives, opening new interests

and new dimensions to them, and one would therefore expect a
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considerable number of couples to proceed to adopt more than

one child. When Witraer and her associates asked *+01 adoptive

parents what advice they would give to people whd were thinking

about adopting a child, the biggest group (30.0/5) advised,
1.

"just go ahead, its wonderful, you will bo glad". The same

writers have found, however, that the presence of children before
2.

adoption was a somewhat unfavourable sign for outcome. Gold¬

man too, maintained that successful adoptions were associated
3.

with no other placings before adoptive placement. Both

these findings raise 3ome questions as to whether second or

subsequent adoptions prove more stressful and have a lower

chance of success.

With the exception of two of the agencies anstirering

our postal questionnaire, all the others said that they accept

1. Wltmer, II.L,, E.Hersog, E.A.Weinstein, M.S.Sullivan,
"Independent Adoptions - A Follow-Up Study" p.103.

2. Ibid.

3. R.J. Goldman "A Critical and Historical Survey of the

Metho-'s of Child Adoption in U.K. and the United

States."



families with "own" children as adopters. Occasional reluc-

stance to place children with such couples seems to be associated

with the idea that it is not in the best interests of the

adopted child to go into a family where there are already "own"

children, but there has also been the feeling, among a number

of agencies, that with the limited nuraber of children available,
families who (do not have children should be given some priority

over those who already have children of their own. Because

of this attitude, it is again difficult to estimate how many

applicants with own or a first adopted child, had been deprived

of the opportunity for a second baby. We are led to conclude,

howrever, that, as the number of adoptive applicants in

Scotland has never reached the proportion claimed to have been

reached in England and the United States, probably there have

been very few occasions when Scottish agencies exercised any

kind of rationing of babies. At least one agency - Independent

society - actively encourages couples to adopt more than one

child because it believes that it is conducive to good

adjustment, .Similarly, the two Catholic societies, which were

having some difficulty in recruiting Catholic adoptive parents,

started approaching couples, who had already adopted through

them, encouraging them to adopt a second or a third child.
It isas been assumed that agencies placing children i/ith

couples having "own" children would somehow ensure that there
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was no possibility of further pregnancies. The picture that

emerged, from a study of sixty such placements made by the

twelve agencies (agency sample), was a varied one. Six of
these placements x^ere made with the agency's awareness that a

further conception was likely. In another 2*f cases, the

adopting couple were well within child hearing age and there

was no physical reason to exclude the possibility of further

children. The agencies placing these children did not go into

the matter at all. Interestingly, 15 of the 2b children

placed with these couples had been in care - three of them

being of 'mixed' blood, Humphrey claims that the fertile

adoptive mother is more ready to dismiss the natural mother

whose child she has taken over and that this may lead to
1.

complications. In this case, it seemed again that the

difficulty of finding adopters for children in care, or with

a colour problem, led to less scrutinization and a greater

compromise. This was further confirmed through the fact that

the agencies which made these placements did not arrange similar

placements for children not in care. Though our general

findings suggest that agencies value the extension of families

through adoption, the practice is to place more "hard-to-place"

1. Humphrey, X. "The Hostage Seekers",
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children with this type of family. This, however, may not be
an altogether unreasonable way to provide homes for such

children.

Witmer et al., writing on the outcome of adoptions in
families with own children, claim that the lower average ratings,
where there were own children before adoption, were not the
direct result of mixing om and adopted but that one factor

involved was that such parents were likely to be older at the
1.

time of placement of the adopted child. This would suggest

that some of the more needy children in our sample, were

placed with families with a low success rating. Another fac-

stor found by Witmer to be associated with poor rating was where

the couple's own children were adults. These adoptions,

according to her reflected a wish on the mother's part for

companionship and gratification in caring for a baby. One in

every ten of the couples in our sample would fall into this

category, Trasler also warns, from his studies in foster-care,

against couples who are looking for a companion for their own

child, or the need of some mothers to look after very young
2.

babies. In general, however, the various writings suggest

1, H.L.Witmer, E.Herzog, E.A.Weinstein, M.E.Sullivan, "Independent

Adoptions - A Follow-Up Study".

2. G.Trasler "In Place of Parents".
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that what should he evaluated at selection stage is the

©notional attitudes prevailing in the hone, and not the presence

or not of other children. Price writes that social workers

should ask the way the applicants' own children have been

brought up. If the relationship has been normally and natur-

sally satisfying, then the adopters might need to demand less
1.

immediate response from the adopted child. Of the 60 couples

with own children, only in 11 cases (or 18$) was any reference
made in the selection reports to the relationship between the

applicants and their own child(ren).

(iii) Choice of 3ex; The argument about whether adopters
2. 3.

prefer girls to boys is a long standing one. Gordon, Leahy

and Golby, writing in the thirties and early forties, inferred

1. Price, M.,'The Adoptive Applicants See a Child' -in Headings
in Adoptions, ed,Smith,I.E.,N/York Philosophical Library,(19&3)
2. Gordon, I. 'Adoptionen als eziologisches Und Fursorgerisches
Problem' Hamburger Wirtschafts -Uhd 3ozialwissen3chaftliche

Schriften, Bostock, Carl Hinstorffs, (1930)*
3. Leahy,A,, 'Gome Characteristics of Adoptive Parents' Amer.
Journal of vSociology Vol.38, 5J+8-!£63 (1933)»

Colby, M.H. 'Problems and Procedures in Adoption' U.S.
Children Bureau Publication No.262 (19^1).
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from their studies of adoption petitions and final adoption

orders tVat among adopters there was a female sex preference,

Brenner who studied fifty families who adopted between 19^1 and

i95*5 found that, at the time of application, 39 expressed a

sex preference and 72 por cent of this group had asked for a
1.

girl, Kornitzer writing in the early fifties claimed that

the waiting lists for girls were far longer than those for
2.

boys. Goodacre wrote that two thirds of those seen, who
had a definite preference, wanted a girl, though she goes on

to add that agency officials "reported unaccountable swings
3.

in fashion".

Of the 2018 adoption orders granted In Scotland in 1965>
just over fifty-two per cent were in favour of boys compared

lK 5.
to }i7,7,j for girls. Triseliotis, in an as yet unpublished

1. Brenner, R.F.A. 'Follow-up of Adoptive Families' Child

Adoption Research Committee, IJ/York, 1951.
2. 1-1,Kornitzer "Child Adoption in the Modern World" - Putrnan,

London (1952)

3. Goodacre, I. "Adoption Policy and Fractice", p.66.
lf. Annual Report of the Registrar General for Scotland, 196^.

5. Details of this study are available and could be

supplied by J. Triseliotis, c/o Department of Social Adminis¬

tration, Edinburgh University.
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study of the characteristics of mothers who surrender and of

those who keep their children, found evidence to support the
view that the fact that fewer girls are adopted is related more

to the surrendering habits of biological mothers than it is to

the motives of those wanting to adopt. Of the 221 illegitimate

children in his sample, 113 were male and 108 female; of the
male children, almost forty-eight per cent were surrendered,

compared to only hi.7'?° of girls. As the present study has

not found that more girls are adopted either by their mothers

or by other relatives, we may conclude that girls are kept by

their mothers or ether relatives (i.e. grand-parents) who do

not proceed to adopt them.

3ex preference in adoption has been looked at from various

points of view, such as the "narcissistic" concern of women in

preferring a female child, or that the female child is a

symbol of affection, and even more that it costs less to raise
a girl than a boy. A preference for boys has been associated

with male preference to carry on family consanguinity. Cul-

stural factors as well as fashion cannot be ignored either.

In countries like In-7ia, for instance, the absence of a son to

perform certain religious rites, when the head of the family

dies, ar>pears to lead mostly to the adoption of male children.
The sex preferences of adopters in our group could be

identified from the records of six of the twelve agencies



(Agency Gauple), who happened to keep details about the sex

preferences of all adopters as expressed at application stage.

Of these (table ^t) two out of every five asked for a girl?

just over one third for a boy and the remaining expressed no

preference. All the 55 applicants who expressed no sex

preference were first adopters. In the end all the applicants

got a child of their original choice, but of those with no

preference, more got boys than 'iris. It is very possible

that some of these who express "no preference" may either be

afraid of prejudicing their chances or are hoping to get a

second child and so, in the latter case, preference for a

first child is less pronounced.

labia <k. Adopters' sax preference (Agency iaaalc-6 agencies

W.2^>)

Ho preference

Prcforgflc??,

Boy

Girl

N.

87

98

55

(36.2)

(Lf0.3)

(23.0)

Total 2hO (100 )

The previous table, \irhich refers to sex preferences for

all adoptions, shows a slight preference for girls. It was

felt, however, that a more accurate comparison would be to
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examine preferences for a first child. The findings (table 55)
show that the proportions were almost reversed. Of the 240

adoptions handled by the six agencies, 14-2 were for first

adoptions; of these, *+<3(or 33*1,0expressed preference for a

boy, 40 (or 28.2/0 preference for a girl and the remaining 55

(or 33,7/0 expressed no preference. If we take only those

with a definite preference, y+.5* expressed preference for a

boy compared to 4-7,5h who expressed preference for a girl.

The findings suggest that there are considerable differences

between a preference for a first child and one for a second or

subsequent child,

preference for a fi,rst qhild.

(Agency Sample-6 Agencies N.240.)

Boy

Girl

No preference

Total

£• 1
l+8 (33.1)

5tO (28.2)

% (38.7)

14-2 (100 )

One of the agencies in the sample - Independent society -

had an elaborate selection system during which period the

applicants were offered the opportunity to change their



preference, if they wished to dc so, The agency felt strongly

that applicants should he able to exercise a real choice and

not to feel under any compulsion to adopt a child of any

particular sex, Of hi cases handled In 1905, the- choice for
first adoptions was marginally higher for boys than for girls.

The slight preference for boys may be a particular cultural

characteristic related to the status and authority of the male

within the Scottish family. The general conclusion is that

the applicants' motives, in first preference, appear to favour

slightly the mala sex. Where there is an excess of one sex

over another, due to the surrendering habits of mothers, the
children are usually absorbed in second or third adoptions.

It has been assumed that couples adopting a second or

third child, would prefer a child of the opposite sex to the
one they already had. In fact 30% of those who adopted a

second child chose one of the sane sex a3 the one they had.

There ware many examples of couples with two, three or even

four adopted or own children of one sex, who subsequently adopted
a further child of the same sex. In adoptions of second

children there was a greater tendency to adopt a second girl

than a second boy. Eighteen per cent of adopting couples

asked for a second girl but only 12% asked for a second boy.

This pattern may confirm the earlier view expressed that in

Scotland there is some special significance for the first child
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beiiis a boy rather than a girl.

Summaryt The statistics published by the Registrar-General for

Scotland show that more boys than girls are adopted each year,

dur analysis of the various sample figures showed some under¬

lying trends: (i) that sinsle mothers surrender fewer girls

for adoption than boys5 (ii) that among applicants exercising

a choice for a first child there was some slight preference

for boys. Those who at application stage expressed no pref-

jerence formed the biggest group. In 30$ of second adoptions,
a chil of the same sex as the one already at home was preferred,

but there was a greater preference for a second girl than for

a second boy.

Co}, '4ft ■ ealth of A.;,ppt;vG Parpftfrj;

The Adoption Agencies Regulations do not require of

agencies to obtain medical certificates on the applicants'

health, but most agencies ask for a medical certificate during

the selection stage. This is to ensure that medical implica-

:tions will not bar the applicants from adopting at the court

stage. Section 7 (2) of the 1958 Adoption Act specifies that

"in determining whether an order will be for the welfare of the

infant, the court shall have regard (among other things) to
the health of the applicants". When the petitioners lodge

their application at the court they are required to attach a
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certificate on a prescribed form and signed by a medical

practitioner, usually the family doctor. The doctor is

required to say whether the petitioner "is physically, mentally
and emotionally suitable to adopt an infant", (dee Appendix P).
This pro-forma certificate does not allow for any detailed

information to be inserted and the only expectation is a

generalised statement, in none of the cases studied from the

court sample did a medical practitioner express any doubt about

the suitability of any of the applicants to adopt.

Though the doctor has an important part to play in the

medical assessment of would-be adopters, his role appears far

from clear. Kis main function, however, could be seen as one

of having to assess the present and perhaps future chances of

the couple's health in the next 16 to IS years, so that loss

of a parent will not be a disaster to the child, This medical

examination is often paralleled with that for life insurance

or for prospective employees for certain jobs. it is thought

that for such an examination, if it is going to be more than a

formal one, a good background history of the couple is necessary

as the amount of information to be obtained, in a single

interview is of limited value. Because of this need, it is

maintained that the family general practitioner is the best

equipped person to carry out the examination. What contra-

indicates this procedure, however, is that the doctor is likely
to want to do the best for his patients and may fail to take
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account of the needs of the child. After all, even the Hurst
1 •

committee claimed that doctors often suggest adoption to their

patients as the cure for a number of ills, and it is also well-

known that some doctors act as professional third parties in

matters of adoption. Leaving aside these arguments, one would
not dispute the impartiality of most family doctors, but

certain safeguards may have to be built in somewhere. Most

cases will be straight forward ones and the real problem for

decision-making by the agency will be in those border-line

cases, where the doctor reports some kind of medical condition.

It is for this reason that a minority of agencies (in our case

only Independent society), appoint a Medical Adviser who can

interpret to the case-coramitteo the nature and prognosis of

diseases recorded in medical certificates. The Medical

Adviser is seen as someone who should avoid writing memos or

letters to the ease-committee, but who will try and be present

at the discussion in order (a) to explain in ordinary language

the implications of the medical report and (b) through partici¬

pation in the committee's work to acquire more awareness of

1. "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption

of Children".



the adoptive situation ana of adoption needs. dome medical

people would like to see the family doctor playing a much wider

part in such cases. They argue that the family doctor can

make a unique contribution in that he can "penetrate'1 into a

family much more easily, especially when someone is ill and

the family are undefended and can more easily betray their

anxieties. the doctor can then obtain a better understanding

of their strengths and weaknesses, which if the need arises,
1.

can be communicated to the adoption agency. Apart from the

ethical implications raised, it is doubtful whether doctors

themselves would like to associate themselves with this type

of role.

Half of the twelve agencies in the sample, had no

particular policy on the matter of medical certificates.

Sometimes they would ask for them before the placement, but

very often no certificates would be asked except after the

child was placed. The certificate would then be attached to

the petition submitted to the court. This procedure meant

that aspects of the applicants' health were not considered

at the selection stage. In the case of second or third

1. This theme was developed by Dr, J. Marshall at a Day

Conference organised in London by the Standing Conference of

Societies Registered for Adoption.
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adoptions, all agencies, with one exception, failed again to

ask for a new medical certificate to be considered at selec¬

tion stai?e, The possibility that, between the first and

second adoption, the applicants' health miaht have been impaired

was not considered.

The remaining six agencies followed a different procedure

with regard to health matters with first adopters. At selec¬

tion stage they would ask applicants to consent to a medical

report on a form specially drawn up by the agency. The form

was forwarded by the agency to the applicants' doctor. The

latter was expected to examine the applicants and report to

the agency whether the couple sufferer- either now or in the

past from a number of specified diseases, Including psychiatric

conditions. The doctor also had an opportunity to comment at

the end of the form whether the applicants were suffering from

any other disease not mentioned in the form. Where the

medical reports indicated that there were health problems,

the agencies would occasionally, but not always, ask the same

doctor to elaborate on his report. Where the reports were

not unreservedly favourable, at least one agency - Independent

society - would pass these (i/ithout disclosing the applicant's

name) to its Medical Adviser for his opinion as to future risks.

Whilst other societies might consult a doctor serving on one

of their committees, local authority workers had no such
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opportunities and the assessment of medical reports had to be

done by social workers. The extent to which family doctors

and other specialists avoid giving full medical details to

non-medical people and lay committees was difficult to assess.

In certain cases, this seemed to be as much a matter of the

individual doctor's approach as a reflection of the agency's

particular image. At least one agency - Independent society
- was successful in eliciting comprehensive reports and this

was perhaps related to the way the request was made, as well as

to the knowledge that the agency had a specialist adviser who

would handle the information appropriately. For doctors to

know that the medical information will not be assessed solely

by social workers and lay committees seems to allay their

anxieties. (As stated in chapter five, only Independent

society had a formal arrangement for medical consultation,

whilst the remaining societies were satisfied with having a

doctor on one of their committees. Local authorities lacked

any such arrangements.)
Because of the different types of certificates reaching

agencies and courts, it was found that there were considerable

omissions in the certificates going to the courts, compared

with those going to the agencies. Many medical conditions,

that were originally Included in the certificates obtained by

the agency, were not included in the ones lodged with the court.



The explanation may be connected either with the general layout

of the prescribed official certificate or with the fact that

the court certificate was personally obtained by the

applicants from their doctor, whilst the ones going to the

agency were requested by the agency directly, with the consent
of the adopters.

To establish the extent of this discrepancy, we compared

the two types of certificates for the same 128 applicants who

were selected by four agencies in the Edinburgh Sheriff court

area. The medical certificates that iirent to the courts quoted

sixteen (or 12.5$) of these applicants as having suffered or

as suffering from some sort of disease. Only one applicant

was quoted as suffering from a psychiatric condition. Of the

128 certificates that went to the agencies lf9 (or 38.2$) of the

applicants were described as having suffered or as suffering

from some kind of disease. Eleven of these conditions were

connected with a psychiatric disturbance. In one case the

adopting mother had a prolonged period of depression and in

two other cases the adoptive fathers had been under psychiatric

treatment for at least five years. There were four cases of

chronic anxiety and the remaining four cases i^ere for lesser

conditions of an emotional nature. On the physical side, four

applicants were suffering with recurrent asthma, six with

different forms of ulcerative colitis, two with active kidney
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conditions, three with controlled epilepsy and three with

heart conditions.

Local authorities selected double the number of applicants

who suffered or were suffering from some kind of disease,

compared to adoption societies. In an earlier chapter the

point was made that only a very small number of children with

physical handicaps were adopted in 1965 and this was explained
as possibly reflecting an excessive zeal on the part of agen-

:cies tc place only those children who were thought to be

"perfect". The fact, however, that a far higher percentage
of adopters suffering or having suffered from some medical

condition were accepted as adopters suggests that agencies

subject the health of the infant to closer scrutiny than that

of the adopters. It is recognised, of course, that by the

time the average person applies to adopt, he is likely to have

gone through seme illness and this in itself should not be a

bar to adoption. Similarly, some of them may still be

suffering from some sort of mild condition or handicap which

should not deprive them of the opportunity to become adoptive

parents. Dr. Hamilton, speaking at the 1961 conference of
the Standing Conference of Societies Registered for Adoption,

said that "impairment formerly viewed with anxiety and treated

with severity ~ such as adequately treated and controlled

tuberculosis, controlled epilepsy and old poliomyelitis - need
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not give rise to autocratic injection of applicants. • .nor need
1.

handicapped people he refused". This appears to be a very

reasonable approach, but though equally balanced remarks have

been made about children's conditions, the practice of

many agencies still tends to pay more attention to the health

of the baby and loss to that of the adopters.

(f) Socio-fcononic Background of Adopters

'lien applying to the agency for a child to adopt, each

applicant is expected to fill in the column which asks for his

occupation. Though in theory no agency has a policy of

barring people with any particular occupation, the latter

criterion is used by the agency as a guide to the applicants'

general economic standing. dome agencies, for instance, which
cl: iia to match the social class and intellectual background of

the child with that of the adopters may have to reject certain

applicants whose background does not resemble that of the child-
sren surrendered to the agency. Though agencies made a point

at the interview stage of asking applicants, such as craftsmen,

semi-skilled and unskilled labourers about their earnings, they

did not always do the same with professional and business people.

1. "Report of Conference held at Folkestone" October, 1961,
ed. by Standing Conference of Societies Registered for Adoption.



f-ger.c5.e3 answering our questionnaire, rated material conditions
as the third most important factor in their selection criteria.

These, by being more tangible, in comparison with psychological

factors, were perhaps easier to assess. As the assessment of

emotional and psychological suitability is such a skilled but

imprecise task, agencies that concentrate on material comfort

can at least get the satisfaction that they are doing some-

:thing very tangible for the child. It has been suggested

that in the United States, where too much importance had been

given to emotional factors over the last twenty years, material
comfort and its importance was neglected to the detriment of

some children.

The Registrar-General in his census report for 19^1 uses

occupation as the criterion for determining social class.

Ue used the same criterion and classification system to

estimate the social class background of couples who adopted

in 1965. This classification x/as applied to adoptions by

non-related couples and based on the occupation of the

adoptive father. (Of the original 783 non-related adoptions,

28 were in favour of fathers who were serving in the armed

forces and therefore non-classifiable and four were in favour

of spinsters not in employment. There was no information for
a further three adoptive fathers).
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Table 56. The social class background of adopters. (Court

sample, fit 7lfcff).

Adopter^ Ceqsus, L^ot), 1963,*
Social class N. % %

I Professional 116 (15.5) 3.1

II Intermediate 16? (22.1) 13.0

III Skilled 358 (*+7.9) 51.1

IV Semi-skilled 78 (10. If) 22.7

V'Unskilled 31 (J+.l) 10.1

7*+8 (100 ) 100

Hon-classifiable 35 -

Total 783

The findings from table ?6 confirm the commonly held view that

the two upper-classes are over-represented in adoption whilst

the lower two classes are under-represented. The middle-class

(III) shares an almost equal representation. Almost two out

of every five adopters belonged to social class I and II

compared to a numerical strength of only 16.1 per cent among

the general population. At the other end of the scale, though

semi-skilled and unskilled workers form almost one third of the



general population, their numerical representation, as adoptive

parents was only Ik. 'j per cent.

The Registrar-General's five-fold classification has,

however, certain limitations for the purpose of this part of

the study, the main draw-back being that the so-called

*intermediater group i.e. social class II and the middle group

i.e. social class III, tend to have a very wide spread. For

Instance, social class II does not distinguish between

managers, employers and semi-professional people, Squally,

social class III does not distinguish between a big group of

non-manual workers, such as clerks, salesmen, insurance and

bank employees etc., and skilled workers. Because of these

drawbacks it was decided to use the 1965 sample census seven¬

fold classification based on socio-economic background, (table

56). Group o.l is comprised of professional workers

engaged in jobs usually requiring university degree standard;

Group ho.2 covers employers and managers; Group Kg,3 Includes

Foremen, skilled manual and own account workers; Group No.1!-
includes inter-mediate non-manual workers including those

working as ancillary to professions and not normally requiring

university qualifications; Group No,5 is made up of personal
service workers, semi-skilled and agricultural workers; Group
No.6 is made up of unskilled manual and Group No.7 covers the

Armed Forces and persons with inadequately described occupations.
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taatfoq 9,P adopters,.

CSaasL.^Pj-e- »*??$ ,-, images armed forces).

fopfo-gygnp^C ->APiPX,s, Ceq,?,!^, ^6,5 -
background Adopters fry? area. 3 covered bv

HLiMz"'
N# % %

1. Professional
workers 129 (16.6) OA)

2. IStoployers ana
Managers *+9 ( 6,3) (10,7)

3. Foremen, Skilled
manual and own
account workers 2^1 (32.2) (37A)

h. ton-manual 210 (26.9) (15.7)

5. Personal service
workers, semi¬
skilled and
agr.workers 78 (10.0) (20.0)

6. Unskilled manual 31 ( H-.0) ( 9.9)

7. Armed forces and
persons with
inadequately
described occups. 31 ( **.0) ( 2.9)

Total 779 (100 ) (100 )

The surprising finding from this table is that the

people who adopt from the two upper social classes are mainly



profession;:.! people such as doctors, solicitors, lecturers,

architects, civil and electrical engineers and other similarly

qualified professionals, Employers and managers form only

a small percentage of adopters compared to their numerical

strength ana even to their material wealth. Though profess¬

ionals form only 3.a per cent of the general population where

the study took place, their numerical representation as adopters

was almost five times that. On the other hand, whilst

employers and managers formed 10.76 of bhe population in the

areas covered by the study, the rate of adoption amongst them

vas only 6.2m, Another class that is over-represented is that

of non-manual workers. This group included many semi-

professionals and white-collar workers. Their rate of

adoption was almost double their numerical strength. The

under-representation of groups six and seven is again noted.

The most likely person to become an adoptive parent is someone

holding professional qualifications or employed as a non-manual

worker; the less likely is someone employed as an unskilled
- T<~\ 'V*
#» v -i. — ~ 4t

Why adoption appears to be more popular among professional

people and much less so among employers and managers may be

related to attitudes about inheritance, fears of unknown heredity
and perhaps the lingering feeling that adoption is only for

the working classes. The professionals - who were mostly
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university graduates - possibly represented a more enlightened
axid liberal section of the coaraanity, with 1-3 3S fear about here¬

dity and fewer qualms about the stigma of illegitimacy. The

low percentage of employers and managers adopt in.-; was constant

in all areas with the exception of Edinburgh, where it

approached its numerical strong Mi among the general population.

Table % which compares by social class background,

adopters chosen by adoption societies and those by local

authorities, seems to confirm only to soma extent, the commonly

held view that adoption societies deal mainly with the upper

classes whilst local authority agencies are mainly left with

couples from the lower social classes.

Table 68. Social class background of adopters by Placement

agenpy,. ,(Court saqpl? N,7**7>«
Adoption Society Local Authority

3ociaL_slas& N. % N. %

1. Professional 80 (20.7) 33 (10.0)

2. Intermediate 97 (25.1) 62 (13.8)

3. Skilled 179 0*6.2) 165 <5D.o)

Partly skilled 2k- ( 6.2) k-7 (l*f.2)

5. Unskilled z ( 1.8) -22 ( 7.P,)

337 (100 ) 330 (100 )

Non-classifiable ,13 - 17 -

Total koo 3^7
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The contrast between the type of adopters selected by

the two types of agencies is greater, however, in areas where

applicants had a clear choice. In such areas applicants of

professional and semi-professional background as well as white-

collar workers, chose in their vast majority the voluntary

agencies. (Edinburgh where such Icar choice exists is one

examples Voluntary societies placed 55d of children with

couples of social class background I and II compared to only

2.6% by the local authority). "Various explanations can be

offered for this preference: One, is that referral agents

such as doctors, health visitors and solicitors determine to a

large extent, whether their patients or clients go to one

agency rather than another and these agents generally seem to

prefer the voluntary societies, where such a choice exists. A
second explanation is what appears to be a welfare stereotype,

associated with local authorities, which smack3 of charity and

is therefore to be avoided by people of independent means.

Thirdly, adoption societies have on their committees persons

who are of the same socio-economic background as the majority

of their applicants. This seems to add an air of respectability

to their work and applicants get the feeling that those running

the society are nlike us". In reverse, this often acts as a

deterrent to people from lower socio-economic backgrounds.

Fourth, many couples make donations and sign covenants when
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they adopt from societies and this seems to take away the

feeling of having accepted "charity" or welfare assistance.

Fifth, the premises and waiting rooms of the voluntary

societies were generally more comfortable and pri\ate compared

to those of local authority departments. Sixth, it is

possible that many working class couples avoid agencies that

are "above them" and where they will be expected to meet

agency fees, donations and. covenants. (It must be stressed

again that until such time as agencies can provide detailed

information about the- characteristics of people they reject,
it will not be possible to identify the different types of

applicants who go to each of the two types of agencies).

A further significant difference that Is illustrated by

table 59 is the variation of the socio-economic background of

adopters in different parts of the country. After taking

into account the different population structure as well as the

numerical representation of each socio-economic group, in each

area, a varied pattern emerged which showed that in the Eastern

part of the country - areas represented below the red line -

far more professional people adopted than in the Slydeside
conurbation and the Western part of the country. In the latter

areas - areas represented mo.inly above the red line - a

greater percan tage ov. 2. Uxou, ssmi—sxilleu. an^ uuykilled
workers as well as white collar workers adopted. Thus the
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+
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pattern of adoption changes as we move from the Eastern to

the Western and industrialised part of the country. The

main explanation is that, in the Clydeside conurbation,

adoption is still being regarded as a mainly working class

institution which is only gradually spreading among the lower

middle-classes and less gradually among the upper classes.

In 1935> for instance, almost ninety per cent of adopters in
both the cities of Edinburgh and Glasgow were skilled, semi¬
skilled and unskilled labourers; in contrast, thirty years

later, 35.0 par cent of adopters in G1asgow were soill

classified in the same group, compared to only 5**.0 per cent
in Edinburgh, A further explanation is that, mora adoption
societies were set up xn the Eastern part of the country

which helped to popularise adoption among a wider public.

It thus appears that in some parts of the country there

are still many untapped potential adopters, especially from

social class I and II and in some others, from social class
If and V, This is a group of potential adopters towards

whoa agencies that are finding it difficult to recruit, might

in future direct a recruitment campaign. In cases of general

scarcity of adoptive applicants, an educational campaign aimed

at reaching also employers and managers might prove rewarding.

Summarya Adoption appears to be most popular among the two



upper social classes and especially among professional and

semi-professional people and much less so among employers and

managers. There are also significant differences in pattern

between one part of the country and another. In The Eastern

part of the country a pattern emerges indicating that a high

percentage of those adopting belong to the two upper classes,

whilst in the Clydeside conurbation a pattern emerges showing

a higher number of adoptions being entered into by working

class families. whilst in the Eastern part of the country

adoption has become a fashionable middle-class institution,

in the Clydeside conurbation it is still a mainly working

class one, which is only vary gradually permeating into the

upper classes.

Adoption societies arranged more adoptions with couples

from the two upper social classes, compared to local

authority agencies, whilst the latter arranged mora adoptions
with partly skilled and unskilled workers. The overall low

percentage of working class couples adopting reflects,in some

tu aas, agency attitude towards material standards and general
status. In the Eastern part cr tie country, where the number

of applicants per child available was considerably higher than

in the Clydeside conurbation, the number of working class

couples adopting was small. where competition appeared greater,
fewer working class couples adopted.
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One piece of information that was supplied in all reports

was a description of the applicants* housing situation.

Housing, like occupation, being one of the tangible criteria,
very often became the main focus of the adoption worker.

Agencies answering our questionnaire reported only 6

applicants (or 5* 3/0 as having been rejected because of

unsatisfactory income and accommodation. The snail figure

suggests that would-be applicants do not apply until they

reach some financial security am lis.ve adequate accommodation.

This may explain, as mentioned earlier, why couples of a

lower socio-economic background wait longer after aiarriage

before they adopt.

In the areas covered by this study the average number

of owner-occupiers was 27%, whilst the average number of
1.

owner-ocouplers who adopted was almost double this rate,

Ths.ec figures reflect again the number of middle-class families

adopting, but equally ?i5 pet cert of these in social class III
were a!so house or flat owners, which means that adoption is an

institution which is increasingly ontorod into by the upward

1. Census figures (Scotland) 1961.
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aspiring section of the cor.ununlty* In a country such as

Scotland, vhere seven out of ton people live in corporation
or private rente! bousing, the number- of ouner-ocouplers

adopting, indicates either an agency orientation towards

property ownership or that applicants who are not owner-occupiers
are deterred from applying.

(fr). The Adoption Qi ,"Ilapq^

This group comprised of f total of 6h children, 52 of
which had been in the care of local authorities. Couples

adopting "hard-to-place" children (mostly foster-parents) appeared

to differ considerably from couples adopting other children

(table 60), These differences wore reflected in the following

charscteristies: age of adoptive mother, marital status,
social class, family composition, health and. housing. Couples

adopting Mbard-to-placeM children differed frcu the remaining

couples by heirs ol-'er, of lower socio-economic background,

h'-ving rnoro own children, a greater percentage having suffered
a-* suffe-ing from s«tre hind of disease, a ssiallsr percentage

OHifcg their own houses and finally the few spinsters or

wi-'ews that adopted were mostly confined tc this rroup. As

fa-" as social class and home ownership was concerned, couples

a .'opting "hard-to-ploce" children, resembled; the general

population rather than other adopting couples. There x?as one
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14
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exception to this, in that couples adopting coloured children
or children of -nixed blood differed from other couples in the

"hard-to-place" category by being of a higher socio-economic

background. Though the numbers were very small for conclusions

to be drawn (13 couples), these were mainly professionals who

appeared to be more enlightened and possibly had less reserva¬

tions about adopting a coloured child.

The findings from table 60 suggest that, in the case of

"hard-to-fluce" children, agencies accept couples which differ

considerably from the average adopting couple. it is diffi¬

cult, though, to say how far these coul bo described as

"marginal" couples adopting marginal chiluren. The only

indication of either "marginal" eligibility or bias in their

selection, ca.no from a number of caseworkers who intimated
that their agencies would decline to place children with

certain cypcs of applicants (criteria never disclosed), unless

these ere prepared to consider either long-term fostering
with the possibility of adoption, or a "haru-to-pl&ce" child,

the same agencies had placed a considerable number of young,

h alt* ly infants vifch adopters which resembled the average

adopting couple in jcctlaau, it was not possible to identify
which

hew they ceiled on/applicants should bo asked to foster first

o' tale a "Vs.rb-to-place" child, with no other option or choice.
The evidence accumulated from the characteristics of couples



who adopted ouch children and frcn the circumstances that led

to the adoptionsj suggested that these were couples which

otherwise did not meet the agency's eligibility criteria,

including socio-economic factors. Whether the couples'

willingness to compromise was an indication of "marginal"

eligibility is difficult to judge, The characteristics found

to be associated with this group of adopters do not necessarily

laske them "marginal" simply because they were selected on the

principle of "less eligibility", because "less eligibility"
was decided upon by the agency without any reart to an

external body of knowledge. Further evidence is needed to

show how far certain personality traits, thought not to be

conducive to successful adoptions, ere mora characteristic of
this group of adopters than of t'vs rest. Studies in foster-

care, after all, hove shewn that the hast substitute parents
arc most often those sifdle- god couple:;- whose own children

arc grown up, yet rice r .."in eager to continue, their parental
funct oning.

gain we in not 'view, how many ol■■•or chil-ren. children
of .minority groups, and physically or mentally handicapped
chil.sen ore not adopted by if. people caring for them, or by
other props a who si: Vs c :•? rorw* is do so, hocsu.se they do

not have adequate financial moans, inclu ding bettor housing.
Child care officers in private discussions told us of several
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cases where foster-parents would have lilted to adopt a

particular child hut they also were largely dependent on the

foster-care allowance which they were receiving from the local

authority. It appeared from these discussions, and from some

of our findings, that there us a strong case for subsidised

adoptions as one way of making it possible for "h&rd-to-place"

children to fce ado j. ted. duitable housing and supplementary

financial grants given to properly selected would-be adopters

could make it possible for these families to provide a permanent

heme for children that otherwise may never come to have one.

there arc many quasi-adoptions of children in long-term care

and a change of policy could help to provide a permanent

p rental relationchip for children deprived of their natural

parents.

G^ary pf, EUg^Uitiy. C£iterla.

The s\i\u..:ry table (6l) demonstrates the great variety

of eligibility 0 J. 1/ 'w -l jLet ^ixC'. t agencies appear to use in the

process of selecting adopters* This variety could have been

viewed as a sign of fhcnif ility an." health, in its avoidance
of stereotyped practice, except that only in a minority of
crses were these criteria worked out and formulated into

practice-principles. for the majority ox agencies the criteria

represented the views, principles, personal beliefs and
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prejudices of individual workers or committees. Single

attributes could determine the outcome of an application.

Though in their "professed" criteria local authority agencies

appeared more flexible than voluntary societies, in actual

practice there was little difference between the two types of

placements, except in the case of nhard-to-place" children.
In spite of this, there has been evidence of some movement

away from rigid attitudes to certain factors such as: upper

ape limits, religious requirements, re-married people, inter¬
racial adoptions, the presence o: "own" children in the

family, and fertility tests. It is possible., of course, that

adoption practice in Scotland has always been like this,

remover, this movement has not been formulated in an

explicit policy, the danger of regression is always present.

no agency has up to ncv tried to make public its

eligibility eritc ia, so that applicants could avoid
emhe_Ta33v.er.it and unnecessary dependency. "either has any

public authority though it necessary to collate the various

r3nuiraverts one publicise them so that vcul~-he adopters could

sco here their jr.c-.ci-1 needs coulc *»■ si he .01. The Standing

Conference of Societies "iegistored. for Adoption 'e one such

effort on behalf of voluntary cocietios but it narked the

subso puont reports e.o "ccnfidenti;-.!" co chat it~ contents could

not b© made public. We can see nothing confidential in what
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constitutes the basic right of clients to know on what

criteria they will be judged for the role of a parent. After

all, it is the sane public that supports these agencies through
rates or voluntary subscriptions. A lot of unnecessary

su faring and uu.sunu.erstarvelings mi lit be avoir.ea if both public

and vo1unwary agencies '*no to be . »ore explicit s cout ti eir

adeption work. The present secrecy only helps to perpetuate

possible prejudices and untested assumptions by agency

workers and to promote a community feeling that auoption

social uorkors are 'playing tioc!' •
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III.

THE STUDY PERIOD PUP FEB

Most of the requirements that determine initial

eligibility, such as age, marital status, occupation, religion,

nationality, number of children in the family, health, etc. are

usually supplied at intake stage. If the agency is satisfied,
the applicants will then go on to the next stage, the study

period proper. It was noted at the beginning of this chapter

that the investigating method, generally used by social

workers for the study of applicants, involves a series of
interviews which aim at establishing each applicant's personal

suitability. The caseworker is expected to assess general

suitability for adoptive parenthood, including the quality of

emotional relationship the applicants can offer to an adopted

child. Though greater flexibility in selection is urged now

than fifteen years earlier, social work literature and

writings in child development stress the need for a careful

study of the psychological factors involved, to enable an

informed decision to be made in the end. The Association of

Scottish Children's Officers and the Association of Child Care

Officers, in a joint memorandum to their members, stress that
"the whole success of adoption depends in selecting the
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applicants with the right qualities; it is crucial that the
1.

ut.lost care be given at the assessment stage..." Jane Howe

also comments that "home finding for adoptabls children

includes studying adoptive parents so that their personalities,

attitudes and life situations can be understood and the most
2.

suitable family chosen for each child". The United
3.

Nations report and the Hurst committee report on adoption

practice stress that high importance should also be attached

to the applicants' motivation as it is probably the most

decisive element in the success or failure of adoption. It

is maintained that adoptive parents are usually moved by a

great variety of motives of which they may or may not be

1. "Memorandum on Adoption in Scotland" - The Scottish

Children's Officers Association and The Scottish Association

of Child Care Officers, 1965.

2. J, Roue "Parents Children and Adoption", H.K.P., London,

1966, p.153.

3. "Study on Adoption of Children" U.N, Dept. of Social Affairs,

United Nations, IV, 19 (1953).

*f. " eport of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of

Children" H.S.3.0. Cmd.92^8 (195^> para. 19.
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conscious themselves, but that it is the investigating worker's

responsibility to understand and assess them. Schmidt, also

commenting on the motivation for adoptive parenthood, claims

that "unconsciously, for some reason, many people consider the

declared wish to adopt a child as being prima facie evidence
1.

of adequacy to be a good parent." He then goes on to add

that it would be naive to assume that all people who apply for

a chile to adopt are such warm hearted persons, "in the same

way that it cannot be assumed that all those who bring own

children into the world are invariably equipped with parental
2.

love." Rowe urges an understanding, at study stage, of

both the conscious and unconscious motives that are in

constant operation and that make people "cover up, rationalise
3.

and even distort realities for their own ends". She warns

that a child should not be used "as medicine for neurosis or

cure for personality difficulties or marriage problems."

1. C,W« Schmidt "The Community and the Adoption Problem"

Child Welfare 31, 3-9 (1952).

2. Ibid.

3. J. Rowe "Parents Children and Adoption", p. 157.

Ibid. p. 156.
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Trasler also maintains that applicants for a child may be

seeking to satisfy emotional needs of which they are partly
1.

or entirely unaware* McWhinnie gives a number of reasons

that appear to motivate people to want to adopt. Some of these

she considers as not being healthy such as "seeking a child to
2.

satisfy one's own egocentric needs". Josselyn on the other

hand, -while agreeing with these comments, warns that to know

the motive is not necessarily to know the outcome of the

course of action and she urges that this should be understood
3.

in terms of the applicants' total personality. It is the

writer's experience, from his adoption work, that most couples

come to an agency with a declared motive, and probably with an

underlying need of which they may not be aware. It is

natural though that they should seek to satisfy some of their

needs through adoption, provided they can also meet most of

the child's needs too. It is therefore, the extent of a

1. G, Trasler "In Place of Parents" R.K.P. London, I960.

2. A.M. McWhinnie "Adopted Children - How they Grow up"

R.K.P., London, 1967.

3. I.M, Josselyn "A Psychiatrist Looks at Adoption" in Schapiro

(ed.) "A Study of Adoption Practice" Vol.11, 9-20, Child Welfare

League of America, N/lrork (1956).



couple's needs that must he assessed rather than their presence.

Rove acknowledges that it is normal to he a little neurotic

and that all adequate home-studies are going to reveal "weak

spots" in prospective adopters. She gives as an example the

case of the man who may not have stopped trying to compete with

his brother but who may nevertheless make a good father to a

girl; or the woman who is somewhat uncertain of her femininity
and may be quite threatened by a beautiful adopted daughter

competing for the father's attention, but who does well with
1.

a son.

It is recognised by all that, if the assessment is going
to carry some degree of authority and objectivity, both

knowledge and experience are required on the part of the case-
2.

svorker. Brieland found that the degree of agreement among

trained workers was only 7^»0 per cent, and though this is not

to be scorned, when the complexity of the human situations

involved are considered, it is a matter of speculation what kind
of agreement would be found among the caseworkers of the twelve

agencies, where less than a fifth of the personnel were trained.

1, J. Rowe "Parents Children and Adoption", p, 168.

2, D. Brieland "An Experimental Study of the Selection of Adoptive

Parents at Intake" Child Welfare League of Amer.,N/¥ork (1959).
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It is assumed that professionally trained workers have a common

body of knowledge to which they usually refer and that they

evaluate behaviour and aspects of information they receive,

against this particular background. Untrained workers, how-

jever, have to rely mostly on their experience, though experience

by itself can be of limited value unless examined and re-assessed

by its effectiveness in practice. In fact experience alone

could easily lead to a repetition of past mistakes and to the

perpetuation of routine practices. We are aware, therefore,

that in using the evaluative standards of the social work

profession, we are using somewhat idealistic criteria to

assess the work of some trained, some semi-trained and some

altogether untrained workers. Notions about personality,

emotional maturity, motivation and quality of relationships

are open to several interpretations, as they have no clear

definition and no defined boundaries; to the untrained and

uninitiated, these notions must spell even greater uncertainty

and anxiety.

Sample Study of Selection Material

As stated earlier, the basic objective, in this part of
the study, was to study the factors that entered into the

caseworkers1 assessments of the adoptive applicants and the

kind of information on which the selection decisions were made.
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To limit the task to manageable numbers, only five cases from
each agency were studied and graded. The sampling was done

on the following basis:

The twelve agencies (Agency Sample) placed between them

376 children with an equal number of applicants. As the

agencies did not, as a rule, provide fresh selection material
on applicants that had previously adopted through them, we

had to restrict ourselves tofirst agency placements only.

This left us with 2^{0 cases. The twelve agencies made from

five to UO first piscinas each and it was decided to take five

cases from each agency for analysis and grading. (The number

five was decided upon because it represented the minimum number

of first plclngs by any one agency). This gave us a total

of 60 cases.

From agencies that arranged only five first placings, all

five cases were studied, analysed and graded; from agencies

that arranged between five and ten, every other case was

included; from those that placed between ten to fifteen

children, one in every three cases was studied and so on until
cases from all the agencies were selected. The fact that only

five cases from each agency were analysed, did not appear to

involve any obvious drawbacks. The subsequent findings

confirmed that there was very little or no difference between

selection material prepared i;ithin the same agency, even where
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it was prepared by different caseworkers. The general tendency

of caseworkers was to follow the traditional pattern of their

agency rather than to use an individual approach. It is

therefore very unlikely that some more or less informative cases

were left out. Four of the agencies (all local authority ones)

used almost Identical forms in which all the selection material

was contained. The forms asked for information about the

applicants' age, nationality, religion, occupation, etc; it
also had a number of questions to be answered and at the end

there was space for the caseworker to add his observations.

This type of form was also used by the other agencies but only

as a basis for establishing initial eligibility, whilst these

four agencies (Eastern Borough II, Western county, Highland

borough and Highland county) used them both for establishing

initial eligibility and for the main study.

(i) number of interviews with each couple

There are no set rules about the number of times a

couple ought to be seen before the study i3 completed. However,

in order to reach an understanding of the complex psychological

and emotional factors involved, it is thought that a series
1.

of interviews are necessary. Howe suggests at least four,
2 •

whilst the Child Welfare League recommends a "series".

McWhinnie says that at least three interviews are necessary,

1, J.Howe "Parents Children and Adoption".
2. "Standards for Adoption Service" Child Welfare League of
America, N/York 1958.
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1.
"sometimes more". She suggests an interview in the office

with the couple together, an interview with the wife on her
own - usually combined with a home visit - and one with the

£

husband by himself.

In answer to our postal questionnaire, three out of every
four agencies said that they hold three or more interviews,
with some of them mentioning five to eight. Four agencies

said that they hold only two Interviews, and the remaining
ones were non-committal. Local authority agencies claimed

to give the highest number of interviews. Contrary to what

the agencies said, however, In actual practice the selection

interviews of the twelve agencies averaged 1.7 for every couple

(table 62), Almost half the couples were selected on the

basis of a single interview, but at least nine couples had three

of more. Bradley, in a recent study of eight agencies in the
United States, found that the median number of interviews was

2.
four per couple. One quarter of the agencies in our sample

1. A.M. McWhinnie "Adoption Assessments" Standing Conference

of Societies Registered for Adcptioh, 1966.

2. T. Bradley "An exploration of Caseworkers' Perception of

Adoptive Applicants" Child Welfare League of Araer. ,Inc. ,N/Yorl£,
(1967).

k Please see following page.



Table 62: Number of selection interviews with each adoptive couple

(Agency Sample - 60 cases)

No. of interviews (including home visits)

Agency

Couple
No.
1

Couple
No.
2

Couple
No.
3

Couple
No.
A

Couple
No.
5

Average No.
of

interviews

Eastern Borough I 2 2 1 2 2 1.8

Eastern Borough II 1 1 1 1 2 1.2

Eastern County 2 1 2 2 2 1.8

Highland Borough 1 1 1 1 1 1.0

Highland County 2 1 1 1 1 1.2

S.E. County 3 3 2 3 3 2.8

Western Borough 1 1 1 1 1 1.0

Western County 1 1 1 1 1 1.0

Societies

Independent Soc. 3 A 3 3 3 3.2

Moral Soc. 1 1 1 2 2 I. A

National Soc. 2 1 2 1 2 1.6

St. Kilda Soc. 2 2 2 2 2 2.0

Average number of interviews for all
agencies 1.73
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K
Footnote - please see preceding page.

In those cases where the applicants had previously

adopted through the same agency, it was the practice of two
thirds of the agencies to treat the application stage as the

study stage. This practice fails to recognise two important

factors stressed by social work literature: (a) that the

applicants1 circumstances may have changed since they last

adopted i.e., general socio-economic position, health etc; and

(b) failure to recognise that one of the best ways of under-

tstanding the applicants1 capacity for further parenthood is

to assess how the children already in their care are growing up.

In four such cases, in fact, the child was placed without the

adoptive father having been seen at all. Applications by

such couples were usually dealt with far more quickly than

others and in a few cases a child was placed within a week or

fortnight of the date of the application. New medical

certificates and references were dispensed with. In three

placements of this type, a child was placed following some

correspondence and a couple of telephone calls. Personal contact

with the applicants was established subsequent to the placement.
1.

Wltmer and her associates reported that the presence of children

in the family before adoption was a somewhat unfavourable sign,
and this is an area where closer scrutiny of the motivation of
second or subsequent adoptions may be necessary.

1, H.L.Witiaer,.3.Herzog,E,A.Weinstein and U.S.Sullivan "Independent
Adoptions" Russell Sage Foundation - New York, 1963.



held two or more interviews, but six agencies gave only one

interview. All the agencies paid at least one home visit,

but some agencies used this visit as the only pre-placeraont

contact with the applicants. The assumption that one interview

is sufficient to assess the complex psychological and emotional

make-up of applicants may appear rather over-optimistic.

Adoption societies, in general, gave more interviews
than local authority agencies, though in the questionnaire
it was the local authority agencies that had over-stated the

number of their selection interviews.

Four of the six agencies that mainly held only one

Interview had the poorest ratio of staff to cases. The

remaining two, however, had the best ratio of staff to cases

among the agencies featuring in the study. Once again, though
the number of staff and the amount of other resources appear

to influence practice, this is not always the case. Where

practice becomes routinised, improvement of the staff to cases

ratio does not seem to have much effect, if it is not

accompanied by other measures aimed at changing agency programmes.

(li) .Content Ana&rsi& of the Selection Material

A decision in selection is likely to be as good and

reliable as the amount and type of information on which it is

based. There are indications, for instance, that there is a
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certain optimum amount of information beyond which reliability
1.

is inversely affected. Social work literature stresses that

the selection decision ought to be influenced mainly by

information on the psychological and emotional make-up of the

applicants and by information about their attitude to certain

matters. We set about, therefore, to establish the extent

to which these aspects featured in the caseworkers' selection

material. From social work literature and the standards

manuals of the various professional bodies, the following topics
were identified around which basic information should be

obtained:

(i) The total personality of the applicants;

(ii) their emotional maturity;

(iii) the quality of their marital relationship;

(iv) their attitude towards childlessness and infertility;

(v) their understanding of children and their needs;

(vi) their attitude towards illegitimacy and unmarried

parenthood; and

(vii) their emotional motivation.

In order to give a more complete picture, it was decided

1. M.Wolins "The Problem of Choice in Foster Borne Finding"

Social Work, Vol.1* No.*f, 1959P- 1*8.
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to include in the analysis the coverage of tiro important

factual topics: i.e.

(viii) housing, and

(ix) socio-economic situation.

All attempts at analysing and grading information

eventually face the difficult task of having to minimise the

element of subjectivity that is likely to enter into the

decision. To reduce this danger, the nine broad topics

described above were sub-divided into a number of items, also
deduced from social work literature. Thus, the final analysis
of the material was done, first by identifying the number of

topics covered by each case and secondly by identifying the

number of items covered under each topic. In the findings

which appear in table 63, the five cases studied from each

agency were divided into 9 topics, each under a separate

column and each column divided into its relevant items. The

total number of items reached was ^lO, The sign x under an

item indicates that the relevant material was covered; the

sign - indicates that the relevant material was not discussed

or covered. Because of 3ome blurring of the boundaries between

one item and another, especially for items coming under the

same topic, material may have been scored under one item instead

of another. This drawback should not affect the overall



scoring, as the important thing was to see that every bit of
relevant material was scored.

No attempt was made to establish the extent to which

each item was covered because by each topic being split into

its component parts, it made this exercise superfluous. The

9 topics and their component items are described below,

together with a number of real examples showing how the material

in them was rated.

Tppj-ps (i,), foe tptaj. personality of ,foe applicants.

Relevant items: 1. Their ability to make social

relationships;

2. ability to deal with difficulties

and how they have dealt with previous

life situations, especially

stressful ones;

3. how they get along with other people

and with their own families;

*+. general standing in the community,

including special interests;

5. caseworker's assessment of the

applicants' personality.

Total items; 5.

Examples from actual selection reports showing how items
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were identified and classified under this topics

Ibrtracts from case 'G's- "The G's are respectable citizens

and live a Christian life".

This was the only piece of

information given in the report

and coming under this topic.

It was scored under item b.

Case ,H)?» "They are a fairly reserved pair

with a very sensible outlook

toward adoption".

Scored under items 5.

Case "K's- "Mr. and Mrs. K. are a likeable

couple who have come to the area

two years ago. Since then they

seem to have made a number of

friends through joining the opera

group. Mr. K.has already appeared

in one production. Last summer

they had their holidays with a

couple who had two young children

and they got on very well,

Mrs. K's mother spent a fortnight

with them recently and it appears
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that all the relations are

excited about the prospect of

adoption. One of the K's

referees is a local man and

speaks very highly of them.

The K's appear to be a relaxed

couple with many interests and

friends."

Scored under items: 1. 1. k & 5.

Topic: (ii) Emotional maturity:

Relevant items: 1. Capacity to give and receive love.

2. ^Flexibility and ability to change in

relation tothe needs of others.

3. Ability to cope with disappointments

and frustrations.

Ability to accept normal hazards

and risks.

Total No. of items: b.

practice: Case 'Sh- "The E's are a very nice couple and

are very fond of each other".

This being the only information

coming under this topic, it was
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scored under items 1.

Case 'L':-"The L's are an easy going couple

with no rigid ideas about how to

bring up a child. They feel that

it is difficult to make advance

plans without knowing something

about the child's likes and dislikes.

Though they appear to be a very

intelligent couple - the husband

is an electrical engineer and the

wife is teaching - they realise that

they have to accept a child as it

is. The loss, through repeated

miscarriages, of three babies, seems

to have made them very tolerant and

understanding".

Items scored under this topic were:

1. 2. R & If.

Topic: (iil) The quality of their marital relationship.

Relevant items: 1. Couple's marital history;

2. acceptance of sex roles;

3, strength of marriage; feelings about

each other and amount of support
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given to each other;

the affect of the discovery of

childlessness on the carriage;

5. how the balance of the marriage is

likely to be affected by the coming

of £ child*

iptal ifoas*' 5.

Examples

from practice: Case 'C"Mr. and Mrs. C...married in

Aberdeen on ••••• I checked the date

of their marriage".

Again as this was the only

information coming under this topic,

it was scored under item 1.

Case 'I'1:~ The report starts by giving

information about the circumstances

of the marriage and how Mr. and Mrs.

M. grew up in the same neighbourhood.

Parents on either side welcomed the

match. The report went on to say

that the M's are very fond of each

other. They had a few upsets in the

first couple of years of their



marriage and it was thought that

Mrs. M's mother was interfering with

the young couple. Eventually Mrs.

M's firmness with her mother helped

to bring the couple closer together

and to-day they both share a lot

of activities together.

5br financial reasons, during the
first couple of years they tried to

avoid having children. Their failure

to conceive later led them to seek

advice; it had never dawned on them
that they might become childless*

When the Drs. told Mrs.M. that it

was unlikely she could have any

children, she was very distressed
and for a long time she could not

bring herself to understand why.

She told Mr. M. that she would help

him obtain a divorce, but he could
not hear of it. He said that it

never occurred to him to ask his wife

for a divorce and added that one has

to accept what comes along ana not
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run away from it.,,"

Under this topic the following items

were scored: 2, 1 aftd,

Tooict (iv) The applicants' attitude toward childlessness and

foferUHty-

Relevant items: 1. The reasons for not having their own

children;

2, their attitude towards their infertil¬

ity;

3. effect of discovery on each partner;

!+. extent towhieh the couple have

accepted their situation.

Total ho. of items: b.

Uxamnles: 'Case 'C':- "Mr, and Mr3, C, have no chance of

having any of their own children".

This piece of information was

scored under Item: 1.

'Case 'B':- "Mrs, B, attended the fertility

clinic at the R, hospital for two

years. Recently she was told that

there seems to be very little hope

of her having a child. Her ovaries

appear to be damaged, Mrs, B,said
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how much she has been longing all

along for a baby and what a

disappointment it was. Because of

this shock she was depressed for some

time",

This type of material was scored

under jltm 3. ft V

Case 'K'"I asked whether they made any attempt

to find out why they cannot have their

own children. The husband responded

by saying that it all has to do with

him. He was told at the clinic at

the W.« where he attended that he was

sub-fertile. At my remark he said

that the news rocked him as he never

considered the possibility of anything

being wrong with hira. For sometime

afterwards he felt terrible and 'less

of a man*. He could not find a way

of telling his wife but when he decided

to do so he felt much better; he added

"she \ms wonderful"• She reassured

him that there was no reason why this
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should make any difference to their

feelings for each other. According

to Mrs, K..for a few months afterwards,

her husband kept going back to the

same subject and seemed to need a

lot of re-assurance from her. She

talked about her own disappointment,

but that now she does not mind as

much, though occasionally she feels
it would have been nice to have their

own child. However, they have heard

of other childless couples who

adopted and are happy and feel that

they will love an adopted child as

if it was their oim".

All items under this topic were

scored i.e. 1.2.3 " k,

1q.vXp.} (y) The applicants1 understanding of children and

tfcejr nqgG{3.

Relevant itemst 1, Experience with own children or

children of relatives or friends;

2, Capacity to have a relationship with

and enjoy a child;

3. ability to assume responsibility for
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someone else's child;

'-fe capacity to allow a child to develop

in his own way and at his own pace;

5. ability to deal with developmental

problems*

Total ho. of items: 5.

Examples: Case flie's- "Mr* and Mrs. Me..have a three year

old boy whom they adopted whilst

living in England".

This was the only information

that could be classified under this

topic. It was 3cored under item 1.

Case 'T'i- "Mr. and Mrs. T..adopted a little

boy just over two years ago whilst

they were living in Glasgow, I saw

the boy and I was Impressed with the

easy way with which he related both

to Mr. and Mrs* T* He looked bright

and active and my presence did not

scare him unduly. The T's seemed

to have enjoyed bringing him up. They

started telling him that he was

adopted and the language and method

they use seemed very appropriate.
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They are also preparing him for the

new baby. Both parents appear to

give the child a lot of care and

affection but are not over-possess-

sive in any way".

This material was scored under

items? 1, 2. 1 and k.

yopi<?* (vi) The applicants' attitude toward illegitimacy and

parpfL^g.^:

Relevant items: 1. Attitude toward illegitimacy;

2, knowledge and attitude about heredity;

3. attitude toward parents surrendering

their children;

b, attitude to telling the child about

his background;

5. attitucie to telling a child that he

is adopted,

items: %

Example? Case 'G'"They intend to tell the child that

he is adopted".

Again this being the sole piece

of information on the whole topic,

it was scored under item 1.
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Case ' L!; - "They realise that the child will be

illegitimate and do not mind at all.

They feel very sad for mothers who

have to give up their children, but

realise that they must have good

reasons for doing so. They have no

fears that this will affect the way

the child is going to grow up in the

future. Ifr.L. added that it is what

you give a child that matters, not

what his parents were like. We then

discussed ways of telling the child

about his adoption and bo bh seemed

to understand the importance of this

to the child".

Items scored from this material

wore* l. 2. >+ a 5.

Ionics (vil) Tiie applicants' aaotlonal notlvatlons

Relevant itemsi 1. How they reached their decision to

adopt;

2. their reasons for seeking a child;

3, assessment of their deeper or

disguised motives in seeking a child;

*f. strength of motivation.
Tqtfti jteifl?,; If.
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Examples? Case 'S'"Hr.E,. has just returned from N,..

He is employed there as a Bank

Manager. He and his wife want to

offer a home to a child who might

run the risk of not having one at

all".

This piece of relevant information

was classified under item 2.

Case hi,:«>t,It was some months after the

Doctors told them that they could

have no children, that they began

to think seriously of adoption. The

first to suggest it was Mr, M, and

his wife was very pleased with him

for doing 30. She could not bring

herself to do it first. They have

discussed it with their families and

they are agreed that this is the

best solution. They have also met

a couple who have adopted a few

years ago and who seem to be very

devoted to the child 'as if it was

their own'. The M's feel that they

have a lot to offer to a child and
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are very keen to become parents.

They sound very sincere and under-

istanding and do not appear to have

any pathological needs to satisfy

through adoption. A child placed

with them should find a lot of

happiness".

Items scored from this material

were: 1» 2. 3 I *f,

M£! (viii) Tous in • situation?

Relevant items: 1. Uhether a home visit was paid;

2. description of the home;

3, description of the neighbourhood;

*+. description of living conditions and

of the general home atmosphere.

ftQ» Qf ItaffK8

dnanulc. Case ' T~': - "I visited Mrs. H. .at home. This is

an attractive house, well kept and

well furnished. It has five apart-

:ments and Mrs. F,showed me a nicely

arranged room kept for the baby. Mrs.

F..seems to be an immaculate house-

:keeper. It is situated in a good

working class neighbourhood".
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Items scored; 1,2»H d. k.

&2M2.* (A&)— Sffcio-eco^siiQ bacftftrpund*

Relevant iteras; 1. Job description;

2. work adjustment and satisfactions;

3. earnings;

b, outstanding debts and other commitments;
*

Total number of itemst b.

Rgann^e; Case 'D':- "Mr, D,..is a school-teacher at F...

school. He is a university graduate

and teaches maths. His income is about

£l?f90 j but hopes to get an appointment
soon as Headmaster in one of the

corporation's schools. He is very happy

with his job and enjoys teaching. Mrs,

D..works as a part-time secretary with

R».company but will give it up if we

decide to place a child with them. I

consider that they have ample means

to bring up a child".

Items scored were; 1. 2 and. 1.

ThS £jlrp:iiflg5

The detailed analysis of the 60 cases (table 63) shows
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the extent to which each report covered the topics and items

suggested by social work literature. As the material in each

case was divided into nine identifiable topics, the 60 cases

could, produce a possible maximum of ^0 topics. In actual

fact the selection material gave information on only 207 topics

(or 38.0$), If out of the nine topics we exclude topics VIII

and IX which are tangible ones, we find that only twelve of

the 60 cases touched on all seven Intangible topics. Eight

of the 60 cases contained no comment on any of the seven

intangible topics, another 8 contained no comments on six of

the topics, a further 5 had no comments on five topics, 3
cases had no comments on four topics, 10 reports had no comments

on three topics, 11 reports had no comments on two topics and

finally 3 cases had no comments on one topic. In all, 2b
(or 'f0$) of the sixty cases contained no comment of any form

on four or more of the seven intangible topics. The pattern

from table 63 shows that case material from the same agency

tended to repeat itself even if the selection had been made

by different workers. This meant that traditional methods

of work were perpetuated and that all selection material was

in the same routine form. There seemed to be little

possibility that a topic not touched upon in one selection case

would be mentioned in a subsequent one.

The selection material on each case had M) identifiable



items which nr.ant that the 60 reports cowl/1 add up to a

maximum of 2kOQ items. In actual fact the sixty cases covered

only 7*tl items (or 30.8?!). Only ten cases (or 16.7??) contained

fifty per cent or more of the prescribed items, whilst seven

out of ten contained less than one third of the suggested items.

In a final analysis, (table fh) it appears that the

selection of the sixty couples was based on widely differing

material, ranging from considerable to very little. Only 10
of the couples (or 16,6%) were selected on the basis of

adequate information as outlined by social work literature. A

further 13 couples (or 21.7O were selected on a fair amount

of information but well below the standards suggested by

social work literature, whilst 37 of the couples (or 61.7^)
were selected on very inadequate information which consisted

mainly of tangible aspects such as bousing and occupational

background of the adopters. The findings again suggest

a great disparity between the expectations of social work

literature and actual practice.
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Table <&. Amount of materia' wiicli forced the- basis of

selection (Agency famnio. ?? 60 resorts)

deppyt?

N. $

Selection based on *p'% of recommended

material or mere 10 (16.6)

Selection based on between 30 and

30$ of recommended material 13 (21.7)

Selection based on less than 30$ of

recommended material 37 (61.7)

Total 60 (100 )

Table 65 below -lows the amount of information provided

by each agency on each one of the 9 topics and the median

percentage coverage of each topic by the 12 agencies jointly.

One in every three agencies did not provide information of

any kind on five or more topics. The best covered topics

were housing and socio-economic situation. The information

on housing met the 'standards level' up to 85.,+ per cent and

that on socio-economic background up to 60 per cent. None

of the remaining topics was covered beyond 30 per cent. The

most poorly covered subjects i^rere, 'the quality of the marital
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relationship1, 'emotional maturity' and 'attitude toward

illegitimacy and unmarried parents'*

(i) The ,total .per^ality „Qf, applicants,. The median coverage

of this topic by the 1?. agencies was less than a quarter of

the "standards" level that social work literature and

professional bodies prescribe as necessary. One in every

four agencies did not provide any information on this topic

and two more provided the barest type of material.

The memorandum of the two Scottish professional bodies,

in urging a study and assessment of the total personality of

the applicants, points out that a couple's capacity to meet

the needs of an adopted child will eventually depend on the

kind of people they are. McWhinnie too stresses the need to
1.

understand each applicant as a separate person. Only two

of the 12 agencies, however, provided sufficient information

on this topic that could lead to the assessment of the

applicants' personality. Some of the remaining agencies that

tackled the subject made one sentence assessments without any

corroborating evidence. The following 'were typical assess¬

ments: "Quite a nice couple. Doctor recommends 100$", or
"very nice, very happy couple", or "these are respectable people

and should be allowed to adopt". In another case the adoption

worker simply said of the applicants that they were 'very nice

and sensible people'. Considering that this couple had been

1. A.M.McWhinnie "Adoption Assessment".
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coverage
of

each
topic
by
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1
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:
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—7
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-
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rejected by another agency, a more thorough investigation might

have boon expected. In fact limited comments of this type,

which could not be deduced from the rvterial, took the decision

out of the hands of committees - where these existed.

(ii) Smotional maturity? The median amount of information

provided under this topic was 15»k per cent, with five of the

12 agencies providing no information at all. Social work

literature and writings in child development stress the

importance of assessing the applicants' emotional maturity.

The Child Welfare League points out, that "adults who. "re

emotionally mature will generally have a capacity to grow into
1.

parenthood as they experience a relationship with a child."

Bowlby also claims that those applicants who adopt rigid

attitudes are doing so for reasons connected with their own

emotional conflicts and that in such cases "the child is

needed not for himself, but as a solution of a private
d 4

difficulty in the parents". He quotes as an example the

woman who has always felt unloved and who seeks love and

companionship from the baby so will not wish him to grow up.

1, "Standards for Adoption Service", p. 33.

2. J. Bo^Iky "Child Care and the Growth of Love" - Pelican,
London 1953» P. 12k.
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Witmer and his associates found, from their study, that the

lack of emotional maturity on the part of the mother was
1.

associated with a lower-than-averaye ratine*

Only two agencies, Independent Society and South-Eastern

County, provided information on this subject that could lead

to an understanding of the emotional suitability of the

applicants.

(jlj.) The quality pf fos, re^atjogshiq. This was the

least covered subject, with the lowest percentage of informa¬

tion being provided, Two out of every three agencies did

not even mention the marital relationship as a factor for

assessment. Three of the remaining four agencies, hoi^ever,

supplied a fair amount of information with a coverage ranging

from ^K3 to 60 per cent of the "standards" level.

The marital relationship as a subject for assessment,

together with its importance in determining the future outcome

of the adoption situation, is again stressed by several

writers, Howe writes that "a truly loving marriage that

enriches and supports each partner is essential for happy

family life and evaluating this relationship Is an important
2

part of every home-study". The Scottish professional

1, H.L.Witmer, E.TTerzog, E.A.Weinstein and M.S.Sullivan

"Independent Adoptions" Bussell Sage Foundation-New fork 1963.

2. J.Howe "Parents Children and Adoption", p.l<9+.
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associations urge tic.tr members "to meV:e careful enquiries which

will indicate the strength of the marriage and the present

pattern. Individual interviews with the husband and wife
1.

separately, are essential for this evaluation". (Only in 1m-

per cent of the cases husband and wife were seen separately).

Witmer et al found that of four traits referring to inter¬

personal relations, on which their home ratings were largely

based, two, i.e. the quality of the marital relationship and

of the mother-chllcT relationship, were the most closely related
2.

to the children's adjustment.

CjfcO. Attltqde fowa^j&j^eqsness and ,jpreptilijfc. It was

stressed earlier in this chapter that the applicants' feelings

about childlessness seem to play an important part in their

ability to accept their role comfortably. Humphrey and

Ounsted's findings, showing that one fifth of the couples whose

adopted children were referred for psychiatric treatment had

lasting pre-occupations with their failure to have children,
3,

have implications for this topic. After housing and

1. "Memorandum on Adoption in Scotland",

2. H.L.Witraer, B.Hersog, E.A.Weinstein and M.S.Sullivan

"Independent Adoptions".

3. M.Humphrey and C.Ounsted "Adoptive Families deferred for

Psychiatric Advice. Part II, The Parents". Brit.Journal of

Psychiatry, 110, 5^9-555 (196*0.
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aocio-econoaic background, this topic came third in the amount
of information provided, though, the median coverage was just
under a third of the "standards" level. However, with the

exception of one agency, all the others provided some infonaa-

stion on the matter. A lot of this information, though,
consisted only of facts supplied by the applicants rather than

of a discussion of the psychological aspects of the discovery

of inability to have children.

(v) The applicants' understanding of children and their needs?

It is generally recognised that it is a difficult task trying

to understand what kind of parents people will turn out to be,

before they have the opportunity of actually being in a

parental role. This can best be assessed, according to

social work writings, on the evidence of the applicants5 prev-

sious experience with children - own, relatives or friends -.

We have earlier seen, however, that in cases where the applicants
had previously adopted from the same agency, the tendency was

to avoid a fresh assessment. Thus an opportunity to assess

capacity for parenthood on the evidence of experience was lost.

Seven of the 12 agencies in the sample provided no information

of any kind on this vital area of assessment,

(vl) The applicants5 attitude towards Illegitimacy and unmarried

parents a It is equally important, for selection purposes,



to try one" asssss at the study stage the applicants1 attitude
to illegitimacy, unmarried parenthood and the h~ckground of

any child they may adopt, Strong feelings and fears about

illegitimacy and unmarried parents can sake adoptive parents

desire to hide that their child is adopted, McWhinnie's find-

sings claim that the adopted chile wishes to he told of his

adoptive status by his adoptive parents, on the initiative of
1 #

these parents. Only three agencies indicated in their

selection study that this important area was discussed with

the applicants, (Independent society, South-East County and

Eastern County), Five agencies made no reference to the

subject and the remaining four handled it at a very poor

level. Their only indication that the matter was discussed

was that "the applicants promised to tell the child that he

is adopted". This is an area where Kirk's educative group

approach night prove most useful in helping prospective

adopters to accept this emotionally.

(vli) The acnlicants' motivations Motivation for adoption, as

an area for exploration was discussed earlier on. Reference

was made to the U,N. report,and the writings of Schmidt, Trasler,

Rowe and McWhinnie,

One agency gave information on the matter, which met by

1, A, McWhinnie "Adopted Children - How they Grow up".
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reference to the subject at all, but the remaining ones

touched on the subject. Under this topic, the majority of

agencies would simply quote the applicants' declared wish,

without seeking to assess any deeper motives or how strong the

applicants' motivation was.

(viii & ix;) Ucusina and socio-economic situation; All the

agency reports provided adequate information on these two

areas of study. There was still, however, the tendency by
some caseworkers to provide only simple facts. host of the

reports or. socio-economic situation were content to give

information on the applicants' occupation and earnings. There

was no, or little, attempt to explore work satisfactions,

adjustments and prospects. Social workers, in their writings,
are now beginning to recognise that it is easier for a man to

talk about his job than about his feelings, but that wider

feelings and interactions may be unaerstood through discussing

the job situation.

A further failure in all the reports was the absence

of any information concerning debts, II.P. and other commitments.

The fact that a man earning £2,000/ might have a five thousand

pounds mortgage did not seem to merit investigation or mention.
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THE DECISION w.riHG PTOCPS S,

Each voluntary society is r-equired by low to appoint a

case committee to ho responsible, among other things, for the
"consideration" of applicants. This is interpreted to mean

that the final approval for the selection of a couple must rest

with the committee. The decision is usually based on the

information and assessment that the caseworker supplies to the

committee. It is recognised that, if the committee are not

satisfied, they can ask for supplementary verbal evidence from

the caseworker. However, two, of the four societies in the

sample, did not invite their caseworkers to ba present when
the applicants were being considered. This practice not only

prevented additional information being given but also did not

give the caseworker an opportunity to understand what sort of

information the committee found helpful, when trying to reach
a decision. Local authorities, is stated in chapter five are

not required to have similar committees, but one of the eight

agencies in the sample, '.'astern borough, had one. In all other

cases, the final decision was left either to the caseworker

who prepared the report in consultation with the chili reh's

officer, or to the caseworker who had interviewed the applic¬

ants, dowe, commenting on the undesirability of one person

alone carrying the responsibility for making "the far reaching

decision needed in adoption work^' adds that major decisions
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should lie t be. Iaft to the discretion of the individual
1.

workers.

It would have been thought that, because adoption,
workers in voluntary societies submit their report to the

case-committees, this would have been an incentive to prepare

more informative ones. However, only the reports of one

society were generally informative and comprehensive. Likewise,

the reports of the local authority agency that discussed all

reports at a departmental meeting were also generally informa¬

tive. The selection reports of the only local authority that

had a properly constituted committee were among the poorest in

content. This suggests that the sheer fact of having a

committee is no guarantee of getting more informative reports,
unless the committee is prepared to ask for more information

where necessary and not to act as a rubber-stamp. A further

draw-back of such committees is that usually they are the

same ones who determine and apportion, resources, in staff and

time, and they cannot therefore make demands that are

incompatible with the rest of their policy.

Table 66 shows the importance the caseworkers attached

to each topic and the extent to which each topic influenced

the final decision. It is made obvious from this table that

1. J. Howe, "Parents Children and Adoption", p.188.
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most of the information supplied, was about housing arid the

socio-ecoaomie situation. Attitude toward childlessness and

index*tillty ease third, but with the peroentago amount of
information supplied well below the "standards'' level,

1.
Brown, commenting on the selection of adoptive parents,

wrote that ''in the earlier days, there was a great emphasis on

environmental factors, and an adoptive home was selected on

the basis of the family's ability tc provide a pleasant home,

adequate space, and financial security, The family was

expected to be kind and well respected in the community* The

emphasis was on selection oi the "right" chile for the family

rather than on selecting the family that would bent meet the

needs of the child," Brown goes on to say that at present

"we base our selections mainly on cur casework understanding

of the family rather than on environmental factors". Howe

makes the point 'toe th&fc money, housing, education, etc, are

not now considered as important in selection as the more
2 .

intangible qualifications for adoptive parenthood. Our

findings, however, do not boar out either Brown's or Howe's

1, F.G. Brown "/hat do we seek in Adoptive Parents' Selection"

Social casework 32, 155-161, (1951)♦

2, J, Rove "Parents Children and Adoption".
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assumptions. Tlr; selection of adopuive applicant3 in our

sample was nainly determined oy environmental factors and

intangible ones played only a very minor port. Only one in

every sir applicants va.s selected after full consideration of

tangible and intangible information.

Table $$.

C2II^mtlon..oll.each,,!Qto? to the decision ^akjqg process.

% amount of % degree of
ZsMS. infor/y-tjcn

Rousing situation 85.V 29.6

Socio-economic situation ... 60.V 20,9

Attitude toward childlessness and
infertility 28.3 9.8

*he total personality of
applicants 2V.2 3.V

The applicants1 emotional
motivation 22,8 7.9

Their understanding of children
and their needs 20.1 7,0

Attitude toward illegitimacy
and unmarried parents ..... 17.7 6.1

Emotional maturity 15.V 5»3

The quality of their marital
relationship lV,3 5.0

100
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Th ■: contribution of each of the shove factors to the

decision making process highlights aaain the discrepancy

between social York "standards" -n ': actual practice. The

agencies that answered our postal questionnaire also profess

to look for certain attributes when selecting adoptive

applicants, but- in practice the selection material included no

relevant information that could load to an identification of

these qualities in the applicants. Agencies in their replies

quoted "stability, maturity and good character' and 'general
love- for children and capacity to respond to the needs of an

adopted child' as the topmost qualities they lock for.

Information in the reports, that could lead to the identifica¬
tion of these qualities, approximated social work expectations

only by 2h,2. and 20.1 per cent respectively. Topmost

importance in the selection reverts vac given to housing and
"1.

socio-economic situation, When Stringer asked three groups

of parents "what would you do if you had f£) children to place

for adoption and a. thousand couples asking for them", she

found that they first discussed the emotional component of

parenthood, with a view to ascertaining which of the couples

possessed these. The groups often omitted the store concrete

1. IT. Springer "Shnrirr Responsibility with Applicants to

Adopt" Child Welfare 35, 9-11 (1956).
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needs such financial st; * tli>v , suitrHIU housing and good

health, until they voro mentioned by the worker. Tn contrast
tc this, the selection material .tudied mostly concentrated on

concrete Tacts, ion-Tactual i. T'oi •.• tlon consisted mainly of

subjective or value judgements without substantiating evidence,

Some of the following extracts demonstrate the points made:

"The he's are }*1 and ^3 years old respectively. Married

lrk years ago but no pregnancies, Husband is a general labourer

employed by 1.. .first for the last TC years. Ho Is fair haired,

5'5'5 tall and 11 stones in .'.-eight, The wife was a children's

nurse prior to hsr marriage. Has devoted her time to wifely

duties since carriage, 3he was brought up by her maternal

grandparents. She is small, plump and fair haired. Extremely

go03 n.tured.

The family have an income of £1^,10,0 a week. The house

is a two apartment with entrance up beck rtair in an old

tnnament, Building in good condition, fell furnished and

cciafortable. The busbend bought this house before marriage.

They are a gcoc: working-class type with genuine warmth and

sincerity,"

The only information in this report that refers to

applicants as people is the information that the wife is

w»»v wiu'—■ -• * 1 cured" and that they are "a good working

class type with genuine warmth and sincerity", Ho indication
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Is 31von of how the caseworker arrived at this conclusion, in

order to aid the committee when considering the case.

The following extract from another report shows the only

piece of personal Information that, apart from some factual

information, formed the basis for the decision to place a baby

with the applicants:

"This couple who core f* see me *r'®th their bebv would

15.he mors then one child. Sensible, homely pair,

intelligent and thoughtful, I liked them hoth very

much. faby would need to be from a good middle-class

be ckground".

The ee se-committee that ror chad a decision on this couple must

ha\. accepted wholly the caseworker's assessment without asking

for any further information. As this particular worker's

subsequent reports "are similar, it indicates that the

committee was satisfied with the amount of information it was

getting.

In th- following case it 5s again very unclear what the

caseworker was evaluating, in view of her first comments and

suhsecmert action?

".,,1 felt the* Mrs. (J,,. seemed extremely immature and

unadult for her ace, -ihe war mere like a 16 or 17 year

n*:, , t question. vhoihr?'a ahe 5 a *» w*tun<* resonrceful

enough person to have the responsibility. I warned



her that the committee mi^ht not he in a position

to accept someone with no experience in caring for

children".

A month later, and without any further explanation about some

of the serious reservations raised earlier, the committee

approved the couple, and a child was placed with then two

months later. It was difficult to identify '-'better, in the

end, the caseworker changed her recommendation or the committee

made an independent decision.

In another case the worker initially refused to recommend

the couple solely on the fact that they had changed two houses

Within the last two years. She thought that, if they changed

two houses in two years, they might want to change the baby

too. She ended her recommendation by saying that "under the

circumstances I think that they should be kept on the waiting

list and observed". Ten days later the same worker visited

the couple at home and made a strong recommendation to her

committee for their acceptance. Six weeks later a baby was

placed with them.

The presence of mental illness in another couple did not

seem to merit any further discussion, enquiries or medical

reports. The caseworker commented that fir. A.."had a nervous

breakdown about six years ago and was in the mental hospital

for six or seven months". The couple were approved by the
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committee within z. fortnight an-:, in another four weeks' time

a baby '..'as placed there.

Only Independent society and 3. * -astern County had

developed a policy about the method of study of adoptive

applicants. At their regular staff meetings these methods

were re-examined and modified. These were also the only two

agencies that met the "standards" level. The remaining

agencies approached the matter of selection in a rather

haphazard way. A method usually provides a structure within

which staff, especially these who are untrained, can work
with 3omo assurance and less anxiety. The drawback of

developing such methods is that they can be used too rigidly

unless there is frequent discussion among the staff with the

aim of changing thorn, when necessary, to reflect other changes
in practice. Such, changes need to take into account new

theory and new findings from research.

heagu? Tabls

Like table 32 (chapter six), the next table was also

constructed on a league basis by reproducing the four items

included in table 32 and now adding two new items i.e. Number

of actual selection interviews with applicants and content

of the selection material.
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The League table (Uo. 67) demonstrates a fair amount of

consistency in performance, which coul suggest that all aspects
of the adoption situation were given Consistently the same

amount of attention,whether this was considerable, fair or

poor. The table again shows that the agency with the best

ratio of staff to cases - Independent society with one worker

to every 19 cases - performed consistently better than any

other agency. At the other end, the agency with the worse

ratio of staff to cases - li83, which wasWestern borough -

performed almost consistently worse than the rest of the

agencies. However, Western county and National society with
a very favourable staff to cases ratio - Is39 and ls^8 respect¬

ively - performed worse than agencies with a much less

favourable 3taff to cases ratio , In contrast, South-Eastern

county with a poor staff to cases ratio (Is77) performed

remarkably better than agencies with a much more favourable

staff to cases ratio.

As pointed out in chapter six, though a good complement

of staff and other resources can influence practice in a

positive way, a favourable complement of such resources does

not always lead to good performance. Where practice has

become too stereotyped, the extra staff appear to follow past
routine and established practices rather than to innovate.

Where, however, a planned programme exists, it can counter-
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Leagae table 67s Agency Performance (twelve agencies)

Agency Staff:Cases Leagueposition Contactwith biol.parents Caseworkhelp tobiol.parents BackgroundInfor¬ mationonthe parents Contactwith adopt,parents Contentof selectionreports
Independent Soc. 1 1 1 1 1 1

St.Kilda Soc. 2 2 3 3 3 5

Western county 3 7 9 9 9* 10

National Soc. A 12 12 11 6 8

Eastern county 5 6 A A A 3

Moral society 6 8 7 8 7 7

Ea tern bor.I 7 3 5 5 A A

Eastern bor.II 8 10 10 10 8 11

Highland county 9 5 6 7 8 6

Highland bor. 10 9 8 6 9 12

S.Eastern c. 11 A 2 2 2 2

Western bor. 12 11 H

1

12 9 9

* A number of agencies under this column tied in their averages.
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sbalance the drawbacks entailed in shortage of staff and
1.

other resources, at least to a fair degree. Brieland pointed

out, from his study on the selection of adoptive parents, that

the agency, which showed the highest level of agreement, had
had meetings one day a month for over a year to consider their

standards for adoptive couples, and to define more specifically

what constituted a good prospective adoptive couple. Uniformity

appears to come, therefore, not only with numbers and training

but with a continuous revision and examination of the use to

which staff and resources should be put.

SUIiMARY

The selection of adoptive parents, as seen through
the practices of the ti/elve agencies, was mainly decided on

the basis of factual and environmental information rather than

on an assessment of their personal suitability. Possession

of a comfortable home, a steady occupation and income, together
with a 'good' standing in the community, which was often

interpreted as being a "good Christian" or a "good Catholic",

appeared to be the decisive factors. It could he concluded

from this that judgement was reached on a very limited range

of factors and that case committees, where these existed, acted
as rubber-stamps for the caseworkers' recommendations. Most

agencies had no organised approach to their selection x^ork

1. D.Brieldnd "An Experimental Study of the Selection of Adoptive
Parents at Intake"
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and the selection of couples reflected the personal views

and sometimes the prejudices of individual workers or of

committees. A serious gap was found to exist between actual

practice and social work theory as tirell as between professed

and actual practice. Only exceptionally, theory and findings
from research appeared to percolate down the agency structure

and influence practice in some form. A lot of theory appears

to transcend national boundaries very rapidly, especially from
the more "developed" areas with full complements of trained

staff, to other areas where this form of work has not received

equivalent attention. On these occasions, there is a real

danger in thinking that, once theory is put to paper, it is

also practised. In a less "developed" area, such theories -

if read at all - are super-imposed on the work of untrained

staff who do not have the necessary background to absorb them

and relate them to what they are doing.

In general, caseworkers in both local authority and

private agencies, were left with too much responsibility and

authority and with very little training and support to carry

out this serious task. Accountability by their employers was

interpreted as fulfilling administrative and legal requirements.

The expertise claimed for agency selections is not justified by

actual performance.
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CHAPTER NINE

THE 'HATCHING' PROCESS

Theories in child development have been stressing the

importance of stable family relationships as a factor in healthy
1. 2. 3.

child development. (Bowlby, Anna Freud, Wlrniicot etc.).
The effect of these theories on adoption was the strengthening

of the belief that the success of the adoption situation was

very much dependent on the integration of the child into the

family. Because of this, a conviction developed among

adoption caseworkers that a x^easonable matching of parents and

child, in as many attributes as possible, was likely to reduce

friction and lead to success. Every effort was, therefore,

1. J. Bowlby "Maternal Care and Mental Health" W.H.O, Report,

Geneva, 1951.

2. D. Burlingham and A. Freud "Children Without Families. The

Case for and Against Residential Nurseries" Allen and Unwin

(19W.

3. D. Winnicott "The Child, the Family and the Outside World",

Pelican, London, 19$+.
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made to place a child with as far as possible similar

characteristics as those of the adoptive parents. The

practice of matching parents and child, came to be associated

with a stress on similarity in such aspects as physical

appearance, personality, temperament, intellectual capacity,

race, cultural background, religion etc.

Though the word 'matching* was used extensively,

especially in the forties and fifties, agencies never really

spelled-out what this amounted to. dome agencies in the

United States were proud to advertise their matching practices

as an attraction to adopters and as a means of deterring

independent arrangements. The Louisiana department of Public
1.

Health, for instance, in a brochure published in 19!P, said
about its adoption matching practices: "A licensed agency

places a child in your home who is as far as possible like the

child who might have been born to you and who is likely to grow

into the kind of person who can share your family's interests

and be looked on as your child. Licensed agencies generally

try to find a child whose physical characteristics, mental

capacities, personality, nationality and. religious background
are comparable to those of the adoptive family". The Oklahoma

1. Louisiana Department of Public Welfare, 19^>, 2.
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1.
State Department of Social Welfare claimed to be able to tell

adopters about the child's heritage, his physical and mental

development, his emotional stability and above all about his

potentialities, all attributes that would be as near their own

as possible. The concept of 'matching' was copied by many

agencies in Britain as an ideal objective to strive for. As
2.

early as 1937 j the Korsburgh committee recommended that "an

attempt should be made, as far as possible, to place the right
child in the right home". The committee did not elaborate on

what criteria and characteristics this should be based on.

Steinman, writing in 1953» warned that there was a great

deal of fear among adoption workers of even considering that

perhaps there are children and families who can accept a great
3*

deal in the way of differences. He criticised the lack of

1. Oklahoma State Department of Social Welfare, no date

given, Current in 1951.

2. "Report of the Departmental Committee on Adoption Societies"

E.M.S.O. Cmd.5^99 (1936).

3. R, Steinman "How Important is Likeness in Adoption?"

Child Welfare, vol. XXXII, No. 8, October 1953,

P. 9.
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help to prospective adopters to develop their capacities for

the acceptance of difference. In the same year, Davis and

Bouck wrote that matching in physical appearance, racial

background and intellectual potential did. not have the weight

often given it by the workers, by many of the applicants and
1.

by the lay public. Similarly, Loeb in 1956 was saying that

"there is ... more mystery and less fact in the matching
2.

process than elsewhere in adoption practice".

The practice of trying to match parents and child appeared

to be based mostly on assumptions rather than on proven facts.

As such, it went through various stages over the last twenty

to thirty years. For example, in the forties and fifties,

many agencies - mainly in the States - considered cultural

background as an absolute necessity, likewise nationality and

skin-colour. Ten years later, they were described as of little

importance. Gradually, it was beginning to dawn on many

adoption workers in the field that what were often community

1. R, E)avis and P. Bouck "Crucial Importance of Adoption Home

Study" Chil Welfare Vol. XXXIV, No.3., March 1955, PP.20-21.

2. M.B. Loeb "Prediction - A Realistic Aspect of Adoption

Practice" in M. Schapiro (ed.) "A Study of Adoption Practice"

Vol.11 Child Welfare League of America, Inc. N/York (1956)
P. 17^.
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prejudices were being projected as matching necessities,

Schapiro, commenting on agency replies to his postal

questionnaire on the matter of matching, remarked that "the

principle that similarities in background are more likely to

facilitate integration of the child into the family is accepted
1.

by most agencies." The Child Welfare League's "standards

manual", though implying that "similarities of background or

characteristics should not be a major consideration in the

selection of a family", added "except when integration of the

child into the family and his identification with them may be

facilitated by likeness, as in the case of some older children
or some children with distinctive physical traits such as

2.
skin-colour". In the H-th edition of the "standards manual"

in .1965, the League changed its position considerably and

simply recommended that "similarities of background or

characteristics should not be a major consideration in the

selection of a family". The emphasis now was on the ability

of adoptive parents to accept the child as he is or may develop,

regardless of how he may differ from them. It rightly pointed

out that people vary in their capacity to accept difference.

1. M. Schapiro (Ed,) "A Study of Adoption Practice" Child

Welfare League of America Inc. N/York Vol.1 p. 8lf.

2. "Standards for Adoption Service" CWLA (1958), p.23
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It was Kirk who finally provided evidence to support the view

that "acknowledgement of difference" by the adopters was

conducive "to good communication and to order and dynamic
1.

stability in adoptive families". He also claimed that

rejection of difference was conducive"to poor communication

with subsequent disruptive results for the adoptive relation-
2.

sship". The conclusion from Kirk's findings was that adop-

stion workers, by trying to produce, through adoption, the

natural looking family, did not make it easy for adopters "to

acknowledge the difference". On this point, Howe, though

supporting the general view that difference must be accepted,

stresses that difference should not he accentuated or sought
3.

for its own 3ake,

In the postal questionnaire, agencies were asked to say

which of ten factors they use when trying to match child and

adoptive parents. Their answers are listed (table 68) in order

of importance, but it is recognised that one should be cautious
in drawing too many conclusions from them.

1. H.D. Kirk "Shared Fate" The Free Press of Glencoe, Collier-

MacMillan, London, 196*+, p.99.

2. Ibid.

3. J. Howe "Parents Children and Adoption" l.K.P., London

(1966) p. 19*+.



Table 68. Basis for Hatching

Matching factors considered Total Number

imsortant pf; ^sppnsss &

(a) Level of intelligence and

intellectual potential .... k2 39 3

(b) Religious background k2 39 3

(c) Physical resemblance to

child k2 33 9

(d) Cultural background ....... ko 30 10

(g) Physical characteristics

of child * s family ......... kl 28 13

(f) Geographic separation from

parents 39 27 12

(g) Racial background k2 22 20

(h) Temperamental needs k2 22 20

(i) Educational background k2 21 21

(,j) Nationality background .... **0 16 2k
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Though the majority of agencies claimed to use almost

all ten factors listed, as a basis for matching, it is obvious
that individual circumstances would greatly determine the

extent of their occurrence. Some of the matching aspects that

agencies claimed to carry out would bo impossible, because of

the lack of appropriate resources and professional expertise.

What agencies possibly mean is that they make an effort to

match parents and children on these characteristics, by using
their personal judgement. Agencies, however, appear to

attach great importance to intelligence and intellectual match-

iing, followed by religion, physical resemblance to the child
and cultural background. Least importance was attached to

nationality, and educational background. This last aspect
seems to contradict the importance given to intellectual

matching, because, as the young infant cannot be tested, his

parents' educational background would offer one possible

indication. The three characteristics accorded most importance

were also quoted in the same order by respondents to Schapiro's
1.

questionnaire. American agencies, however, attached greater

importance to temperamental and educational factors than

Scottish agencies did.

1. M. Schapiro (ed.) "A Study of Adoption Practice."
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(a) Level of Intelligence and Intellectual Potential

With the exception of Independent society, no other agency

had the facilities to give psychological tests to parents or

children to establish their intelligence or thoir intellectual

potential. As 95 per cent of the children, placed with non-

relatives, ware less than a year old at the tirao of placing,
their intellectual assessment would have been almost

impossible. Intelligence tests for infants have in the last

decade or so been discredited, because of their low predictive

value. It is now widely accepted that there is no satisfactory

evidence that tests given to babies before the age of eighteen

months to three years will predict later intelligence.

Wittenborn's study of adoptive children concluded that

prediction was a somewhat fruitless activity and the efforts

devoted to assessing the infant could be better used in study-
1.

sing the adoptive applicants. If 39 of the agencies say

that they use this factor as a basis for matching, they must

mean that they use the natural parents' estimated intellectual

capacity as a guide. It is assumed, for instance, that a child

of superior parents is more likely to be superior than a child

of dull parents. But again, most of the twelve agencies,

1. J.H, Wittenborn - "The Placement of Adoptive Children"

Springfield, Illinois, U.S.A., (1957).
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studied in depth, had only a superficial contact with the

biological mother and almost none with the biological father.

Most agencies, however, obtained Information about the parent(s)

occupation, and sometimes about his education, though these by
themselves cannot always be an accurate guide to intelligence.

One agency, Independent society, administered intelligence
tests to biological mothers and when feasible to biological

fathers. In fact this agency went to the other extreme of

giving intelligence tests to university graduates]

Studies on the subject of intellectual matching have

helped to dispel a number of misconceptions, though the final
1.

verdict is still to be decided. Skodak and Skeels, in a

study of children with inferior histories, placed with

adoptive parents, found that children, adopted into homes of

higher socio-economic status than those into which they were

born, tended to develop intellectual ability commensurate with

their adoptive homes and in fact averaged 20 IQ points higher

than their natural mothers. In 1965 Skeels and Skodak

published some further preliminary findings on the matter,

claiming that this favourable development was continued in
2.

adulthood. The findings appear to highlight the importance

1, M.Skodak and H,Skeels "A final follow-up study of one hundred

adopted children" Journal of Genetic Psychology,75|85-125(19^9)
2. H,Skeels and M,Skodak "Techniques for a high yield follow-up
study in the field",U.S.Dept.of Health,Education and Welfare,
Public Health Reports 80,2^9-57.
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that environment must play in determining a child % eventual

intellectual attainment, though it is acknowledged that it
cannot create ability that is not there. This finding was

1. 2,
also supported by Wittenborn and by Helen '.iitmer from lier

large study of independent adoptions, Humphrey and Ounsted

confirmed from their own British study that the children's

ability and achievement tended to bo closely related to the
3.

adoptive parents' status. In contrast to these findings,

however, some preliminary ones given by the National Bureau

for Co-operation in Child Care, based on the 1958 cohort study,

indicated that, when comparing the adopted children at the age

of seven, they were better in reading than the rest of the

group but not quite as good as might be expected from the

1. J.3,Tittenborn - "The Placement of Adoptive Children".

2. H.L.Witmer, E,Herzog, E.A.Weinstein and M.E,Sullivan

"Independent Adoptions - a follow-up study", Hussell Sage

Foundation, N/York (19&3).

3. M.Humphrey and C, Ounsted "Adoptive Families Beferred for

Psychiatric Advices Part Is The Children". Brit.Journal of

Psychiatry, 109 , 599-608 (1963).

k. Paper given by Mrs. Seglow at the Annual Conference of the

National Bureau for Co-operation in Child. Care", held in Edinburgh

in September (1968).
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occupational status of their adoptive parents. In number

work, the children's ability appeared nearer the average or

very slightly below, Seglow, when giving these findings,

wondered how far this meant that heredity has a greater effect

on arithmetical achievement, and environment on verbal ability.
She further reported that thirty per cent of adoptive parents

in the group seemed to be either over-ambitious or disappointed

at the lack of achievement. These findings raise a number of

questions such ass how far adoptive parents have greater

expectations of their adopted children than they would of

their own. It is, for instance, much easier for adopters to

put the blame for a child's backwardness on to its background

than for parents to do so with an own child. A second

question is how far agencies, by stressing intellectual

matching, foster greater expectations in adopters, who later

come to feel cheated, if expectations are not met by the

child, A third question is how far over-ambition can be

spotted at selection stage and such placements be avoided alto¬

gether.

Considerations about matching intelli ence and intellectual

potential cannot, as mentioned earlier, be divorced from the

educational and occupational background of the parents, these

being the only tangible guides by which to estimate intelligence.

The first limitation is imposed, hoxtfever, by the sheer fact

that the number of professional and semi-professional people
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wishing to adopt greatly exceeds the number of children

available from a similar background. Agencies, in our sample,

tried as far as possible, to ma'ch the socio-economic background
of the two sides, but to obviate the difficulty mentioned,

they tried to choose children from one stage below that of the

adopters. For instance, the children of non-manual workers
%>fere generally considered as meeting matching requirements for

semi- and professional couples. In the general matching

process, it was also usual for some agencies to try amid match

similarities in interests or studies. For instance, the child
of a student of music was placed with tho family of a

'director of music'. Some other examples of similar and near

similar attempts to match parents and child were the

following:

Occupation of biological Occupation of adoptive
mother father.

Arts student Baby placed with .... Solicitor

Maths student " " " .... Quantity Surveyor

Clerke33 " " " .... Clerk in the
civil service.

Nurse " " " .... G.P.

Science student ....... " " " .... Science teacher

Shop-assistant " " " .... Joiner

Clerkess " " " .... Production clerk
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Housemaid . Baby placed with .... Plumber

Clerkess-typist " " " .... Bank clerk

Commercial artist .... " '' " .... Company Director

Drama student " " " .... Solicitor

Insurance elerkess ... " " " .... Railways clerk

Shorthand-typist ..... " " " .... Electrical
engineer

Waitress ............. " " " .... Factory worker

Shop-assistant " " " .... Packer

Factory worker " " " .... Miner

The question, that arises from this type of matching

practice, is how far the caseworkers themselves attach more

importance to intellectual matching than adoptive parents. Ib

caseworkers, for instance, make assumptions about the kind

of child the family would like, or do they respond to the

couple's wishes? Some of the reports studied conveyed the

former. One report concluded, following a single selection
interview with a couple: "only a child of superior parents should

he placed with this family". Another report said "only a

child from a good middle-class background will do". There was

no indication in either of the reports that the applicants had

made such a request. In another case, a case committee was

considering turning down, the placement of a clerkess's child
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with a couple, where the men was a. university lecturer, on the

ground that the child's intellectual potential would not match

up with that of tie adopters* The occupation of the biological

mother was considered to give a poor prognosis for the child's

future intellectual development. At the next meeting of the

case committee, the caseworker, in charge of the case, produced
evidence to show that the biological mother's grand-mother was

a graduate teacher, and so "good achievement could be expected
from the child". On hearing this, the committee were satisfied
and proceeded to approve the placement. The fact that the

child had a father too was forgotten. Again, there was no

indication that the adopters themselves specified any

requirements regarding the child's intellectual potential. The

fact, that the child had to wait in foster-care for another

three weeks before it was finally placed, could itself have

adverse effects on his intellectual development. The Child

Welfare League stresses in its latest publication that "the

educational achievement of the child's own family, whether

limited or advanced, should not influence the selection of a
1.

family". When we discussed with some of the workers the

fact that the adopters themselves were not making such

1. "Standards for Adoption Service" p.26.
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requirements, the explanation was that the agency had a

responsibility to match parents to children for the future

adjustment and happiness of the child.

Adoption practice does not appear to have been influenced

by some of the findings of studies in child development which

stress the beneficial effects of an enabling environment on the

development of the personality. In actuality, the rather
excessive zeal in matching intellectual potential to such a

detailed degree - even if the criteria on which it was based

wore not necessarily accurate - implied a "biological deter¬

minism "on the part of agencies, rather than a belief in the

beneficial effect of environmental influences. 3uch

attitudes in adoption practice also appear to negate many of

the concepts on which child welfare practice is based. For

instance, that the effects of deprivation, whore prevalent,
are to a great extent reversible, if positive corrective exper¬

iences are provided. The very small number of older and

handicapped children adopted each year may also be partly

related to this deterministic approach in adoption practice.

The practice at the moment is to place the children with the

most favourable background history in the home with the best

apparent potential, and to place the children with the poorest

endowment in the more marginal homes,
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cla: bac.^o.urp: o,;; the a- opiers goigpaped ,fe>.

.fog* o.." the 1-4qXP 'Ac^ -psfr^i^3: Children in general were

adopted into hoaes of a higher socio-economic background than
1.

their own. Addis and her associates claim that, among the
three factors contributing to success or failure, one, which
reduced the chance of success, was a difference of more than
one category between natural parents' and adopters' occupational

status, even if the child had been adopted in infancy. The
2.

detailed study by Witmer and her associates however, found that

the adoption outcome was not influenced by the socio-economic

characteristics of the adopting family, provided she home was

economically stable.

One child in every six, in our court sample, was adopted

into a family which had a differonce of two or more classes

from that of his natural mother. Only two per cent of the

children, however, were adopted below their natural mother's

occupational class, the remaining four fifths having been

adopted either within their own social class or in one class

1. R.3. Addis, F. Sulzberger and E, Rable "A Survey based on

Adoption case Records" National Association of Mental Health,

London (195^).

2. R.L.Witraer, E.Herzog, E.A. Weinstein and M.E.Sullivan

"Independent Adoptions - a follow-up study".
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above that of their natural mother. In areas where adoption

was generally more popular, such as Edinburgh, more children

were adopted in families above their mothers' social class

background.

though it is possible that some stress may bo created

by placing children, who are poorly endowed, with couples who

are themselves too socially and intellectually orientated, the

appropriate practical measure, to avoid this, would be to

focus skilled attention at the selection stage on identifying

such extreme attitudes and assessing how rigid they are.

However, already high expectations in adopters are very often

raisec. further by the agencies' unnecessary stress on social

and intellectual matching, in spite of evidence which refutes

its importance. This kind of commitment makes agency

practice appear adoptive parent, rather than child, orientated.

Cne caseworker, conscious of the policy of her agency, wrote
in connection with the placing of the child of a hotel-maid

with whom she was workings "The couple which have been chosen

to adopt this child are near enough the parents' own background

to satisfy the adoption worker and the agency policy on

matching". The limitations imposed by this kind of matching

were highlighted in the replies of two agencies - Independent

society and St. Kilda - who said that they have no difficulty

in recrniiting adoptive parents, "except for applicants for



working-class children". Similarly the secretary of a

society is reported to have told "The People" (11.5.69)> " <3

are finding that babies from a middle-class background, which
we usually place with good-class adoptive families, are not

available in such numbers as before.....In our society we take

great pains to match the baby precisely with the adopting

parents, and it is getting increasingly difficult." That

social class background should become a decisive factor in

adoption placings, is contrary to the professed principles of

social work philosophy.

(ff,? deli rious Bapkgro^d

All the agencies, replying to our postal questionnaire,

say that they try to match the religious background of the

child to that of the adopters. Section (2) of the Adoption

Act gives the right to the natural parent to specify the

religion in which he or she would like her child to be brought

up. The agency, therefore, has an obligation to match the
wishes of the parents with the religious persuasion of the

adopters. The law, tKnrever, is entirely neutral about the

adopters' religion, when the biological parent gives an

unconditional consent. In spite of this, however, an agency'
decision to place such a child with a couple professing no

religious affiliation may sometimes be over-ruled by the Court



In a recent case before an English County court, the Judge
refused to grant an adoption order in favour of the applicants

who professed to be atheists, in spite of the biological mother's
statement that she did not mind her child being brought up

within such a family. At a further hearing, both the adopters

and the agency that arranged the placement were represented

by counsel and eventually the court granted the order, but
exacted a promise from the adopters that they would do nothing

to influence the child towards their "irreligious habits". The
1.

legal adviser to "Child Adoption" journal maintains that the

County court judge had the power neither to refuse an adoption

order under s.7(l) (b) of the Act, nor to impose such a condition

to the making of the ordor under s,7 (35* It may then be

assumed that the Judge was expressing a personal preference,

otherwise if ho really believed that every child should be

allowed to make up its own mind when it Is of an age to

understand, he would equally need to make a condition for other

adopters that they should do nothing "to persuade the child of

their religious habits".

Of the number of adoption orders granted to non-relatives

in 1965, the natural parents specified a religion in three out

1, See Child Adoption No, 55 (1968) p.10.



of every five cases. Though religion appears to he a straight

forward matching operation, a pattern emerged from the practice

of the twelve agencies, which suggested that the caseworkers'
own preferences might ha invoked during the process. Table

69 shows that for children surrendered through some agencies

there was a hundred per cent preference expressed, whilst for

children adopted through some other agencies, there was a

hundred per cent "no preference", (Denominational societies
are of course an exception). In some of the agencies where

it was not a hundred or almost a hundred per cent 'preference'

or 'no preference*, it could he assumed that the caseworkers

were recording the real wishes of the parents. In other words,

the emerging pattern was that, though adoption workers in some

agencies insisted that the mothers always specified a religious

preference, in other agencies, they did not appear to draw the
mother's attention to it; this was perhaps cut of fear that

a preference might lead to difficulties in finding adopters

who could match with such a preference. In summary, the

findings suggest that whilst some agencies over-emphasize the

religious element, others avoid drawing the parents* attention
to it. In spite of the fact that many mothers expressed no

religious preference, all the adopters in the sample declared

a Christian affiliation. The extent to which agencies weeded

out agnostics or non-Christians at enquiry stage was difficult

to assess, except for the one non-clenoininational society which
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said that it rejacted a number of applicants on "religious

grounds".

SafeJLflJfc«JPfa®..,.r3;i-y-tem.j^amcasjafi fefo •(N. 376)

RqlMPVM* ivp, RQUSI.QW?.
preference preference Tp%aj,

Mo. % No. %

Eastern Borough I 6 (5^.5) 5 (*+5.5) 11

Eastern Borough II *f2 (100 ) - *+2
Eastern County 16 (100 ) - 16

Highland Borough 9 (100 ) - 9

Highland County 9 (69.2) ** (30.8) 13

3.E. County 5 (55.6) h {kkM 9

Western Borough 59 (100 ) 59

Western County 8 (100 ) 8

Independent
society liO (83.3) 8 (16.7) *+8
National Society 71 (100 ) 71

St.Hilda Soc. 38 (100 ) - 38

'feral Society 57 (100 ) 52

217 159 376
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(d) Kacial back/-round

Over half the agencies, that replied to our questionnaire,

try to match the racial background of a child with that of the

adopters. Such matching appears to be mainly focussed on

children of non-white origin. It is recognised that racial

characteristics, being genetic in origin, and not subject to

change, cannot be sidestepped in adoption. However irrational

colour preference may be, the placement agency needs to satisfy
itself that no child will be placed in a home where it is likely

to suffer because of this, What is less clear, however, is

how far agencies, which use racial background as a basis for

matching, consider this a good practice and how far they do

so, because it Is imposed on them by the adopters. If the

agency does this as a matter of policy, it possibly does it for
two reasons* either because it believes that non-white children

are of inferior intellectual or psychological quality, or

because it assumes that, in. this way, it protects the child
from problems likely to be created by the social environment

v/ithin which it is going to find itself. Of the 12 agencies

in the sample, only one flatly refused to accept a child for

placement, if it was suspected of having "negroid" features or

"coloured" blood. The society explained its policy on the

ground that it had no applicants who were prepared to adopt

such children, and the lack of fostering and residential
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facilities prevented it from exorcising flexibility on the

matter.

Thirteen of the children in the court sample (or 1,7%) were

of mixed or coloured blood. All thirteen were adopted by white

families, five of the children having been placed by a single

society. The small number of coloured immigrants living in

Scotland has created no special problem of unadoptable coloured

children unable to secure adoptive homes. Ten of these child¬

ren were born to local girls following their association mainly

with commonwealth students and with negro soldiers stationed

at some of the American bases in Scotland.

Of the 376 applicants, who adopted through the 12 agencies

studied, nine specified early on that they were unwilling to

consider a child of 'mixed1 or 'coloured' Mood, Another

seven said that they wouldn't mind and three specified that

they ware only interested in adopting a 'coloured' child. Two

adopters wanted to return the children placed with them

because they thought they 'spotted* negroid features. It

looked, from the rest of the evidence, as if both these couples

chose to focus their ambivalent feelings about the adoption

situ tion on the child's assumed background.. In both families,

there were other features suggesting that the placements should

not perhaps have boon made at all. The background of the

couples who adopted the 13 children of mixed or coloured blood

is interesting. Eight of these were professional couples



including teachers, a chaplain and a doctor. The remaining
five were craftsmen. Ordinary people, because of prejudices

or real fears about public attitude, may be less prepared to

take risks. In April, 1968, the Daily' Mail printed a letter
from an lissex reader who with her husband had adopted a

coloured baby boy, the placement having been made by a local

authority agency after many interviews, and the Guardian ad

litem having also visited the home three times. The couple

were later "most shocked" when a County court Judge informed

them that "very unenthusiastically" he granted the adoption

order and, if they contemplated any further adoptions of

coloured children, he did not want the case brought before him.
None of the Sheriffs who granted the adoption orders on behalf

of the thirteen children made any observations on the matter.

No white c! hid in the sample was adopted by other than purely

white couples; voluntary societies looked with disfavour on

the suggestion of white children being adopted by couples

where both partners were not of pure white origin.
1.

Nordlie and Hoed, in a follow-up study on adoption

1. E.B.Nordlio and .C. Head "Follow-up on Adoption Counselling

for Children of Possible facial Admixture" Child v.el fare, 327»

297-30-t (1962).
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counselling for children of possible racial admixture, found

that racial background definitely affected both the search for

homes and the outcome of the placements, but that most of them
vrere successful. Nothing is known about the long term

results of this method of achieving the adoption of such

children in Britain, and a follow-up research in this particular

aspect would be a worthwhile guide to future practice.

(9) ftfllflraj, and Nationality qsk.gr9,Wl

Throe out of every four agencies say that they tryto

match the child's cultural background with that of the adopters,

and two out of five try to match children and parents by

nationality background. It is a matter of speculation how far

agencies, that say they match children on the basis of cultural
and nationality background, confuse culture and nationality
with race and colour of skin. febapi-o in outlining the

relative importance of genetic and acquired factors to the

matching of adoptive parents and children remarked that none

of us are ben with cultural characteristics, we must learn
them or be conditioned by them. This means that they arc not

inherent end that they are readily available for acquisition

by individuals who ;*oin the group. Jehu also stresses that

personality and behavioural differences between racial groups
1.

are due to cultural and historical influences. In matching,
I.D.Jehu "Developmental Issues in Interracial Adoption" Standing
Conference of Societies Registered for Adoption, 1968.
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therefore, we may safely dismiss cultural differences as of

little or no importance in this context. Many nationality

differences are also cultural ones and can be dismissed with

these. Nationality is in great measure the sharing of a

common tradition, which consists of such things as language,

literature, values, customs, political institutions etc. In
so far as nationality differences am cultural, they can be

Ignored in adoption practice, since the differences are not
1.

inherited. As <£>% of the children are usually placed when

under six months old, and. another 5'f between seven and twelve

months, cultural and nationality differences can have even less

bearing on the adoption situation.

In spite of what, agencies said in answer to the

questionnaire, in actual practice they placed white children
with adopters of different cultural and nationality background

from that of the natural parents, as lonv as they were purely

white. For erample, children bom to Irish girls were

placed with Scottish and English families; children of Canadian,

Australian, Dutch norentage were adopted by Scottish and English
families. Families of American servicemen,stationed in

1. H.L. Sehapiro "Anthropology and Adoption Practice" in

M, Schapiro (ed.) "A Study of Adoption Practice" Vol*II, Jan.

1955, P. 35.
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Scotland, adopted Scottish and English children, and the

agencies that placed thea did not sec.r. to be bothered by the

different cultural and nationality backgrounds of the adopters.

Perhaps, when we talk of different culture and nationality,
we are really referring to people with negroid or dark

features, in which case it is the colour of the child's skin
that appears to highlight his different cultural and

na tionality beckground.

( G 3pnbjanq3

1.
Adoptive parents, vhoansvered Kirk's nail questionnaire

in 1965, showed themselves fairly detached about Hatching by

appearance. Forty eight p; r cent of the busbar 's and 59 per

cent, of the wives said that they thought it quite unimportant,

fet four out of every five agencies in our questionnaire said

that they use physical resemblance as a bosis for matching.

Apart Proa the great difficulty in matching the physical

characteristics of very young infants, tire practice appears

to meet the agency's need for a tangible "arm of Hatching,
rather than its being a response to adopter?' requirements.

The pursuit of such a policy suggests that the majority of

agencies again foster, through their matching practice, a

1. H.D. Kirk "Shared Fate", pp.59 - 71*.
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"rejection of difference" rather than its acknowl go geraent.

Eight of the 12 agencies (Agency Sample), gave in their
selection reports some description of the physical character-

:isties of the biological and adoptive parents with, presumably,
a view to future matching. How far these agencies managed to

match these characteristics was difficult to assess, as no

details were given about the physical characteristics of

the babies themselves. By compering, however, the character¬

istics of the biological parents and those of the adopters

with whom the child was placed, such matching appeared very

rare indeed, fhere wore occasions ••hen the baby boy of a

"fair-haired, blue-eyed" mother was placed v?th n couple where

the husband was "tali, fair-haired and blue-eyed", but these

were very infrequent occasions. Kirk vonl" possibly add that

an agency that fosters, through its practice, "physical
resemblance" may fail to bring out the applicants' attitudes

on this aspect, and this iaay not help the agency to distinguish
at selection stage the rigid preferences o" this hind. The

practice contradicts Kirk's findings, which suggest that

"acknowledgement of difference" is the most effective method

of stabilising the family arid, developing satisfactory
1.

environment for the adopted child.

1. H.D. Kirk "Shared Fate", p. 60.
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Of the 376 adopters who adopted through the twelve

agencies, only 9 (or 2made some specific requirement in

their application ajpout preference for such features ass colour

of skin or hair, or general appearance. It is very possible
that other requirements -. ore made during the study process,

but if so, they were not recorded. Like intellectual matching,

matching by physical resemblance appears to represent the

agencies' belief in what constitutes good adjustment rather

than being a response to requirements by adopters,

(ft). qeggraphic separation tea rents

This factor may be important, especially in cases where

both the biological parents am. the adopters coma from small

towns cr small rural communities, or where thoy are members
of minority groups living very closely together. Over two

thirds of the agencies try to ensure that biological and

adoptive parents do not reside in proximity to each other,

dqually, however, there are difficulties when children are

placed at too great a distunes from the agency's base, making

selection studios and post placement supervision very

difficult. The vast majority of mothers from small communities

went for their confinement to cities or large boroughs and

subsequently the children ware surrendered, to the nearest

society or local authority department. County departments
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part of the county. The general view was that, far from

placements taking place at tec much proximity, there was more

concern about certain societies covering tco big an area, with

only limited resources at their disposal for effective selec¬

tion and supervision,

Tgnroergjaegtal ne?4g

Twenty-two of the forty-two agencies answering the

-iuestionnniro and ton of the agencies (Agency Sample) said

that they try to match the child' • temperamental needs to those

of the adopters, ??o ovi 'once was form' in the records of the

agencies studied to show that any serious matching of this kind

took place, '{etching by temperament is obviously important

when placing older children, hut as 95 per cent of the
children were placed when irfor twelve months old, it is

doubtful how practicable this would have been for these infants.

It is now widely agreed that it is extremely difficult to

assess t* "ipsromental needs in very young infants, though some

would say that it would ho risky to place r.n irritable tense

infant v'tk an insecure ani an::ion: mother, With the exception

of Independent society, none of the remaining agencies had

sufficient information about the infants they placed to lead

to any recognition of temperamental needs such as irritability,
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activity, response, eating and sleeping habits ana therefore

to be evaluated for matching purposes. The argument that such

matching was based on the mother's temperament and personality

could not be substantiated, as such information about the
mothers was also strikingly absent, (dee finuings Chapter six),
I'ven if temperamental needs cculc be accurately assessed at the

child's birth, or before placement, there is no reason why
these should be taken as immutable at such an early stage.

Irrespective of what agencies said in reply to our

postal questionnaire, the only evidence of matching found, was

that based on concrete, or what appeared to b© apparent,

characteristics. There was a general attempt to match

socio-economic background, religion, race and, to a lesser

extent, physical resemblance. Agencies also believed that

matching by socio-economic background eventually brought about

intellectual matching too. Studies in the intellectual

development of adopted children have concluded, though, that

prediction in this area is a somewhat fruitless activity,

whilst others confirmed that the children's ability and

development tend to be closely related to the socio-economic

status of the adoptive parents. Current matching practices



in Scotland not only encourage a rejection of difference but

are lively to reinforce dysfunction in children and adopters.

There wis little evidence to show that such matching was

arrnn ed in response to the adopters1 wishes, and it appeared

to represent the agencies' belief in what constitutes good

future adjustment. American agencies, which, originally
introduced the concept of matching have. In the last ten

years or so, changed their position considerably. Some of

the characteristics,that agencies previously considered as

necessary for matching purposes, cane to he recognised as an

extension "r the community's prejudices, Th~ cl"im of

Scottish agencies about the amount of ".etching they attempt,
based on such intangibles as temperament, personality and

intellectual potential, appeared exaggerated and unrealistic,
in th" face of their very limited resources in specialised

staff} and the limitations of r-esent knowledge.
The current view appears to be that, the emphasis should

shift from stressing similarities, in the adaptive situation,
to helping adopters to recognise inherent differences, without

necessarily aiming at differences for their own sake.
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CHAPTER TEH

POST - PLACEMENT SUPERVISION

Between placement and legal adoption, a responsibility
is laid on the adoption agency and the local authority to pay

what have come to be known as "supervision" visits. The

adoption agency's responsibility for such visits stops when the

prospective adopters notify the local authority of their inten-

stion to adopt. It then becomes the responsibility of the

local authority to arrange for the family to be visited by a

child care officer until the order is granted, or until the

child attains the age of 18, In the case of independent

placements, the whole responsibility for supervisory visits

rests with the local authority. Ho such supervision is

required in cases whore one of the applicants to the adoption

is a parent. In all other circumstances, no order can be

granted unless the family has been under this form of proba¬

tionary supervision for at least three months. In actual

fact, adoption societies continued to supervise their

placements even after the adopters had notified the local

authority of their intention to adopt. This meant that some

families were receiving visits both from the adoption worker,

who made the original placing, and also from the local authority.
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t-s.ggpfcSupervision

The Adoption Act generally recognises two major

aspects in this matter* First, that a period of time must

elapse between the placement of a child in an adoptive home and

the granting of a final order, and second, that a series of

statutory visits must bo paid during this period. The Act

requires the supervisor to satisfy himself "as to the well-being

of the children and give such advice as totheir care and

maintenance as may appear to be needed". (Section 38). There

are no other rules clarifying what is involved in supervision,

nor any other classification about the role of the supervisor

in such cases. British social work literature has also paid

very little attention to the implications of this type of

supervision and, for this reason, the role and function of the

supervisor has remained rather vague and open to several

interpretations. Thl3 neglect may reflect the lack of

conviction about the importance of the social worker's role

during the supervisory period. One comment that was made by

the Hurst committee, declared* "It is now generally recognised
that a waiting period, during which it can be seen whether the
child will settle with the adopters, and whether they will

accept him wholeheartedly as they should if they are to assume

permanent parental responsibility for him, is necessary in all

ordinary adoption cases. Indeed the probationary period though



it may sometimes be irksome to the adopters, is as much a
1.

protection to them as it is to the child". Though the

committee's view appears to cast the supervisor as an observer

of the reactions o > the child and applicants, the Act itself

goes further to see the supervisor as an adviser on matters

of "care -nd maintenance". The phrase "care and maintenance"

is open to more than one interpretation, but it is surprising

that child care officers, talking to Goodacre, explained it
2.

mainly in terms of health and material needs. According

to other interpretations, the Adoption Act appears to cast the

supervisor in the role of an observer and over-seer, as well

as that of a problem-solver. As an observer, the supervisor

will be expected to appraise the development of the child and

his reactions to his new environment; as an over-seer, he will

be expected to report his findings to the court and express hi3

views about the family's suitability to adopt. The Act,

however, also assumes that the supervisor will be of some help

to the child and the family, and, in this respect, it casts him
into the role of a "problem-solver", specifically related to

1. "Heport of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of

Children" H.M.G.O., Cmd.92^8, 195?+, para.58.

2, I. Goodacre "Adoption Policy and Practice", Allen and Unwin,

19^6. pp.83-81*.
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the adoption situation. As a problem-solvex*, the caseworker

will be expected, in this period of important new emotional

experiences in the family's life, to give attention and help

with some of the normally expressed early difficulties between

parents and child, lest they become more serious later on.

Brown, writing on the importance of post-placement supervision,

pointed out that even the most careful study of adopters by

the most skilful caseworker cannot foresee all that may develop

in the future. She claims that the adoptive parents and the
1.

child need the caseworker's help to grow into a family unit.

It is recognised that, though there may be various aspects of

adoption that give rise to problems, none are necessarily

present in all cases, and there may be couples who can

successfully resolve these, with no raore outside intervention

than would be needed by normal families.

To carry out any of these functions implied by the Act

or social work literature, the supervisor needs to develop a

relationship of trust with the family, if the latter are to
share with him possible difficulties or anxieties about the

adoption situation. Two immediate difficulties, however,

1. F.G. Brown "Supervision of the child in the adoptive home"

in "Readings in Adoption" ed.by I.E.Smith, N/Xork Philosophical

Library, 1963.
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arise out of thiss First, the family is expected to suddenly

develop a relationship of trust with a new caseworker, at the
same time that the agency caseworker may be visiting too, and

to be able to ifferentiate between their respective roles and

still later on between their roles and that of the curator;

an second, during statutory supervision, the fact cannot be

sidestepped that the family is on probation and therefore the

visits are likely to be seen as a threat, rather than as a

help. The supervisor may see himself as a helper and

problera-solver but, for the family, he may still be the

inspector with considerable authority, and, consequently, they

may be reluctant to share difficulties. During the

probationary period, the petitioners in many ways are not yet

parents and their role is a preparatory and transitional one,

which is likely to make the relationship with the supervisor

fraught with fears and anxieties.

Child care workers, with whom we discussed their

supervisory function, said that they found it very unclear and

one th t lacked focus and purpose. They did not appear very

happy with this type of work and saw it more as a necessary

obligation to perform. They further indicated its futility,

by remarking on the fact that courts did not ask for any

reports about the families they supervised. The supervisors

involved appeared to feel very uncomfortable, when visiting
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families where the child was placed by another agency, and

found it difficult to establish a relationship, especially as

they seemed to find no focus for this. Their feelings of

uncertainty and discomfort appeared to be communicated to the

families and added to the letter's confusion about the real

purpose of the visits. The visits were generally very

infrequent and of short duration. Most applicants, we were

told, recognised the necessity of some kind of official

supervision but did not seem to see this period as an opportun¬

ity to discuss problems. This is a period during which,
1.

according to Kirk, the petitioners are themselves quite vague

about their own role. It is supposedly port of the super¬

visor's function to help clarify the parents' roles, but he

may be himself very vague about the rights and obligations of

the adoptive parents with regard to the chile and to the

agency during this transitional period. One other basic

contradiction is that petitioners are expected to feel and act

toward the child as if it were their own, and to convey this
attitude to the supervisor, whilst the natural mother still has

a right to reclaim the child or, if it is prior to court

notification, the agency itself may deei e to remove it.

1. D.H. Kirk "A Dilemma of Adoptive Parenthood: Incongruous

Bole Obligations", Marriage and Family Living XXI, No.1*, 1959,

pp.316-326.
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1.
Adopters told Goodaere that their relationship with

the child ear© officer was almost always warm and friendly.

They acknowledged that supervision was "only ri :ht and proper"

and "fair" and that agencies had to be certain that they had

placed their children in good hands. Though they appreciated

the need for supervision, they also made it clear that it had

created much anxiety an"1 even resentment. It was the

inspectorial aspect of supervision that remained uppermost in

their minds. Many saw it 8.3 a trial period, in every sense,

and had felt reluctant to reveal their feelings to supervisors.

Few adopters could recall having received an explanation of

the local authority's supervisory aim3 an duties. These

comments highlight the ambivalent and conflict-ri den role that

the supervisor is expected to carry. Obviously the families

did not see this period as an opportunity to discuss feelings

or difficulties. If the aim of supervision during the period

between placement and legal adoption is to facilitate the

process of developing a sense of belonging in the child, it

does not appear to be achieved under the current practice.

Though the law assumes that these visits will be useful to the

child and the adopters, the latter do not appear to experience

them as such, but r ther to see them as necessary. Surprisingly

1. I. Goodacre "Adoption Policy and Practice", pp. 53-5*+•



enough, the supervisors, we spoke to, also saw their function
in the same light.

<H ZX-Xts .by theJFjfclng Agency.

As stated earlier, placing agencies have a responsibility

to visit the children they place until the adopters notify

the local authority of their intention to adopt. In actual

practice, all the agencies in our sample continued visiting

after notification, except in those cases where the child had

been placed at some distance from the agency's offices. Where

the placing agency was a local authority one, the worker that

placed the child also acted as a supervisor. Social work

lite ature stresses the importance of early visits to help the

adopters with possible initial difficulties of integration,

or with other anxieties arising from the adoption situation.

It is claimed that the worker, who has known the family before

placement, is also in the best position to help in the post-

placement period. The regulations provide that every agency

raust arrange that every infant is visited within one month

after being placed, and that, after each visit, the caseworker

visiting should make a report to the case committee "as to the

welfare of tie infant". (The welfare of the child has been

interpreted in several court decisions as going beyond the

consideration of material circumstances only).
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The Iliiiimt and liumber of Visits

Five, of the 12 agencies in the sample, usually visited
their placements within the first fortnight after placement.

Another five agencies visited between four and six weeks after

placement, but one of them paid no visits to at least one third
of its 71 placements. The remaining two agencies did not

indicate in their records whether any visits had been paid

at all. Hone of the agencies appeared to submit any kind of

written report to its case-committee.

The average number of visits paid by the placing agencies

was two. This varied again widely between those agencies that

paid no visits at all and some agencies that paid at least

three and occasionally four. These visits were paid within

a period of approximately six months, which was the average

time between placement and legal adoption. The farther the

placement was from the agency's base, the fewer were the

visits. The visits themselves did not appear to be determined

by the individual needs of the families or children but rather

reflected the practices of the agency concerned. No

Increased number of visits were paid, for instance, in cases

where the selection stud had shown areas of possible

difficulties. Some eases of ol er children, children of

mixed blood or handicapped children could come under this

category, as well as a number of families where there was
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evidence of previous ©actional difficulties, or where there

were young children in the adoptive family.

Planning of the Visits.

The agency records did not suggest that any advance

planning had been done before the visits were paid. This was

in spite of the fact that the agency had some background

information on the adopters and the child. In none of the

376 cases did any of the caseworkers prepare an assessment of

the placement, based on the selection study, or outline their

goals as a guide for these post-placement visits. No effort

appeared to be made to assess the timing and amount of visits

necessary in each case, or the probable form that these

should take.

The CpQtent of %he Visits.

Apart from the two agencies that had no record of any

post-placement visits, the remaining ten kept very little

information about these contacts. What records existed barely

went beyond tiro lines and, after each subsequent visit, the

same notes appeared in a re-worded form. In almost four

fifths of the cases, the adoptive father was not contacted.

The visits were paid, often unexpectedly, during working hours
and adoptive fathers were not present.
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The records generally comprised repetitive observations

about the child's health and his progress. Only in exceptional

cases was some reference made to the child's interaction within

the family. The records did not suggest that the caseworker

was involved in any problem-solving activity with the adopters,

or that significant anxieties were shared. Of the 338 families

visited during this period, difficulties were revealed only
in three instances. In one case, the child had developed a

rash and the caseworker advised the couple to get in touch with

their doctor. The remaining two cases reflected considerable

ambivalence towards the adoption situation, but the case-

two rker did not appear to see them in this way. The first

case was that of a couple where the adoptive father had had

psychiatric treatment for a period of five years. Though his

family doctor did not recommend him to adopt, the consultant

psychiatrist, who was treating him, maintained that the

adoptive father's psychiatric condition would not affect the

adoption situation, 3oon after the placement of the child,

the couple started raising considerable doubts about the child's

future potential and about the quality of his background.

The visitin? caseworker remarked, after one of her visits! "I
rather felt that a baby from a better sort of background might

have been placed here." She then told the family that a

child from a better quality background would be placed when
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they asked for another one. The second case was one in which

the adopting couple focussed their doubts on the child's

possible racial background. They were not convinced that it

was a purely white child. There was evidence in this case

suggestin■ that the adoptive father was an unwilling partner

in the adoption venture. In none of the remaining 335 cases

were any difficulties, anxieties or worries raised by the

adopters. Or, if they were, the caseworkers did not record

them, though they usually recorded some observations about

the child. It is difficult to say how far the caseworkers

by choosing to focus on the child, rather than on the whole

family, discouraged discussion around wider issues. Certainly
little evidence was found to support the view expressed by

social work literature that adoptive parents will want to talk

about such topics as their inability to have children,

anxieties about heredity and illegitimacy, doubts about their

capacity for parenthood etc. Neither were any difficulties

with the child shared with the caseworker. It Is very

possible that adoptive parents do not feel secure enough to

share difficulties or anxieties with a visitor who has the

power to remove the child or at least to refuse the placement

of a further child in future. The question could also be

posed of how far the caseworkers showed by their attitude and

h n ling of situations that they were able and prepared to help



with possible difficulties. It is suggested that people do

not usually reveal their needs unless they have some hopes

that these will be met, A further complication is that in

relationships pursued during the post-placement period, it is

unlikely that memories of the selection process and of being

investigated would not carry over to this new type of contact,

(U? ,?tafoatory d^pci-visi^n,

The local authoi'ity is expected to supervise the placement

from the date notification is received until the making of the

order, or until the child reaches the age of 18, This includes
third party and direct placements, in which no agency takes

part in the placing. The average period, between notification

and legal adoption for cases in the, sample, was six months.

This period could almost be halved, if petitions were to be

submitted earlier to the court3.

In the course of this study, we looked at the statutory

supervisory function of the eight local authority departments
that were in our sample of twelve agencies. At the same time

that we looked at their adoption work, we also looked at the

way that tl ey wore carrying out the statutory obligation to

supervise adoption placements. The eight authorities between
them had received notification for 2**2 children, which were
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originally placed by a voluntary society, or by another local

authority department# (All 2b2 children featured both in our

agency as well as in our court sample. This part of the

study, therefore, was necessary to establish a vital link in

the adoption process of what happened to thb children before

they were finally adopted).

The Number of Visits

The number and frequency of visits is not laid down in

the adoption regulations but it is assumed that the local

authority will exercise its discretion according to individual

need. Table 70 shows the number of visits that each

supervising authority paid durin the probationary period,

which, as stated earlier, lasted for approximately six months.
A3 two of the biggest authorities in the sample - Eastern Dor-

sough II an Western Borough - both acted as supervising

authorities and were also appointed as curators-ad-litera, it
was difficult to decide which visits were paid for each

separate duty. For this reason, all the visits were included
under "statutory supervision". Because of this, the findings
tend to exaggerate the actual number of supervisory visits

paid.
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Table. 70. umber of statutory visits pair- by local authorities

(8 agencies. N.2*fr2).

Eastern Borough I

Eastern Borough II

Eastern County

Highland Borough

Highland County

3.Eastern County

Western Borough-

Western County

XQ.fol IJp.

supervised

b

110

5

b

5

16

9b

b

lumber of visits

Hil One Two

2

1

If

«N»

11

*f

if

1

1?

if

5

31

2

93

57

Three
or W™

Total N« 2if2 26 56 152 8

% (100) (10.8) (23.1) (62.8) (3.3)

The average number of visits paid to each ease during

the average six months probationary period was 1.6, but one in

every ten cases was not visited at all, and only 3.3 psr cent
of the cases received three or more visits. The majority of

families were visited twice, but this included, in most cases,
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one visit that customarily is paid by the eurator-ad-litem.

Two authorities did not arrange for any supervisory visits to

be paid at all, whilst two others - Highland county and Western

county - delegated this responsibility to the district nurse.

The district nurse became another person to be added to the

multiplicity of persons and agencies involved in the adoption

situation.

Though the number of visits cannot by itself be an accur-

sate reflection of the quality of the work dons, social work

literature would disclaim that this number, within six months,
was sufficient for the development of a relationship of trust

that would encourage the adopters to reveal difficulties and

accept help from the visiting caseworker, A study by
1.

Gohros, on the caseworker-adoptive parents relationship in

pre-adoption supervision, showed that a significantly higher
number of those parents, who had four or more post-placement

interviews, reported being substantially helped than those

parents, who had three or less interviews.

1. II.L. Gohros "A Study of the Caseworker-Adoptive Parent

Relationship in Postplacsment Services" Child Welfare Vol.XLVI

No,6, June, 1967> PP*317-326,
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Among the 2'-f2 cases supervised, there were 33 cases where

the children, had been placed either by a third party or

directly by the parent. (This figure inclu es adoptions by

relatives). There was no difference in the number of visits

paid to these children, compared with agency placements. The
total pattern that emerged was one of visits being paid in a

routine way, because of the agency's duty, rather than being
dictated by the needs of each case. There was no significant

variation in the supervision of cases within the same agency.

jjlanning of tfte Visits

There was no evidence of any advance planning of

statutory supervision. Apart from those cases where no

records were kept at all, the majority of available records

consisted of two or three sentences about the child, with no

other identifying or background information. The paucity of

records, as well as the absence of any register or card-index
to show the number of such children supervised at any particular

time, reflected the general neglect of, and low priority
accorded to adoption supervision within the local authority

departments in our sample. Assessment and planning could not

be formulated, because of the absence of any advance background

information and the failure to built it up retrospectively.

One great gap, which contributed to the lack of advance
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background information, was the lack of co-operation between

the placing agency and the supervising authority. Apart from

a stereotyped form,that is sent out by the placing agency to

the supervising authority notifying the latter that the child

has been placed, no other exchange of information takes place

between the two sides. An absolute dichotomy appears to exist

between the work of the placing agency and that of the super¬

vising local authority. Though the placing agency has at its

disposal significant information about the adopters and the

child, none of this is shared with the local authority. No

social reports, for instance, accompanied the notification,
and no effort was made to make the local authority aware of any

particular circumstances or difficulties that might arise and

with itfhich the adopters might need help.

The lack of contact and co-operation between these two

types of bodies appears to be related to an existing rivalry,

mainly between adoption societies and local authorities.

Voluntary societies appear to resent the statutory intervention

of the local authority, and maintain that there is no need for
a second caseworker to be visiting and that supervision should

have been left exclusively to them. They maintain that the

interests of the child are adequately safeguarded by the

subsequent investigations of the eurator-ad-litern. A further

reason is the mistrust that exists between some adoption societies



and local authority children's departments. Adoption societie

feel very precious about the information they collect and do

not want to share it for fear, as they say, that the super-

:vising authority may not use it wisely. Though both the

adoption societies and the local authority children's

departments that carry out supervision are staffed by social

workers, there appears to be some mistrust about each other's

work.

Though adoption societies maintain that there is no

reason to share information with the local authority, because

they carry on supervising the placement until the order is

granted, the lack of sharing was also found to exist in cases

where some adoption societies placed children at some distance

from their base whom they could not and did not supervise.

The failure to co-operate and share, however, was not

confined between adoption societies and local authority

departments, but existed between different local authority

departments. This was especially so when one authority placed

a child in another authority's area. The general lack of

co-operation and reluctance to share cannot be explained as

being necessary either in the interests of the adopters or

those of the children. It loads to general inability to plan

visits in advance and also to clarify objectives for each

particular case. It also does not alert the supervising



officer to possible areas that adopters find it particularly

difficult to talk about, and tc areas that have bean

exhaustively gone through.

The Content of the Visits

For reasons outlined above, the supervising officer

starts his visits in a vacuum and is faced with the task of

developing a totally new relationship with the family, in most

cases at the same time that the adoption caseworker is also

visiting. Starting with such a disadvantage, it would have

been thought that the supervising officer would, following his

first visit, try to build up a picture of the child and the

family. This was far from so. In none of the cases studied

in the sample did any of the supervisors try to record back¬

ground information obtained retrospectively. The fact that

the first visit was often the only one did not appear to

motivate a different approach. Even viaere a second and,

exceptionally, a third visit followed, the same pattern was

observed as during the first one. Again no planning, no goals

outlined and no diagnostic statement about the situation the

supervisor was dealing with. It is assumed that the main

reason why statutory supervision was placed in the hands of a

social work agency, like the children's department, was to
ensure that the work was carried out on the basis of certain
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principles, in this case, social work principles. Social
work literature stresses that in every case the social

worker should try and collect information, study it,
formulate a diagnostic statement about the situation he is

dealing with and outline his goals. No evidence of such an

approach was found in any of the records. Neither was there

any final assessment, when supervision came to an end, nor

indication of how the probationary period worked out. The

fact that in Scotland the supervising worker is not asked to

submit a social report to the court on the nature and outcome

of his supervision contributes towards the general apathy and

lack of interest in this type of case, and to the lack of

recorded information on which to base any reports, where needed.

In fairness to the workers, the general acknowledgement that

they are over-worked in understaffed departments tends to make

them pay less attention to what they consider to be peripheral

work. However, even in agencies where the staff was neither

overworked, nor was the department under-staffed, the same

approach to this type of work was observed. It appears,

therefore, that attitudes to certain types of work transcend

agency boundaries and become traditional patterns for the

whole country.

A sample of case-records, re-produced below, shew how
he visits were mostly child-focussed, with little or no



reference to the adopters, end how the supervisors saw themselves

mainly as observers, rather than as catalysts for difficulties.

The child-centred approach negates the possibility that the

adopters may have doubts, fears or anxieties which they may

want to talk about. The supervisors certainly did not

appear to see themselves as problem-solvers. Of the 2k?.
families they supervised, there was no indication, from the

records, that any single family raised any difficulties or

doubts connected with the adoption situation, and none asked

for advice about developmental difficulties. In five cases,

however, adopters mentioned some difficulty connected with a

physical ailment such as skin-rash, eczema and digestive

conditions. This could have been an opening for a more

general discussion going beyond the physical symptoms, hut the

supervisors did not appear to connect it with any possible

un erlying emotional difficulties. If the adopters had doubts

an anxieties about adoption they certainly did not seem to

share these with the supervisors. dowe, commenting on the
nature of the supervision, writess "Good adoption supervision

...is more than a perfunctory checking-up on the welfare and

development of the child.. Most adoptive parents think that

the worker comes on behalf of the child and often do not see
1.

her as a source of help for themselves". It Is difficult

1. J,Howe "Parents Children and Adoption" RKP, London,19^6 p.260.
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to say how far the adopters' reluctance to share problems with

the supervisors was because the latter represented a threat to

them or whether it was because of the supervisors' failure

to visit more frequently and establish a relationship that

would have encouraged discussion and sharing. Because this

is a period when the adopters are chiefly anxious to see the

adoption through, it may be too much to expect them to share
doubts and difficulties with an authority figure, who could

prevent them from achieving the long-cherished hope of

becoming parents.

The following examples -re broadly representative of

the kind of information recorded by different supervisors

employed by different departments,

Case fo.l (Sole comment) - "John is progressing very well and

is very contented. Mr. and Irs. G...delighted about the

baby", (Ho other information in the records except for

certain data).

Case No.?i (Single entry) "Mrs. D,..reports that the baby Is

progressing very well and is very contented, Both

adopters delighted". (No other information in the case

papers).

Case No. 1: (The first of two almost Identical entries) "A
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very happy visit; fine infant doing well. Very

satisfactory". (No background information).

.Case^ToJ+s (Single entry) information " aby is settling in

very well".

Case No.5s First visits "Mrs.F..reports that child has

developed eczema. The child is taken to their doctor

for treatment'1.

Second visits "The child seems satisfactory, Happy

placement".

Case Mo.61 "Baby is making excellent progress". (No other

background information).

Case do.7; (Single entry and background information) - "A

very happy baby. A very nice couple."

In almost 3?^ of the visits, only the adoptive mother

and the child were seen, the adoptive father being at work.

(In the whole adoption process, the adoptive father was

usually seen once during the selection process, and, in .most
of the cases, he was interviewed once by the curator-ad-litem).
The practice of unannounced day-time visits contributed to the

general exclusion of the adoptive father, though it would be
di ficult to argue for the necessity of his presence under the
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present form of supervision. To insist on adoptive fathers

being present, when the supervisor acts as an observer, might
be thought superfluous or lead to resentment in cases where

the man had to take time from his work. If the supervisors

act mainly as observers either of the child's behaviour or of

the environmental conditions, it is doubtful how far they are

able to recognise and assess symptomatic behaviour, because

almost 80 per cent of them were untrained. In one instance,

for example, the adoptive mother revealed to the supervisor

that the chile, had developed a skin-rash which was persisting,

and that treatment was proving ineffective. The supervisor,

after recording this fact, added "the adoptive mother is a

nervous woman but this has no effect on the baby". One can

only speculate how far the child's skin-rash was a reaction

to the care of a nervous anxious woman, or whether the

adoptive mother, by revealing this to the supervisor, was

hoping for an opportunity to talk about possible doubts, fears

or anxieties connected with the adoption situation.

The stereotyped form that supervisory visits took did

not alter when the placement was an independent one, without

the participation of an adoption agency. Gome supervisors

told us that one of the reasons for their visits being rather

superficial was that the adoption worker was also visiting.

This, however, is a doubtful expl ri tion because the pattern of



supervision was not different when the placing was arranged

either directly by the mother or by a third party; it was a

characteristic of the superficial nature of these visits that

in a number of direct placements, mainly involving adoption

by grand-parents, the supervisors did not cciae to know that

some of the older children were ignorant of the fact that they

were about to be adopted, or that they were not the natural

children of their grand-parents. This important fact wqs

later revealed to curators. In one particular case, where

the child had been placed by the mother directly, the

supervisor recorded: "A very happy child. Healthy and well

cared for". The curator later reported to the court that the

child was having treatment for eczema, which wo.s persisting
over a long period.

Coftcli^i.ons a- i^scijss^

The purpose of statutory supervision is undefined and

vague. No clarified objectives and procedures have been

worked out, neither has any consideration been given as to

whether supervision is really helpful and for whom. The law

assumes that it is necessary to secure the well-being of the

child, but its effectiveness has not been tested. British

social work literature has given only scanty attention to this

important matter and has not, in effect, helped to identify the
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practical implications of the provisions, nor the conflicts

within the supervisor's role. Supervisors appear very uncert-

tain of what their role is in this situation. According to

what some of them said to us, their role lacks definition,

purpose and focus. No one appears to know what is expected

of them and especially whether thoy are merely official

observers or whether they should use the opportunity for

problem-solving. Their lack of understanding of their

function makes it difficult for them to explain it tc the

adoptive couples, and the latter feel equally confused about
the supervisor's presence. No evidence was found, from the

records, to suggest that supervisors made significant efforts

to clarify to the adopters the purpose of the visits and how

they could he used. This possibly contributed to the fact

that none of the adopters used the opportunity of contact as

one for discussion of doubts, difficulties or anxieties. The

supervisors themselves used the few visits they paid as an

opportunity to observe out -ard behaviour and conditions,
rather than to help in the resolution or discussion of

difficulties. The records suggested superficial visits with

child-centred comments, repeated in other similar cases. No

supervisor attempted a plan or diagnosis to guide him in working

with the adoptive family during the prob tlonary period. Two

other factors contributed to make the value of supervision



doubtful! The lack of co-operation between the placement and

supervising agency and the supervising agency and the Court.

The number of visits (an average of 1,!; per fa illy within

a six .month period) was determined mainly by agency practice

rather than by the Ta lly's individual needs. This was espec¬

ially demonstrated in the case of third party and direct

placements, .here the supervisor die. not epart from the

traditional visits to give more time and to pay extra attention

to t: is type of adoption. Both the visits and the records

reflected traditional agency practice necessary to meet the

legal requirements rather than programmes aimed at meeting

personal needs. This pattern appeared to transcend agency

boundaries and be true of all supervising agencies in the

sample.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

TT-. P.1ACTICR OF THE COURTS AMD THE HOLE OP THE CUIATQR-AD-LITEM

Adoption orders in Scotland may bo granted by three differ-

sent courts:(i) The High court, (ii)the Sheriff court and (lli)
the Juvenile court. In 1965 only four orders were granted by the

High court and none by the Juvenile court. As there are only four

properly constituted Juvenile courts in the country, the tradition

of submitting petitions to them has not been established. This

leaves the Sheriff court as the main court handling adoption

applications. In 1965,Sheriff courts granted 201*+ orders out of a

total of 2018. Our "court sample" covered 1030 of these.

The function of the Sheriff court in matters of adoption is

laid down in the 1958 Adoption Act and in the Act of Sederunt

(Adoption of Children regulations),1959. Amendments to the regula¬

tions were introduced in January,196?,after the commencement
1.

of this study.

Tfrq sheriff

The Sheriff court has extensive jurisdiction in both

civil and criminal cases, and the Sheriff, who presides over

it, is a legally qualified, professional ju ge. The twenty

courts surveyed were presided over by anything from one to five

Sheriffs or sheriff-substitutes, depending on the size of the

areas served. In counts where there was only one Sheriff,

adoption work formed only a minor part of the Sheriff's total

work. In bigger courts such as Glasgow, Edinburgh and

1. Act of Sederunt (Adoption of Children Amendment)1966 Ho.1621.



Aberdeen, adoption applications were usually, but not always,

delegated to one of the Sheriffs, who had a particular

interest in the subject,

Xhq Process

The court process usually starts with a request by the

adoption agency for a serial number to be allocated to the

prospective adopters. The serial number will subsequently

appear on the consent form which the natural parent is asked

to sign. The regulations make suitable provision for

preventing the disclosure of the adopters1 identity to the

natural parent of the child. The applicants or their agent,

Therefore, can ask the Clerk to the court to assign them a

serial number. The name of the petitioners must be given

to the court at the same time that the serial number is

obtained, otherwise the procedure woulo be tantamount to a free
hand being given to the agency to obtain the mother's consent

before adopters were chosen. The Act provl as that the

mother's surrender of c.er child is to the adopters and not to

the agency. This provision often causes the agencies

considerable anxiety, because some natural parents are likely
to disappear before suitable adopters have been found. In
some of the American States, the natural parent surrenders the
child to the agency and not to a specific applicant. This
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procedure, however, deprives the mother of the opportunity

of knowing exactly the kind of peojjle who are adopting her child.

From the writer's personal experience of adoption work, it

appears that most mothers find it easier to accept separation

from their child when they know something about the people who

are going to adopt it. A descriptive picture of the adopters,

as people, appears tc lessen the mother's feelings of guilt and
1.

anxiety. Kirk, who would like to inject the adoption

situation with more reality has su gcsted that the natural

parent and the adopters should meet each other. This

suggestion has not met with any enthusiasm among adoption

workers in Britain,

A request to the court for a serial number may also

corns retrospectively if the child was originally placed on a

fostering basis until it reached the age of six weeks. It

is not unusual for adoption agencies to ask the court for a

serial number and later on to cancel it. From the registers

of the surveyed courts it was found that 30 such aerial

numbers were cancelled, eight of those having b' en cancelled

1. H, Kirk "Shared Fate" Free Press of Glencoe -

Toronto, 196^.



by a single agency - 'b al society The numb r of

cancellations amounted to 2,6 per cent of agency placements

handled through the surveyed courts, Such cancellations may

he made proviled that the petitioners have not lodged a

formal application to adopt the child. The cancellations may

happen for three main reasons; First, if th natural mother

changes her mind before she signs her consent (in chapter seven

it vp.s pointed out that most mothers who change their minds

tend to co so when they are asked to give their consent and a

minority when they aro asked to confirm it). Second, if the

adopters change their in" before they lodge a petition and

deci e to return the e! 11 . Third, •hen the agency is3elf
dec! es to remove the cr i! , provi 'ed again that no petition
has been lodged with the court. Considering the large number

of adoptions arranged sach year, the number of 1 reakdowns may

not seem excessive, except for the "act that a majority
occurred to the placements cf 'feral society and "'astern

borough, which suggests some hurrying of the process.

Prospective adopters petition the court by completing

a set form which asks for a fair amount of factual information.
1.

The form is prescribed under the court rules and It asks for

1. Act of Sederunt (Adoption of Children) 1959 Ho.763,



such information as names, address, occupation, names of other

people living in the same household, the date upon which the

child was placed with the petitioners, the dates of various

notifications to the local authority, whether they received
or paid any money in relation to the adoption arrangements,
the name and address of any body or person who took port in

the arrangements, the child's status, date of birth, name and

nationality, whether the applicants are related to the child

and finally information about the name and address of the

biological parent, the date she/he surrendered the child and

to whom. To avoid revealing to the adopters the name and

a'dre-a of the biological parent, the petition is usually

handled and completed by the agency, and later lodged with the

court by the agency itself. In the case of third party arrange-

:ments, this is usually done by the third party or the solicitor

acting for- the family. In agency placements, the completion

and retention of the application by the agency gives the

la':ter considerable control over the timing of lodging it with

t?c court. An application can be lodged with the court at

any -ime after the child has been placed with the adopters,

provided it has reached the age of six weeks, and the adopters

have notified the local authority of their intention to

adopt. It is thus possible, un or the current legislation,

for an adoption orde~ to he made within three to four months

after the child's placement. In actual fact, the average



period found in the study was six and a half months - exclu ing

those cases where there were goo. reasons for the delays.

The reason for the delays was twofold! First, the agency's

considerable delay in lodging the application with the court

and second, the time taken for the completion of the Investiga¬

tions by the curator-ad-litem. Some material has been

written -bout delays by the courts, but there is nothing about

delays by the agencies. Earlier on, we remarked how

agencies, by being the ones that complete the application

forms, are also in a unique position for exercising control

over the timing of lodging it with the court. Under the

Act, a petition may be lo ged at any time rafter the child's

placement, with the provisos mentioned earlier, Yet, from

the study, it was found that, in 90 per cent of the cases,

the agencies waited for three or more months, after place¬

ment, before doing so. The agencies' delay w-s found to be
connected with two reasons. First, some agency workers

misunderstood the legal requirements about when a petition could

be lodged, and second, by delaying the lodging of the petition,
the agency was still exercising control over the placement,

until it was certain that it was going to work, AS already

stated, once the application is lodged the agency cannot remove

the child. The Hur3t committee, after hearing evidence on

the question of the timing of the lodging of the petition,



declared that "the idea of lodging an application the day

after receiving the child has little to commend it, because
it allows no time for the child and the adopters to get used

1.
to each other and for possible difficulties to be adjusted".

The committee's recommendation, that no application should be

lodged until after the child had been for two months with the

adopters, was not legislated upon. It appears, however,

that, what the legislators refused to do, the agencies are

doing themselves, through their practice.

TUB CURATOR 4D {.ITEM

Soon after the petition is lodged with the court, the

latter appoints what is knox*m as a Curator-ad-litem to the

infant. The curator-ad-litem is a representative of the

court, responsible for carrying out this particular function,

though he is not an employee of the court. In 53 per cent of

the cases studied, the curator was appointed within a week
after the submission of the petition, in another 16% between

one and two weeks, in a further 13# between three and four

1. "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of

Children" F.f.S.O. Cmd 92*f8 (195*0 para. 66.
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weeks, and in the remaining 13,2 of the cases, it took the
courts five or more weeks to do so.

The function and role of the curator-ad-litem has been

outlined in the successive adoption acts and regulations from

1930 onwards. Specific areas of enquiries are outlined under

the Scottish Act of Sederunt (Adoption of Chil ren) 1959 and

1966. (See Appendix S). The regulations, however, are

someijhat unclear and, "circumscribed" when compared to those

of the English gu^adjarwjd-litem. It was the need for more

clarity and better direction that resulted in the amended

regulations of 1966. (See Appendix E - II).

The curator-ad-litem is a court official, for the

purposes of this part of the act, and his main responsibility

is to safeguard the interests of the infant before the court,

and to satisfy the court that an adoption order, if made,

will be for the welfare of the child. For this reason he

is expected to carry out certain investigations anc! prepare

a report for the direction of the court. He is requested to

report on the circumstances of the natural parents, those

of the child and those of the adopters. He also has a duty

to discover whether everyone who has the right, has also the

opportunity to be heard. Whether an application is granted,

or not, largely depends upon his report. The curator

proposes but it is the Sheriff who finally disposes the case.
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Rove, commenting on the important function of the curator

writes "the guardian has some unique opportunities to

safeguard the rights and promote the welfare of everyone

involved in the adoption, but a thoughtless, uninformed or
1*

biased guardian can do considerable harra". The adoption

regulations require of him to confirm certain facts -

already contained in the petition - but beyond this he is

expected to interview the various parties involved, assess

relationships and express an opinion about the petitioners'

personality and their suitability to adopt. The importance

of his role is summarised in the Home Office's report on the

work of the children's department for 196*+ - 1966, which

says: "The adoption law insists upon a full, expert

investigation on behalf of the court before an adoption order

is made, and requires the court to be satisfied that
2.

adoption will be for the welfare of the child".

Unlike England, the court in Scotland is not required to
fix a hearing at the time the petition i3 lodged and it is

1. J. Rowe "Parents Children and Adoption" BKP, 1966,
p. 2&+.

2. "Report on the Dork of the Children's Department 196}+-66"
II,H.3,0. No.60 3, para. 90.
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entirely at the discretion of the Sheriff whether to make any

person respondent to the application. The curator, therefore,

undertakes his investigations without undue pressure. Again,

unlike England, the curator is not expected to investigate and

report on the health of the applicant and the infant, though

occasionally they do. Any pressure he experiences comes

mainly from the applicants and the agency who, once the

application is lodged, want to see the process through as

soon as possible. The curator's visits to the petitioners

give rise to certain anxieties, as they are aware that this is

the stage at which the mother of the child will again be

asked to confirm her consent. Some anxiety and confusion,

we were told, is experienced because adopters find it

difficult to distinguish between the role of the supervising

local authority officer and that of the curator. This

becomes even more confusing when the two functions are

carried out by the same person. Explaining one's function,

at the time of Interviewing, in a way that can he easily

understoo is crucial when visiting and interviewing people.

The confusion and difficulty is un extendable when it is

realised that curators with whom we discussed their role

showed themselves to be uncertain.

The Importance of the Curators' report

The Adoption Act, the Home Office and writers like Howe
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recognise the importance of the curators' role and the
1.

significance of his reports. For a number of other

reasons, some peculiar to Scotland, the curators' reports assume

even greater importance in influencing the outcome of the

adoption petitions

(i) The curator is the only representative of the court who

has an opportunity to interview all parties and assess the

situation. Unlike England, the Scottish Act of Sederunt

(Adoption of Children) 1959, leaves it to the discretion of the

court whether to fix a hearing or not. It was only

exceptionally that Sheriffs did so. The absence of a hearing

deprives the court of a first-hand view of the applicants to

enable it to exercise its own judgement, in addition to

considering the views and recommendations contained in the

curator's report.

(ii) The curator is not present when the Sheriff considers

the application. Decisions are taken by him in the privacy

of his Chambers when he can fit this duty in. This system

deprives the curator of an opportunity to give additional

verbal explanation, if required. It further deprives him of

1. J. Rowe "Parents Children and Adoption", pp.26^-282.



the opportunity to un erstand the kind of report and

information that the Sheriff finds helpful in reaching his

decision.

(iii) By the time the curator is appointed, there have

been at least two other •official' persons in the picture:

the pi-cing agency's worker who often carries on supervision

until the order is granted and the local authority super¬

vising officer, who is fulfilling a statutory obligation.

In chapter ten it was pointed out that there was virtually

no co-operation and co-ordination between the adoption

agency and the supervising agency, and that each worker was

acting in isolation and to the exclusion of the other. It

was also found, (see chapters seven and eight,) that the work
of many placing agencies was hasty and superficial and well

below the standards prescribed by the professional bodies and

social work literature. Both the adoption agency and the

supervising agency assume that the curator is a safeguard for

their practices and, because of this, the onus is finally

placed on him to carry out his responsibilities thoroughly,

if the welfare of the child is to be ensured.

The idea of a completely independent investigation is

basic to the present role of the curator. He is not

expected to repeat work already done, or work that should have
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been clone with natural and adoptive parents, or to offer

counselling. His job is to ascertain the facts, assess the

whole situation and give his opinion about the placement to

the court. If the obligation was simply to ascertain

the facts, then this could have been a less controversial

role and one that coul easily be fulfilled by any court clerk,

who could go over the application papers and make sure that

they were in order. However, the regulations, as well as the

Home Offiee, see this role as going well beyond an

ascertainment of facts. The question that arises, therefore,

is what kind of person would be most suitably equipped to

carry out this function effectively. The Hurst committee

said that only a trained social worker could be expected to

make valid assessment of the all-important emotional

factors, such as the relationship between the adopters and
1.

the child, and their reasons for wishing to adopt him.

Those who suppo-t this view add that solicitors, who are still

being appointed as curators by some Scottish courts, are

qu-'lifiod neither by training nor by experience to carry out

this important function. The Hurst committee expressed

1. "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of

Children", para. 75.
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uneasiness about these appointments and commented that

"however admirable as individuals they may be, (they) are

neither by training or even by experience really competent

to do work of this specialised nature, on the efficiency of
which the future happiness of the child must very largely

1.
depend". The committee criticised the general tendency

of curators to lay too much emphasis on material conditions,

overlooking the far oiore important factor of the emotional

relationship betiireen the child and the adopters. The Home

Office, subscribing to the same views, recommends that

the children's officer, or a member of his staff, be asked to
serve as curator in all adoption cases, except those in which

2.
the child concerned has been placed by the children's officer.

In contrast to this view, which sees the curator as a

trained caseworker, there is also the view put to us by some

courts that the ability to evaluate personality and human

1. "Heport of the departmental Committee on the Adoption

of Children", para, 75.

2, Memorandum issued jointly by the Lord Chancellor and the Home

Secretary to County Courts, Magi trates Courts and Local

Authorities" (19**9),
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relationships arises out of a common sense approach, These

courts stressed mainly the legal and factual side of the

curator's work, and did not consider that any special skills
were necessary to carry out this function. These views came

mainly, but not exclusively, from smaller courts that appeared
isolated from present day advances in the behavioural

sciences. Courts, that took this line, appointed mainly
solicitors to act as curators. Clerks and Sheriffs, with whom
this was discussed, expressed general satisfaction with the

service they were getting from their solicitor curators.

The clerk of one court, in justifying the retention of

solicitors for this role, went so far as to say that "it
would be a pity to deprive Mr. X... ( X = the solicitor) of

the fee that goes with each appointment".

Courts, that saw the role of the curator as involving

certain skills compatible with social work, mainly appointed

social workers. Some of these courts, however, though pre-

jpared to appoint social workers, were prevented from doing

so either because the children's department in their area was

too busy and often understaffed, or did not do so because it

failed to put its work across to the court.

A third group of courts, which were concerned less about

the Issues involved and were more interested in speeding up the

work, appointed both social workers and solicitors to act a3



curators. Some, with this mixed approach, were gradually

moving to appointing social workers exclusively.

Seven of the 20 courts surveyed appointed social

workers, nine appointed solicitors and the remaining four both

solicitors and social workers. Of the 1030 adoption orders

studied, the reports for almost half of them - 93 5 - Cor
*+9 ') were prepared by 25 solicitors and the remainder by

35 social workers, nine of whom were professionally trained.

Table 71 shows the appointment of curators as reflected

in the attitudes expressed to us by the Sheriffs and clerks to

the court. Table 71(a) shows that courts, which saw the

curator as being more of a social worker, changed over from

appointing solicitors to appointing social workers, but in
some areas, though they would have liked to do so, for

reasons explained earlier, they could not. Those counts

(table 71(b)) that still saw the curator's role as one of

ascertaining the facts and with a legal component, continued

with their traditional appointments, A mixed approach was

followed by the remaining three courts (table 71(c)) which were

more interested in seeing the work done speedily than in any

of the issues involved.

The practice of appointing solicitors to act as curators

was traced back to 1930 when the first adoption law came into

force. Unlike England, the Scottish Adoption Act of 1930



Table 71. The courts' concept of the curator's role as reflected

in the appointments. (Court sample) - 20 courts.

Appointed Curator

.3/worker Solicitor

(a) Social Work Concept

Aberdsen ...... ..., SAr
Airdrle S/W
Edinburgh ........ S/W
Elgin «... * Sol.
Glasgow 3/W
Hamilton .. 3/W
Paisley 3/W Sol.
Perth - Sol.

(b) Legal and Factual Concept

Cupar - Sol.
Dumbarton - Sol,
Dumfries - Sol.
Dundee - Sol.
Dunfermline - Sol.
Falkirk - Sol.
Hawick - Sol.
Inverness - Sol.
Selkirk - Sol.

(c) Interested in -ork being done expeditiously:

Ayr 3/W Sol.
Duns 3/W Sol.
Jedburgh S/W Sol.
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provided for a person, not a body, to be appointed. It was

then the practice of the big city courts to appoint Public

Assistance Officers to act as curators for children who were

in the cere of the poor law authorities, but to appoint

solicitors for all other cases. Mith the coming into force

of the 19^-8 Children's Act and the setting up of children's

departments, the latter took over from the Public Assistance

Officers. In the 1950's, however, ss the work of the

children's department became better know$, there was a gradual

devolution towards the appointment of child care officers to

act as curators for children who were not necessarily in c re.

The procedure gained momentum in the late fifties and early

sixties.

The Evaluation of the Curators' Reports.

In summary, the role of the curator, as seen through
the regulations, official publications and social work

literature, appears to be twofold* First, to make sure that

all the statements made in the adoption petition are true and

correct. This involves the checking of facts, seeing birth

and marriage certificates, notification letters, enquiring about

health and finances and inspecting accommodation. Second, to

assess the placement in the context of personal relationships.

To do this, the curator will need to interview all the parties
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Involved and observe behaviour and Interaction, where

appropriate. The two aspects of his work usually go together

but, for purposes of evaluation, it was decided to concentrate
on the second aspect of his function. This was because, with

very few exceptions, the factual aspect of the work appeared
to be very satisfactory and there was nothing to evaluate.

Facts and dates were all properly checked, apart from a few

exceptions. Our task was to evaluate the less tangible

aspects of the curator's work and the extent to which these

were covered during the investigations and subsequently

reported to the court. The "intangibles" - as some Sheriffs

call them - were elicited from provisions of the regulations
1.

and from official reports such as the Hurst report. They

were grouped under the following five topics:

i) The natural parent(s)
ii) The child

iii) The petitioners and their family, where appropriate

iv) Consultation with the supervising authority (This

topic wqs included not so much for its being an

intangible factor but because of its importance)

v) A final assessment of the situation followed by the

appropriate recommendation.

The 1030 reports ere prepared by 60 curators and, for

1. "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of
Children".
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purposes of this part of the study, it was decided to study

and evaluate three reports submitted by each curator. The

decision to evaluate only three reports was based on the

observation during the pilot study that there was virtual

uniformity in the various roports submitted by the same

curator. By randomly studying three of each, it is unlikely

that any more or less comprehensive reports were left out.

Because or the argument as to whether the curator should be a

social worker or a solicitor, the evaluation of the reports

was classified by type of curator. The final numbers were:

a) Trained 8/x/orkers 9 Reports evaluated 27

b) Untrained S/workers 26 " " 78

c) Solicitors 25 " » 75

Total 60 180

TOPIC HD.l

THfi CURATOR'S CONTACT WITH TUB BIOLOGICAL P" TBUT(S) AND

KUOULdDGE OF TPS CIRCUMSTANCES OF SUPRBUOBB

Tinder the regulations, the curator has a two-fold

responsibility in relation to the biological pa rent(s). He

must ascertain whether the parent, in giving bis consent,

understood the full implications and effect of the adoption
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order, and he must also give particulars to the court about

the time and circumstances under which the mother surrendered

her child.

The consent of the natural mother cannot be given until

six weeks after the child's birth. The law assumes that the

mother is not in ft position to make a rational decision about

the child's future, during the first few weeks after confine¬
ment. A parent, having given consent to the adoption of the

chil , may still have a change of mind and withdraw the consent

at any time before the adoption order is granted. However,

once the adopters have lodged an application with the court,

the child cannot be removed from their care, except with the

permission of the court. At this eleventh hour in the

proceedings, the parent has a right to object to the granting

of the order, and it is the curator's responsibility to

ascertain this and bring any objection to the notice of the
1.

court. Several witnesses to the Hurst committee suggested

that the parent's consent, once given, should become irrevocable
at some point. Such a provision would make unnecessary, it is

argued, the subsequent contact between the curator and the

parent. Many fears have been expressed, especially by

1. "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption

of Children", para.118.



adoption workers, about the dangers involved in this contact.
It is argued that, depending on the way the curator inter-
sviews the parent, he nay influence his/her decision or

occasionally create a real dilemma about the wisdom of his

action. It is possible that some mothers, who have been too

ambivalent about their action, may now try to elicit support

from the curator for a different course of action. An untrained

or inexperienced worker acting as curator, is therefore more

likely to increase such mixed feelings. It is further argued

that the danger of this happening is greater if the mother had

no casework help at the time she made her original decision,

and was not supported in working through her feelings. (In

chapter six it was noted that few mothers, who surrendered their

children through the agencies in the sample, had any casework

help in this matter). This delicate aspect of the contact

between curator and biological parent strengthens the argument

of those who would like to see the curator being a trained

caseworker, who should be able to avoid playing into the

parent's guilt or mixed feelings about his/her decision, A

trained social worker, it is maintained, will recognise a

mother's feelings in the circumstances, without trying to make

up her mind one way or the other. The report of the Standing
1.

Conference of Societies -Registered for Adoption claims that

1. "Report to the Home Office on ifficulties arising from the
Adoption Act of 1958" - Standing Conference of Societies Regis
stered for Adoption. April,1968.
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the interview between the curator and the biological mother

is often an ordeal for the latter. The evidence further

claims that curators have occasionally encouraged natural

parent(s) to reclaim the child. Many curators, however, told
3.. •

Goodacre that they often had reason to doubt the extent to

which the mother's consent was given freely and without

pressure from other persons. They were also very concerned

that mothers had not always had enough help or opportunity to

consider fully the alternatives to adoption, and that the

mothers were often ignorant of the services that did exist to

help them. Ho evidence was found from our study of the 103D

petitions and reports to indicate that the curators' contact

influenced any mothers to change their mind. In the whole of

the sample only 7 mothers (or 0.7^) did so and in none of the

cases could the change of mind be attributed to the curator's

intervention. Their importance, in this respect, appears to

have been exaggerated.

Whatever the arguments for and against offering the

parent a second opportunity, the Act provides that the parent

may still re-affirm or withdraw the consent. It is the

1. I. Goodacre "Adoption Policy and Practice" Allen & Unwin,

London, 1966, p. 9^.



curator's responsibility to ascertain this and report to the

court. Of the total 1030 adoption orders studied, the
curators should have interviewed, either personally or

through their agents, 990 mothers. (The remaining forty had

either disappeared or iirere dead.) In actual practice,

curators interviewed personally only 289 (or 23.5';'). The

curator's effort to interview the biological parent highlighted

the solicitors' great disadvantage in not having the

facilities of a soci"l agency and the co-operation of similar

departments in other parts of the country. Of 535 cases in

xtfhich social workers acted as curators, they had personal

interviews with just over half the nothers and, in another

per cent of cases, they had the co-operation of other local

authority departments which interviewed the parent on their

behalf. In another seven per cent of the cases they wrote

to the mother's last known address, mostly without success

in eliciting a reply. (Proof of posting was used as evidence

for delivery when the case came before the 3heriff), In

the remaining three per cent of the cases, there was no

indication that any effort was made to interview the parent.

In contrast to this, solicitors interviewed only 35
mothers (or ?',) of the 525 mothers of adopted children for whom

they were acting as curators. They tried to correspond with

82 per cent, and with the remaining eleven per cent, no attempt
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to communicate was made. The great percentage of mothers with

whom solicitors tried to correspond showed the extent to

which they were office-bound and therefore unable to carry out

investigations properly, Even where the mothers lived in the

same small town, where the solicitors practised, no attempt
was made at personal interviews. Only a fraction of the

mothers replied to letters, but lack of response was accepted

by the court as signifying no objection. It is very

possible that the mothers' failure to reply to letters, asking
them to confirm their consents, signified a definite decision

on their part not to consider the matter again. It is

assumed that those, who wanted to signify a change of mind,

would have done so, without necessarily waiting for the

curator to call. Others would argue, however, that many

mothers are not aware that the law gives them such an

opportunity. One Sheriff described to us a case which

featured in the sample, where the mother managed to get in

touch with him about a week after the order was granted. She

maintained that the adoption society, which placed the child,

told her that, once she gave her consent,there was no

question of changing her mind. She went back to the society

a short time after the child was placed and the society

representative told her that the order had already been

granted (which was not true). The mother heard nothing from



the curator and in fact there was nothing in the curator's

report to indicate whether he tried to get in touch with her.

Though this mother's change of mind might have been found

unreasonable by the court, nevertheless she was not given the

opportunity to be heard. When she called at the court, it
was already too late. She maintained to the Sheriff that she

had not known which court was dealing with her child's case,

and that it was only in the last few days that she had extracted

it from the adoption worker.

Curators often assumed that, if a placement was arranged

by a particular society or agency, then there wes no need to

interview the mother. The agency's professed placing prac¬

tices were accepted by the curator as a guarantee that the

mother had reached a definite decision and that there was no

need for further contacts. Earlier on it was pointed out how

placing agencies and supervising agencies assume that there

is still the curator in the proceedings, who can act as a

safeguard to their practices. Tho following extract from a

curator's report illustrates how each agent, assumes or accepts

that the previous agent, or the one to come, deals adequately
with certain matters: "As the whole arrangement in connection

with the placement of the child was in the hands of X....soc-

jiety, it appeared to the curator unnecessary to take any steps
to ascertain as to whether or not the mother of the child in



giving her consent to the proposed adoption understood that

the effect of the order will be to deprive her permanently

of her parental rights". This placement was arranged by the

same society about which the mother, quoted earlier,

approached the court saying that she had been misled. A

further example from another curator's report shows how

confirmation of consent was assumed rather than ascertained:

The curator in this case telephoned the society that arranged

the placing to ask if the mother had confirmed her consent to

them. The adoption worker replied "I am satisfied that the

mother understood this though I did not see her myself after

the birth of the baby, but Miss C...the Almoner at the

Infirmary did and she was quite satisfied that the mother

understood". The curator was satisfied and did not pursue

his enquiries any further, and subsequently the court granted

the order. The court relied on the curator, who relied on

the adoption worker, who relied on the almoner, (In a previous

chapter (chapter six) it was pointed out that almoners, In

their professional literature, insist that this kind of work

does not fall within their function).

In summary, when the curators took the trouble to make

personal contact with the mothers, the latter usually responded.

Only in three cases were the mothers too upset to want to see

the curator at all. Their parents explained that they were
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so distressed by the whole /natter that they wanted to forget

about the whole experience. 'there curators tried to

correspond with the mothers, there was usually no response.

In the majority of cases, however, the mother's consent was

taken for granted, though there was evidence that some

agencies did not always explain to the parents what their

obligations and rights were.

extent Qf tho reports pn topic I

Of the 100 curators' reports studied in depth and eval-

suated, (see table 72), 20 reports (or 11%) did not mention
the biological parent at all. In another 98 reports (or 55^)>

only the minimum of factual information was provided, and this

was simply extracted from the petitioners' application,

without any new facts or information. The usual information

about the mother was such comments as "the mother of the child

has given her consent to the proposed adoption" or "I wrote to

the mother of tho child and she has confirmed her consent"

or simply "I have written to the mother of the infant asking

her to confirm her consent". Ko other details were offered,

in spite of the rules providing for details about the

circumstances under which the child was surrendered. The

same comments were used repeatedly by the same curator in a

number of reports. There was no additional Information when



the placement was an Independent one, when it would have been

thought that, as no recognised agency took part in the arrange¬

ments, a no re elaborate investigation woul have been

necessary. The in ication was that most of the curators could

not distinguish the likely differences between agency and

independent placements.

The remaining 62 "eports (or contained a fair amount

of information on the natural parent(s). The content reflected

the requirements of the rules and gave the Sheriff information

that could have helped him to understand the situation better.

An extract from a report that was classified under this

category was the following:

"The curator has interviewed both the mother and the

father o? the child and he is satisfied that they both

understand the nature and effect of the adoption order.

The mother in particular understands that the effect will

be to deprive her permanently of her parental rights,

but she confirms her original consent though somewhat

distressed. The mother said that she was unable to

make arrangements for the direct care of the child as

she needs to go out to work to earn her living. She was

separated from her husband and there was no hope of

reconciliation. She was in touch with the children's

department and when she came out of hospital the child
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went into care. It w 3 placed In a nursery for about

two months before suitable adopters were found. The

alleged father of the child also gave his consent as ho

cannot provide a home for the child either'1.

(Other reports classified tin-or "fair to considerable"

were of a similar content).

It will he seen, from the following table, that there
was no significant difference between the reports of trained

and untrained workers on this topic, but solicitors1 reports

tended to be far more factual than those of the social

workers. Individual information about the mother was very

much lacking from their reports,

■yable ?2t C^rat^rs' Iteportsj Topjc bot,l - Arqoqnt pf .Information

OP nat/qptheys, (Cpur-fr Sample, Higher of repots Iff)).

Hp iflptrtton Fag^l or Fpjy to
repetitive considerable

a
p % of

p

SAJo rker (trained) 8 **9

S/V/orker (untrained) 11 37 52

Solicitors 12 76 12

K (20) (98) (62)
££
The percentage is based on the number of reports presented by

each group of curators.
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Before 1958 > the consent of the cbil 's natural father

was required if he was liable, by virtue of an order or

agreement, to contribute to the maintenance of the child.

The 1958 Adoption Act provides that the putative father may be

made a party to adoption proceedings, but his consent is not

necessary. If he objects, his views should be he-rd and the

court may -rant the order or not, according to what the welfare

of the child demands. The putative father can of course take

action for custody under the legitimacy Act of 1959* which

gives him mora rights than does the Adoption Act. The Hurst

com ilttee did not think it right that the father of an

illegitimate child should have the same powers about consents
1.

a3 the mother. It suggested that it should be left to the

curator to ascertain and report to the court whether the

father had taken sufficient interest in the child to warrant

his being made a respondent to the application. The 1959

Court regulations put the onus on the curator to inform the

court if there is any person, claiming to be the father of

1. "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of

Children", para. 10^,



the child, who wishes to be heard. This requirement was taken
at one time to mean that the curator should actively search

for the natural father in order to determine his wishes. Clear

gui ance on the matter was given by Mr, Justice Uilberforce

in a judgement in 1963, He said, on this requirement, "The

provision'* (Enabling the putative father to be heard) "does

not place upon the guardian ad litem the duty to seek out the

putative father of any illegitimate child in respect cf whom

adoption proceedings are pending, or indeed (in the absence
of special circumstances) to make any enquiries into the

existence, whereabouts or altitude of a putative father. It

merely provides that, if it comes to his notice that a

putative father wishes to be heard by the court on the question

whether an adoption order should be made, he is to inform
the court so that the court may consider whether notice of the

1.
hearing should be served under rule 16",

Of 926 illegitimate children in the sample, the fathers
of 3*4- (or 3•?%) were interviewed by the curators and, of these,

only one refused to give his consent and wanted to be heard.

Whatever the argument for and against may be, curators do

not appear to put themselves out to see putative fathers.

Following Mr. Justice Wilberforce's judgement quoted above,

1. Reported in "Child Adoption" Mo. p. 9.



the 'Justice of the Peace', in its issue for October 19&3
wrote: "be still think that it is the duty of the guardian ad

litem to make enquiries about a putative father, but we- should

agree that ho has fulfilled his duty if his enquiries show, for

instance, that the father had left the address given, and that
it is not part of bis duty to track him down from address to

1.
address over a matter of months". The curators in our

sample tried to obtain consents mainly from putative fathers

in whoso case there was an affiliation order (11 cases), and

in cases where the child had been jointly registered (23 cases),

A policy urging curators to make every effort to

contact all putative fathers could have serious repercussions,

unless it was preceded by contact at agency level. An

initial need would be to urge casework agencies to widen their

programmes to include the natural father, otherwise the

situation could be reached where the curator would be the

first ever person to see the father about the future of his

child. This sudden contact could easily unleash feelings

that, to a great extent, should have been dealt with earlier.
One curator described to us how, on one occasion, when he

contacted the father of an illegitimate child, the latter

1. Justice of the Peace (October 19&3).
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insisted that he was not aware thet the child had been surrend-

serod. lie appeared very distressed and wanted to apply for a

custody order under the 1959 Legitimacy Act. This could have

held heck the adoption proceedings considerably. It was later

established that, though the child*3 mother had revealed to the

adoption agency the putative father's name and address, the

latter had made no effort to get in touch with him before the

child's placement. The curator, in this case a social

worker, found that, after discussing the matter with the

putative father, the latter was able to recognise the

importance of the child having a settled way of life, and to

decide not to try to uproot It after being with the adopters

for six months. In this case, what appeared to matter most

to this father was the fact that he had not been consulted

about the future of his child, not necessarily that he had

anything better or different to offer it. The curator in

this particular case went outside his function and offered a

casework service#

dumaarv: Curators interviewed personally 28.5 per cent of the

biological mothers and another 20 per cent, through their

agents. Only 3.7 per cent, of putative fathers were inter-

sviewed. Curators representing social work departments

interviewed personally, or through their agents, a far greater

number of mothers than solicitors did. The latter were
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office-bound and relied mostly on correspondence. In the rep-

sorts supplied to the courts, as far as topic No, 1 (i.e. contact
with the biological parent and ascertainment of the consent

and the circumstances of the child's surrender) was concerned,

eleven per cent, of the reports did not even mention the

subject, and another 55 per cent ascertained the facts already
contained in the petition. Only just over a third of the

reports contained some individual information on this topic.

Each successive r-port prepared by the same curator

followed exactly the same lines and the same pattern as the

previous one. When there was more than one social worker

acting as curator from the same agency, all the reports,

irrespective of who prepared them, followed an agency pattern,
without a y individual characteristic. Both trained and

untrained, workers followed the same lines, if they happened

to come from the same agency. For this reason, there was

almost no difference between the content of the reports submitted

by trained and the content of those submitted by untrained

workers, on this topic. Solicitors' reports were hot/ever

less informative. There was a general tendency on the part

of curators to avoid ascertaining the facts for themselves

and to --sly instead on what the placing agencies told them,
which did not always appear to be an accurate guide. This

reliance on other agents has led to some unfortunate and

distressing situations.



TOPIC IP. 2.

THE CURATORS' CONTACT WITH AND OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE CHILD

The 1959 Act of Sederunt (Adoption of Children) provide

that the curator will report to the court "on all the

circumstances of the infant", whilst the 1966 amendment

requires that the curator includes an assessment of the child's

personality. The Scottish Adoption Act of 1950 also required

the written consent of a child who was a minor (a minor being

defined as a boy of fourteen or over or a girl of twelve or

over). This provision was repealed by the 1958 Adoption

Act, which simply requires that "in determining whether an

adoption order, if made, will be for the welfare of the

infant, the court shall give consideration to the wishes of
the infant, having regard to his age and understanding".

The responsibility is laid on the curator to interview the

child and satisfy himself about his wishes. If the child is

not aware that he is being adopted, it 13 not envisaged that

the curator should tell him. It is seen, however, as his

responsibility to persuade the prospective adopters to tell

the child themselves. The Hurst committee believed that most

children would understand a simple explanation at the age of
1.

four or five,

1. "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of
Children", pa ra.107.
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The curator's responsibility to report to the court "on

all the circumstances of the infant" has been interpreted as

covering the following three main areas, which have been

identified as items of Topic ho, 2s

i) The child's history and his movements from the time

his mother surrendered hira to his present placement;

ii) observations about his interaction within the

adoptive family and, where appropriate, an assess¬

ment of his personality and generally of how he/she

is growing up;

iii) to ascertain the child's wishes(where appropriate).

Item CDs The Child's History and his Movements from the Time

that his Mother surrendered, him to his present place¬

ment? Two fifths of the reports (table 73«1) ignored

this aspect altogether, though it is explicitly required, under

section 6(g). TJn er a third of the reports ascertained the

date on which the child ttfas placed, without any reference to

intermediary or other movements, and the remaining 28 per

cent, of the reports gave some individual information about

the child.

Reports, which simply confirmed the facts, contained

such comments ass "The mother approached the children's

department of B,....county, who made arrangements for it to be
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placed for g&optiou"; from another report; "The child Paul
has been living with the applicants since 2,1.1965. They

notified the local authority of their intention to adopt him

on 3,2,1965". This and other similar comments were

confirming the facts already contained in the petition.

Reports, which went beyond the mere ascertainment of facts and
which were classified under "fair or considerable", included

such comments as the following;

"The mother ceased to have care and possession of

the child when she was discharged from hospital.

The child was then taken to the Tor fursing Home and

from there miss ... ...of Independent society placed

it with foster-parents in Edinburgh, His placement

with adopters was somewhat delayed because it

developed a rash and was treated by the foster-

parents' doctor. The child was finally placed with

adopters on 25.11.6*+, The mother used to visit her

child occasionally whilst it lived with the foster-

parents. As far as I know the chile's rash did not

reappear after his placement".

It may be questioned how far comments like the above aid the

decision making process, on the other hand the child comes

through more as a person and certain experiences are indicated.
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Table diratppj'. Ic-xrts; Topic Ite.;. CD; Information

qi: The child" s Listen n/n. ,000,.,onto.

do .,,.n^cn
Factual and

repetitive
Fair to
£2&siderable

Jj
<4
P

S/dorkers (trained)

3/ Jorker3 (untrainod)

Solicitors

(N)

h2

h8

36

(75)

r>h

22

(57)

35+

30

20

(hQ)

T,9Pi<? -0,2, I tea (11). Observations about the child's

jpterr.cljign ^h the adppUve,

jpci ly'jpg aq assessagn&jpJLhjg perso^al-

-MJ (if appropriate).

Accurate observations about children's behaviour and their

interaction with other children or adults are seen as a highly

skilled job. Such expertise is seen as being dependent on

knowledge about child development and on experience in handling

and observing children. Of the group of 60 curators in our

sample, only the trained social workers could claim such
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expertise, but the tin trained ones coi.il'" claim skills based on

experience, Nothing in th* solicitors * ""reining or practice,

however, brings then in touch with either the required body
of knowledge or 'rhst is seen as necessary experience, Their

observations would therefore be expected to he those of the

•inforraed' layman«

Table 73.il? which examines the amount of coverage given
to this item by the curators, shows that over half of the

reports did not include any observations of this kind,

whilst another quarter were very limited. The lest group of

reports usually confirmed the child's presence in the house¬

hold and added "the child is well cared for", or "the child

Is loved", or "the child is growing up healthily". There

was no attempt to elaborate on the comment and as the same

comment appeared in all the reports prepared by the same

curator its value was very doubtful. The following comment

on first reading appeared to be more individual and

interesting: "The child is well cared for by the petitioners,

and. appears to be a happy child"; the comment, however,

lost its value, when it appeared repeatedly in ten reports

prepared by the same curator, and in 110 reports prepared by

several curators from the same agency. Another typical

repetitive comment was "the child P...... is well cared for".

No information was given to substantiate the statement. In
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the case of three siblings who wore adopted in the same

household, the same comment was made for c eh one of them

separately, i.e. "ho is veil carol for and always appears to
be happy and secure". .-.'his was sail irrespective of the fact

that the three c-I 11 ren were adopted by a single, frail woman

living on National Assistance and having no other financial

and emotional support outside herself. This serious

complication did not seem to merit any special mention or any

special observations by the curator, who was an untrained
social worker, Neither did he express any doubts about the

suitability of the placer nt.

The remaining h2 reports (or 23,') contained more

extensive information ranging from "fair to considerable".

Some of the comments referred to the child's adaptation within

the adoptive family and to the way it was growing up, dome

assessment cf the chile 'personality (especially with ol er

children) was also attempted. One such comment was on a

ten months old baby and read as follows:

"The baby has fair hair and blue eyes. He appears

to have an equable temperament, is well nourished

and; is under medical supervision. He appears to

be making for himself a secure position with this

family and shows considerable attachment to his adop-

stive mother".
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Another curator writes about an eight aoct" old ba'oys

"This cLila is l healthy, well care ..-for lie tie boy who
is obviously very much the centre of this household.

Both applicants are eevoted to him and at the same

time are very sensible in their method of bringing

him up. Ho and the older adopted child of the

family appear to get on veil together and he is

generally growing into a confident little youngster".

From these kind of comments the children appeared to emerge

somewhat more clearly as individuals. Observations of this

kind indicated too the curator's ability to individualise even

very young children and to understand their interaction with

adults. A repetition of the sane comment was an indication

either of difficulty in differentiating between children, or

simply of a tendency to follow a stereotyped pattern. In

one case in the sample, the curator, who happened to be a

solicitor, reported to the court that "the child is doing very

vrell, is well cared for and the petitioners are very attached

to him". Ten days later, and just before the order was

granted, the local authority had to intervene and receive the

child into its care, because it was "grossly rejected" by the

petitioners.
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Tflhlp 7^ 4*f - ,,p *-r , r» * ♦ 7^. * Tnrt if ?Trs ^ * •$»
, UMmXUi** wr„./it .y-imnw,Vti,. , Art i"Ww iu i

Ob.sc-rvatic:.:-; jAout the child's jnterrct 3or..wjtji

lb:-- : ' -;..tlv.; family. 1nslw'in- nr?. assessment of

tv] Q >'< !i« ■."(" n '3 ~' "? ',* ma Ti «s*| niri)^ f* \

Fac tush o r Fcilr tp
c9m?atf, SSnSzo ^ISSrabie

% % %

SA/orkers (trained) 95 27 23

sAforkers (untrained) 59 22 19

Solicitors lP+ 28 28

00 (93) W) (^2)

Solicitors' reports appeared slightly better on this

ite.ii, compared to social workers' reports, but not much

significance can be read into these figures. The argument

Ibhat there is very little to report on very young infants may

be partly true, especially when it is realised that the report

is mostly prepared after a single visit to the adoptive family.

In cases, however, where the child was over five or ten years

old, it was the curators who had made observations about the

young infants who, here again, tended to make observations,
or tried to interview the older child. A further surprising
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firming ? that, In esses hove the curator Lad previously
been acting os supervising officer and therefore had known the

adoptive family for longer, sue! 1 uourledge aid not seen to

improve, or Increase, the omount of inl'orjaation ox* observation
included In the r?po:- hs. Again the fern of his report

followed the stereotyped or pro-forma reports that his agency

had traditionally been preparing for the courts.

,T?pic bo,^iit Item (,UU : -'sq •, yf,uV'^
(where applicable)

Anonr; the 190 reports analysed there were only nine

children who wore five years old or over. Because this

number was snail, it was dec! ed, for purposes of this item,

to study the process followed in respect of 72 children out of

the whole sample of 1030, who were at the time ten years or

older. (Because of the small number the classification

in Tab]a 73.ill was not based on type of curator as it

would have been meaningless).



Tabic '"'l.iii. Curators1 Horertss ToricJ9o,2. Item (ill)t
Aso"rt ?. in in <* the child's wishes (!T,72)

Idassign flfttft
To reference the adopters with the

child

N. % H. % N. £

22 (J),6) 29 (to.3> 21 (29.1)

In 22 cases, the curators did not even indicate whether they

either saw the chil ■ or discussed with the adopters whether it

knew about his cosine adoption. In another 29 oases (or

**0.3 ') j the curators discussed this issue with the adopters

and in the remaining 21 cases they saw the child personally.

The interview with the child followed after ascertaining

from the adoptive parents that the child knew about his adop-

ition. Curators indicated that 7 children (or 9.7$) of those

ten years and over had not been told that they were not the

natural children of the petitioners. All seven children

were about to be adopted by relations. The prospective

adopters promised the curators that they would tell the child,
but the orders were granted without any further enquiry to

ascertain this. No suggestion was made for an interim order
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to bo mades in order to give time to the supervising authority
to help the adopters to cope with F «ir feelings about telling

the child. Whether the 3upervising officer knew that these

children wars unaware of their situation was unclear, because
of the Inch of co-operation between curators and supervising

officers. In two of the seven cases, however, the curator
was formerly the supervising o fleer too.

Two main patterns emerged regarding the curator's handling

of this question. For cliii; ren older than five, curators

generally, but not always, asked the petitioners whether they
had told him about his a .option. If not, they encouraged them
to do 30. When young infants or toddlers were concerned, it
was usual for the curator to ask the prospective adopters if

they planned to tell the child about his adoption and to urge

them to do so. An explanatory memorandum, circulated by the
Home Office in 1 larch, 1959 (-33 53/59) and meant to be given
to applicants, gives the "ollov/ing advice: "When the court
consider^ your application for an adoption order, it will want

to know whether the child is old enough to understand about

adoption and, if so, whether you have told him about your

application,..If the child is still too young, it Is best to
decide to tell him as soon as he begins to ask questions, which
is usually at the age of four or five", McV/hinnie'3 recent

study has shown how difficult it is for adopters to tell
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their adopted children about this, even though they would like
to do so, She suggests that adopters need considerable help

to enable them to accept the fact emotionally, if they are to
be able to tell the child without embarrassment, and not in a

1.
defensive way. Official and agency policy is towards

encouraging parents to tell the child as soon as it is of an

age to understand. Recently, however, doubts have been cast

on the wisdom cf such a practice. The reservations were

expressed by two psychoanalytically orientated therapists, who

claimed that adopted children are more prone to emotional

disturbances than other children, that their emotional problems

relate directly to adoption, and consequently, that agency

policy concerned with telling the child of his adoption should
2, 3*

be modified.

1. M.A.hc^hinnie "Adopted Children: how they Crow up" hhf 1967.

2. L.Peller "About 'Telling the Child' of His Adoption"

Bulletin of the Philadelphia Association for Psychoanalysis,

XI (1961), l*+5-15U-j and "Further Comments on Adoption", Bulletin

of the Philadelphia Association of Psychoanalysis,XIII (1963)

3. h• '. ■enecbtcr - c-jorvutions on i cu , u.iC.A,

Archives of General Psychiatry, III (i960), 21-32.



Summary* A combined classification of items (i) find (ii) of

topic ICo.2 shows that b6,7f» of the reports made no comment on

these two items, another 26.3a' made only very limited and

repetitive observations and only a quarter of the reports con-

stained "fair to considerable" information. (Item (iii) was

not included in this combined classification because of the

different type of sample used). There was a general failure
on the part of most curators to see ol er children or comment

about the children * s current progress, adaptation within the

family, nd interests. Interaction with the petitioners'
other children was rarely commented upon.

v. ;re was again little difference in content between

the r ports submitted by trained or untrained social workers

and those submitted by solicitors. The same comments made,

when discussing the coverage of topic ho.l, apply to the

coverago of this topic. she social workers1 knowledge and/
or experience did not appear to have been discriminatingly

used in tho prey .ration of the reports and the children

concerned did not emerge as individuals. The only meaningful

observations came frcm en:, store whoso reports had not been

stylised by agency practice to follow one particular form.
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THE CUtiAg>R'<? riSK)nl' OK ma *jgglT3PaSB3

The function of the curator-ad-litem in relation to the

prospective adopters has always been an ambiguous one. It is

expected that, as a result of thorough investigations, the
curator will be able to advise the court about the applicants1

suitability, and about whether the contemplated adoption is

"consistent with the welfare of the infant". The ascertain¬

ment of facts by themselves would not be sufficient to

provide the court with information that could help it to

reach a discriminating and informed decision. It is obvious

that the "welfare of the infant" is dependent not ohly on the

material circumstances of the applicants but as much or more

on their psychological suitability. The 1959 Act of Sederunt

(Adoption of Children) sec.6(e) requires the curator to report

on "all the circumstances of the petitioners and whether they

are suitable to bring up the child". Because of the dangers

that curators might interpret their function too narrowly,

the amended regulations of 1966 specifically require the

curator to include in his report an assessment of the petitioners1

personality. The petition form includes already substantial

factual information about the applicants' age, marriage date,

occupation and other children, and what the court requires is



information on the intangibles that would help build up a pic-

sture of them as people and future parents to the child. Many

Sheriffs we saw durin the study stressed the importance of

such intangible material, and one of them added "I can sort
out the facts for myself".

Many reservations have been expressed in the last few

yrs about the value of the curator's contact '* ish the

afc;Mr:a. The main .rgument is that these investigations come

too 1 te in the proceedings to be of any value, If the work

o*" t'r. placing agency, goes the argument, is goof, then the
eu: tor is m unnecessary duplication; even ii the agency'3
work is poor, the curator is usually pouerloss to effect more

than ;.:inor imp .-ovorients. J3y the time he comas on the scene,

M e c' il<' has already been with the pplicants for some time,

and the court is va y reluctant to ask for his removal,

ml:32 the situation is very serious. The important decisions

about tk: chil"' f> VCl.fare arc taken by the time, the curator is

appointed. This dilemma was again placed before us by a

number cf Sheriffs f.o remarked that, even if the curator's
rgvt is unfavourable, the rlteraatlves are not usually
.. v o. ' \f. Cw- . 0 * a., . 0y ih., Ji c tt i-* n, w t-c jI*- it removal of the child,

after ; peric. of stay ith the applicants, rould be very

un . s I w ji jti-..Lt~i ii s ..v xnoij ui.1^o, x i tiic court

refuses to make an order, it has no power to ask for the
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removal of the child, unless it is proved to be "in need of
care or protection". So tangible a situation is unlikely

to bo found in adoption cnacs* Care proceedings are very

difficult to prove on intangible facte and to-day*s adoptive

parents are -more likely to have psycholo ;ical deficiencies

than material ones. Che view that curators and the courts

come too late into the adoption situation appears to have

resulted in feelings of impotcacy among them. This may

partly account for the very stereotyped and poor in content

reports that vre have nets'. It i iplies a resignation of the

responsibility, bjcause of the lack of conviction that the
situation can be influenced or altered at this stage cf the

proceedings.

Three important items have been deduced from the

regulations to rake toale To.T. fach iter bar been evaluated

separately and the finings combined to give a picture of the

content c: the reports o IX 1/1.'.i 0 topic. The throe items are;

i) Observations about the prospective adoptive father,

including an assessment of his personality;

ii) observations on the adoptive mother, including an

assessment of her personality; and

iii) observations, where applicable, of the petitioners'

other children and the general interaction within

the family.
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Item (i): Observations on the Adoptive Father. Including an

Assessment of his iersonalitv.

More than half of the reports (table 71-i), made no

observations and aid not attempt any assessment of the

adoptive father's personality} beyond confivnx i'i x -.actual

information. In seven cases (or h.Chl), the curators did not
interview the adoptive fathers at all, but had either eommuni-
:cateu with Lin by letter, by phone or throu adoptive

mother. five oi these seven reports ware submitted by

solicitors, which again indicated that they were more office-

bouna than social corkers. dome o j. th.O follO'-;ing extracts

are from reports that have been rated as including no

observations or personality assessment of the adoptive fathert

"The male petitioner is employed as an Insurance agent earning

lljjDG p.a." This was the sort of personal observation on the

male petitioner that appeared in at least 1C per cent of the

reports. from another series of reportsi "The uale petitioner

is now employed as a labourer >■<i th h. • . * firm. lie has a basic

wage of 113.10 a week and this is usually increased by overtime".

Another extract from the report of a truined social worker,
who submitted at least forty such reports to one court, read:

"The male p©*crcroner who is years of., is .upioycd. as a

Bank employee. He and his wife were married on There

was no deviation from this pattern in all the subsequent reports.



A fifth of the reports went a little beyond simply

confirming the facts, and these were classified as "limited".
An extract from such a report reads "The male petitioner is

employed as a joiner, bis wages being £15.0 per week. He

impressed no as being a respectable and conscientious person".
The last sentence earned this report the higher classification

"limited" instead of "no observations or assessment".

The remaining reports (or > eoul" be described as

nor informative on this item, and the curators appeared to
fceve made a conscious effort to supply information that varied

with each case. In thin respect, when a trained social worker

did -'evlrte from the traditional presentation of reports, his

comments, observations and assessments were more interesting
than those o-" untrained workers or those of most of the

solicitors. dome solicitors, too, presented some interesting

•assessments, in spite qf their lack of suitable qualifications,
n minority appeared to make a groat effort to pro-sent a

thought-out assessment. Below we rive extracts from reports

that were classified under "fair to comprehensive".

Frpp| a trained 590^4 yorkey's repo.. o* "The petitioner is 33

years old and is occupied as a painter with B...firm. His

income is £1^,0 per week. He is a practising confirmed member

of the Church of Scotland. He is a hard-working man with a

stable \tforking record. He is home-loving and his main
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interest is in reading. He appears to be a sensible, quiet

person of stable personality. He is very interested in the

child and is very supportive to his wife. There is no

history of nervous, physical or mental illness in himself or
his family."

tfft? repprt Qt an soffit "Mr. 3...is a

quiet type of man who does not have much to say about his

feelings, but it is clear that he has a deep affection for

his other adopted child and for this one. He is a responsible

person who appreciates his responsibilities and has a good work

record".

From th- report of ?. solicitor: "Mr. M. ...is a teacher employed

by #...county council. He is p warm-hearted, patient and

mature person, tolerant in outlook rr.F able to give this child
the occur? ty and affection he needs."

It will be seen from the three extracts that there is

little difference between the content of the three reports.

They give, however, some indication about the petitioner's

personality and though some of it may appear subjective and not

necessarily accurate, at least it gives the court a better

picture of the applicants as seen through the eyes of the

curator. A usual conflict in preparing such reports, which
was put over to us by some curators, is to strive between
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giving no information at all, beyond confirming facts, and

giving so many details that the court will not bother to read

them. (It appears to us that the selection of what is rele-

svant material for court presentation should form part of

introductory courses to help curators select and summarise at

the same time. This, however, should not be seen as a

substitute for the impersonal character of present- ay court

proceedings).

Table 7*Ki. Curators' Reports: Topic Ho.item (i).

Olpseyyayiops on, t]he adoptive father, iqc^dyng ami

qsgegqqept pf frjs personality.

Mp asses^er^ Fair
or or to

Qbssffvatjlpqa repetitive .ppnjsj,- ^ab^e,

% % %

3//orkers (trained) 58 12 30

3/ orkers(untrained) 53 2k 26

Solicitors 55 18 27

(N) (96) (36) (W

Item (ii): Observations on the Adoptive Mother Including an

A^essraerrt pf her Personality.

There was no appreciable difference between the amount

of information supplied in respect of the adoptive father's
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personality and that of the adoptive mother, (table 7l*.ii).

Curators, who failed to report meaningfully on the one,

failed to do so in the other too. Similarly, those curators,

that gave an assessment of the father, did the same with the

mother. Again the reports submitted by trained or untrained

social workers and solicitors did not differ greatly. Trained

workers were sli *htly more informative on this topic.

TabJ,e A.U* ' ^pqvtsi Tqpfo ho, 3, Itea^i)

Ofaeryatipn? on the .afopfoyq flQther ift^iytUpg

an fiaseggqept of h^y pergoqaljty

I-!q pfrs^vat^? Facial r^r ft?
QZ QZ

assessment repetitive gpngjLderalfle

% % %

SAforker (trained) 52 13 35

SAforker (untrained) k-6 25 29

Solicitors ^ 2k- 26

(N) (87) 0*1) (52)

item (ill); Observations of the Petitioners' other Children and

th,o geporaj interaction within the family

It is generally agreed that it is almost impossible to

judge a couple's capacity for parenthood from a single



interview. It is accepted, however, that one of the best

guides is to observe and assess how the family's other children

are doing, and how they are being brought up, In of the

180 reports studied, the applicants had either other adopted

or own children living with them. The children ranged in age

from one year to sixteen, Some of the children were old

enough to participate in the interview and express some view

about the contemplated adoption.

In the petition submitted to the court, the applicants
are orpected to give the names end status of other people sharing

the same household, and this includes the family's other

children. Curators, in the great majority, simply confirmed
in their reports that these other people did share the same

household. In 82 -' of the reports no fiirther information was

given beyond confirming the fact that a particular person lived

there. Some of the sole comments on this item read: "The

petitioners have resident with them John, aged their own

son"; or "the petitioners have resident with them their three

children", or "the petitioners already have an adopted child",
ho effort was made to say how any of these children were doing

and how they were growing up. In seven per cent of the

cases only very limited information was supplied, but 12 per

cent of the reports contained information ranging from "fair

to considerable". An extract from one of the latter reports,
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which was characteristic of other similar ones, reads "Apart
from the petitioners, the only person living in the home is a

son by the marriage aged seven years. It is quite obvious

that both children receive excellent care and attention. The

child in question is healthy, well-cared for and is attached

to the petitioners. The boy of the family has been

consulted about the proposal and is very much in favour of

this. He appears very attached to the child".

Tatfl,e CunWy?' agporfrs; IqpJq 1:9, \t ifr^, (Jlj.)

SLLseryatitang frfre po&l&aaegg1 Ptirer qhUdy^

and of the general interaction within the family

N.85.

lip Qfrsqry.: fripfl
QJL

ags^sgponl?

FaqtqaJ,
QL

fte,pe,UUv9

%

1
to

considerable

%

3/!.Jorker (trained) 86

3/Jorker(untrained) 82

Solicitors 78

(N) (69)

8

b

11

(6)

6

lb

11

(JO)

In cases where there were foster-children within the same

household, only sporadically did curators see it as their duty



to comment on how these children were doing. In five

instances, the child about to be adopted was one of several

foster-children within the same household but no explanation

was offered of how this one from all the other children,
case to be adopted. Where the curator was a solicitor the

report was not preceded by consultation with the local

authority in whose care these children were, to find out more

about the placement and its suitability. Various types of

in-laws were residing in 5,0% of the non-related adoptive

households, but curators did not comment about their attitude
to the adoption or their interaction with the rest of the

family.

Summary: A combined classification, of all the three items in

topic 3, shows that 56,6% of the reports made no reference to,

or observations on the various items on which they were expected

to report, under a fifth gave some limited information and only

just under a quarter gave information that ranged from "fair

to considerable". It was generally unusual for curators to

comment on intangiblesj instead they concentrated on such

concrete aspects as occupation and earnings of the adoptive

applicants. No personality assessment was attempted in three

quarters of the reports and the adopters did not emerge as

people from reading the report. There was an even greater

failure to make observations on other children in the same
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household or to comment about the Interaction between the

children, and between the children and the parents.

In the overall classification of topic No,3, there was

again no significant difference between the reports submitted

by the different types of curators. It was of interest to

observe that even Probation Officers, who are used to

preparing and submitting reports to the courts, failed to

present more individual and less stereotyped reports when

acting as curators. Similarly, though some child care officers

were supervising the adopters for over three months, when

reporting as curators on the same families, they failed to

bring any fresh approach, or to give a more detailed assessment

of the applicants than those curators v;ho prepared their

reports after a single visit to the family. Having regard

to the evaluation of the workers* supervisory function outlined

in chapter ten, the conclusion reached was that the stereo¬

typed reporting to the courts also reflected the routine way

in which statutory supervision was being carried out,

TOPIC No. >4-

OOI'J":'I3LTATIOH CITE THE SUP. iRVISING iUTfT0 HIT1

Only two, of the twenty Sheriff courts surveyed, made

the supervising authority respondent to the application. By
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being made respondent to the application, the local authority
had a responsibility to provide a report, in addition to that

of the curator, giving particulars from their supervisory

visits and stating their views about the placement. The

courts, that failed to ask for such reports, were depriving

themselves of an opportunity to increase their knowledge of

the applicants. The Hurst committee strongly recommended that

the courts should ask for such reports, but obviously this
1.

tradition had not developed with most courts.

Though most of the courts failed to make the supervising

authority respondent to the application, they expected the

curator to consult the local authority. It was then up

to the curator to suggest to the court whether the supervising

authority should be made a respondent. In no case did any of

the curators make such a suggestion to the court. In 77

(or ^3 ) of the reports studied, there was no contact between
the curator and the supervising authority. No indication was

given in the reports of the views of the local authority on

the proposed adoption. In this respect, the solicitors' failure

1. "Heport of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of

Children", para. 6*+.
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to consult the local authority wr. s considerably greater,

compared to social workers. This again highlighted the

circumscribed nature of the solicitors' enquiries, when they

involved contact with outside bodies. It was not, however,

unusual for a social worker from the County Borough, appointed
as curator for a placement arranged and supervised by the

County Children's Department, to fail to consult the super¬

vising officer, when preparing his report to the court. In

30.:* of the reports, there wrs contact between the curator and

the local authority supervising the child, but the curator's

only additional comment was that'the local authority did not

object to the granting of the order'. In t're remaining 27%
of the cases, either the court directly or the curator asked

the supervising authority for a written report.

" 75,. Curators' gseas&ai

Co^m^fatipn ith fhe supervising jiutlorlty

Ifo contact Verbal OTt?aqt Written report

% % %

3/ orkers(trained) 39

./Workers(untrained) 36

28

26

36

(55)

33

38

11

(U-7)

Solicitors

(N)

53

(78)
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Written reports were supplied to the courts either

directly or through the curator, by five out of 19 super¬

vising authorities in the area covered by the survey. Four

of these authorities would send a cyclostyled letter sayings

"The child T, .was supervised with effect from

13.1k65 and part IV of the Adoption Act, 1958 has been

complied x*ith and this authority has no objection to

the granting of an adoption order in this case".

Reports of this kind did not seem to be of much value to the

court, as they failed to give any additional information.
More important still, these agencies failed to put their work

across to the courts for possible future use i.e. a3 curators

or supervisors. In fact, by simply saying that they did not

object to the granting of the order, they were taking the

decision out of the hands of the court, as the latter had no

information on which to base a different decision. In none

of the reports supplied by these agencies was any doubt

expressed about any of the placements. The same cyclostyled

"report" was also used in the case of third party and direct

placements. Thus both the curator and the local authority,

by not supplying any additional information on the circura-

istances of third party placements, failed to recognise their

importance and the fact that they were depriving the child of

possibly needed protection of its interests.
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The fifth department that supplied reports to one court,

though staffed with workers having only basic social study

qualifications? nevertheless supplied reports which included

interesting comments and assessments of the adopters end gave

information about the circumstances of the placement. The

first four authorities that supplied cyclostyled reports simply

saw their role as one of satisfying legal and administrative

requirements. The fifth agency saw this role in the much

broader sense of having a part to play in aiding the court in

its decision making task.

y>ra jfof ?.

TITS CURATOR'S FINAL A33W55M3NT OF THE SITUATION AND HIS OPINION

TO THS CD HIT

Two main arguments have dominated the discussion

regarding the inclusion or otherwise of opinion in reports

submitted to the courts. One view is that the social worker

preparing the report should present facts, and an assessment

of the psycho-social situation together with his opinion.

The opposing view is that the social worker should refrain from

expressing any opinion or recommendation that might be seen to

diminish the courts' independent actioh. Most of the

arguments developed mainly in relation to reports prepared by
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Probation Officers on the social background of offenders. In

the case of curators' reports, however, the regulations

expressly ask him to give his opinion. Unlike criminal eases

in which Probation Officers submit reports, in adoption

proceedings the court rarely has the opportunity to evaluate

the situation for istelf, because it has no contact with the

adopters.

The rules require the curator to express an opinion on

several matters, such as whether the petitioners are suitable

people to bring up the child, whether the contemplated adop-

:tion is consistent with the child's welfare, and finally
whether it is desirable for the welfare of the child that the

court should be asked to make an interim order or to impose

particular terms or conditions. An opinion, of course, can

only be as good as the .facts on which it is based. This in

turn depends on the curator's interviewing skills and his

ability to elicit significant information and observe relevant

behaviour, including marital and family interaction. It was

no surprise, therefore, to find that the reports, which simply

confirmed facts, ended with a repetitive and stereotyped

recommendation, and with no assessment of the total situation.
Three types of reports were identified in connection with

this topic. First, reports that ended with no final assess¬

ment but expressed the same opinion as in all subsequent
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reports. The opinion could not be deduced from the content

of the report. The following final recommendation appeared

in at least ten per cent of the reports and they were all

prepared by different curators from within the same agency.

All subsequent reports repeated the same recommendation word

for word:

"That it is not desirable for the welfare of the child

that the court should be asked to make an interim

order, particular terms or conditions or require the

petitioners to make particular provision for the child

other than to bring him up as a protestant".

The curators* tendency to copy word for word a pro-forma

report often resulted in their asking the court to make a

condition that a child be brought up as a protestant though

the mother had either never expressed, such a wish, or her wish

had been explicitly otherwise. Other similar repetitive

comments appeared in a total of 10 5 reports (or 58.0 '), and, in
another 11 per cent of the reports, no recommendation was

attempted at all.

Just under a third of the reports made some attempt to

produce a final assessment, together with a recommendation

deduced from the assessment. There was more individuality and

each report differed from the others submitted by the same

curator. An extract from one such report read:
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"The petitioners are of a suitable age to adopt and are

both of a very pleasing and easy personality and I

am satisfied that they will make excellent adopters for

this child. They have given considerable thought to

the matter and also on how to explain to the child that

he is adop ed. The way they have managed their lives

previously is a pointer to future stability. As they

have a sensible approach to things they should prove good

parents to Jimmy".

From another report?

"The petitioners are a warm-hearted and intelligent

couple who are devoted to the child. He is making

excellent progress in their home and is being brought

up in an atmosphere of love and security. In my opinion

the adoption is consistent with the welfare of the

infant".

Table 76. Curators' Reports* Tonie No.

Final assessment and recommendation to the court

Ho assessment

%
16

Switol

repetitive
of

B'air
is.

considerable.
ri?

S/Workers(trained)
%
52

%
32

3/Worker(untrained) 8 38
Solicitors 12 65 23

(N) (19) (10 5) (56)
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Table 77 summarizes, by topic and type of curator, all

the previous tables, analysing and rating the content of the

180 reports submitted by the sixty curators to the 20 courts.

This table shows that none of the five topics was covered

adequately in more than 2h per cent of the reports. The best

covered topic (2lt-,0/t) was the one referring to the child.

The topics least covered were the ones referring to the

biological parents and to obtaining reports from the supervising

local authority. The general conclusion from this table is

that curators were efficient in checking concrete facts but

only exceptionally did they attempt assessments of persons or

situations, Some comments, which originally appeared to be
more individual, lost their value by re-appearing in the same

form in each successive report. For reasons explained

earlier, there \*as little difference between the reports

submitted by trained and untrained social workers. The

content and form of their reports reflected the practices of

the agency that employed them rather than their respective

training or experience. Solicitors i*ere generally better at

meetinT the legal requirements and at confirming the facts,
but they generally failed to establish contacts or consult with

the local authority. Though fewer of their reports were rated

as containing "fair to considerable" information, some of these
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were as perceptive and informative as some of the best submitted

by social workers.

The rating of the reports by topic does not tell us much

about the whole report, as one report may cover one or tx/o

topics fairly well and simply confirm the facts for the remain-

sing ones. To get a total picture of the reports, these were

divided into three groups. Reports, which covered four or
five topics from "fair to considerable", were classified as

"Informative"; reports x^hich covered only two or three topics

from "fair to considerable" x^ere classified as "fairly

informative"; those that covered only one or less topics from

"fair to considerable", were classified as "Poor", The results
are shown below;

Tabje 78, Classjlfj.ffat;ioq pf the Cnrazors', 180 yeporfrs

fi. 1
Informative 28 (15*6)

Fairly informative kj (25.0)

Poor 291 iHA)
Total 180 (100 )

As a final conclusion, just under three fifths of the

reports were rated as "poor", and the remainder as "fairly

informative to informative". There was a general tendency



amongst most curators to cover one topic fairly well and simply

confirm the facts for the remaining ones. For instance, some

curators would give an assessment of the petitioners but simply

confirm the facts relating to all the other topics. Subsequent

reports by the same curator or the same agency continued to

cover each topic in exactly the same way. Three copies of

curators' repoi'ts, each report classified in one of the three

categories in table 73, appear in Appendix G. and they give
an idea of the overall content of the reports. Appendix G.l

is a report that in the overall classification was graded as

•Informative', Appendix G,ii is a report graded as 'Fairly

Informative', and Appendix G.iii, is a report that has been

graded a3 'Poor'.

CDITT3 RE-VISITED

As a result of the amendments introduced by the Act of

Sederunt (Adoption of Children) 1966, it was decided to re-visit
some of the courts In the original sample to establish how far

the curators' reports reflected the new requirements. Our

original study covered the year 1965 and the new regulations

were introduced in January, 1967. Their main objective was to

clarify the curator's role and bring it more into line with

that of the English guardian-ad-litem. The regulations now

specifically require the curator to report ©ns
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(i5 Why the petitioners wish to adopt the child;

(ii) Include in his report an assessment of the

petitioner'3 personality ana, where appropriate

that of the infant, as they arc both relevant to

the adoption situation;

(iii) Report on the considerations arising from the

difference in age between the applicants and the

child, if the difference is unusual.

The new regulations definitely support, by implication

of their requirements, the view that the curator should be a

social worker, For instance the explicit requirements of

item (ii) above, which were only assumed in the previous

regulations, demand from the curator considerable skill,

knowledge and experience of human behaviour and human

relationships.

On our re-visit we chose eight out of the 20 original

courts, to represent various parts of the country. Four of

the courts, Cupar (Fife), Dumfries, Perth and Selkirk used to

appoint solicitors as curators, whilst Aberdeen, Glasgow,

Edinburgh and Inverness appointed social workers. The courts

were re-visited in September 1968, approximately eighteen

months after the introduction of the new regulations. This

was considered to be a long enough period for the curators to

Incorporate the new requirements in their reports. On this



occasion, the latest three reports submitted by each of the 27

curators were studied. This totalled 81 reports which were

prepared and submitted in the months of July, August and

September, 1983. On our re-visit, one of the courts, that
was formerly appointing solicitors only as curators, was now

appointing soci'1 workers too. The 31 reports were submitted

by 27 curators, ten of whom were solicitors and the rest
social workers - mainly child care officers, with a few

probation officers. Because of the small number of the reports

and the small number of trained social v/orkers involved (only

5), it would not be meaningful to separate the reports of

the trained and untrained social workers. The solicitors who

submi ted reports in 1968 were the same ones who submitted them

in 1965* Jut only eight of the social workers were the same.

The 81 reports -were analysed and classified (table 79)

only in respect of Topic No,3 i.e. "the petitioners'

personality" where the rules were made very explicit. The

findings were compared with those found from the 1965 reports

on the same topic.
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62

61

18

**1

1*+

18

****

35

2**

21

38

2*+

Following the introduction of the new rules which

clarified the position in relation to the petitioners'

personality, there was a general improvement in the content of

the reports. The "no observations or assessment" percentage

was reduced dramatically compared to 1965j but the siain

improvement was in the "factual and repetitive" category. A

fair percentage of the reports, however, improved sufficiently

to be classified as "fair to considerable". The increase in

this column mainly came from Improved reporting at one court

'-here the Sheriff took particular interest in the matter.

Solicitors' reports fared ^ather badly in this re-assessment.

Though social workers re-arranged their reports to Incorporate
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some of the new provisions, none of the solicitors appeared to

have done so. Though a fair number of reports submitted by

social workers appeared to have improved, this was slightly

deceptive as at least two agencies incorporated the new

provisions again in a pro-forma type of reporting. This gave

the impression of containing interesting individual assessments,

but the same assessment would re-appear in subsequent reports

submitted by the same worker, or by another worker from within
the same agency. The following comment, for instance, which
on the surface appears to be more individual and personal,

appeared in 9 reports submitted by three different curators

from the same children's department:

"Consideration has been given to an assessment of the

petitioners' personality and that of the infant and

there appears to be mutual suitability of the

petitioners and infant and the age difference is not

outwith the normal age difference between parents and

their children".

It may be argued that the requirements of the law \*ere

met by the above comment, but it is doubtful whether the court's

knowledge about the applicants was increased. An interesting

observation was that the agencies or curators, which submitted

fairly comprehensive reports in 19&5? were, with one exception,

the ones that improved even further their reports to reflect



the new requirements.

The conclusion reached from these re-visits was that new

legal provisions help to improve practice to some extent. New

provisions, however, appear to bo more appropriately used by

agencies already observing good practices. Agencies, that
have been stereotyping their work before, find ways of doing

the same with any new requirements. It appears, therefore,

that a change of law by itself, without parallel change of

agency practices, can achieve only limited improvements. The

re-visit study also highlighted the failure of solicitors to

alter their reporting in any significant way. This may be

due to two reasons: either because they were not yet aware of

the new provisions, which is unlikely considering their legal

background, or that there is a limit to how much people, with
no experience or training in such work, can improve the personal

and social content of their reports.

G'dNlCRAL 0B3T^TATI0H3 ON CITATO'V;' I'TPOdTS

Apart from tho 180 reports studied in depth, all
the 10 30 reports were studied for general observations and

the following findings recorded:

(i) On no occasion did any of the curators suggest to

the court the making of an interim order, though it

will be seen, from later findings, that there were
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appropriate situations for doing so,

(ii) In no case did any of the curators express any doubt

about the personal suitability of any of the petitioners,

(iii) There was only one case in which a curator suggested

to the court not to grant the order because the natural

parents, who were daughter and son-in-law of the appli¬

cants, disagreed. In another case the curator

recommended postponement of the eeision until the

applicants improved their accommodation.

(iv) In over two fifths of the cases there was no

consultation between the curator and the supervising

authority and in some of the case, there was no

consultation between the curator and the placing agency.

Thus, very vital links were not established between

various individuals and bodies charged with safe¬

guarding the interests of the child,

(v) In cases where the children -were placed independently

the curators' investigations and reports did not differ

from those submitted about agency placements. In some

reports, this important aspect was not even recorded.

ODNCfcUdjPffS AND

Curators-ad-litem are appointed by the courts and charged

with the responsibility of carrying out indepen ent investiga¬

tions aimed at safeguarding the interests of the child. The



purpose of their reports is to place the court in a better

position to decide the child's ultimate future. Curators'

reports form the only basis on which decisions can be made and

their importance cannot be over-estimated, as the amount and

quality of the information will affect the decision. The

reports assume even greater importance when it is realised that,

in more than 90 per cent of the cases, there is no hearing
and moreover there is no personal contact between the curator

and the Sheriff who makes the decision. Because of the

varied practices of placing agencies, ranging from good to

mostly poor (See earlier chapters), those, who support the view
that the curator should be a trained social worker, see him
as being the one and sometimes only person who can safeguard

the child's interests. It is suggested that, if and when

agency placing practices improve, the curators' function may

become unnecessary.

In spite of the importance attached to the curators'

Investigations, the latter appear to be very uncertain about
the nature of their role and to lack conviction about its

importance. The vagueness of the 1959 Act of Sederunt (Adop-
:tion of Children) did not help to clarify the matter. The

conclusion from the study of the curators' reports is that most

curators failed to realise the serious nature of their enquiries

and saw themselves mainly as court officials responsible for
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ascertaining the facta of the situation, that is information

which was already known to the courts. Only a minority saw

their role as extending beyond this to include an investigation

and assessment of the psycho-social circumstances of those

involved. Though half of the reports were prepared by solict¬

ors and the remaining onos by social workers, the two types

of attitudes transcended the two types of curators. The

majority of solicitors' reports were found to be factual and

uniformative but bo were most of those prepared by both trained

and untrained social workers. A greater improvement in social

workers' reports was noted following certain changes made to

the regulations in 1966,

When discussing the content of the reports with a number

of curators, the view was expressed that their present form of

reporting is 'safe' - and avoids possible legal and other

complications. It also appeared that they were unaware of the

type of information that the courts generally found useful.

An important question arising out of this is how far the courts

encourage such reports by not making different demands.

Demands for increased informstion would put the onus on the

courts for more deliberation on each case. A further

explanation offered, about the 'poor' content of the reports,

was the impotence felt by many curators because of the very

late stage in the proceedings at which they are called in.
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Some others explained the nature of their reports as being due

to the fact that they 'trust' the placing agencies. However,

not only did we see in an earlier chapter that the practice of

the different agencies vary considerably in their quality, but

also that curators' reports on independent placements did not

differ from reports about agency ones. In discussing the

various issues involved in this matter, two additional and

more individual problems seemed to be involved, reflecting

personal conflicts for the curator. The first problem is that,

though the curator supplies the court with a confidential

report, it is entirely up to the Sheriff's discretion to

decide how to use it in the case if and when there is a

hearing. Some courts favour making the report available to

solicitors acting for any party. Although much of the

information contained in the report will be confirmation and

verification of facts, the curator- cannot escape some

responsibility for influencing, through his assessment, matters

relating to the natural parents, the child and the adopters,

including his prognosis about the outcome. If the report

contains only favourable remarks about either the prospective

adopters or the natural parents there is no trouble, But

if the report speaks unfavourably of either party, its non¬

disclosure by the Court is likely to be seen as running counter

to our notions of justice. Once adoptions are operated



through the Counts, the concept of justice cannot be sidestepped.
If a natural parent's consent is being withheld and the court

is determining whether it should, under its statutory powers,

dispense with that consent, what is said in the report is vital.

Ho parent should be deprived permanently of his parental

rights without being able to argue fully why he should not be

so deprived. The same could arise with the prospective

adopters. An unfavourable report on their home life could

mean the court13 refusal to grant an order. On the other

hand, the curator is appointed by the court as its investigator

to guide it in the best interests of the child. The report

therefore is necessarily confidential and raay contain a great

deal of matter which would be damaging or acutely embarassing

to the parties. Disclosure of every report can inhibit the

curator and so provide less assistance to the court. The

report may sometimes have to be based partly on hearsay evidence

or confidential information given by the child (if eld enough)
or by others. Admission of hearsay evidence could be disallowed

unless the third parties come to give evidence. The law has

unfortunately failed to make it clear what is the precise status

of the confidential report of the curator.

The second point is a mere personal one for the curator

but related also to the first. In preparing his report he may

feel the conflict between his duty to give the court a full



picture of the adoptive applicants and his feelings shout the

effect on the adopters of an unfavourable report. The curator

may be aware that, for some Sheriffs, particular features in

the situation are more likely than others to lead to an order

not being granted. He himself may either disagree about the

importance of these features or feel that every couple should

be allowed to adopt. The process is likely to challenge the

curator's personal views about the rights of parents and those

of children. If he has mixed feelings about the authority

vested in him by the court and has not reached 3ome personal

conclusions on these issues, he may feel very uncomfortable

when faced with the task of formulating assessments and putting

his views on paper. The fact that only in approximately 23

per cent of the reports curators risked an assessment may be

partly due to this, as well as to the fact that such assess¬

ments involve a personal commitment on paper and can only

arise out of some certainty. Such certainty again can be

dependent both on experience and on a body of relevant

knowledge, which many curators did not have. Social workers,

however, who possessed both experience and a relevant body of

knowledge, appeared to copy slavishly forms of reports used by

their agency. An agency is mostly interested to see that a

task is performed ana, in the process, it develops formalised

ways of ensuring this. The trained social workers fell
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victims to this practice and were unable to introduce any

freshness or depart from the traditional methods. Most of the

trained social workers were known to the writer as having both

the skills and knowledge to prepare better reports. What app-

seared to be happening was that, overwhelmed by their other

responsibilities, they tended to look upon adoption work and

the preparation of such reports as chores or only as a fringe

activity to be disposed of quickly. The impression was

formed that, in each social service department dealing with a

variety of problems, certain Jobs are likely to be delegated

as of lesser importance and consequently fail to receive more

than minimum attention. This was further shown by the fact

that some children's departments had delegated this serious

responsibility to trainee workers. When the worker is faced

with heavy responsibilities in some areas of his work, he is

likely to resort to stereotyped methods of carrying out

those types of work seen as peripheral* Formalised work does

not tax the worker's resources and capacity for assessment

expected in the form of personal opinions. Another observation,

arising out of this, was the great pull of the agency, which

appeared to be stronger than the individuals who worked in it -

especially where a fair number of the staff were untrained and

drew their security and role from the explicit rules of the

organisation they belonged to. It should be noted, however,

that the clarification of the regulations in 1966 resulted in
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some improvement in the quality of the reports and, in this

respect, the law can contribute towards the improvement of

agency practices, hut it cannot compensate for poor agency

programmes*

On the basis of our findings, the value of the curatorb

function, in its present form, is highly questionable. The

optimism expressed in the Home Office report, that the curator
1 #

prepares "expert investigations" is not supported by these

findings. Therefore many doubts can be expressed as to

whether the present practice does really safeguard the

interests of the child, this being the whole rationale on which
the Adoption ct is based. Under the present practice, the

curator comes too late and too little into the picture to be

of real value either to the child or- to the court. His present

function my bo seen as a method for rubber-stamping the

placing practices of adoption agencies. Three main suggestions

arise out of the current practice:

(i) The first arises out of the failure of the present

law to recognise sufficiently the importance of the

agency placing practices. It is because of this

that it is felt that it would he more appropriate

for the curator to be appointed at the stage when

the adoption agency or any third party is contem-

splating placement. The curator could then carry

out pre-placement investigations and report to the

1. "Report on the Work o^ the Children's Department 196^-66"
para.90,
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court - or some other similar body If the court

is not satisfied, the placement should not be

allowed to go through. The curator should be a

properly qualified and experienced social worker

who would not be the employee of any one agency

but should be appointed with a view to servicing

the court. He could be based at one of the social

work departments to be in touch with practice but

also in order to provide the missing links between

agencies, supervisors and the courts. Provision

for pre-placement investigations would necessitate

very quick action on the part of the agencies, the

curator and the court, as adoption is a race

against time. The longer the delay, the less

likely it is that another home will be found for

the child. Such a process is also very likely going

to make the placing agencies and the third parties

more careful about their placements.

(ii) An alternative suggestion would be to abolish the

curator's role and to strengthen the function of

the agency carrying out statutory supervision. If

the role of the supervisor is clarified and properly

carried out, there is no reason why such a person

could not supply the court with a full social report



about the circumstance 3 of the contemplated

adoption, and leave the legal aspects to be

ascertained by the Clerk to the Court, The draw-

8back of this provision would, again be its post-

placement nature with little opportunity to

prevent an unsatisfactory placement,

(iii) Finally, it would seen to be beneficial, as long as

the current system is retained, for the curator and

the Sheriff to have the opportunity to meet to

discuss cases together. This would give the

curator the opportunity to understand the kind

of information that the court finds helpful in

■its decision making role, and the court, in return,
would, have the chance to obtain additional verbal

information and have a feed-back about how earlier

adoptions are working. If the curator is a

social worker, he should have more opportunities for

knowing how individual adoptions are working out.

He could also base his assessments and his opinion

on a body of knowledge and experience, instead of

relying entirely on intuition and common sense.



TEH DECI31017 OF THE COURT

The function of the Sheriff in adoption cases is to

consider the application, along with the curator's report,
and make his decision. Apart from Judicial supervision at

the moment of making the order, there is no other Judicial
control over the various stages of the adoption process. The

court has no control over whether the child should have been

placed in the first instance. The question often asked in

connection with the court's adoption work is how far its func-

stion is a legal one, a social one or a mixture of both.

Biom-Cooper, writing in "Child Adoption" recently, made

the point that the process of adoption is not essentially

Justiciable, He ad:'ed "The issues in adoption are hardly

susceptible of solution by the application of legal concepts
1«

and rules of law". In having to determine whether the

order, if made, will be for "the welfare of the child", the

i. L, Blom-Cooper "Parental Rights in Adoption Cases"

Child Adoption, 5^? "o. 1, 19^9j PP. 19-25*



court is expected to go beyond the legal into the psycho-social

implications too. The Sheriffs, who decide adoption

applications, have a legal training but no training in any of

the social and behavioural sciences. The training and career

of the average Sheriff equips him to conduct a criminal trial

but it does not necessarily make him competent to decide in

complex matters of human relationships. To quote Barbara

Wootton, "nor is there anything in their training which might

widen their social horizons or enlarge their social observa-
1.

stions", Furthermore, as adoption work is only peripheral
to the function of the Sheriff Court, it rarely receives much

attention. A recent committee which reported on the work
2.

of the Sheriff court devoted only seven lines to the courts'

adoption work, out of a volume of three hundred and twenty three

pages. Hot only does adoption work appear isolated within

the quasi-criminal function of the Sheriff court, but Sheriffs

themselves are isolated from, and unfamiliar with develop¬

ments in this field. How adoption eventually works out is

still an open question but the Sheriffs isolation from adop-

stion workers, curators and from research findings deprives

1. B, Wootton "Crime and the Criminal Law"

Stevens and Sons - London, 1963* P*32*

2. "The Sheriff Court* H.M.3.0. Cmnd 32*f8 (1967).
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him of Important information and feed-back that could influence

his thinking and decision-making. The impersonal way in

which petitions are now granted does not stimulate curiosity

about their eventual outcome. If it is agreed that Sheriffs

are not qualified by training or experience tc consider all

aspects of adoption, then in their decision-making they are

likely to follow either of two procedures:

(a) Grant or reject the petition on the basis of

whether tangible requirements such as age, consents,

notifications etc. are met;

or (b) consider both the general requirements and also

'intangible' aspects regarding the personal

suitability of the applicants and the child's

special circumstances, These intangibles operate

within the general rules, particularising the
■ ecisions. As the Sheriff rarely takes the

opportunity of seeing the parties for himself,
he is heavily dependant on the curator to supply the

intangibles. Earlier on, however, it was pointed
out from the findings that almost three fifths of

the reports did not go beyond an ascertainment of

the facts. If the intangibles are supplied only

in a minority of reports, then it can be assumed



that approximately six out of every ton orders were

granted under procedure (a) described above.

Tl^Q,,r-rp,ae::^

Unless the curator indicates otherwise, Scottish courts

generally dispense with the necessity of making any of the

parties involved in the adoption situation respondents to the

application. This procedure makes it possible for the court

to avoid fixing a hearing. In such instances, the petitions
are considered in a routine way by the Sheriff alone in the

privacy of his chambers. In only 66 cases (or 6.4;?) was a

hearing arranged by the courts. In all other cases, the

Sheriffs granted the orders without seeing or hearing any of

the parties involved. This was an impersonal, almost
mechanical process and the decision was exclusively based on

the amount of information contained in the curators' reports.

It is recognised that, in situations where the -Sheriff
is in doubt about the wisdom of granting the order, he will
either ask for supplementary investigations or will arrange to

see the parties for himself. There was only one Instance in

which a Sheriff asked the curator for a fresh report because

he found the original one very inadequate. Though some

Sheriffs were satisfied with the factual reports they were

getting, others expressed to us considerable dissatisfaction.
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Sheriff Kermack made the sane point when writing in 'Child

Adoption' and remarked; "The report of the curator-ad-litem

usually carries little weight. The bulk of the report is

generally taken up with a rehearsal of the general rules and a

statement that they appear to have been observed, which I can
X •

see for myself". We asked a number of Sheriffs why they

did not discuss with their curators the sort of information

they would like to have to aid them in their decision making

process. They gave almost similar replies to ohose given by

some of the curators earlier, that "at this stage in the

proceedings there is very little that can be done anyway".

The comments implied a lack of conviction about the importance

of their function at this stage in the proceedings.

The 66 instances, in which different courts arranged for
a hearing, fell into the following four categories;

(i) Two of the courts tried to see all the grand-parents

who were applying to adopt their daughters' illeg¬

itimate children. This practice was followed

especially if the child's mother continued to live

within the same household.

1. 3.0. Kerraack "Thoughts on Adoption Procedures" Child

Adoption 5b-, 1968, pp. 39 - **1.
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(li) A hearing would usually, but not always, be fixed

if the curators were to inform the court that either

of the biological parents was withholding his

consent or had changed his mind.

(ill) When serious doubts were raised either about the

child's or the applicants' health,

(iv) One Sheriff insisted on seeing all first adopters

before granting the order.

In spite of the Furst committee's strong recommendation, none

of the third parties involved were made respondent to the

application. The committee heard several witnesses on the

question of court attendance by the applicants and the curator

and there was general agreement among the witnesses that

adopters like to attend the court, bringing with them, the child

"of whom they are proud". The committee thought that there

was considerable "psychological value in the practice of the

adopters and the child attending the hearing, particularly
1 •

where the child is old enough to understand the proceedings".

1. "Beport of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of

Children" H.M.C.O. Cmnd 92*f3 (195*0? para 90-91.
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Goodacre claims that practically all the adopters she spoke to

were critical of courts, chiefly because the setting seemed
la

so completely out of keeping with their mission. host of

them had looked forward to the hearing as being the ceremony

which symbolised fulfilment. It was the ardently awaited day

when the child would be theirs. They all found the experience,

however, an anti-climax, and disappointment coloured their

accounts. "They seemed to feel cheated of a long awaited
2.

moment of joy and recognition". The Scottish practice, of

holding a hearing when vhere is usually an impediment, was

unknown to most adoption agencies and adoption caseworkers.

This showed how little contact agencies maintained with their

placements as well as a failure to reflect on the adoption

procedure with the consumers of the service.

It was difficult not to conduce, from the way that well

over 90 per cent of the orders were granted, that the courts

merely acted as rubber-stamps for the views of the curators

and the placing practices of the adoption agencies. The

Hurst committee expressed concern at the fact that the courts

were satisfied by reports "containing little information in

1. I. Goodacre "Adoption Policy and Practice" Allen ^ Unwin,

London, 1966.
2. Ibid, p.102.
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support of tlis roeomenfation of tho guardian at litem" and it
en ed by stressing that "no colour should be given to the

impression that the court acts as a mere rubber-stamp for giv-
1.

sing effect to tho views of the guardian ad litem". Sheriff
2:

Kermack expressed the view that "the facade of the court's

decision screens the social workers from facing their own

responsibility for the- intangibles". Though this \iy be

true, it is the courts that are entrusted with the final

responsibility for makin. the right decision. It does not

absolve them of the responsibility of requesting better

reports, arranging for hearings and giving more deliberation
bo each case. In none of the independent placements, for

instance, in which no social agency was involved, lid the courts
see fit to a) range to see the petitioner., or ask for additional

information from tl e curators. Both the busy city courts and

the small county ones generally followed similar procedures

as regards deliberating on each case.

1. "deport of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of

Children", para, 86,

2. S.O. Kermaek "Thoughts on Adoption Procedures".
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Methods 9f, 1-

When disposing adoption applications, the court has the

following options before its

(a) To uake a straight-.forward adoption order: Such orders

are granted on the assumption that they are in the

best interests of the child. Of the 1030 applica-

stions studied, 1009 were straight-forward adoption

orders. No conditions were imposed except, where

appropriate, a condition about the religion in

which the parents specified that they would like the

child to be brought up. Because of the routine way

in which the orders were granted, in at least 5?
cases (or 5.3$) the religious requirement was omitted

from the order,

(b) Ty c-. oyd^y: Fourteen such oruers

were granted, mainly to U.S.A. service families

temporarily stationed here, Frovisional orders can

be granted to persons who are not domiciled in

Scotland, provided the court is satisfied that the

applicants intend wo adopt the child un er the laws

of the country in which they are domiciled. The

provisional oruer gives custody of the child to the

applicants and authorises them to remove it outside
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Britain. In nono of the fourteen provisional orders

granted did the curator or the placing agency obtain

background reports on the applicants, from social

agencies In the applicants' r,ome countries. In one

case, however, a placing agency asked for a report
from the British 7:i --.h Commissioner's Office in an

African country. As the various applicants were

living here temporarily, background social reports
would have been thought necessary, if the interests
of the child were to be fully safeguarded. The

writer witnessed two crses in 1958 when Cyprus

courts granted provisional orders in favour of

British service families living temporarily on the

Island, without background reports having been

obtained. Soon after the families arrived in

Britain, the children were received into care,

because the adopters had nowhere to live, and

eventually both marriages broke down. Since then,

Cyprus courts have •n3isted or background reports

being obtained from the country of the applicants'

domicile. The report o" the seminar cn Inter-

Country Adoptions al.se stresses ttw need for such

reports and under principle 7V it ad <": "..it is r-ec-

sognised that a home study of the adoptive parents

may have limited value when the parents are living
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1.
in a temporary setting."

(c) To piak® an interim order: The provision which allows

the court to make an interim order was not used for

any of the cases in the sample. Interim orders can

be made in cases where the court is doubtful whether

an adoption or. er should be made. In such cases the

local authority is instructed to continue its super¬

vision. The Scottish rules are unclear, hoitfever,

as to what happens when the interim order expires.

Unlike the Snglish provision, there is no require¬

ment to ensure that the applicants will come back

to the court.

In our view, interim orders could have

been appropriate in the following situations:

First, where grand-parents wished, to adopt their

daughter's child but the case was complicated by

the fact that the natural mother continued to live

there and the child did not know that his "parents"

were his grand-parents and his "sister" was his

mother. The following is an example copied from a

curator's reports "I gathered that since returning

from the Maternity hospital the raother has

informally regarded the child as her sister and her

parents as parents of the child. The child regards

1, "Principles of Inter-Country Adoptions-Principle 7,f
Report on the Seminar at Leysisn in May, 19&.



his mother as his sister and his grand-parents as

his parents". The curator then went on to recommend

the granting of the order "as the circumstances of

the home lead me to consider that the proposed

adoption is consistent with the child's welfare".

Neither the curator nor the court could see the

inconsistency between the two comments and an

adoption order was granted without hesitation.

There were twenty similar cases in the whole of the

sample, hut it did not dawn on the curators or the

court to suggest help to these families to sort out

the difficult situation in which they were landing

themselves. Second, interim orders might again be

appropriate in the cases of older children who did

not know that they were about to be adopted. In

such cases an interim order would *-ave given time

to the local authority to help the petitioners deal

with their feelings about telling the child. It

is possible that the failure of the courts to make
*

any such order reflected either their ignorance about

available help or their lack of trust in the work of

the supervising agency. When some of these cases

were pursued with the supervising authorities, no

clues were found in the scanty records to suggest

that the supervising officer was aware that the child



did not know about his coming adoption. The officer

had never met the ehil <1urine his visits. In all,

there were seven cases involving older children who

did not know that they were not the children of their

adoptive parents. Two of these 'were about to be

adopted by their grand-parents, and the remaining
five by thcii mothers and step-fathers. (Children

that are to be adopted by a parent are not subject

to statutory supervision and an interim order in

their case could have helped to introduce a caseworker

who might be able to help the family over this

diifioulty). Third, interim orders could have been

appropriate in cases where doubts existed about the

capacity of single applicants to cope on a long term

basis with the demands of the adoption situation,

Fourth, in the case of more marginal applicants,

(d) To refuse to make an orders The court may reach such

a decision if it is not satisfied about the

applicants' suitability or if it finds the biolog-

sical mother's objection reasonable. There was only

one case in which the court refused to grant an orcer.

This was an application by grand-parents to adopt

the legitimate child of their daughter because the

marriage was not working well. As both parents
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refused to give their consent, the court dismissed
the petition.

No order was refused because of the

applicants' personal unsuitability.

(e) To -postyone^e graptir^ pf thp order: There were

three such instances: One, in order to give time to

the applicants to improve their accommodation, in

the remaining two, the court was awaiting for

additional medical reports.

Table 80 shows how the 1030 petitions were dealt with by

the twenty courts.

Table 80. Disposal of adoption petitions (court sample N.10 3Q)

N, %

Straight forward order 1009 (97.9)

Provisional order lb ( l.*f)

Order postponed but granted later 3 ( 0.3)

Order refused because of parental
objection ................. ( 0M

Refused because of personal
unsuitability of applicants ..

- -

Interim order - -

1030 (100 )
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VARPD SECTION MYJjZG

Two types of adoption petitions appe red to cause

considerable difficulties to the surveyed courts. These were

petitions by grand-parents to adopt their daughter's child,
and reclaims by the natural mothers,

(a) Petitions by -rrand-narents

It is quite clear that an application to auopt a grand¬

child or a related child is within the scope of the Adoption

Act and that such an application may be granted even when

one of the child's natural p' rents is living within the same

household as the adopters. Of the 1030 petitions studied

(or b,7%) were granted to grand-parents, in thirty-four

cases the children were illegitimate. The legitimate

children were adopted because their own parents were divorced

or separated. In twenty of the $+ cases of illegitimate

children, the child's mother \*as still resident in the same

household. Two-fifths of these mothers were under eighteen

years old and appeared to be very dependent on their parents.

The Furst committee, commenting on such adoptions, stressed

that "where an adoption order is granted in such circumstances,

extra importance is to be attached to ensuring that the child

is brought up in full knowledge of the truth; but in some

cases the balance of advantage lies in the direction of refusing
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1.
such applications1'. The twenty courts in the study took very

varied attitudea to the matters

(i) Two courts refused even to accept petitions from

grand-parents, one court even going so far as to

refuse petitions by other close relatives such as

aunts and uncles,

(ii) Three courts granted such petitions but made a strong

recommendation that the child's mother should move

away from the same household and the child be told

about his adoption. The court has no power, of

course, to enforce such recommendations.

(ill) Two courts insisted on seeing the grand-parents

before granting1 the petition and tried to impress

on them the nature of adoption and the need to tell

the child the truth about its parentage,

(iv) The remaining thirteen courts had no hesitation at

all .in granting such applications.

Whether a grand-parent, and occasionally an aunt, can adopt a

grand-child or a sister's child, depends to a great extent in
which court's area they happen to live. The courts appear to

have no clear direction on the matter and so the practice varies

from one area to another. In the case or re i),X, (19^9) Ch.D,

320, Vaisey J, while urging caution in dealing with an

1, "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of
Children." para.l!+3.



application of this kind, pointed out that "every case must be

judged on its ovm facts, dealt with on its own merits, and
decided upon a balance of considerations", and he granted the
order asked for, although the child * « youthful mother was to

remain under the same roof, This judgement implies that the

courts, which refuse even to consider the petition, not only
fail to acjuaint themselves with the particular circumstances

of each case, but also deprive the applicants of the opportunity

of a fair herring. To grant an order, especially in circum-

sstances where the notur 1 .other lives un er the same roof,

may, it is argued, involve a risk of possible psychological

danger to the child, especially in view o" the retrospective

findings referred to earlier on, which show that some grand¬

parents do not tell the child the truth about his parentage.

Others woulL argue, however, that the granting of the order

in such cases merely sets a seal on a de facto adoption which

would have continued in any event and which would have

involved precisely the same jf.sk, dois: Sheriffs who follow
this line tend to believe t!" t the risks are outweighed by the

positive advantages of the child living with 1 blood* relatives.

These advantages can be dubious, however, as seen from the

following example:- One case, oeported by a curator, was that

of a seven year old boy who was about to be adopted by his

grand-parents. The child was not aware of the true circumstances
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of his birth. The grand-parents, the only professional people

in this group of adoptions, were reticent about telling the
child the truth. They told the curator that the boy was subject

to asthma and liable tc suffer an attech when under strain or

emotionally upset. After the grand-parents promised the

curator they would tell the child the truth, the court proceeded
to grant the order. The impression could not be avoided that,

in this case, by ignoring the possibility of 32: interim order,

an unwitting collusion by the curators, the court and the

adopters possibly deprived th child of 1 arising the truth.

It is difficult to understand the complex motives that

induce a minority of grand-parents to adopt their grand¬

children, but the pattern that emerged here offers two probable

explanations» First, half the children were adopted when under

two years old and three quarters of the gran "-parents had no

other children below the age of ten. There appeared at the

time of the adoption to ':e no particular reason for the adoption,

except for the natural :otier's youth. This seemed to fit

with Young*s observation that soma young unmarried mothers appear

to fulfil, through their pregnancy, a need of their mothers
1.

who long to look after a young baby. Through the adoption

1. L. Young "Out of Wedlock" - McGraw-Till Paperbacks IT/York
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order, the graa.,-parents were ensuring that the child would be

theirs, and the early stage at which this went through, made

it easier to bring up the child under the raise pretence that

they were his natural parents. these were some of the cases

in which the curators reported that tire natural mother was

seeing herself as the child's sister and the grand-parents were

projecting themselves as parents.

ix similar observation, to that of xbung, was made to the
writer by a psychotherapist who at one time was holding

treatment groups of teenage girls in Glasgow. One interesting

point, that emerged from some or the discussions, was a feeling

on the part of most girls that their mothers would be

disappoined if by the age of 21 or so they had not married
and favoured them with a grand-child. It is difficult to

determine how widespread this feeling is and whether this

pressure is felt more by some girls than others, who may

subsequently try to satisfy the parental expectation with an

out-of-wedlock pregnancy. kldrich's theory of expectation
1.

would fit with this type of behaviour, Aldrieh maintains

1, Prof. Aldrich elaborated this theory in a paper

presented at the International Congress of Child Psychiatry

held in Edinburgh in July, 1966.
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that individuals are subject to the pressures or their

families, -roups or cultural environment and that often they

may give expression, through their behaviour, to the needs of

these others. The behaviour nay take the form of deviant

acting-out. If vo accept the theory of expectation, then, in
the present situation, this must be a worklny-class character¬

istic, as adoptions by grand-parents, in contrast to adoptions

by non-rcl-tiros, are mostly confined to the working classes.

Though, in ado] tions by non-relatives, almost two out of every
five adoptions were by p-oplo in social class I and II and.

only one In every aoven was In social class IV and V, In

adoptions by grand-parents only one every twelve such

petitions war, by couples in social class I and II but almost

two out of every five were in social class IV and V. The

question posed is why the psychological need to mother a

further baby is predominantly found among the working classes.

The possible explanation is that working class girls are more

dependent on their p"rents, live in closer proximity to them

and are more subject to parental pressures. A.lso, as pointed
out in chapter four, illegitimacy among the semi-skilled and

unskilled workers appears to be more tolerated and this includes

a long tradition of grand-parants bringing up their daughters'

illegitimate children. In contrast, upper class couples

usually find fulfilment in other interests which are accessible

to them. Again it was pointed out in chapter four how children
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born to mothers of higher socio-economic background were

surrendered for adoption at a much higher rate than children

born to girls from lower socio-economic backgrounds.

The socon explain, tion, for adoptions by grand-parent3,

appears to be a more practical one, faros quortors of the

children were adoptee. before they reached the age of

five, which suggested some wish on the pert of the grand¬

parents to regulate the child's circumstances before it came

into contact with the outside sorid , such cs school.
A third ergfL.'.nation which suggested itself frcm some of

the- no *e informative reports - and is therefore not reliable

for any statistical purposes - v 3 that in a few cases the

grand-parents initiated adoption proceedings at a tine when

the chile's mother was either about to marry someone who was

not the father of the child, or was about to novo away from the

parental home. In both cases the mother's action appeared to

trigger a fear of aoss in the grand-parents.

Like adoptions by <mthers and their husband3, tns value

of adoptions by grand-parents is questionable, whereas the

substitute of a form of guardianship should encourage more

honesty ail round.

(b) Reclaims, by Biological Parents

This is the second group of cases that appears to cause
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courts considerable difficulty before reaching a decision.

Reclaims by parents cone under tvo categories: i) situations

in which the parent withholds the original consent end

(ii) situations in vhich the parent changes her/his rind after

having signified an c iginsi consent,

(i) Withholding of consent: Situations of withholding original

consents mostly arise in cases where the parent has disappeared

and cannot be found. Out of the sample of 1030 adoptions,

original consents were withheld by 21 parents (or 2,0/), eleven

being mothers and 10 "husbands of mothers". Of the 11 mothers

that withheld their consent, 10 had disappeared and could not

be found. In the remaining case, the mother's consent was

dispensed with, after a hearing.

In cases where the parent withholds consent, the court

has power to dispense with it, if it is satisfied that the

parent whose consent is necessary has:

a.) abandoned, neglected or persistently ill-treated the
child:

b) cannot be found cr Is incapable of givin consent or

is withholding his consent unreasonably;

or c) has "persistently failed without reasonable cause to

disch rge the obligations of a parent or guardian of

the infant", whether or not the court is satisfied
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regarding the mattera mentioned in a) and b) above.

This new provision was introduced by the 1953

Adoption Act arid it was hoped that it would be used,

especially by local authorities, fc/ casos where
there j.s no aotal "abandonment" of the child. This,
it was thought, would facilitate the adoption of

children who are likely to stay in long term care

and whose parents are only intermittently interested

in hiQui.

In the case of the ten mothers and nine "husbands of

mothers" who could not be found, the court had no difficulty

in dispensing with their consents on the ground that they

"could not be found". Six of the 10 mothers had placed the

chil directly and then disappeared. The consent of the elev¬

enth mother was dispensed with for "persistently failing

without reasonable cause to discharge the obligation of a parent

or guardian of the infant". This was the only case in the

sample in which a Sheriff court was asked to dispense with a

consent according to the new provisions of the 1958 Adoption

Act. The child in question was born on 22,3.1963, being

the illegitimate child, of a Miss C.» Soon after it was born,

the mother handed it over to the care of a local authority,

who in turn placed it with a foster-mother. The mother never

had the child in her custody and visited him only once in the
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first six months of his piae mont. In harch, 1 ?6h the foster-

parents intimate;; to the local authority that they would like

to adopt the child, as hi. mother . not scam to he inter-
: est si in him. The no the ere., over * y e:"' 1 worker in

Liverpool, .hare she -..as iivin,., and. a ;r,vu to give her consent

to the : doption. Two months 1, tor, she infer..a the local

authority th ot oho hoi changed her mind, A .^oath later, she

again told t". o local .vuthe ity that she c . not have the

ch.il ;:r elf ana she agreed to lot it to c.dopced by the foster-

parents. In ' igust, 19'li the foster-parents petitioned the

con t for sr. adoption or er, hut the mother refused to sign

her consent. ihe intimated to the curator that she would

like to have the chil, 03 the foster-parents) persisted in

their application a he-., ring ,W3 fixed. At the hearing, the
court had before it the -curator's report which was favourable

to the petitioners oaf, after listening to the mother's

objection, it found, a .-tains t her on the grounds stated earlier,
A similar decision u;;s deliverer! in the Sdinburgh >horiff

court on 2I,h.oQ in the or- so of D..,«.v 0 .h.M,, where the

circumstances of the case appeared to be the same.

In spite of these two precedents, local authority

children's iapartment3 appear to be reluctant to place chil-

{dron where thers 13 a po s 3 ability that parents, who have hither-

:to abandoned their children, may turn up and reclaim them.
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One Scottish authority, for instance, had in 1961i—65 almost a

thousand illegitimate children in its care (¥f.0>2 of the total

number in the authority's care), but no evidence was found
to suggest that any special effort was being made to use

section 5 of the 1958 Adoption Act to place children whose

parents had "persistently failed without reasonable cause to

ischarge the obligations of a parent or guardian of the

infant"* At least 81 of the children in the care of this

authority were described as "abandoned". One possible explana¬

tion for this is that when the children are taken into care

as infants, they are mostly placed in residential nurseries,

which are readily available, but, because of the shortage of

field-workers and the pressure of work, the children's cases

are not eviewed until after one or two years, when it is

already too late to place them for adoption, Mr. Hannan M.P.

speaking in the louse of Commons on 27.3.68 maintained that,

because of the heavy case-loads of child care officers in the

city of Glasgow} many children remained in residential homes
because there was inadequate staff to find foster homes or help

parents. It should be recognised, however, that some

authorities do place such children with foster-parents in the

hope that they may later decide to adopt them. (We referred to

some of these cases In chapter seven, but remarked that their

number seemed small compared to the total number in care). In
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the case of children whose parents have not officially

su rendered them for adoption, hut simply failed to carry out

their parental obligations, both local authorities and would-be

adopters are cautious. It needs great conviction by the local

authority, that it can present a good case to the court, before

it can persuade applicants to take the risks involved. Even

allowing for the new clause introduced into the 1958 Adoption

Act, the court must still find that the parents are unreasonable

in not giving their consent. Unreasonableness has to be

determined, however, at the date of the hearing and not at any

other point of time. (See re L (an infant) 1962, 106. 3,J.

611 and reported in the Times on the 19th July, 1962). In yet

another case, the Judge ruled that, if it is established that

the mother wants the child, that she is fit to be a mother,

and that she can support the child, it is prima facie impossible
to say a decision not to have the child adopted is unreasonable.

(Ormerod L.J. In re G. (an infant) (1963) 2 Q.B. 73; at p.91).

Tfie Conse-aJLoL^he aktherlsj-jusband

The consent of the mother's husband to the adoption of

her extra-marital child is considered to be necessary. Ten

per cent of the chil ren adopted were born to women whose

husbands were not the fathers of the children. Of 98 such

cases, the husbands gave their consents in 88 instances (or
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90,0, and, at the suggestion of the curator, the courts

dispended ivith the consent of the remaining ten, who could not
be found. In nineteen instances, husband and wife were living

together at the time of the child's adoption.

Considerable material ho 3 been written on the subject

of whether the mother's husband should be required on such

occasions to give his consent or not. There appear to be two

distinct schools of judicial thought on this matter. One

school of thought is concerned with the proof of illegitimacy

and whether the husband is or is not a parent within the terms

of 3,lf (1) of the 1958 Adoption Act. The other school of

thought bases its reasoning on the presumption of legitimacy

of any child conceived during the marriage. From this

arises a belief in the necessity for the husband'3 formal

consent, or at least for a notice to him informing him of the

adoption application. It is argued that this insistence, even

in cases x<rhere the couple have been separated for years, can

lead to anxiety and unhappiness on the part of the mother, who

may not want her "husband" to kno^r. Some courts in England

maintain that a husband has a right to be notified, because

he will then have grounds for divorce. No suggestion has

been made, however, that a man's wife should always be
informed about her husband's illegitimate children that are

about to be adopted. The Scottish courts generally expect
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that the husband of a woman will be notified, but wide discretion
is left to the curator as to how he does this, and the courts

are generally prepared to accept his recommendation. The

curators in the sample always tried to obtain the husband's

consent after consultation with the wife. Only one of the

mothers, among the 98 in the sample, raised an objection

to her husband being seen or asked for his consent. This

was a married woman from abroad who conceived the child whilst

staying in Britain, As she was going back to her husband she

did not want him to know about the matter. The curator, on

being satisfied about the timing of her departure from her

country and the birth of the child, suggested that the court

dispense with the husband's consent. The court accepted this

recommendation. The remaining 97 mothers raised no objection

to an approach to their husbands, and this was mainly for two

reasons: First, thoso who were still living with their

husbands had already told them about the matter and second, in

the remaining cases, the marriage had irretrievably broken
down and neither of the spouses appeared to care what happened

to the other. Of the 88 husbands who voluntarily signed their

consent, 32 did so to facilitate the proceedings, whilst the
rest did so after the curator promised to stress in his report

that they we-re signing as "husband of the wife" and not as

"father to the child". The remaining nine husbands could not
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be found or failed to respond to the curators' letters. The

latter, on being satisfied that there was no contact beti^een

the mother and her husband, advised the respective courts to

dispense with consents, which they eventually did. Only
one court expected the mother to sign an affidavit swearing

to non-access. In all other cases, the courts appeared to

show considerable flexibility. The extent to which the

curator pursued his enquiries depended on how well he was

satisfied that there was no contact between the mother and

her husband during the period. V.re came across no case where

unnecessary anxiety or suffering was created as a result of the

Act's requirement. Apart from the case of the Commonwealth

mother quoted above, no other mother expressed any fears
about the effect this would have on the relationship with her

husband. It can be further argued that, in cases of

contemplated reconciliation, it will be a very precarious

arrangement if it is based on continuous fear of what the other

spouse is likely to find out. If occasionally a few curators,

mainly solicitors, pursued their enquiries, it was because of

their belief that a child should not be branded as illegitimate

when there was still a possibility that it might be the child

of his mother's husband. These solicitors generally saw the

adoption of legitimate children as a "down-grading" process.

One of them said in his reports "The illegitimate child benefits
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through adoption but the legitimate one has nothing to gain

in 3ta.tus, For this reason I tried to make sure that the

child in question was illegitimate". The fact that legitimate

children too may be rejected and subsequently benefit through

adoption did not appear to enter the deliberations of some

solicitors, who appeared to be concerned more about status

than about the psychological atmosphere in which a particular

child would grow up.

(11) CHAITGE OF MIND BY THE PARENT

The group of mothers who vacillate or who change their

mind after signing their original consent, usually confronts

the court with a serious decision involving parental rights.

The conflict at issue is the rights of the parent to bring up

his own child and the interests of the child to have an

uninterrupted relationship with people it has already got to

know and got attached to, A few mothers change their mind

and ask for their child, though they have originally consented
to its adoption. Once a petition ha3 been filed at the

court, however, the child cannot be removed without licence
from the court. The court, in considering whether the mother
is unreasonable in withdrawing her consent, shall have regard

to"the welfare of the child",. The fact, however, that a

mother at first gives and subsequently withdraws consent is not
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per se evidence of unreasonableness, for this is a right

granted by statute, and its exercise is accordingly Irrelevant

to the question of unreasonableness, (see Jenkins L.J, in re K

(an infant) 1953? i Q.B, p, 117). Lord Denning, however, in
re L. (an infant) 1962, 106 3.J, 6ll, added that "nevertheless,
it is becoming increasingly clear that it may well be unreas-

sonable for the parent to vacillate and so disregard the effect

of her conduct upon the child and the adopters".

In the whole of our court sample, we came across only
seven cases (or 0.7 per cent) in which the mother of a child

changed her mind and asked for the child to be returned to

her. Though this is a very tiny proportion compared to the

total number of adoptions completed each year, such cases can

cause considerable misery and distress for everybody concerned.

(In the first part of this chapter it was also noted that 30

serial numbers (or 2,6/Z) were cancelled either because of the

mother's, the agency's or the adopter's change of mind before

notification was given to the court). It is cases of this

type that have led, over the last twenty years, to increased

pressures to have the mother's consent made irrevocable.

Such proposals stem mainly from the wish to save the child from

liability to the upsetting experiences of being moved, after
he has been in the prospective adopter's home for some months,

or years, and partly to save the adopters from the distress of



having to part with the child to whom they have become attached.

Dr. Soddy, a psychiatrist, giving evidence in two cases where
there was a possibility of transferring young infants under

the age of eighteen months from one mother to another, summed

up the views of child development experts by saying, "the
effect of any change upon a child of his age (18 months) must

be problematical, and I would say as a doctor that to move him
X •

would he to take an unjustifiable risk with his future".

This vie*/, widely held by other experts in the field, has come

under attack on the grounds (a) that it is based on the

clinical experience of persons who much later in life go to

psychiatrists for some trouble for which they hoped he might

provide a solution, and that it would be advisable to
take into account those who suffered parental deprivation and

were normal and would not, therefore, go to a psychiatrist;
and that the number of such normal persons who suffered parental

deprivations is completely unknown. One possible answer to

this is that, though only a small number of people get

malaria, yet every effort is made to eradicate it and not
expose everybody to it, (b) that the relationship between

a child and his mother is only one of many factors which affect

the child's development, and (c-) that more important for the

child is the temperament and character of the substitute mother
f-rt v.Q is to be transferred, than the fact that he will be
1. In the matter of C(an infantHn the High Court of Justice
15.12.65 (From the Shorthand notes of the Association of Official
Shorthand-writers Ltd.,Room 392, Royal Courts of Justice, and 2
Hew Square, Lincoln's Inn,London,J.C,2.)
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transferred. In other words, that upset caused to a child by

a change of custody is transient and a matter of small

importance, if the substitute parent is suitable.

The Standing Conference of Societies Registered for

Adoption in a memorandum to the Home Office stressed that help

should be concentrated on helping the mothers to make up their

minds, hut that, once the consent is given, it should be
1 •

final. While it recognises that the law must protect mothers

from being hurried or pressed, it argues that such mothers

would benefit from being able to make an early final decision.

The Hurst committee heard evidence from various witnesses

making a similar proposition but, in its final report, it made
2.

no such recommendation. In Chapter six it was noted,

however, that most adoption agencies in Scotland lack the

necessary rbsources to offer an adequate casework service to

unmarried mothers and that the present social work services

offered to them arenegligible. No planned help is currently

1. "Report to the Fome Office on Difficulties arising from

the Adoption Act of 1958", Standing Conference of Societies

Registered for Adoption, 1968.

2. "Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of

Children".



offered to the mothers and a change in the law, before agency

practices improve considerably, might be considered premature.

The small number of mothers who waver indicates that the present

system of re-affirmation of consent is not wholly bad, though

certain changes may have to be made. Unless the law is changed

to provide for the abrupt termination of parental rights, it

looks as if any other alteration will still find the courts

having to adjudicate in issues involving the rights of parents

and the needs of children. As far as the working of the current

system is concerned, what appears to increase anxiety is the

different ways in which the courts disposed of reclaims by

mothers. The varied decisions often appeared to reflect

personal beliefs or prejudices rather than the legal and psycho-

:social implications of each case. This divergency of

attitudes was demonstrated by the varied practices and

decisions reached by the four courts that dealt with the cases

of the seven mothers who reclaimed their children.

QQUHT IP. 1; Two cases came before this court of mothers who

withheld confirmation of their consent and asked for their

babies back. In both cases the court arranged for a full

hearing at which all parties involved were separately heard.

The first mother maintained that when she signed her consent

she was not aware that it was irrevocable. Her caseworker,



whom she visited on the morning of the date she signed, gave

her the consent form and asked her to go to the court and

have it attested. She argued that no one took the trouble to

explain to her the full implications of her act. 'The

Sheriff, after hearing the remaining parties, found against
the mother for (a) having not been and still not being able

to make proper arrangements for the child, and (b) because

the adopters were found to be suitable.

In the second case, the child had been with the adopters

for eight months and was by now ten months old. The mother

had twice changed her mind before but each time she would

notify the adoption agency to say that she had finally resolved

to surrender it. When the curator approached her for

confirmation of her consent, she again changed her mind and

wanted her child back. At the court hearing, she told the

Sheriff that she wanted to make a home for her child. The

Sheriff, however, granted the order in favour of the applicants.
Ee commented that he took all circumstances into account,

including "the welfare of the child" and foundj (a) that the

mother had no definite plans for the child, was immature,

insecure, undecided and unhappy, and (b) that the petitioners
were suitable people to adopt.

CDUfT IP. 2s One mother, who had placed her child directly
with adopters, refused to confirm her original consent. The



child had already been with the adopters for two and a half

years. The mother subsequently notified the court that she

objected to an order being made in favour of the adopters

because she was now in a position to take care of her child.

The court arranged to hear the mother only and after doing so,

it was satisfied that she was not unreasonable in withholding

her consent. Subsequently it informed the applicants that

they must return the child. No other reasons were given for

the decision. Though this child had been x^ith the petitioners

for a long period, this court took a very different decision
and followed a different process from the previous one. There

are reasonable doubts as to whether "the welfare of the child"

was considered, especially as neither the adopters nor the

supervising authority were seen or heard, by the court. The

effect of the move on the child was not considered, apparently

the court believing that the "blood-tie" was stronger than

any emotional attachment. Dr. Society again, giving evidence

in the case of "C" (an infant) in the High Court of Justice,

when asked about the "instinctual relationship" between a child

and his biological parent, agreed that this was important but

that it was quite immaterial, for the formation of this

relationship, that the other party should be the biological

parent. He further explained that there is an Instinctual

tie between parent and child, but not between the child and the
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parent. He went on to say that a child's tie with his

parents depends as much on access, on exposure to contact, as

on any other factor. This would mean that the blood tie is
1.

of relatively little importance.

QOUHT HO. 3: This court received notification from the solici¬

tors of two mothers intimating the withdrawal of their

clients' consent and asking to have the babies back. The

chileran were six and four months old respectively and had

been with the prospective adopters almost since birth. The

court, without holding any kind of hearing, directed the

petitioners to return the children. The issue appeared to be

ecided in an administrative way, by seeing or hearing none of

the parties involved, or obtaining reports from the super¬

vising authority or the curator. No recognition was given

to the fact that the children might have formed vital

attachments to their adoptive parents. The "welfare of the

child" was not therefore considered and it appeared that this

particular court chose an easy way of dealing with disputes

involving complex human relationships.

COURT NO. •{•: This court dispensed with the consents of two

mothers who refused to confirm their original consents and

wanted their children hack. Again, no hearing of any sort

was held. One mother insisted that, when signing her

consent, she was unaware that it was irrevocable, \fhil3t the

1. In the matter of C (an infant) in the High Court of Judtice
15.12.6?).
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other told the curator that the adoption society, which

arranged the placement, had pointed out to her the

possibility of court action by the petitioners for compensa-

stion, if she refused to confirm her consent. The court

bnsec! its decision on the curators' reports which indicated

that both mothers had changed their minds several times before.

The Sheriff further intimated that neither of the mothers had

a settled way of life and that the children, who were now eight
and six months old respectively, were attached to their

adoptive parents. The court eventually found both mothers as

being "unreasonable in withholding their consents". In both

cases, however, the court failed to arrange for a hearing and

make the mothers a party to the proceedings. In re B (an

Infant), 1957, All ,R. 193, C.A. 28 Digest (Repl.) 633, 1329,

the mother's consent was dispensed with in the County Court,

and she was not made a party, though her address in Australia
was known. The Court of Appeal held that she should have been

made a party and that, in those circumstances, she had a right
of appeal.

The four courts which considered the seven cases,

followed widely different procedures and reached equally

varying decisions on matters involving similar issues. Apart

from Court No. 1, it is difficult to conclude that the other

three courts gave enough consideration either to the welfare
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of the child or to the wishes of the various parties affected

by the situation.

Though all mothers, who surrender through an agency, are
1.

furnished with an explanatory memorandum setting out the

implications of their act, this point seems to merit further

consideration. Three, of the seven mothers who reclaimed their

children, insisted that, at the time they signed their

consents, they were unaware of the exact implications of their

act. This could have been, of course, a simple excuse, but
there appears to be a strong case for more reality to be

injected into the whole process of signing away one's child.

The mothers are given the memorandum, mentioned earlier, at a

time when they are in considerable distress and confusion

and it is arguable how much of its contents they take in, or

whether they even care to read it. Furthermore, the actual

consent is usually given a few days or weeks afterwards and

there appears to be quite a dichotomy between the time the

memorandum is given to them and the stage at which the consent

is signed. In only a minority of cases were any of the

□others accompanied to the court by their caseworker at the

1. Third Schedule, Adoption of Children, Explanatory Memorandum,
in The Adoption Agencies (Scotland) Regulations, 1959.
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time of signing. The usual practice was for the consent form

to be sent to the mother who was then asked to go to the

local court and sign it before a Sheriff, The Sheriff, who
is usually a very busy person, is responsible only for

attesting the mother's signature and not for discussing with

her the implications of her act. Many clerks to the courts

indicted to us the desirability of caseworkers accompanying

the mothers to the court and explaining to them yet again what

the signature involves. This, they argued, should bring more

reality into the whole surrendering procedure and possibly could

be used as a basis for considering amendments to the law, to

make the mother's consent final at a certain stage. Many of

them were surprised at the number of mothers turning up at

the court with the consent form in hand and with little idea

of what this involved. Very often some of these mothers had

had only very tentative discussion with their caseworkers a

few days or iireeks earlier and had by now forgotten the details.

Stressing reality, possibly for a sedond or third time, may be

painful to many mothers, but it can also help those who find
it difficult to come to terms with the fact that they will

permanently lose the child.

TKS DILEMMA OF THE 00U3T

In cases where either of the parents withholds his

consent or changes his mind, the court has to adjudicate on the
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issue of parental rights, in the light of the child's welfare.

As the welfare of the child is such an intangible quality,

it is not surprising that, over the years, courts have reached

diverse decisions.

As a concept "the wol re of the child1' first appeared

in the Guardianship Act of 1886, which stated that, in cases

of divorce and where there was a dispute about the custody of

the child, regard was to be paid to "the welfare of the child"
and also to the conduct of both parents. The 1925 Guardianship

of Infants Act gave a clearer directive to the courts. Under

this Act, in deciding custody-cases the courts "shall regard

the welfare of the infant as the first and paramount considera-

ition". However, in the English cases Re Thain, Thain v

Taylor, (1926) Ch. 676} 15 L.J. Ch.292, C.A.; 28 Digest

(Hepl) G l1^, 1212, it was pointed out that the welfare of

the infant, though the first and paramount consideration, is

only one amongst several other considerations. The parent,

unless he has shown himself unfit to have custody, has generally

a right to the custody of his own child.

There is no neatly packaged, exhaustive judicial
statement of the meaning of the child's welfare. Principles

of material, physical and psychological, as well as spiritual
welfare have all emerged from Scottish cases in the Inst twenty

years. In Nicol v Nicol, 1953 3.L.T. (Notes) 67j the court
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took into account the li\ring and other material conditions.

In Barr v Barr, 1953 3«L.T. (notes) 15» the court took into
account such psychological factors as fear of living with a

father. Some judges have also regarded it as undesirable to

separate brothers and sisters? (Nicol v Nicol, supra). The
most notorious case in matters of spiritual welfare is Meckay

v Mackay, 1957 3.L.T. (Notes) 17 in which Lord President Clyde

said, "Atheism and the child's welfare are almost necessarily

mutually exclusive". In the same case lord Cariaont

emphasised in somewhat broader terms that materialistic

considerations are not the only ones.

In cases under the Guardianship Act, the courts are

mostly asked to adjudicate between parent and parent, whereas

in adoption proceedings the decision to be made is between

parent and applicant. Furthermore, in guardianship proceedings

the court may, on the application of the parent, vary or

discharge the order, which is not possible with adoption orders

and for this reason greater scrutiny may be necessary in the

latter cases.

The 19J3 Adoption (Geobland) Act, declared with regard

to adoption applications that "the order if made will be made

for the welfare of the infant", but the subsequent Acts of

1953 and 1958, unlike the guardianship Act, by strong

implication declared that the child's interests were not



paramount. It has now been established beyond doubt that the

test of reasonableness is not to be ascertained by reference

to the interests of the child as the paramount consideration,
as in custody cases, but by reference to the attitude of the
mother. The welfare of the child is still subordinate to the

legal rights of parents and it is the enforcement of these

rights that or'ten frustrates the adoption of a child. This

conflict was demonstrated in the cases described earlier when

the mother either refused her consent or changed her mind after

originally signing her consent. In three caseswhere the

children had settled down and formed attachments to their

prospective adoptive parents, the courts, not withstanding
evidence from studies in child development about the possible

risks of removal and separation, nevertheless decided that the

parents1 rights should be upheld. In 1952 Mr. Justice
1.

Devline, as he then was, is quoted as having said the

following on the 1926 Adoption Acts "That gives an absolute

discretion and, in exercising their powers under a section so

1. Reported in "Child Adoption" ho. 53

(1968), p. 19.



worded, the justices would no doubt be right in regarding as

the matter of paramount importance the welfare of the child".

He then went on to refer to the 195® Adoption Act, and said:

"However that may be, it is plain that the test is no longer
1.

the welfare of the child", Mr, Jennings (Burton), who

raised in Parliament the subject of the present position

regarding the withdrawal of the natural mother's consent in

adoption proceedings, remarked that the way the 1953 Act was

working out in practice meant that the welfare of the child

was no Ion er of paramount importance. Mr. Jennings quoted

instances, similar to the ones we quoted earlier, where the
welfare of the child had been totally disregarded and the child

returned to the natural mother.

A further complication posed to the courts is the

conflict between the Adoption ct of 1953 and the Legitimacy

Act of 1959. Though the father of an illegitimate child is

not a parent, within the meaning of the Adoption Act, under

sec. 3 of the 1959 Legitimacy Act, he has a right to initiate

proceedings for the custody of his child. This right enables

a father to delay or even prevent the making of an adoption

order. Whether the father's right to be heard, under the

1, Mr. Jennings Burton M.P. raised this subject in the

House of Commons on 6.11.67.



Adoption Act, involves a right to be notified of the hearing,
and whether the curator should seek him out, or do so only

if he has maintained an interest in the child, arc- matters for
which there is no agreement amon the courts, The most well-

known ease, which illustrates the conflict between the

Adoption and Legitimacy Acts, is what has come to be known as

the "blood-tie" case. The decision of the High Court of

Justice and of the Court of Appeal,in this case, polarised the

feelings between those who believe in the importance of

maintaining the "blood-tie" and those who see emotional

attachment as more important. Th- gist of the case was that

a boy was born out-of-wedlock to a single girl in July, 19&1*.
The father was a married man, whose first marriage had ended

in divorce, and who was at the time estranged from his second

wife. The affair between him and the mother o f the child

started in April, 1963* In August, 1963 the father and the

mother intended to marry and were waiting for the outcome of

the divorce proceedings started by the father's second wife.

After the mother became pregnant with this child, she told the
father that 3he was not interested in marrying him any longer,

but she did not tell him that she was expecting, After the

1. In the matter of C (an infant) in the High Court of Justice

15.12.65),



child was "born, the mother approached an adoption agency and

arranged to place it for adoption. The father, who came to
know about this, approached the society and tried to verify

this, but the society refused to discuss the matter with him.
On 31.8.6'+ the child was handed over to prospective adopters,

but on Ik,9 of the same year, the father took out a summons

for custody. Proceedings for the adoption were stayed until

the custody application was heard. In the meantime, the
father was reconciled with his second wife and went to live

with her. It was not until 15.12.6? that the Case came before

the high Court of Justice, and it was another three months before
it was heard in the Supreme Court of Appeal. By this time the

child had been with the proposed adopters for over 18 months.

Both courts found in favour of the father and gave him custody

of the child. The Appeal Court reached its decision by a

majority vote.

The High Court Judge, in finding for the father, referred

to the "blood relationship" between the father and the child,

and what he described as the "instinctual bond" between them.

The Judge concluded, "There is a risk, but it seems to me the

prise is something which cannot otherwise be had for this

child, that he should know who he is and be brought up by his
own people". The opposing view was put forward by Justice

Willier of the Court of Appeal, who dissented from his



colleagues. In findin" in favour of the adopters, he concluded
"In these circumstances it seems to me that the effect of the

judge1s order is to subject this child to a grave risk of

permanent Injury, and all for the sake of the rather shadowy

and conjectural advantages possibly to be derived from being

brought up by bis natural father and his exceedingly competent

wife. The matter of the 'blood tie' is a proper matter to be

taken into consideration when comparing the advantages of two

homes, but it shall not be regarded as decisive. It is

relevant only in so far as it is calculated to promote the

welfare of tue child, which is the paramount consideration".
A similar view was expressed by Lord Denning in re "C" an

infant, (19^5) Chancery Division, page 23, at page 23, when he

said: "T1- e natural father is not in the same position as a

legitimate father. He is a person who is entitled to

special consideration by the tic cf blood, but not to any

greater or other right. His fatherhood is a ground to which

regard should be paid in seeing what is best in the interests

of the child, but it is not an overriding consideration".
All judges involved in the "C" case strongly criticised

the adoption society for proceeding to place the child with

adopters, though it knew that this was a disputed case. In
such disputed cases, however, neither of the Acts makes any

provision about whrt should be done with the child in the
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meantime. In addition, the long time, that it took the
court to reach its decision, would leave the chile in a limbo
state and unlikely to be adoptable after a long period in

institutions. The decision of the Court of Appeal in this

case, produced a volume of letters, articles and general

discussion, very little of which was in favour (other than

legally) of the Appeal decision.

The conflicting provisions of the two Acts has, to a

certain extent, led to the reluctance of agencies to involve

the putative father , for fear he may decide, to take action
under the Legitimacy Act of 1959. On the other hand, as

social agencies aay that they would like to involve the

fathers more, they may have to press for a clarification of

the law. The move now is towards a greater recognition of the

putative father's rights as a parent and any legislation in

this direction will not be easy, as it will have to resolve

the conflict between the need to place the child as early as

possible, and, at the same time, to give the natural father
the maximum say about the child's ultimate fate.

In the whole of our sample, we came across only one case

where there was a conflict between the mother's and the putative

father's wish. The father, who was serving a prison sentence

at the time, informed the Court (court h'o.l quoted earlier on)
that he objected to the child being adopted. The court arranged



a hearing but the father failed to turn up. A further letter

was sent out to him but he did not reply. Upon receiving no

reply, the court proceeded to grant the order in favour of the

adopters.

To acknowledge the father's ri;;ht to have a say in the

fate of his child, may in fact erode further the concept of the

child's welfare. The present practice, however, by which

consultation with him comes mainly after the placement of the

child, can equally work to the detriment of the child. The
curator's belated effort to contact the father is bound to

generate interest in some, who inay then want to claim custody
un er the 1959 Legitimacy Act, and this whilst the child is

already settling down with adopters. Custody applications at

such a time ' 1so diminish the mother's rights vis-a-vis those

of the father because of her act of parting with the child,

which can be construed as evidence of lack of concern. Hence

the reluctance of some mothers to reveal the name nd address

of the putative father and the collusion of most agencies,

because of the contradictions in the laws.

Earlier on, in discussing the function of the curator-ad-

litem, the suggestion was made that the stags at which he should
be involved is before the child is placed. Similarly, it

would be less hazardous for everybody if parental consents

could be accepted at an earlier stage in the adoption proceeding



Surrender- by the parents could come earlier than the end of

the first sir weeks as stipulated by the law now, but the par-

sent could still withdraw his/her consent before a fixed

period is over. In chapter four it was pointed out that

between severity and eighty per cent of single mothers appear

to reach a final decision about their baby, within a week after

confinement, It would also allow agencies to concentrate more

intensively on those mothers who vacillate too much and need

considerable support before they can roach a definite decision.

HEALTH ASPECTS

In Chapter eight, we noted the discrepancy In content
between the medical certificates reaching the adoption

agency and the pro-forma ones reaching the courts. It was

shown that, in the area of one court only (Edinburgh Sheriff

court), the medical certificates for 128 couples showed only

sixteen applicants as suffering or having suffered from some

kind of disease; in contrast, the medical, certificates that
reached the agencies for the same applicants, showed that *f9
of them suffered or were suffering ^rom an emotional, mental
or physical disability.

None of the medical practitioners who signed court

certificates expressed any doubt about the suitability of any

of the petitioners to adopt, even in those cases where the

petitioner was under psychiatric treatment or on phenobarbitone
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similarly neither the curator nor the court expressed any

doubt or reservation. The only case, in which the curator

asked for further medical evidence, was that of a professional

man who was found to be suffering from a distressing deteriora¬

ting condition. ibis was known to the agency that originally

made the placement. The physician in the case reported that

the "effects of the uisease were not likely to reach serious

proportions until after the child had reached an advanced age

in his upbringing and education". Upon receipt of this

evidence the court proceeded to grant the order, without any

recourse to an independent medical opinion. It would have

been thought that, as the duty of the court was to safeguard
the welfare of the child, such a step would have been indicated.
In the whole of the court sample, there were 83 certificates

(or 8.0,1) which indicated th t one or both applicants had

su fared or were suffering from some physical, emotional or

mental disease, but neither the curator nor the court thought
it necessary to ask for further medical evidence. Some of

the conditions such as active ulcers, asthmatic attacks, kidney

conditions, depressive illness and so on, might have merited

some additional medical opinion.

In contrast to the casual attitude towards the illnesses

of applicants, rather excessive caution was shown in cases where



there was doubt about the child's health. In one case, the
curator suggested that the court suspend granting the order

until a final decision eoul" be made about the child's health.

This was a baby girl who was placed with adopters when she

was two weeks el: and, hil.t with the petitioners, she was

found to be suffering from "fibrocystic pancreas". The aed-

jieal prognosis was that it would leave the c" ild with a weak

chest for the rest of her life. Because or this development,

the placing agency and the curator tried to dissuade the

applicants from goin: through with the adoption. The petit¬

ioners, however, made it clear to the court that, though they
knew about the seriousness of the condition, they were also

very attached to the child and wore p r tic ill rly anxious to

complete the arrangements for the adoption. In a second

c se, the placement of a baby girl was lelayod by the adoption

agency because of fears that she night be a mongol, A final

examination, however, showed that these fears were groundless
and the child was subsequently placed with the adopters at the

age of eight months. The court, before granting the order,

asked for a fresh medical certificate to establish that "the

child was healthy" and it also asked to see the petitioners to

satisfy itself that they wore aware of the earlier fears about

the child's health. It may be thought reasonable that the

court should want to know whether the would-be adopters were
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similar concern when, at about the some time, it granted an

adoption order to a couple where the male petitioner was

suffering ^rom "diabetes ar-3 chronic bronchitis". In the

case of a third child, the adoption order was held hack for
six months, in spite of the adopters1 wish to carry through,
until the child caul" he cleared of a suspected "heart-murmur",
which later proved negative.

In all we came across eleven cases (or 1.1,"2) where

medical requirements were about to hole bach or actually held

back the adoption proceedings. In all cases the adopters were

desirous to carry on with the adoption and implied that their

attachment to the child could not 1st them change their minds.

In contrast, of 83 applicants who suffered or were suffering

from some kind of disease, only in one instance did the court
ask for further medical evidence. the practice of the courts,

in matters of health, appeared to confirm two points:
(i) that the counts, like some adoption agencies,

appear to be more concerned about the health of the

child and loss so about the health of the applicants.

Though it is assumed that the applicants enter the

adoption situation in full knowledge of what they are

taking on, the same cannot be said of the child. The

child cannot, for instance, ask for further medical
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evidence about the applicants' health, and it is the
courts which are delegated, to do this on his behalf,

(li) that the attitude of the applicants, in cases where

the child appeared to be suffering from soma kind of

handicap, was to carry on with the adoption, (A
similar point was made in chapter seven when the

agency placing practices were discussed). Many

couples appear to get attached to children they are

looking after and are reluctant to let them go, on

the discovery of some handicap. This is not to say

that there may not be occasions when the would-be

adopters may have to be helped out of a very

difficult and complex situation,

LENd-TB OF TIME BETWEEN APPLICATION AMD THIS MAKING OF THE ORDER

During the carrying out of this study, several adoption
workers complained to us about the long delays experienced

between the lodging of the petition and the granting of the

adoption order. Such delays, it was argued, increased the

anxiety of the adopters wv-o were afraid that the mother of the

child might, during this period, change her mind. Most of the

responsibility was attached to the court, though in the first

part of this chapter it was pointed out how most agencies
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months after the piecing of the child, Complaints about delays

have often been heard about the English system too, but no

figures exist to show the extent of the problem. Neither

has any authority suggested what is a reasonable period within

which an order should be granted. It would have been

thought, however, that, as Scottish courts do not hold hearings
5.n over ninety per cent of the cases, the time-span would be
rather short.

Almost one fifth of all orders (table Gl) were granted

within the first four weeks after the petition was lodged, a

quarter took between five to eight weeks, and a further quarter
between nine to thirteen weeks. In all, seven out of every

ten orders were granted within the first three months from

the date of their submission. The remainder were delayed

beyond three months, Including five orders that were delayed
for more than a year. Leaving out the five orders that were

delayed for more than a year, because of unavoidable eomplica-

stions, the average tin., between the submission of the

petition and the granting of the order, was 12 weeks.
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ox. Length of time between the submission of the petition

and the srartt,in~' of the or jar. (Court Sample H.103Q)

Length of Time

Two weeks and under

3 to weeks

5 to 6 weeks

7 to 8 weeks

9 to 13 weeks

*+ to 5 months

6 to 9 months

10 to 12 months

13 months and over

Total

2k iniwr*

59 ( 5.7)

iMf (lV.0)

110 (10.7)

iMf (1M)

265 (25.7)

182 (17.7)

95 ( 9.2)

26 ( 2.5)

5 ( 0.5)

1030 (10C )

The courts where delays beyond three months mostly

occurred weres Glasgow, Hamilton, Paisley, Aberdeen and Airdrie.
Some of the delays were necessitated because of the need to

fix a hearing or wait for consents, but otherwise three main

factors appeared to influence the timing of the granting of

the order.

(1) the time taken by the court to at;point a curators Some
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courts uiil so on the sane day the petition was

lodged. The appointment of a curator involves only

a simple administrative act, as the court already

knows the people ready to act in this capacity and

no prior consultation is necessary. In 58,G per

cent of the cases, the courts appointed a curator

within one week of the day of the lodging of the

petition; in another 16,0 per cent of the cases,

between one and two weeks; in a further 13.0 per

cent of the cases, it took the courts five or more

weeks to do so. The worst record was by the courts

of iaisley, Hamilton, iund.ee and Dumfries, The
best record was by small courts which generally

appointed their curators within the first couple

of days.

(li) the time taken bv the curator to prepare and submit

his report: The time factor in this respect is

affected both by the time at the disposal of the

curator, and by how quickly he can establish contact

with a number of people and especially with the

biological p- rent(s). There was a sharp division

between reports submitted by social workers, acting

as curators, and those submitted by solicitors,

(table 82), Almost two thirds of solicitors'
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reports were submitLad within four weeks from

the date of their appointornt and only 15.0 per cent

of reports had to wait for seven or more weeks. In

contrast, only 13.0 per cent of social workers'

reports were submitted within four weeks, and £L.Q

per cert had to wait for seven or more weeks. The

biggest delays were in the courts of: Glasgow,

Airdrie, Tiamilton and Aberdeen. (It should be

remembered, of course, that our earlier analysis,
in the first part of this chapter, showed that
solicitors' reports were slightly less J-UfC JfiZkCitive,

compared to social workers, and also that solicitors
failed to establish contact with people such as

biological p-rents and the supervising authority -

both time consuming activities).

Table 82, Lepgthjof tlaR.frotyftQn thq aj^iqt.ae^t_oXJh^ quj^,t.9X,

ffld the subgflssipn of the, report, AP.QMfJLugample N.lOp).
Length of time S/dflyto?

% %

Two weeks and under 6 36

From 3 to k weeks 17 29

From 5 to 6 i^eeks 26 20

Seven weeks and over 51 15

100 100
<N) (525) (50 5)
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(lUL-fc. ttzp,

ancj ^:.- ^'.4, tofrqp. by, .tjis Sheriff to make

tko order: Sixty per cent of the orders were granted

within the first two weeks after receipt of the

curator's report; another 22,0% between three and

four weeks, and a further 7,0 per cent between four
and six weeks. The remaining 9.0 per cent were

delayed for seven or mors weeks, The courts at

which most delays occurred were; Glasgow, Hamilton,

Paisley, Airdris and Aberdeen,

In summary, 268 applications (or 26,0%) \jqvq delayed

beyond two weeks before the courts appointed a curator-ad-

litem; curators took more than four weeks to report on *+02
(or 39.0$) of cases - social workers taking considerably

longer to report, compared to solicitors -; finally, the
Sheriffs delayed 391 applications (or 38.0 0 for more than two

weeks before granting the orders. The delays were experienced

mainly in five big courts. In the case of the Hamilton

court, there were delays in all three stages, and, in the

case of the Glasgow, Airdrie and Aberdeen courts, most of the

delays were at the two last stages. The courts of Paisley,
Dundee and Dumfries delayed the process at the first stage,

In final conclusion, the granting of adoption orders

could be speeded up if; (i) placing agencies were to submit



the petitions without waiting for the expiry of the three month

probationary period; (ii) social workers, when acting as

curators, could speed up the preparation of their reports;

(iii) a number of sheriff courts could, speed the appointment

of the curator ad litem; and (iv) sonic Sheriff courts could

speed the disposal of the applications. It should he

recognised that the need for shortening the period between

the submission of an application and the granting of the order

conflicts with the need to make full en ulries, prepare

comprehensive reports and arrange hearings, so that full

deliberation can be given to each petition. If courts are

encouraged to hold more hearings, and there is very good

reason why they should do so, then, if further delays are to
be avoided, the points made above will have to be seriously
considered.

TTT CriLPRFn,3 4GF= /IT ADOPTION

A comparison between the children's age at placement and

their age at adoption shows some differences, depending on the

type of adoption, (table 83). Three out of every five children

adopted by non-relatives were less than a year old, at the time

of their adoption. In contrast, almost three quarters of the

children adopted by relatives were three years or more, at the

time the order wa3 granted. Only one in every fourteen



children (or 7.2,3), of those adopted by non-relatives, were

three years or nore at the time of their adoption,
1.

The figures for England and Wales show that 22.7/'
of the children are under six months old at the time of

their adoption, compared to only 8,8/! in Scotland. The slow-

sness of the Scottish system could be related to any one or

all four o*" the factors referred to earlier on. that is

surprising is that Ihigllsh courts, which always fix a

hearing, appear to get through the petitions more quickly
than Scottish ones, unless the main difference for these

very quick adoptions is related to only one factor, namely

the delayed stage at which applications are lodged with

the Scottish courts.

1. Report of the Registrar-General for England and

Wales - 1965.
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Table 33. The children's age at adoption. (Court papule 3.13 30)

bother &
Non-relatives -relatives step-father

N. a
A N. % N. %

Under 6 mths 89 (11.:h) 1 (1.1) mat -

From 6-8 " 372 0+7.5) 9 (9.8) 3 (1.9)

From 9-11" 1^+ (19.7) 6 (6.5) 2 (1.3)
From 1P-17" 73 ( 9.35 10 (10.9) (2.6)

From 18-23" 23 ( 2.9) 5 ( 5M 6 (3.9)

Two years 16 ( 2.0) 7 ( 7.6) 16 (10.3)

From 3-*+ yrs5.18 ( 2.3) 16 (17.*+) 35 (22.6)

From 5-7 " 16 ( 2.0) 1*+ (15.2) 28 (18.1)

From 8-11" 13 ( 1.7) 19 (20.7) 32 (20.6)

12 yrs. &
over 5 ( ,%kl 29 aMl
Total 733 (100 ) 92 (100 ) 155 (100 )

qpNCftgajON

The overall conclusion, from the courts1 practices, is

that the curator-ad-liteia performs a very formal function,

whilst the courts appear to act as rubber-stamps for the

curators' reports and for the practices of the placing agencies.

This is wh-'t the Hurst committee stressed should not happen.
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The curators1 reports lacked individualised and discriminating

information and six out of every ten reports went no further

than simply confirming known facts. Consequently only in a

minority of cases was the decision based on both the facts and

the intangibles of the situation, including some assessment
of the circumstances and personalities of the adopters.

Furthermore, the failure of the courts to hold hearings and

make the local authority and other parties respondent to the

application deprived them of the opportunity of getting

additional first-hand Information, Curators' reports in the

majority were repetitive and stereotyped, and almost two fifths
of these were identical with each other, New curators fell

into the habit of copying previous reports and traditional

practices were thus perpetuated. The quality and content of

the reports was not as much related to the parson who prepared

it as to the agency he represented. Different workers from

the same agency turned out exactly similar reports, most often
the only difference between one report and another being the

factual information concerning names, address, age and certain
dates. Solicitors' reports wee generally less informative,

compared to those prepared by social workers, and solicitors

failed to establish important contacts with. various persons.

Solicitors were greatly hampered by the fact that they lacked

the facilities of a social agency and, as a result, they had
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fewer personal interviews with natural parents, compared to
social workers, and in seven out of every ten cases they

failed to consult with the supervising authority. Solicitors,

however, were quicker in preparing and submitting their reports

to the court. Trained social workers seemed to see this

aspect o^ their work as a fringe activity and consequently fell

into the habit of copying earlier reports prepared by untrained

staff, or "model1 reports prepared by their agencies. Both

social workers and solicitors failed, in almost all cases, to
consult with the placing agency, ho doubts were expressed in

any of the reports about the personal suitability of any of the

petitioners. There was only one case in which further medical

evidence was sought, because of the serious condition from
which a male petitioner was suffering. Ho doubts were expressed

in other cases where applicants were reported to be suffering

or had suffered from physical, emotional or mental illnesses.

The medical certificates submitted to the courts were too

structured to be of any value. In contrast, more reservations

and doubts were expressed about a number of children who were

suffering or suspected to be suffering from some disability.

The general conclusion that agencies and courts were interested

to ensure that the adopters got a perfectly healthy baby could

not be avoided.

'The explanation put to us, that the curators' reports



were brief and factual because they trusted the placing prac¬

tices of the agencies, coull not be substantiated, for the
reo3on that their reports on independent placements were in

no way different from those on agency placements. Independent

placements were treated in erectly the same way as all other

placements, with no special reference to the circumstances
under vhic" they were arranged. On no occasion were third

parties made respondent to the application.

The courts rejected only one application out of 1030,

on the very concrete fact that neither o the natural parents

would, consent to allow the child's ^rand-parents to adopt it.

To adoptions by grand-p-rents, and occasionally to adoptions

by other rsl tivc-s, courts took varying attitudes. dome
courts were reluctant even to consider them, others insisted
on seein

. the applicants, whilst the majority viewed such

adoptions as no different from those by non-relatives.

Interim orders, which could have been appropriate in certain
similar and other cases, were never used.

In the whole sample, there were seven reclaims by

mothers. Again, the procedure adopted by the different court
as well as the decisions reached, differed widely. One

important point that emerged in connection with reclaims, and

with the whole argument about parental rights, is an apparent
need to inject more reality into the process of signing one's

child away.



The courts trok an average of twelve weeks to complete

an adoption order. Delays in completing the whole adoption

were connected with the long wait before agencies submitted

the applicationss the time it took certain courts to appoint

a curator, the time taken xcr the preparation and submission

of the curators' reports ana, finally, the length of time
between the submission oi the report and the theriff's delibera¬

tion. dmall courts were generally quicker in completing the

process.

A number of Slieriffs were satisfied with the kind of

reports they were getting from the curators, whilst others
were definitely dissatisfied. It is recognised that increased

information, especially on the intangibles of the adoption

situation, woulv. put the onus for more deliberation on to

the Sheriffs. iheriffs, however, are not qualified to
evaluate such information and to make decisions on what could

be described as psycho-social information. As adoption

work forms only a very small part of a Sheriff's work, there

is no impetus to expand their knowledge and training in this

field. At present, they maintain no liaison with the

curators, or with the supervising or placing agencies, and

they are generally cut off from the wider field of adoption.

This lack of contact also deprives them of having any feed-back

information about how previous adoptions appear to be working.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

BqgkRrQWfl to Afoptfon

The de facto adoption of homeless children by childless

families was virtually unknown in Britain before the middle of

the last century. The practice developed mainly as an off¬

shoot of the boarding-out system and from attempts to combat

the 'farming' of illegitimate babies. Adoption was thus right

from the beginning associated with the fate of the illegitimate

child. The system became more widespread as attitudes towards

the single mother and her child began to soften and fears

connecting heredity and illegitimacy were dissipated.

Adoption legislation was delayed until the first quarter

of this century mainly because of attitudes towards parental

rights, the ownernhip of property, the stigma attached to

illegitimacy and also because of some of the social conditions

of the last century. The general fate of many children in

the 19th century was far from satisfactory and measures aimed

at improving the lot of the illegitimate child might have been

seen as rather premature. Already organisations like Dr.

Barnardos were refusing to accept illegitimate children in their

homes for fear of being seen as encouraging immorality. It
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was only after some of the major evils connected with the

position of ordinary, and later orphan and deserted, children
were taken care of, that the attention of the various

philanthropists was turned to the fate of the illegitimate

child* Humanitarian attitudes and population considerations,

mainly arising out of the circumstances of the first World

War, motivated a number of individuals and organisations to

attempt to bring about a more tolerant attitude towards this

group of children and their mothers. At about the same time

and for somewhat similar reasons, a number of organisations set

themselves up to act as adoption societies with the object of

arranging the de facto adoption of illegitimate children

and of children orphaned as a result of the war. These

organisations soon became aware of the major drawbacks resulting

from the absence of suitable adoption legislation and they

became one of the main pressure groups that campaigned for its

introduction. Following a number of government reports on

the matter and the expression of considerable doubts and

reservations by several Members of Parliament, the first

Adoption Act came into power in 1926 (Scotland 1930). After

a slow start, the number of adoptions began to increase to an

extent not foreseen by some of the legislators. It is the

period from 19lK) onwards, however, that seems to mark the

beginning of a general move towards both a more liberal climate
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of opinion on the subject of illegitimacy and a corresponding

increase in the number of adoptions contracted each year. At

about the same time, the system became increasingly popular

and fashionable among the middle classes.

Since its inception, the Act has come to be seen not only
as an instrument for bringing about the child/parent

relationship but also as a regulator of 'good' practice. Like

other pieces of social legislation, however, it incorporated
a number of provisions based mostly on untested assumptions and

hypotheses, inevitable perhaps in the absence of adequate

knowledge and. experience on the subject. Additions and

amendments were made as the body of knowledge and experience

increased, the changes finally culminating in the comprehen-

ssive Act of 1958# At the time of writing, deliberations are

under way for further changes made necessary as a result of

developments during the last ten years. It is easy, of

course, to be retrospectively critical of certain provisions,

but some of our present insights may come to be similarly

criticised in later years. The value of social legislation

is always limited by the extent of available knowledge.

Though the present and previous Acts could have been more

specific on certain matters, no act can compensate for poor

practices and it is rather unfortunate that the Act's minimum

provisions have come to be seen by a number of agencies as
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optimum requirements. In legislating for social matters the

law can be no more than an enabling Instrument, and no amount
of legislation can bring about better practices. These can

only develop from \#ithin the agencies themselves and with the

availability of adequate human and physical resources.

One area, where Scottish legislation appears to have
shown considerable foresight, is in providing that the adopted

chili" should be entitled to establish his or her own identity

by having a legal right to access of records supplying

information about natural parentage. This part of the Act is

to-day hailed as being in line with the recognition that much

adoption work is based on the principle that adoptive parents

should be helped to accept the inherent differences between

the natural born child and the adopted child.

Spqe Fact;? qnfl Figures

During the five year period of 1961 through 1965* the

rate of adoptions stood at 12,6 per ten thousand of the

under 18 population, an increase of 2.6 over the period 1951

through i960. There are approximately twenty-five thousand

adopted children under 18 years old, or about sixteen in every

thousand of the un er 18 population. Irrespective of fluc-

stuatlons in the number of illegitimate children born each

year, the rate of surrender has remained constant at about

thirty per cent o^ the illegitimate children born. The rate
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differs from one part of the country to another, depending on

the ava*lability of adoption facilities in each area. Hotvever,

the constancy of the figures suggests that it is the mothers

of illegitimate children, through their surrendering habits,

who determine the number of children to be adopted each year.

In 19^5 courts in Scotland granted 2018 adoption orders,

three quarters of which x^ere to non-relatives. Of the related

adoptions, approximately 15,0 per cent were to mothers and their

husbands and the remaining ones to grand-parents and other

relatives. Just over ten per cent of the children adopted

were legitimate but of these seven out of every ten were

adopted by their mothers and other relatives, Children born

in wedlock formed only 3.0 per cent of those adopted by non-

relatives.

The Natural Parents

Almost three quarters of the mothers whose children were

adopted were under twenty-five years old at confinement, compared

to only 56,0% of the fathers. Only 12,2 per cent of the mothers

had ever been married compared to 17.1 per cent of fathers.

Almost half the mothers were occupied in professional, semi-

professional, technical, clerical or secretarial jobs or were

training or studying for the professions.

Txro out of every three mothers arrived at a final
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decision to surrender within a week after confinement,

lothers from a higher socio-<conomic background generally

arrived at their decision earlier than other mothers. A

high rate of surrender was noted among mothers classified in

the two upper social classes, in contrast to a low rate of

surrender among mothers from the two lower social classes.

The evidence suggests that, in the last decade or so,

illegitimacy has spread from the working classes to the more

educated sectionsof the population, who are also the ones that

in the sample surrendered at a high rate. This is the same

group that is more likely to make use of the new provisions

for easier abortion and of improved and more accessible methods

of contraception. This could mean that the number of

children to be su rendered may be affected considerably.

Similarly, an improvement of social provisions will perhaps

make it more possible for mothers from a lower socio-economic

background to keep their children. For instance, two thirds

of mothers employed in semi-skilled and unskilled occupations

claimed that their main reason for surrendering the baby was

their inability to support it. In contrast, only sixteen

per cent of mothers holding professional, clerical or

secretarial jobs or studying for the professions, said that

they were unable to support the child, whilst almost half

of them gave as main reason, their wish to continue with their
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studies or with their jobs.

Approximately three out of every five mothers moved away

from their usual address to a new residence (or a Mother and

Baby Home) in a city or large borough, to avoid embarrassment
to themselves or their families; of those who kept their

child and subsequently adopted it, only just over $.0% changed

residence. Multiparous mothers in the sample were generally

from the two lower social classes, but no relationship was

found between the decision about the first child and the fate

of the second or subsequent one. Thirty-two per cent of the

mothers had lost one or both parents before they reached the

age of sixteen, but considerably more lost a father than a

mother. Over half the mothers in the sample had a

continuous relationship with the alleged father of the child

for well over a year, and only in seven per cent of the cases

could the relationship be described as casual.

Characteristics, found from this retrospective study,

that suggested a positive influence on the adoption decision

were* social class background I and II and movement away from

home before confinement; in contrast a negative influence \ras

noted among 'ever married' women. Other characteristics

which su-gested themselves but could not be ascertained because

of lack of comparable statistics, or of full information, were:

The attitude of the girl's family and that of the putative
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father, educational background, occupation, and religious

affiliation. Our findings and observations indicated that

differing social conditions and varying cultural attitudes may

have a different influence on the surrendering habits of mothers.

For this reason, predictive studies on the mother's decision,
unless locally validated, can only be true of the areas where

they took place.

The General Practices of Adoption Agencies.

The practice of adoption involves a complicated procedure

and for this reason a multi-disciplinary approach is necessary.

Legal, social and medico-psychological aspects have to be

considered during the process. Because of this, three main

typos of agencies participate in the process before a child

is placed and finally adopted: the adoption agency, the

supervising agency and the court. In 19&5* fclle whole of

Scotland was served by 5!+ adoption agencies, *+6 public and eight

voluntary. Voluntary societies arranged the placements for

over half the children adopted, whilst local authorities

arranged the placings for ¥+.3 per cent of them. Only k.6

per cent of adoptions were arranged in epen-Tently by a third

p-rty or directly by a parent. Direct placements were more

frequent among manual workers and third party ones among

middle-class families. Recent writings appear to have
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exaggerated the extent of third party adoptions in the country.

The main reason for the small number found is probably due to

the fact that Scotland is well served by a good network of

adoption agencies. The various figures suggest a relationship

between the number of adoptions contracted by non-relatives

each year, and opportunity to adopt or surrender.

The most important stage in the adoption procedure, as

identified by this study, is the time of the child's placement,
when the agency reaches its decision about where to place a

particular child. Subsequent persons, charged x/ith the

responsibility of safeguarding the chilci's welfare, appeared

helpless to alter placings already arranged. None of the

agencies' decisions were challenged by any of the subsequent

types of agents, though there were situations where this was

probably warranted. If an unwise placement was originally

made, the prospects of rectifying it were rather remote. Thus

placing agencies were found to be vested with a great amount

of authority but with little accountability and with few

safeguards to ensure that a satisfactory service was being

given. Once registered, a society's work was not inspected,

though all societies supplied the registering authority xd-th

annual returns about the amount of their work. In some

cases, the registering authority had destroyed such returns
within a relatively short period after they were received, and
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they could not therefore be used to compare a society's work

from one year to the next. In areas where the registering

authority kept the returns, it was felt that no demands could

be made on a voluntary society when the adoption agency run by

the registering authority was not observing markedly different

standards. Registration, without suitable inspection by a

non-interested authority, does not afford any real safeguards

nor does it act as an inducement to agencies to improve their

practices.

The work of voluntary societies was almost exclusively

dependent on subscriptions, donations and covenants with only

one of them receiving a very small grant from its local

authority, :ith one exception, almost all the other societies
were facing considerable financial difficulties which placed

serious limitations on their work, forcing them to restrict

themselves to mostly straight-forward and uncomplicated

situations. The habit, however, of adoption societies asking

adopters to sign covenants committing themselves to annual

subscriptions may easily lend colour to the suspicion that their

selection processes favour the more affluent of their applic¬

ants, Further suspicions could also be aroused from the

fact th t almost all their committee-members had a decidedly

middle-class background, and from their matching practices
which were mainly based on socio-economic background.
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Caseworkers in both voluntary and public agencies, in
their great majority,were untrained and at the same time

carried heavy caseloads. Adoption is perhaps one of the

most skilled and complicated jobs in social work and yet it was

mostly carried out by the least trained workers in the field.

The selection of adoptive parents, the offering of caset/ork

services to parents and the placing arrangements for the child

require continuous assessments and decisions which most of the

adoption workers in the study i*ere not equipped to carry out.

Because of this, they tended to rely on routine administrative

activities in which the personal and human component of the

work was only tangentially considered. Lady Horsbrugh's

reservations in 1936 about the capacity of adoption society

workers to carry out the thorough social investigations

required and her urge for trained social workers to be

appointed, were found to be still relevant in 19&5. Though
trained social workers were scarce in all types of social

work, little was being done by either local or central bodies

to promote training in the adoption field. Too often

satisfaction seemed to be obtained from the fact that a task

was completed rather than from how this was done.

The use of resources, such as nursery and foster-care

facilities, was determined more by the individual agency's

placing practices and by attitudes towards the use of resources,
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rather than by their availability. Local authority agencies,
for instance, which had more resources, made less use of them

compared to voluntary societies. Among certain local author-

si ties, the use of resources was definitely discouraged, and

often mothers were expected to care for their babies long after

they had made a firm decision to surrender.

A substantial part of the work of almost all local

authority and voluntary agencies was based on forms, routine

letters and pro-foriaa and cyciostyled reports. This practice

allowed for li tie deviation from traditional raethods and

there was little opportunity for initiative and imaginative

activity to take place. The system appeared to be especially

suited to the needs of the untrained workers and to serve the

needs of the agency in ensuring that at least certain legal

and administrative requirements were met, but it paid little

attention to content and process and especially to the needs

of the agency's clients. Instead of the device being used to

provide a structure within which the intangible aspects of the

work could be developed, such needs were subordinated to those
of the structure. The system appeared inadequate to accommodate

the human situation and the individual needs of the agencies'

clients. Tet in spite of the great number of forms and

cyclostyled letters and reports, some of the agencies kept their

adoption records in a most disorderly way. At least one quarter
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of the agencies could not supply information or figures about

children that had left their care in the last two years. More

orderly records, though not necessarily more informative, irere

found to have b- en kept by the Poor Law authorities a hundred

years earlier.

Though all adoption societies had case committees charged

with certain responsibilities about the selection of adopters

and the placing of children, only one local authority, from

those in the sample, had such a committee, whilst another
reached its decisions following a considerable amount of

discussion among its staff. In other cases, many serious

decisions were often taken by the same worker who both assessed

the family and carried out the statutory supervision. This

practice raises some doubts as to how far such a person will

be prepared to admit to himself that he has erred in his

original decision. In the case of voluntary societies,

considering the scanty amount of information that reached, the

majority of the case committees, the conclusion could not be
avoided that the decisions were routine ones and mainly served

to rubber-stamp the work of their caseworkers. There was no

indication that the committees had made demands on their

caseworkers to supplythera with more information to help them

in their decision making process. Because the function and

role of case committees is very vague, misunderstandings between



them and their caseworkers can easily arise. At least one

society, however, worked out in some detail the boundaries of

each o~* its committees and of it3 professionals. Lay and

professional staff seemed to know where they stood and this

perhaps accounted for a vigorous practice. Committees in

this instance acted more as enabling than as controlling agents.

The recommendations of the Maud committee on the Management

of Local Government, suggesting delegation of individual case

decisions to the professionals, have their relevance to the

work of both voluntary and public agencies.

The staff to cases ratio, in each agency, was only one

factor which appeared to influence performance. More important

seemed to be the organisation of the agency, the way its

programmes and its work were arranged, reviewed and changed

where necessary, and the kind of facilities that were available
for discussions and staff consultation. Such programmes,

where they existed, appeared to go a long way in enabling

untrained and semi-trained staff to become more aware of the

implications of their work and more acquainted with current

practice and current thinking in child welfare. Trained staff

too seemed to benefit by such a system, in that it confronted

them with the necessity of constantly examining their work,

and their practices, whilst they offered supervision and

consultation to less trained colleagues. Two of the agencies,



that were operating such a system, in the overall classifica-
s tion appeared to function at a much higher level than other

agencies and the quality of their work approached, to a

considerable extent, the standards set by social work litera¬

ture. In these agencies, staff limitations were better coped

with, though such a programme is not a substitute for staff

increases, but neither is a favourable complement of staff a

guarantee that 'good' practices will be observed. The routine

functioning of most agencies ensured that a minimum kind of

service was given, but, because of their failure to examine
what they were doing in the light of available gp emerging

knowledge, practice was stifled and traditional methods of

work were perpetuated, irrespective of changes in need and

outlook. Traditional practices may in certain circumstances

be the more appropriate ones, but they need to be made explicit
and if possible formulated and validated. Because of the

failure of the majority of the agencies to formulate their

practices, a big part of those appeared to be based on pragmatic

considerations arising from expediency and often representing

the views, personal opinions or prejudices of the particular

agency or of the community. Though what is available from

theory and from research is not always helpful to the

practitioner, the main value of such material is that it makes
the practitioner aware of certain areas of interest or conflict



and it stimulates thinking. The argument here is whether

practice should be based on an organised body of knowledge

and experience, or on assumptions and pragmatic considerations.

In the case of the former, because there is an in-built

objective approach, there is always the possibility of changing

practice in the light of new knowledge and experience. This

is less likely to happen in the latter case.

(i) Agencies and their Services to Unmarried Parents,

Big discrepancies were found between social work

expectations and actual agency practices in this area. Only

one of the agencies in the sample had an explicit policy of

offering consistent services to unmarried mothers and fathers

as well, which was in line with the standards suggested by

social work literature. In over two thirds of the cases the

mothers were seen only once and this was mostly to

formalize the arrangements for the surrender of the child.

There was no pretence of any casework help being offered

around, the adoption situation. It would be misleading to

suggest that more than a minority of biological parents received

any casework services from adoption caseworkers and there was

no evidence that the mothers were getting this kind of service

from hospital caseworkers either. These findings, however,

should not sidetrack from the fact that at least one agency



offered services that approximated to the standards set by the

professional bodies, and two other agencies went some way

towards meeting these, Though there is an assumption that the

risk of the child being reclaimed by the mother is greater in

cases there the mother has received no casework help around

the adoption situation, no study has as yet been attempted to
relate reclaims to the kind of help the mother received during

the surrendering stage,

(-U? Agency Services to Chi^m

In the last twenty years there has been a definite trend

towards earlier adoptions, but the timing of the actual placing

by the agencies vary. In this respect, two patterns emerged
from the practices of the twelve agencies: The first, a

policy favouring pre-adoption placings for all children and

the second, a mixed practice dictated mainly by expediency.
The first pattern assumed that all children and their parents

have the same needs, whilst the second assumes nothing, but

pursues a policy that is mainly convenient to the agency. Of

the 208 children who experienced a pre-adoption placement, 113

(or 5^*3 ) did not seem to need it either to give the mother

additional time to make up her mind or for medical requirements

The 113 children had what appeared to be an unnecessary pre-

adoption placement which lasted an average of two months. In



general, practice, as regards the timing of the child's

placement, appeared to be dictated either by rigid blanket

policies or by expediency, rather than by the needs of each
child and those of his parents. Agencies that folloiired

indiscriminate policies, irrespective of need, appeared to

negate one of the main rationales upon which casexrork practice

is based i.e. the unique Individuality of each human being.

Though there has been a definite trend towards earlier

adoptions, with over 9^.0 per cent of them being placed when

under a year old, the point has now been reached where a child
who is over a year eld appears to stand very few chances of

being adopted. The various theories about maternal deprivation,

and the increased popularity that adoption has attained since

the 19*+0 s, have brought about the earlier adoption of child-

:ren, but,-at the same time the same factors, along with
certain agency practices, appear to have made it more difficult
for the older child to find a home. The irony of this is that

is has happened at a time when adoption has been most popular

an many applicants have been turned away because of the lack

of 'suitable' surrendered babies. At the same time, older,

handicapped or coloured children might have benefited from a

permanent home. Of children adopted in 1965 only 1.3 per cent

had some handicap (mostly a minor one) and a further 1.7: were

of 'mixed' or coloured blood. Evidence was found to suggest
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that a number of adoption societies concentrated on the very

healthy children and were reluctant to consider those where

there was an unusual background history or a possibility of a

health complication. There was greater scrutiny made of the

child's health than that of the would-be adopters, with children

having to spend long periods in pre-adoption placings for

medical requirements to be met. Some doctors, and a number
of courts too, appeared to be more concerned about a child's

adoptability than they were about illnesses from which adopters

were suffering, The general attitude of those participating

in the adoption situation appeared to be adoptive-parent

centred rather than child centred.

Little evidence was found to show that either local

authorities or voluntary societies were developing appropriate

programmes to meet the needs of "hard-to-place" children.

Neither was anything being done to establish the attitudes of

various applicants towards the possibility of adopting such a

child, Some of the cases we came across, at the court stage,

demonstrated that a number of couples wore prepared to accept

certain risks and to bring up children who were suffering from

some type of handicap. This was especially so when the child

developed the handicap whilst in the care of the couple in

question, A real need also exists for --©search to establish

the real extent of the problem of "hard-to^plae©" children.



Our own efforts to do so failed because agencies did not keep

records and an on-going study will be needed. No one knows

to-day how many children are turned away because agencies

refused to accept them from placing and how many spend many

years in Institutions when they could have benefited from a

permanent home, F'or the problem of the "hard-to-place"

child to be adequately tackled, special resources and well
trained staff will be necessary to concentrate their efforts

on finding homes for them. The adoption of Mhard-to-place"
children appears to be the most urgent problem that should be

occupying the attention of agencies. Agencies may also have

to be prepared to consider unusual but suitable applicants such

as older couples, single people, di\Torcees or widows who are

prepared to offer a permanent home to such children. To

reject couples on single factors such as age, number of years

after marriage or on religious beliefs, is hardly in the

interests of children who are likely to spend many years in

institutions. Along with such a change in attitude, there is

an urgent n^ed for a clearing house as well as for pressure to

be exerted on the legislators to amend the law to allow local

authorities to subsidise, where necessary, such adoptions.

(ill) The Selection of A ^native Parents

From I960 through 1965 there was a slight drop in the



number of adoptive applicants and the- number of homes approved

in relation to the number of children being made available.

The practical implication of this x;as that some children spent

slightly longer periods in pre-adoption placements. Almost

three quarters of those who originally applied to the agencies

were approved, over ten per cent were rejected and fifteen per

cent withdrew, Host of the rejections were on account of health

and age and most of the withdrawals i;ere due to the applicants'

acceptance by another agency. Sixteen per cent, of those who

withdrew, did so because they were expecting an own child, The

average period between application and the placing of a child

was seven months. Though some agencies may need to speed up

their selection process, others may need to spend more time

on them.

Agencies were found to be using a v riety of eligibility

criteria, mostly based on assumptions about their contribution
to '^ood' adjustment. These were applied with mora or less

rigidity depending on the particular agency's orientation and

the number of applications it received. dome of the require¬

ments appeared to represent the personal views, opinions and

often value system of individual workers or of their agencies

and only exceptionally were they in line with research findings

or a body of professional knowledge. Though almost all agencies

went outside their professed criteria, it would still be difficult
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for applicants who were not regular church-goers, had not been

married for more than three years, where the wife was over kO ,

and where one of the two had re-married, to obtain a child,
unless they were prepared to consider a "hard-to-place" one.

None of the agencies had made public the eligibility criteria

or their study criteria and this kind of secrecy appeared to

create a certain amount of resentment and also unnecessary

dependency. Though local authority agencies appeared more

flexible in their "professed" criteria, in actual practice
there was little difference between the type of applicants they

selected and those selected by adoption societies, except as

regards social class background and in the cases of applicants

for "hard-to-place" children. There has been a definite

shift in attitude with regard to inter-racial adoptions,

adoptions by couples with own children and somewhat less

rigidity in age and religions requirements. To a large

extent, however, whether a couple are accepted as adopters

depends to which agency they apply, but this i&ay be determined

by the area in which they happen to live.

Almost ninety per cent of adoptive mothers were under

forty years at the time of the child's placing - five per

cent being under twenty-five. Adoptive mothers were on the

average older at marriage compared to the age at marriage of

spinster women in the areas covered by the study. The mean
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number of years between marriage and the placement of a first

child was 7.1, but this differed depending on the background

of the adopterst the lower the socio-economic background of

the mothers, the younger they married but it took them a longer

period after marriage before they became adoptive parents; in

contrast, the higher the socio-economic background of the

mothers, the older they married but they became adoptive

parents within a relatively shorter period after marriage,

compared to other adopting mothers. Adoption societies

arranged more adoptions with couples from the two upper social

classes, compared to local authority agencies, but in areas

where there was less choice, local authorities placed a

considerable number of children with couples from a higher

socio-economic background. Ihe loitf percentage of manual

workers adopting, appeared to reflect some agency bias towards

better material standards and to possible fears by such

would-be adopters of not meeting agency criteria. After

taking account of thepopulation composition, adopters in the

eastern part of the country were generally found to be of

a higher socio-economic background than those in the west

and the Glasgow conurbation. The figures suggest that the

public attitudes in the latter areas are only slowly changing

from regarding adoption as a solely working class institution.

Similarly, the stigma once attached to the children themselves
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seems to be vanishing more quickly in the eastern part of the

country, perhaps as a result of increased activity by a greater
number of adoption agencies. A further interesting finding

was that among adopters from the two upper social classes,

adoption appeared to be considerably more popular among

professional and semi-professional people than among managers

and employers. This difference may reflect a more enlightened

attitude towards illegitimacy and adoption by a more

sophisticated section of the population.

Well over half the adopters were becoming parents for

the first time, another thirty per cent \*ere adopting a second

or third child and the remaining 16 per cent had an own child(ren).

Contrary to previous assumptions, a slightly higher number
of couples adopting a first child, expressed preference for a

male rather than a female one. Irrespective of applicants'

preferences, however, the sex distribution of adopted children

appears to be determined by the mothers who surrender more

boys than girls. (Equally, more mothers adopt jointly with

their husbands their male rather than their female children.

This may mean either that mothers with female illegitimate

children do not apply, after marriage, to adopt as many of their

girls as they do their boys, or that more mothers with male

children tend bo marry# The implication of the latter

assumption is that some mothers may be more anxious about
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controlling a male rather than a female child, or the practice

gives expression to the popular belief that it is more

important for a boy to have a father-figure).

The study and selection of adoptive parents appeared to

be decided not only on limited information but also on a limited

range of factors. The selection was mainly made on the basis

of factual and environmental information and only exceptionally

on an assessment of the emotional, personal and psychological

suitability of the applicants. Only one couple in six were

selected on information which included both tangible and

intangible factors. A steady occupation, some financial

security, possible possession of a house, together ;*ith being
a "good. Christian" appeared to be the decisive criteria.

Assessments, where these were provided, could not usually be

deduced from the content of the selection material and as a

result they appeared to reflect personal opinions or value

judgements. Though one agency had formulated a selection

procedure based on the investigating method, the majority of

agencies used an administrative approach, with a few agencies

using a mixture of the investigating and administrative one.

There was again a serious gap between methods of selection

suggested by social work literature and actual agency practice.

Almost half the couples were selected on the basis of single

interviews with their caseworkers. To assume that one
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person can understand another sufficiently within the time span

of a single interview may appear too optimistic. The fact,

however, that a minority of agencies approached the ' recommended'
standards of the profession, meant that such practices were

not entirely academic.

In the case of "hard-to-place" children, adoption agencies,

mostly local authority ones, compromised considerably in their
selection criteria. The couples approved differed from other

adopting couples by being older, of a lower socio-economic

background, had more own children, a higher number suffered

or were suffering from some kind of illness and almost all the

single or widowed adopters in the sample had adopted a "hard-to-

place" child. This might imply that the more marginal couples

were adopting the more marginal children, but the character¬
istics quoted do not by themselves make these into marginal

couples, except for some evidence indicating that a number

of them were selected on the principle of less eligibility,

i.e. the agency would approve of certain applicants only if

they Xirere prepared to consider long-term fostering first.

This kind of procedure seemed to apply only to some of the

agencies' applicants and may account for the differences found

between this group of adopters and the rest of the sample.

(Iv) Matching

Irrespective of what agencies say, the only evidence of
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matching, the study came across, was one based almost exclusively
on socio-economic background and, to a lesser extent, on

physical resemblance. Agencies also assumed that matching

hy socio-economic background would result in intellectual

matching. Various studies have concluded that prediction in

this area is a coraewhat fruitless activity, whilst others
confirmed that the children's ability and development tends to

be closely related to the socio-economic status of the adoptive

parents. Most of the agencies' matching practices appeared

to be an extension of personal or community prejudices and of

untested beliefs. The rather excessive zeal to match social

class and. intelligence - even though the criteria were not

always accurate - implied a biological determinism rather than

a belief in the beneficial effects of environmental influences.

The practice was in many respects not only a negation of many

of the concepts upon which child welfare work is based, but

also contrary to the philosophy of social work practice. The

emphasis of all agencies was also to stress similarities

instead of, as recommended by research findings, trving to help

parents to recognise and accept inherent differences. Through

their professed, and some actual, matching practices, the

agencies appeared to be fostering over-ambition in adopters,

which could reinforce dysfunctioning patterns. It could also

reinforce the demands of adopters on the child to be like them
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and conform to their own family values.

Statuterv Supe rvlsion

Local authorities, through their children's departments,

are charged with the responsibility of supervising all

children in their area awaiting adoption. Supervising agencies

in the sample acted in most cases without consultation with

the placing agency and the court did not make them respondent

to the application. The actual supervision was carried out

In a routine way mostly to ensure that the legal requirements

were met rather than to meet individual needs. One in every

ten children were not visited at all and no case-papers were

available for them; almost a quarter of the children received

only one visit. Two of the agencies had delegated this

responsibility to the district nurse and were dependent on

her for carrying out this statutory obligation.

There was a general lack of planning of the visits and.

an absence of focus and purpose. Information about the child

or the adopters was sparse and for this reason any planning

would have been almost impossible. Third party and direct

placements were seen in exactly the same light as other

placements and there was no apparent effort to make more

frequent visits or more detailed investigations. Such

descriptions, as existed in the records, usually referred to



the child and only exceptionally to an interaction between the

child and the adopters. Supervisors certainly did not view

these visits as an opportunity to help solve problems around

the adoption situation, neither did the adopters use them to

share or discuss possible fears or anxieties around the

subject. As the supervising officers lacked conviction about

the importance of their visits, which conviction was strengthened

by the failure of the courts who neither asked for reports or

made them respondent to the application, the Act's assumption

about the value of the visits was over-optimistic.

The Practice of the Courts

(i) The curator aa litem.

Social workers and solicitors were appointed almost

in equal numbers to act as curators to the child. The

curator's role, beina until recently very vaguely defined,
was open to several interpretations, whatever Interpretation

was given, however, he was expected to carry out "a full

expert investigation on behalf of the court before an adop¬

tion order is made". The purpose of the curator's report

is to place the court in a better position to decide the

child's ultimate future and their reports form almost the only

basis on which the decisions are made. In spite of the



Importance that the law attaches to these investigations,
the curators themselves appeared to lack conviction about their

value. Most of them failed to recognise the serious nature

of their enquiries and saw themselves mainly as officials

checking the facts. Only a minority saw their role as

extending beyond this to include an investigation and assess¬

ment of the psycho-social circumstances of the parties

involved. The main contents of three out of every five of

the reports was a rewording of the factual information

contained in the petition and already known to the court.

Vital contacts with the supervising agency were not maintained,

whilst the placing agency was only exceptionally contacted.

Assessments were attempted only in a minority of cases and

this appeared to reflect the curators' lack of certainty

about their focus and the absence of a relevant body of

knowledge that would have helped them to arrive at such

assessments. None of the 1030 reports, for instance, contained

adverse comments on any applicant's personal suitability to

adopt. Investigations and reports concerning third party and

direct placements received no special attention ana their

serious implications had not been acknowledged. doeial

workers' reports were only slightly more informative than

solicitors, but the latter generally failed to establish
many important contacts and appeared to be more office bound



and to lack the sort of facilities usually associated with

social agencies. The majority of reports, submitted by all

types of curators, were almost exact copies of previous ones

with only factual information to distinguish one from another.

Their layout and content differed only with the agency within

which they were prepared rather than with the person who

prepared them. Where trained social workers had acted as

curators, they also tended to copy their agencies' ready-made

reports with no effort to deviate from routine practices.

This, along with the appointment of trained social workers
to act as curators, reflected the low status accorded to this

type of work within the children's departments.

On the basis of these findings the value of the

curators' reports in safeguarding the interests of the child

is highly questionable. Their appointment appears to lead to

a sense of security not justified by the results. The Act

obviously pinned too many expectations and hopes on the extent

to which such investigations would form a safeguard against

poor agency practices. Curators themselves appeared to

lack conviction about the importance of their investigations

and accorded them little priority by submitting short and

repetitive reports confirming already known facts.

The general conclusion is that the curator's appointment

comes too late in the proceedings to be of any practical value



to the child. If, as we have maintained earlier, the most

important stage In the whole adoption process is the placing

stage, then this is the obvious point at which curators

should be appointed to carry out the various investigations.

The present regulations, however, expect curators to carry out
a kind of function for which many of them are neither trained

nor have the necessary hody of knowledge that could enable

them to carry out the expert evaluations and assessments

required. As the current practice among social work agencies

is for social workers to act in this capacity in rotation,

none of them develops a kind of expertise or tries to accord

this type of work his undivided attention. It might be better

to appoint curators who would concentrate on this type of

work and who would help to supply the missing links between

adoption agencies, supervising authorities and the courts.

The Sheriff is the last person in a series of four

to make the final decision involving the child's future. As

in over ninety per cent of the cases no hearing was arranged,

and because the supervising authority was not made respondent

to the application, or asked for a report, and neither was the

curator present to supply any additional information, the

Sheriff's decision was based exclusively on the report prepared
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by the curator. The courts appeared isolated from adoption

work and the Sheriffs had no regular opportunity to form

personal opinions or obtain some feed-back about previous

adoptions. The practice raises the serious question of

whether the Sheriff court is the most appropriate one to deal

with adoption cases. Considering the factual nature of most

curators' reports, the conclusion could not be avoided that

the Sheriffs1 decisions were routine ones and simply served to

rubber-stamp the practices of the placing agencies. The

absence of vital information from the reports, also .meant that

the decisions as such were taken out of the Sheriffs' hands.

Sheri fs, like curators and supervising officers, lacked

conviction about the importance of their role in this type of

case and restricted themselves to making routine decisions.

They were convinced that they came too late in the proceedings

to be of more than symbolic help. The general feeling was

that at this late stage in the proceedings there was very

little that could be done and the alternatives were not

particularly attractive.

The average time between the placement o the child and

the granting of the order was six and a half months, and the

average time between the submission of the petition and the

granting of the order was just under three months. Undue delays

were mainly the result of the late stage at which petitions
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were lodged and of the time taken by curators - mostly the

social workers - to prepare their reports. No petition was

rejected on account of an applicant's personal unsuitability

and no interim order was made in any of the cases, though
there were situations where this might have been appropriate,

such as in cases where older children were unaware of their

adoptive status, A petition was likely to be postponed if

there was evidence of some concrete need such as housing,

physical health etc. Yet neglect is more likely to appear,

nowadays, in the form of emotional rejection or excessive

overprotection, aspects which neither the majority of

curators nor the Sheriffs were qualified to identify

There was only an Insignificant number of mothers (0.7n)
who declined to confirm their consent and reclaimed their

children. Though such cases can lead to tremendous unhappi-

sness all round, changes in the law to terminate parental

rights abruptly would be considered premature, without

considerable improvements being first effected in adoption

agency practice. Such improvements would need to ensure

that more reality, than at present, is inserted into the

surrendering process and that better services are offered to

parents relinquishing their children. To increase the power

and authority of amateur lay committees and semi-trained

workers, without equivalent guarantees, would be,in the light



of our findings, a retrograde step. If agency practices are

improved, then there seeras to bo a good case for making it

possible for parents to give their consent earlier than the

present statutory six week period, ana to stipulate a definite

period after which the consent will be irrevocable. If the

various studies suggest that between 70 and 80 per cent of the

mothers reach a decision about the child's future within a

week to ten days after confinement, then it is justifiable to

accept the mother's decision at an earlier stage.

The four courts, that dealt with the seven cases of

reclaims, followed diverse procedures and reached widely
different decisions. Two main attitudes appeared to govern

such decisions: one that seemed to give credit to the

importance of the child's attachment to his adoptive parents

and another that attached greater importance to the biological

tie, A second area, where there was considerable inconsis¬

tency and difference in the procedure and the decisions reached,

was in adoptions by grand-parents. The varying approaches to

this problem appeared to have less to do with the welfare

of the child and more with individual attitudes and beliefs.

Finally the one type of case, that receiveu least

attention from supervisors, curators and the Sheriffs, was

adoptions arranged independently. Though these were found to

be few and far between, compared to the great amount of feeling



that they have given rise to over the last twenty years,

their serious implications were not recognised and no particular

attention was paid to them.

Final Conclusions

This study set out to identify current adoption practice

in Scotland and to evaluate it in the light of standards

developed by the social work profession and those set up by

the law. Any study that involves an evaluative approach of

this type cannot entirely escape the criticism of some

element of subjectivity. No accurate methods have as yet been

developed to make it possible for one human being to measure

the work of another in matters involving complex human

situations. We would like to feel that the safeguards built

into this study lessened the danger of subjective judgement.

If the findings appear to be critical of the practitioner, it

is not because of bias in the analysis which reflected, as

accurately as possible, the content of the records available.
It is very possible that important material was not recorded

and therefore could not be evaluated. So little is known,

about the outcome of adoption and of the different practices

used, that to stress the need for detailed recording, which

could help to identify what is useful and what can be

discarded, is like stating the obvious.



The overall conclusion is that, with soma very

interesting exceptions, adoption practice was found to he based
on a very narrow range of tangible and repetitive factors.

The range of observations, thinking and acting was very

limited compared to social work expectations and the respec¬

tive merits of a range of possible activities were not

considered. It would he unfair, however, to underestimate
the complexities of adoption practice, and unjustifiable to
ascribe other than the best of motives to those charged with

the responsibility of bringing about the child/parent

relationship, without the necessary training and resources.

These deficiencies may partly account too, for the failure

of almost all agencies to formulate their practice into a

body of working principles and then regularly to re-examine

and review these principles arid the methods used, in order to

ensure the best possible service to all parties participating

in the adoption situation. Instead, to a large extent the

general approach to the work was amateurish in the extreme and

aimed only at meeting legal and administrative requirements,

failing to take into account the complexity of the human

situations involved. Assessments were mostly based on

intuition or even whins and did not reflect any organised body

of knowledge or any discernible method. The work with the

natural parents, the child and the adopters, bore little



relation to the standards recommended by the social work

profession. Many aspects of the practice, such as blanket

type of practice for ail clients, wore a negation of basic
social work beliefs about the individuality of every human

being; similarly, there was lack of conviction about basic

concepts of child welfare such as the beneficial effect of

environmental influences and the roversability of certain

experiences. In spite of reassurances in social work

literature and in official documents that adoption is now

practised mainly in the interests of the cvild, the study came

across considerable evidence suggesting that the attitudes of

various individuals, responsible for bringing about the

child/parent relationship, were largely adoptive-parent

orientated and less child-centred. J*long with these practices.

however, the study came across the practices op a minority of

agencies, especially those of one society, that could serve as

a model in their reflection of current social work thinking.

The multiplicity of individuals and bodies Involved

in the adoption process, far from safeguarding the child's

welfare, served to create a false sense of security. Each one

of these agents or agencies i.e. the placing agency, the

supervising officer, the curator ad litem and the Sheriff,
acted independently and in isolation from each other. Too

much seemed to be assumed that was not justified by actual events.



Each successive person involved, for instance, assumed that
the previous one or the one about to corae had carried or would

carry out certain investigations or o fer certain services.

The present function of such agents as supervising officers,

curators and even Sheriffs could be dispensed with and

replaced by fewer and perhaps more effective ones that could

ensure that certain services are offered or certain investiga¬

tions are carried out at the stage most vital in the

proceedings.

It is recognised that no amount of legislation can improve

some of the practices found in the course of this study and,

in fact, legislation now urged around certain areas, such as

early termination of parental rights, would be premature without

a corresponding improvement in practices. The study indicates

that most of the changes need to come from within the placing

agencies themselves. To do this, they will need more resources

to help them to employ trained workers and to develop programmes

suited to the objectives they are trying to promote. It will

in fact be a great advance when ser ices to unmarried mothers

in general and adoption services come to be offered within the

same agencies, instead of the present fragmented set up which

fails to ensure proper coverage.

The greatest challenge facing adoption practice, as it

emerged from the study, is the need for a change of those



attitudes based on preconceived or out-dated beliefs and

prejudices5 and a shift away from amateurism and traditionalism
so that adoption work may be brought into line with modern

concepts of child development. Traditional attitudes, ref¬

lecting the desire to place 'perfect1 babies, or match by

socio-economic background, die hard, but the emerging need is
for now policies and attitudes that can promote the needs of

"hard-to-place" children. The study has also found a gradual

drop in the number of applicants coining forward to adopt and

this may not be entirely unconnected with the unwholesome image

that adoption societies have projected of themselves. The

rejection of applicants hitherto on the basis of single factors

of doubtful validity, has not been much of an encouragement to
new applicants. For a sense of fairness to prevail, greater

honesty on the part of agencies will be needed and a start

could be made by making their eligibility and other requirements

public. The present inappropriate secrecy appears to serve

the needs of the organisation rather than those of the

community.
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II.

SPECIFIC AREAS K)R FURTHER STUDY

The unnecessary amount of secretiveness, built into

successive adoption Acts, not only prevented important research
from being carried out, but also reinforced traditional agency

fears about making more public some of their fundamental

practices. The slowness of adoption agencies, as well as of

other social work agencies, to take part in research studies,

generally resulted in the absence of basic guidelines for the

development of principles of practice for the social work

profession as a whole. Though the situation has been

changing rapiily in the last ten years, adoption agencies,

mostly voluntary ones, have not been in the forefront. A
new attitude seems to be emerging now with a number of

ggencies being prepared to look at their work more critically

and also to participate in research projects of this kind.

This was demonstrated by the fact that this study was the first

one to be based on the actual records of both voluntary and

public agencies. This change in attitude was brought about

partly by the lead given by the law, but also by some young

workers, who, though not all professionally trained, were less

prejudiced towards research and encouraged their seniors or



their committees to co-operate.

Tow that the climate of opinion is more favourable to

research, there are a number of areas in which further studies
would be helpful in establishing a number of facts and in

examining a number of hypotheses that have not been previously

tackled. >:e shall restrict ourselves to pointing out the

necessity for a number of studies that either iiave a bearing

on this one or presented themselves in the process of carrying

out this project* One of the main findings of this study was

the varied practices followed by the agencies in the sample.

The selection of adopters, the placing of children and the

amount of service offered to natural parents differed so

vi: ely, that no study of outcome can afford to ignore themi
Studies in outcome have often made blanket assumptions about

the nature of practice, or have restricted themselves to

outcome related to the practices of a single agency. The

findings of the latter type of studies, though very useful to

the agencies that engineered them, carried the dangers of being

seen as relevant to all adoption placings. Though the main

test ox all adoption practice lies in how children adjust in

the end, a study in outcome alone cannot identify the methods

and process by which 'good' or 'bad' adjustment was brought

about. what appears to be needed is a follow-up study of

process and outcome, combined and based on a standardised sample
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from a number of agencies following different practices. The

children's degree of adjustment could then be related to their

own 'base-line1 data at the time of placement, whilst the

adopters' general performance and attitudes could also be

related to the phenomena and attitudes they revealed at the

selection stage, Such a study could yield valuable informa¬

tion that coula help not only to identify tangible character¬

istics that can predict future outcome, but, more important,

to spot personality attitudes whose identification at selection

stage might prevent unsuitable placements# For instance,

recent findings suggest that a certain amount of maladjustment

in adopted children is connected with the overambitions of the

adoptive parents. A study, as suggested above, could

retrospectively reveal how these parents present themselves

at selection stage and whether they provide signs that can

alert the investigating worker. Another major contribution

of such a study would be the identification - from the process

records-of the characteristics of the large proportion of

adopters who refuse to take part in research studies.

The next area, where an urgent study i3 required, is one

to identify the characteristics of all adoptive applicants -

both the accepted ana. the rejected ones -, as well as the

criteria upon which the decisions are reached. This is

©specially necessary to help allay widespread community anxieties



about the operative criteria that agencies use in the

selection of adopters. This study obtained little information

about rejected applicants and what appears to be needed is an

ongoing study that can really establish how adoption caseworkers

perceive all adoptive applicants, Including those who are now

weeded out at enquiry stage.

The failure of agencies to keep records and statistics

about the number of "hard-tc-place" children did not make it

possible to establish the extent of this very important problem.

No one knows how many physically or mentally handicapped

children, or older or coloured children are not accepted for

placement or are in long-term care. Though this appears to

be the biggest challenge facing adoption practice, the problem

has not yet been properly identified and defined, A study

of this nature could go beyond establishing numbers by identify-

sin the reasons for which such children are not placed, such

as lack of adopters or lack of agency time to pursue them, or
more important still, because of certain attitudes among

caseworkers and lay committees regarding "hard-to-place"

children. An attitudinal stuc.y among caseworkers and

committees could help to distinguish which limitations are

imposed by outside factors, such as resources and availability

of applicants, and which ones derive from within the agency and
its staff. At the same time it would be equally valuable to
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establish the adoptive applicants' capacity to accept "hard-

to-place" children or to accept differences. This study has

found, for instance, that current latching practices and

medical requirements, tend to foster over-ambition in

adopters and to reinforce difficulties in accepting differences.

Though there was some evidence that some of these requirements

were made by applicants, others appeared to represent the views

of the caseworkers or of their committees. How much

difference adopters are willing to accept and what kind of

handicaps they are prepared to cope with, are still unknown

facts. One can only assume that such a study i^ill reveal

areas of untapped potential adopters who will be prepared and

able to offer a home to children who otherwise may have to

grow up in institutions or in foster-homes.

The provision of the Scottish Adoption Act, which makes

it possible for adopted children of a certain age to have

access to records supplying information about their natural

parentage, offers a unique opportunity for a study to look at:
how the provision has been used up to now and by whom, the

circumstances and timing when use of this provion wqs made;

and the extent to which this provision is known to adopted

children or their adoptive parents. Findings from such a

study may offer guidelines as to whether a similar provision

should be introduced into the English Adoption Act and whether
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casework agencies have a part to play at this stage.

Recent studies have sought to determine whether adopted

children are coming to the attention of social agencies and

psychiatric departments in numbers out of proportion to

their presence in the general child population. Again

because of limitations in sample selection, the various

British studies went no further than identifying certain

emotional or behavioural disturbances in adopted children

and certain characteristics of their adoptive parents. The

changes in the law, making court records available for

research purposes, should make possible studies that can answer

two major questions: Do more adopted children come to the

attention of social and psychological agencies than should be

expected on the basis of their proportion in the general

population? Second, what differences can be observed

descriptively and diagnostically between adopted and non-

adopted children and their parents and hov; do these character¬

istics differ from those of other adoptive parents? It is

feasible now to use the court records as a basis for a sample

selection in a defined area, with good social and psychological

services, and then to follow each case in order to establish
whether it appeared at any of these agencies within a time-span

of fifteen to eighteen years.

Local studies appear to be needed that can establish the
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timing of the mother's decision to keep or to surrender her

child and also to identify particular factual and personality

characteristics that appear to exercise a positive or a

negative influence on such a decision. Because there is

considerable evidence suggesting that social conditions and

cultural attitudes influence the adoption decision, the need

is for research that will examine personality and attitudinal

variables by holding constant the social background character-

sistics which are found to be predictive of the mother's

decision. In the same direction but for slightly different

reasons, a study, with a much bigger sample than our own,

could identify the relationship between the mother's change

of mind, about her decision, and certain personality attributes

and agency practices. Such a study coul test the widely held

hypothesis that reclaims by mothers are related to the amount

of casework help they had at the time of surrender or to the

placement having been a direct one.

An important issue, that dominated the thinking of some

of the courts in the sample, was whether relatives should be
allowed to adopt or whether some form of guardianship should

be devised to confer the same privileges on the child without

some of the present hidden difficulties. The obvious need

here is for a study in depth that can identify both the

conscious and unconscious motives behind this minority type of
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adoptions. This appears to he quite an important issue, made

more urgent by the fact that some of the older children, in

this category, were not aware of their adoptive status at the

time the order was made.

Finally, there is the question of future trends. This
is at the moment unpredictable, but as it is the mothers of
the children who now determine adoption numbers, certain

changes, currently taking place, may come to have a profound

effect on numbers. Nothing is known yet about whether the

mothers, who are increasingly seeking abortion or easier

methods of contraception, have the same characteristics as the

ones who tend to surren er their babies. Samples may not be

easy to obtain but it is possible to start by identifying some

of the more tangible characteristics and comparing them with

those of mothers who now surrender.

dociety is constantly undergoing certain changes and, as

adoption practice has formerly bc-en affected by changing

attitudes and beliefs, as well as by knowledge from the

scientific field, future changes may have similar effects.
Because adoption is an institution which does not exist in a

void, it is essential for the practitioner and the research
worker to evelop a frame of mind geared towards change.

The survival of practice, and whether it continues to stay in

the hands of caseworkers, may be dependent on how far workers
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will be prepared to try innovations and use findings from

research studies. A failure to develop in these ways may

result either in the agencies disappearing because of failure

to adapt, or in the public turning away from a practice that
has become fossilised.
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III.

SPECIFIC AREAS FOR LEGAL CHANGES

Three of the key figures in the adoption process, I.e.

the supervising officer, the curator ad litem and the Sheriff,

lacked conviction about the importance of their role and acted

simply in a routine and formal way to satisfy administrative

and legal requirements. On the basis of our findings it cannot

be claimed that the best interests of the children were always

safeguarded by these persons. The main explanation for this

limited function, which certainly was not the intention of
the Act, was that they came into the adoption situation too

late to be of any practical help and so settled for sanctioning

the placing practices of the various adoption agencies. This

study has identified that the area around which major

administrative and legal changes need to be brought about is

at the placement stage.

Adoption Societies and, ^ocaj, Authority Age^cl?s

The present regulations providing for the registration

of adoption societies afford only formal control over their

work. The only requirement now made of societies is that they

supply the registering authority with annual returns giving
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certain details about their work and the people employed by

them. There is no provision for the proper 'inspection'

(for want of a better word) of the agencies' work and no

incentive for the promotion of better standards of practice.

Adoption societies are at the moment entrusted with a great

amount of authority and power over children, over their

parents, and over applicants, with very little accountability
for their practice, and this is giving increasing concern

to the public. The varying practices identified in the course

of this study, far from suggesting strength arising out of

diversity, were mainly the result of personal beliefs and of
ad hoc and piece-meal considerations, rather than of well

thought-out principles and concepts, reflecting current

knowledge and thinking on the subject. Because local

authorities were mainly found to run their own adoption ser-

svices on similar, and sometimes on less effective, lines, they
did not 3eem to be the right bodies to undertake the responsi¬

bility of acting either as registering or as 'inspecting'

authorities. A more appropriate body, for such a role, \irould

be a Central government department, independent both of local
authorities and of adoption societies. The Central government

in Scotland is now creating a large group of professional

advisers in social work and this could be the appropriate body

to act both as a registering and as an 'inspecting' authority
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for both adoption societies and local authority agencies*

This body could ensure some uniformity of standards and

encourage agencies to improve their practices beyond the

minimum requirements of the Act and of the Regulations,

Changes in law that would, directly or indirectly, bestow more

authority on adoption agencies without corresponding accounta¬

bility, would, in the light of these findings, be considered
as premature and perhaps not in the best interests of the

parties involved in the adoption situation.

Adoption societies were found to be operating under

extreme financial difficulties and some explicit provision

for local authority grants to be made available to them could

help them to provide badly needed improvements, and more

important, to widen their programmes. The present habit of

covenants being signed by couples adopting through adoption

societies will need to be brought to an end, if a feeling

of fairness and of equal opportunity among all applicants is

to prevail. Grants could help societies to emply much

needed trained staff, though such staff are unlikely to be

attracted unless committees are prepared to relinquish a

considerable amount of control and to recognise that trained

workers are usually committed to certain professional

principles and beliefs arising out of current knowledge and

practice. The law could help in this respect, by defining



more precisely what is meant by a •fit1 person to be employed

in an adoption agency and also clarifying the boundaries

between the role of the case committee and that of its

professionals. Individual case decisions, being professional

matters, should be left to the deliberations of professionals

from within the agency, assisted by co-opted advisors from

other allied disciplines. Provision is also necessary for

a really democratic method of election of committee members

that might eventually lead to the representation of a wider

section of the community. It might also load to less

rigidity in practice, which now appears to be biased towards

certain sections of the population. Because of the variety

of eligibility criteria used, agencies should be required to
make these public, not only for applicants to know where they

stand, but also to make these open to public scrutiny.

Unlike the present system, local authority agencies

should be subject to the same regulations as voluntary ones.

The absence of firm regulations controlling the adoption work

of local authorities loaves the impression of different

standards being required of the two types of agencies, and it

may have contributed to the overall 'poor' quality of the

practices found and to the absence of elementary statistics and

sometimes even of basic information.

Along with these provisions, the law could help to generate
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some new thinking about the needs of "hard-to-place" children,

which are not accommodated within the narrow programmes of

most agencies. As a first step, the Act may have to give

powers to local authorities to subsidise, where appropriate,

certain types of adoptions. Though it is sheer guesswork

at the moment how many older, handicapped or coloured children
remain unadopted either because of the lack of agency time to

pursue their cases or because of the lack of suitable

applicants, this is emerging as the major challenge to the work

of adoption agencies. After all, the adoption of healthy

young infants is a far more straightforward matter, yet

agencies appear to have concentrated most of their resources

on these children who least need them. Similarly, some new

and more effective ways will have to be found to make possible

the adoption of children who are now in long term care and

whose parents lose interest in them, the children remaining
in a state of limbo. Because of the various interpretations

given by courts to the provisions for dispensing with

parental consent, local authorities have rarely used the new

clause of the 1958 Act, which provides that, where there is

evidence that a parent has persistently failed, without reason-

sable cause, to discharge his obligations, his consent could

be dispensed with. This is an interesting example of the

law-givers identifying a need, but providing a remedy that
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has not proved to be the most suitable one. The delicate

problem of balancing the welfare of the child with the rights

of the parents seems to need a totally new approach,

Metfccefl, C^rtlf^ca^s

The practice followed by some agencies of obtaining

medical certificates on adopters after the placement, offers

no protection to the child. It is important that the

applicants' health is considered at the selection stage and

that a less formal medical certificate reaches both the

placing agency and the court.

The Mother's Consent

All available studies suggest that between seventy and

eighty per cent of single mothers reach a final decision about

their child within seven to ten days after confinement. This

indicates that it would be reasonable to provide for the

mother's consent to be given at an earlier stage than the

present six weeks statutory requirement. (This study has found

that most of the mothers, who changed their mind, did so at the

stage of being asked to give their original consent and only

a tiny proportion (0,7;!) at a later stage), The possibility

of an earlier consent would offer the mother the opportunity

to change her mind when the child is about to be placed or

before it has spent too much time i*ith the adopters. (This of



course pre-supposes that many agencies will be prepared to

move away from their present rigid policies of insisting on

every child having a pre-adoption placement). If provision

is made for the original consent to be given earlier, it would
also be possible to make it final within a specified time-span.

Any such change, however, must be preceded by measures aiming
at ensuring far more reality, than at present, being injected

into the surrendering process and the actual signing of the

consent. This study has found that most natural mothers had

only a perfunctory contact with the adoption agency and only a

minority of agencies offered a personal casework service with

opportunities to discuss alternatives to adoption. The study

has also come across a few disquieting cases where it appeared

that mothers were unnecessarily hurried or misled about their

exact rights and obligations. Any change, therefore, aimed
at terminating parental rights at an earlier stage, without

first ensuring a considerable improvement in agency practices,

would be premature and a step in the wrong direction.

The Acoition Act and the Legitimacy Act of 1059.

A situation, that is quite confusing to the practitioner
and occasionally leads to unfortunate results, is the conflict

between the provisions of the Adoption Act of 1953 and those

of the Legitimacy Act of 1959> providing for custody proceeding
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Though we did net come across any such cases in the sample, we

have been told that somesgencies are reluctant to establish

contact with putative fathers, because of the possible

implications that could arise out of the contradictory provisions

of the two Acts. On the other hand, the practice of one

agency, to pursue such contacts, did not seem to generate a

wish on the part of putative fathers to start custody proceed¬

ings, There appears to be a need for a change in the law

that can ensure a greater involvement of the alleged father,

without diminishing the child's opportunities for an early

placement.

Third Partv Placements

The small number of independent placements found in the

study, (3.1A placed directly by a p .rent and only i.% by a

third party), do not suggest any change in this area. No
evi ence was found to support allegations of illicit traffic

in babies and anxieties about third party adoptions appear to

have been over-exaggerated. The main argument against third

party adoptions is that the adopters are not properly selected,

the natural parents get no casework help and the child is not

properly assessed. All three arguments are demolished by our

findings which showed that, in the majority of agency

placements, the adoptive parents were not better selected, the



natural parents received no casework help and the child 's

assessment amounted only to a formal medical examination to

satisfy certain requirements. The argument about matching

baby and adopters is a concept which is not only impractical

but exists only in theory. The only type of matching, that
this study came across, was one based on socio-economic back¬

ground whose value is very doubtful# In our view, it would

again bo very premature to invoke the powers of the law to

prohibit independent placements when the practices of many

adoption agencies fall far short of the standards recommended

by professional bodies and by social work literature. There

is as yet no convincing evidence that agency placements in

Britain are more successful than independent ones. This

possibly reflects how little is known about the qualities to

be looked for in the selection of adoptive parents and, more

important still, about how to assess such qualities.

Statutory Supervision

The nature of statutory supervision, as currently

practised, seems to offer only minimum protection to the child
and is of no perceptible value to the adopters. If, however,

our earlier suggestion regarding a considerable improvement in

agency practices is implemented, there will be no obvious

reason why the placing agencies should not carry on with the



post-placement supervision, provided also that the curator's
role is better defined and strengthened. A greater scrutiny

of the practices of all types of placing agencies could ensure

a more satisfactory type of post-placement supervision,

without It being necessary to introduce a statutory form of

supervision. Statutory supervision should be reserved for

all independent placings, provided again that this type of work

does not continue to be seen as the Cinderella among the

agencies' priorities. In years to come, when adoption

agencies demonstrate professional standards of practice, it.

should be possible to abolish the role of the curator ad litem

and leave the placing agencies and the courts as the only two

parties involved in adoption proceedings.

(i) The lole of the Curator Ad Litem

The study showed that the function of the curator, as

currently performed, failed in most cases to meet the

objectives set-out by the regulations. In the majority of

cases, curators used this opportunity solely to ascertain
facts already known to the Courts, and only in a minority of

cases considered the intangibles of the situation. The

findings point to two possible changes: One that would abolish

this role altogether and. strengthen the part played by the
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supervising officer, or the other that would strengthen the

role of the curator. In view of the earlier suggestion to do

away with statutory supervision, except in certain defined

cases, it is our view that the role of the curator should be

strengthened and made into a really dynamic one. This brings

us to one of our main suggestions, i.e. that the child's

interests, those of his parents and of the adopters, would be

better served if placing agencies, and others arranging

adoptions independently, were required to give advance notice
to the curator of their intention to place a child with a

particular family. The curator should then carry cut the

appropriate investigations and report his findings to the

court, which would proceed to approve or reject the proposed

placement depending on the reported circumstances. This

would not only go a long way to safeguard the child's welfare,

but would also make the work of the curator and the courts

appear less futile and pointless than at present. The process,

however, would need very speedy taction as adoption work is a

race against time.

The envisaged role for the curator should, he carried out

only by a person specially appointed to service the courts,

but it would bo useful if he could be based in a social work

department to maintain necessary links that are now missing.

Considering the demands to be made on such a person, he will
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need to bo a professionally trained social worker with

considerable experience in child welfare work.

An urgent need, arising out of the curator1?? current and

envisaged role, is for the Legislature to make clear what is

the precise status of the confidential report of the curator.

(ii) The Pols of the Sheriff,

The Sheriff courts ore now mainly engaged in making

routine administrative decisions based on a very limited

range of factors. They have generally accorded very low

priority to this part of their work, illustrated by the fact

that for years they failed to establish personal contact with

their curators, they failed to make demands for more informative

reports or make the supervising -gency respondent to the

application. In over 90.0# of the cases they also avoided

making arrangements for a hearing. Because of this, adoption

orders were generally granted in an impersonal, almost

mechanical way, and only in e. tiny number of disputed cases did

the Sheriffs involve themselves in some real decision making.

Adoption work is only a fringe activity for the Sheriff

court and, with the new provision for all children's cases to
be heard before Children's hearings, it would be an anachronism

to leave this type of work within the ambit of a quasi-criminal

court. This appears to be an opportune moment for adoption
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to be set up under the Social v/ork (Scotland) Act of 1963,

Though nobody yet knows how those Hearings will eventually

work out in practice, it is hoped that with their constant
interaction with social agencies and with family problems and

situations, they will develop considerable knowledge and

expertise in handling complex problems involving social and

psychological factors. Unlike current practice, the

applicants should be asked to attend, and where appropriate
the child should be asked to attend the hearing too.

Similarly, the curator should present his report in person

and a representative of the placing agency and, where approp¬

riate, of the supervising agency should attend and supply the

hearing with social reports. In the case cf Independent

placings, the third party should always be made respondent to
the application. Eventually, the adoption process would involve
the Children's Hearings at two stages: (a) for the approval of

the original placing; and (b) for the final decision following

statutory supervision.

Adoptions by Hejat^yes

Any change in the law cannot fail to look again at

the implications arising out of the adoption of legitimate and

illegitimate children by their mother and her husband, and by
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their grand-parents. The a."vantages that such adoptions confer

on the child are questionable, whilst, on the other hand, they
were found in some cases to encourage secrecy and evasiveness

which did not appear to bo in the best interests of the child.

The procedure- could be replaced by a form of guardianship

which could meat some of the present objectives and encourage

mora honesty all round.

Adoptions by other -datives, mainly aunts and uncles,
raise more controversial issues. It may seen undesirable that

relatives should seek a child from outside the kinship family,

when a ehild from within this circle is available for

adoption. In such cases great responsibility will fall on

the supervising authority to ensure that the child will be

brought up in full knowledge of it . parentage and of the

circumstances of its adoption.

Duty of Local Authorities

In view of the fin-lings which suggest that there is a

close association between adoption numbers and availability

of opportunity to surrender or to adopt, and that where there
are such opportunities third party adoptions are few, there

are good reasons why the Act should place a duty on local

authorities to provide adoption services. An explicit

responsibility on local authorities might generate more interest
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and thinking, especially as regards long care cases and

the cases of children who are now too easily rejected as

unadoptable.
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Copy/

CREST ST. ANDREW'S ID USE

EDINBURGH 1.

Permit No. 1

Mr. J. Triseliotis, Lecturer in Child Care, the

Department of Social Study, University of Edinburgh, is hereby
authorised to obtain, for purposes of research, any information
to which (a) paragraph 15 of the Act of Sederunt (Adoption of

Children) 1959 as amended by the Act of Sederunt (Adoption of

Children Amendment) 1966 and (b) Regulation 7 of the

Adoption Agencies (Scotland) Regulations 1959 as amended by

the Adoption Agencies (Scotland) Regulations 1967, apply.
This authority shall remain valid until h-th April 1968

unless withdrawn before that date.

Signed "P.A. Cox"

Assistant Secretary

On behalf of the Secretary of State
for Scotland,

Date ^th April 1967.



ii. APPENDIX »B«

(Before being sent out, this letter was modified

to suit the individual agency or person to Dept.of Social
Study,

whom it was addressed), Adam Fergusson Building
George Square,
Edinburgh, 8,

Dear ,,,,

I am a Lecturer in Chil Care at the University of

Edinburgh and I am at present making a study of adoption policy

and practice in Scotland. You may have already heard about this

from the Scottish Education Department, The study has the

approval of the Secretary of State for Scotland and copy of

the certificate is attached.

This research project has been initiated as a result of

the recent changes introduced in the Act of Sederunt (Adoption

of Children) which make it possible for courts and adoption

agencies alike to disclose information to authorised research-

workers. As you are possibly aware, very little is known

about how adoption is practised in the country and it is hoped

that the study will help to establish an accurate picture of

the various principles, methods and concepts being used. Your

agency has been included in the sample for study and I am

therefore writing to ask your help and co-operation. I very

much appreciate your possible anxiety about making available

highly confidential information hut X hope it will reassure

you to know that I have already signed the Official Secrets

Act declaration. Though I will need to pursue individual



ill.

case-records as part of the study, no individual person

will be identifiable in the final analysis.

I am now writing to ask whether it would be possible

for us to meet and discuss my suggestions before you

finally make up your mind about agreeing for the study

to be carried out in your agency.

Yours sincerely,



iv. APPENDIX 'C'

3TRICTLY 00NFI^ENTIAL

RATING FORM

I - T? R NATURAL PARENTS

iPTFEfi

1. Name (Code name)

3. Nat^gnaXity

5* Usual address ..

7. Usual occupation

2. Denomination

Age

6. Present address
(i.e.at confinement)

8. Occupation at confinement...

9. lta.frus at time of chip's birtft

a) 31nfile

b) Harried

c) Divorced

d) Widowed

e) Separated

10. Number of previous pregnancies and child's fate:

(a) Legitimate: (b) Illegitimate

$h%ld kept qhl3,d kept

Child surrendered ChU4 surrendered



V.

11. Ihs timing of the mother's decision

(i) Before confinement and constant thereafter.

(ii)Withln a week following confinement.

(iii)Decision reached when child over a week old.

(iv)Mixed feelings up to the court stage.

I2* Mother's educational background

(i) Left school at 15*

(ii) Beyond school leaving age.

(iii) College or university education.

13. Mptftor's family bapVgyoT^nc:

(i) Father died before mother was 16 yrs. old.

(ii) Mbther " " " " " " "

(iii)Both parents died before mother was 16.

(iv) Family break up through divorce or separation.

( PUTAT ITS) FATI-TBB.

(a) Known (b) Hot known

I1!-. Name (code name)

16. Nationality

13. Usual address

20. Occupation

15. Deflorqinatipn

17. Age

19. Present a dress

21. Status at time of child's birth

(i) Single
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(ii)Harriod

(ill)Divorced

(iv) Separated

(v) Widowed

22. Ho interest in the child 23. Continuous interest.

21*-. Child registered in his name.... 25. Has been contributing....

26, Affiliation order.

27. First consent

(a) Mother (b) Father

1. Given 1. Given

2. If dispensed reasons 2. If dispensed reasons ....

28. Confirmation of consent

(a) Mother

1. Confirmed

2. Confirmation dispensed
and why ..............

(b) Father

1. Confirmed

2. Confirmation dispensed and
why

29. Contact between adoption agency worker and parent(s)

(a) Mother (b) Father

1. No contact 1. No contact

2. Personal contact 2. Personal contact



vii.

30. Number of contacts between caseworker and parent(3)

(a) Mother (b) Father

(i) One (i) One

(ii) Two (ii) Two

(iii)Three (iii)Three

(iv) Four or more (iv) Four or more

31. How parents were referred to the adoption agency

(a) Mother (b) Father

i) Kosp.social worker

(ii)Family doctor ........

.....(iii)Mother & Baby Home

.....(iv)Health visitor

(v)Self-referral ........

(vi)Referred by parents

(vii Otherwise

32. Information on o-rents available in agency's records,

(a) Hother (b) Father

..... (a) Factual date

(b) Background history

..... (c) Health record

..... (d) Physical description ......

...... (e)Current situation



viii

33. Mature of service riven to parents

(a) Mother (b) Father

..... (i) Ho other help beyond
acceptins surrender of
baby and signing of forms

(ii) Direct help in connection
withs

Considerable....( a) Reaching a decision )Considerable .....

Fair b) to separate from the)Fair
( child )

Little .........( c) to reflect on the )Little
( decision )

3*+» Religious requirements

35. Duration of the parents' relationship

i. Casual

ii. Six months and under

iii. From 7 to 12 months

iv. From 13 to 2'-+ months

v. Over two years.

(&L2MM2.

1. Yes

2. No.

(b) Father

1. Yes

2. Ho.



"**•
JLu*. •

TF5 CTJV -r)i?» ? CD *;TAf? NIT7 TTF IIP LOGICAL PARNNTS AND

KTOlvLF.DGE OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF SURRENDER

(a) Mother (b) Father

i, No contact

........ ii. Personal interviews

.iii. By correspondence .........

*a) Consent confirmed

b) Consent withheld

c) No roply .........

d) Parent not to be
found

Content of curator's report on the natural mother

(a) No mention

(b) Confirmation of facts

(c) Fair to considerable

Philt reclaimed by gother las N&,

If "Yea"i (a) Hearing he^d

(1) Child left with adopters

(2) Child returned to mother

(b) No hearing held

(1) Child left with adopters

(2) Child returned to mother.



X.

Child reclaimed hv (mutative) .father Yes

If "Yes"? (a) Hearing hold

1. Child left with adopters

2. Child returned to father

(b? Ho he?riry> he^

1. Child left with adopters

2, Child returned to father.



xi.

myrr-p Jf

I. Date of birth .,,,. . 2. Where born

% Seys Ma^e Feqa3,e

*t. Status; Legitimate .. Illegitimate ..

% Nationality

6. Nacl 1 aspects:

(a) Both parents white

(b) Both parents coloured

(c) One parent coloured

7. Mother's religious affiliation

Q, Date placed fyr adoption. ...... 9t adopted

10, .ovenon to before final plageqent (State if in care of
local authority or voluntary society)

(a) Foster-home (Dates)

(b) Nursery

(c) In hospital

(d) Previously adopted

(e) Direct from mother to adopters,................

II. Reasons given by mother for surrendering the child.



Xil.

12. HOW PIECED

Tvoe of Agency Name of agency or person

(a) Adoption society

(b) Local authority ..

(c) Third party (dive name and occupation)

(d) Mother direct
(i) With non-relatives

(ii) with grand-parents

(iii)with other relatives

(e) Parent(s)adopting own child

13, Physical disabUitjes (ifjo;)

2^, 3grippe iXlness.es

3,?t Adoption paseworkpr' s^obserrations about the chi^d

(a) physical characteristics ........

(b) Temperament

(c) Personality ........

(d) Intelligence estimate ........

16. number of visits by supervising officer Turin? the probation

:arv period

(a) No visit



::xti.

<"b) One visit

(c) Two visits

(cl) Three visits

(e) Pour or more visits

IZ-^ieQ.qtion^regoi^oi by supervising pfriper

(a) Physical health

(b) Feeding, sleeping habits etc.
(c) Developmental stages

(d) Play or other activity

(e) Interaction with the adoptive parents

(f) Interaction and relationship with the family's other
children (if applicable)

(g) General adjustment

(h) Discussions with the adoptive parents about the
adoption situation or other anxieties arising out
of this

curator-ad-litem's recorded observations about the child.

1. Observations on the child's bachr: round and movements.

(a) No mention

(b) Confirmation of facts
or very limited

(c) Fair to considerable
amount of information
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2. Assessment pjp the child*? pc-30ng.ilty and observations""

about"'the way "it i¥1grwing"*up......

(a) No mention

(b) Confirmation of facts
o£ very limited

(c) Fair to considerable ..

3. Efforts to ascertain the child's wishes (where applicable)

(a) Child consulted (b) No consultation

?+t Observations abo^t, other qhiXdyen jn the family (where?

(a) No observations

(b) Confirmation of facts ........

(c) Fair to considerable
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Ill - THE ADOPTIVE PARENTS

1. Name (code name)

3. Address (code)

5. Date applied to agency

7. Date of placement

9. Pate applied to court .........

JJ, Age at ghi^s J&ac^eirt

(a.) Husband

1. Under 25

2. 25 - 29

3. 3D - 3k

**• 35 - 39

5. *40 - Mf

6. if5 and over

12. Present occupation

(a) Husband (b) /life

13. Housing situation

1. Own house

2. Local authority

3. Rented accommodation

2. Denomination

h. Nationality

6. Date anproved ........

8. notification of local
authority

29,r .Date of order

(b) Wife
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jfr, Duration pf present rqanflafie,

1. Three years and under

2. Four to seven years

3. Eight to ten years

. Eleven years and over

15. Marital history of couple

fcO Husband (b) Wife

i. First marriage for both ......

...... ii.First marriage for one spouse
other spouse previously

...... divorced (tick first marriage)

iii.First marriage for one spouse
other spouse previously

...... widowed (tick first marriage) ......

iv.Both husband and wife
previously married and both
widowed

v.Both previously married and
both divorced ......

16. Children in the family

No. Sex Age Own Adopted

2.

3.

• * •

♦ • ♦

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •
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17. Relationship to child

(a) Husband

i. Not related

ii. Uncle or aunt

...... ill. Grandparents

...... iv. Chjn child

v. Foster-parents

Cb) Wife

18r-i^il^l-ayiny,phi qr.jaore children

ltd

. i. infertile

. ii. Sub-fertile

. iii.No advice sought

iv.Functional

. v. Advanced age

. vi. Miscarriage(s)

vli. Stillbirths

.viii.Does not apply-they
have oun children and
may have more.

(b) Wife

19. Prospects of having own children

1. Possible

2. Impossible

3. Inadvisable

b. Other reasons (state)
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20. Past or current physical illnesses

(a) Husband (b) Wife

&L. Past, or current emotional or mental Illnesses

(a) Husband (b) Wife

22. Child sought for adoption

1. Male

2. Female

3. No preference

.Qf.chiX^ sought

1. Under 3 months

2. Up to six months ........

3. Up to 12 months

Up to three years

5. Over three, years ........
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2^. Any other characteristics they specified about the child or

his background

1. "fog"

If "Yes" Specify: i.e. colour,

handicap

characteristics such as colour of
hair, eyes etc.

social background

Selectipft iiyteyy^e^,

1. Husband and wife jointly

2. Husband by himself

3. Wife by herself

Home visit (who was seen) ........

26, Visjts by sqpcryJL sing ^.jXcer

1. Husband and wife seen (Give number of times)

2. Husband only "

3. Wife only "

*+, Child seen "

27. Interviews with curator-ad-litem

1. Husband and wife seen ...... (Give number of times)

2. Wife only "

3. Husband only "
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28 * Period between application, to the agency and placement of

the ghiJLd.

1. Less than a month

2. One hut less than 3 months

3. Three hut less than 6 months

k. Six but less than 9 months

5. Nine but less than 12 months

6. One year and over

29. teesons for more than nine months delay

1. Lack of agency time

2. Awaiting medical reports

3. No suitable child available

*■(-. Awaiting for references

5. Temporary change of applicants' circumstances

30. CONTENT OF CA3E10RKKR'S SELECTION RffORT

1. Personality of adopters:

Items covered! i. Ability to make social
relationships ..........

ii. Ability to deal with
difficulties and how the
applicants dealt with
previous life situations,
especially stressful

iii. How they get along with
other people and with
their own families

iv. General standing in the
community, including
special interests
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v. The caseworker1 s assessment
of the applicants' personality

2. Emotional maturity:

i. Capacity to give and
receive love .....

ii. Flexibility •'ad ability to
change in relation to the
needs of others

iii. Abilitv to cope with
disappointments and
frustrations .....

iv. Ability to accept normal
hazards and risks

,ThU,vy pf v-bc.pr qarltal relationship;

i. The couple's marital history ......

ii. Acceptance of sex ro.l es ......

iii. Strength of marriage; feelings
about each other and amount
of support given to each othor

iv. The effect of the discovery of
childlessness on the marriage

v. How the balance of the marriage
is likely to be affected by the
coming of a child ......

h. The applicants' attitude toward childlessness and

iE&r.t.Uity

i. Tlee reasons for not having
own children ......

ii. Their attitude toward their
infertility

iii. Effect of the discovery on
each other ......

iv. Extent to which the couple have
accepted their situation
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5. The applicants' understanding of children and

their needs

i. Experience with own children or
children of relatives or friends

ii. Capacity go have a relationship with
and enjoy a child

ill. Ability to assume responsibility
for someone else's child

iv. Capacity to allow a child to
develop in his own way and at his
own pace .

v. Ability to deal with developmental
problems

6,. The applicants' attitude toward illegitimacy .and

unmarried parenthood.

i. Attitude toward illegitimacy ...

ii. Knowledge and attitude about
heredity ...

iii. Attitude toward parents surrendering
their children .,.

iv. Attitude to telling the child
about his background ...

v. Attitude to telling the child that
he is adopted ...

7. The am>licants1 emotional motivation.

i. How they reached their decision
to adopt

ii. Their reasons for seeking a child

iii. Assessment of their deeper or
disguised motives in seeking a child

iv. Strength of motivation
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8. The housing situation

1. whether a home visit was paid

2. Description of the home

3. Description of the neighbourhood

®+, Description of living conditions
and of the general home atmosphere

^ Do,cio"economic background

1. .Toh description

2. Work adjustment and satisfactions

3. Earnings

k. Outstanding debts and other commitments

31. The Curator-ad-litem

i. Social worker-trained

ii. Social worker-untrained

iii. Solicitor

32. COMTEirr OF T"E CIHiATOR'S HhiORT /'TOUT THd APPLICANTS

adoptive fatfor,

including an asseissrisnt of his personality:

(a) Ha observations cr assessment .

(b) Limited or factual observations
or assessment •••

(c) Fair to considerable ...
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11. Observations about tv " adoptive mother, including

an assessment of her, personality:

(a) No observations or assessment .........

(b1) Limited or factual

(c) Fair to considerable

iii. Observations about other c- iltrcn in the family.

(a) No observations or assessment

(b) Limited or factual

(c) Fair to comprehensive

The curator's contact v/lth the placement agency

(a) contact (b) agency contacted

b'!-. The curator's contact 1'ith the s nr.orvlsins autli;

(a) No contact

(b) Verbal communication

(c) Written report obtained

35. The curator's final assessment

(a) No assessment

(b) Limited or repetitive ..........

(c) Fair to considerable
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16. The curator*3 recommendation to the court and the court's

response Court's response

(a) Straight-forward adoption order .........

(b) Interim order .........

(c) rejection of petition ..... .........

(d) expression of doubt about the
applicants' suitability

17. Period between the • v.-oointment of' the curator and the

submission of Mr, ronort.

(a) Under two weeks

(b) From 2 to k weeks

(c) From 5 to 6 " .......

(d) From 7 to 8 " .......

(e) From 9 weeks and ever

18. THk COURT K-QCfl33

It, ,W. n.g^ ripp;

(a) No hearing held ..........

(b) Hearing held:

If hearing held under what circumstances and which

of the parties were seen
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2. ^ ~'l of oet-itfon

(a) Adoption order granted

Cb) Provisional order .......

{' ■

(o) Interim order

(d) Order refused .......

(e) Court asked for additional
information from curator I

J J
(f) Order postponed and ^hy

-!\ i,

2a. If order refused why
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ArP PT10 U QU -'.STIO UN fl IRE

(Addressed to adoption societies)

A. 30Md ADOPTIVE APPLICANTS 70 10 UN OOClelx blTLNRBN THSIH

APPLICATION dUdl- G TT'K YEP.196?. PLXASE GIVE Till". REASONS

WHY THEY WITHDREW. (Year of study 1965).

(a) Got child from another agency Number

(d) Other reasons. Please state giving numbers:

B. HEA .SONS FQ H WHJUCTION 0?' APPLICANTS in 1965.

(i) How many were rejected because of;

(a) Age factors

(b) Religious factors

(c) lack of suitable accoiamouation

(d) Financial reasons

(e) Medical reasons

(f) Unsatisfactory marital situation

(g) Personality factors

(h) Unsatisfactory references

(i) Other reasons. Please state giving numbers:

(b) Gave birth to own child

(c) Left the district Number

Number
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(ii) Do voi) 'mow how many of those you rejected subsequently

got a child from another agency?

G. FERTILITY ASPECTS

(i) Do you normally require medical evidence of sterility

and/or infertility?

(ii)Do you accept applicants with children of their own?

D. BDW IflNG IX) YOU H)RilAI,LY .QUI h APPLICANTS TO HAVE BEEN

1-IAuHj.ED?

E. SELECTIO N CRIIEBIA

(i) Briefly, what do you look for when selecting applicants?

(ii) How many times do you normally see applicants before

presenting the case to the committee?

F. CHILLI -.vIl'IT SPECIAL

(1) How many of the following children were available for

adoption in 1965 but could, not be placed?

(a) Children over 12 months old Number
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(b) Handicapped children
i-t-.jsTiv Number

Physically Plumber

(e) Coloured or of mixed race number

(ii) .."hat were the reasons fcr not placing these children?

Ciii) How many of the following children did you place

(a) Children over 12 months old Number

(b) Handicapped children
Mentally Number

Physically Number .

(c) Coloured or of rained race Number

HUlIPhR 0 F APPLICANTS OHO NHTILiyED T! 1 C. ILS BKFP HE THE

A 0,110- 01 IIAPTK^ IN 1961. Number .......

Reasons for rsturniiy th:: child

(a) Natural mother wanted the child

(b) Adoptive mother gave birth to
own child

(c) Chill not '/"of 1 ea"* a v ->r>fin.A

(d) Other reasons. Please state:

Number

Number

Number

NUMBER OF CHILDREN YOUR AGENCY REMOVED BEFORE AN APPLICATION

[4AS LODGED WITH THE OOURT BECAUSE NPU WERE ?iOT SATISFIED?

Number
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I. UNMAP.RIFD ?-7?TTHSR3

(.1) Kow were these referred to you in 196$? Please give

numbers referred by each of the following:

Hedical Social Workers .......

General Practitioners ........

Health Visitors

Mother and Baby Homes

Other social workers

Self-referrals

deferred by parents

Others (State)

(ii) Amount of contact with unmarried mothers: How many

were seen:

(a) Once Number ....

(b) Twice Number ....

(c) Three times Number ....

(d) Four or more times Number ....

J. DO YQIf NORMALLY FD "t.'ABD A 50 CIAh M.iORT TO TNM BUPBRVISING

AUTIT) T?ITY? Ye s /No.

K. WES THC CURATOR Ah LITEM NORMALLY ASK YOU FOR A RBPOHT OR

FOR INFORMATION BEFORE PREPARING HIS REPORT?

(a) Always

(b) Occasionally
(c) Not at all
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L. DO YOU U3E ANY 0"' THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA VJFEN TRYING TO

"MATCH" CHILD AHP AJJOPTIvE PARENTS? (Tick those criteria

you use).

(a) Level of intelligence and intellectual potential

(b) Religious background

(c) Racial background

(d) Educational background

(e) Physical resemblance to child

(f) Geographic separation from parents

(g) Cultural background

(h) Nationality background

(i) Temperamental needs

(j) Physical characteristics of child's family

(k) Mention any other criteria you use:

M. ;.7ilAT PERCENTAGE OF PUTATIVE FATHERS DID YOU INTERVIEW

IN 1065?

N. SUPERVISION OF CHILDREN PLACRD BY YD IK SOCIETY

(i) Do you supervise all the children until the

adopters notify the local authority of their

intention to adopt? Yes/No.

(ii) Do you supervise all children until the granting of

the order? Yes/No.
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0. ARE YOU HAVING ANY DIFFICULTY IN FINDING SUITABLE ADOPTIVE

APPLICANTS? Yes/No.

If the answer is "Yes", is it because the number of

applicants is decreasing, or the number of children

available is increasing or for any other reason?

P. HAVE YOU ANY SUGGESTIONS FOR MAKING SUITABLE CHANGES IN THE

ADOPTION LAW?
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A DO PT1011 QUEST10MAIHE

(Addressed to all children's departments)

ITame of Authority

A. (i) Are you acting as an adoption agency under the 1953

Act? Yes/No. If the answer is "Yes", which year did

you start?

(ii) Do you have separatb workers for carrying out adoption

work? Yes/No.

If the answer 1,3 "Ye^"

(a) How many .......

(b) Give details about their qualifications

B. (i) Do you place children for adoption outsi :e the area of

your local authority? Yes/No.

If the answer is "Yes", please give some indication of

the actual limits to the areas

(ii) Do you accept adoptive applicants from outside your local

authority? Yes/No.

If the answer is "Yes", please give some indication of
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the actual limits to the area:

C. AGE LIMIT

Do you have an upper age-limit? Yes/No.
If the answer is "Yes" what is your upper age limit

for: Husbands .......

Wives

D. ADOPTIVE APPLICANTS

(i) How many adoptive applicants did you have in:

I960

XM

(ii) Hov many of these applicants
I2&

(a) Accepted ....

(b) Withdrew ....

(c) Rejected ....

Ciii) Reqtsoqs fop withdrawals of, application? ;n 3,96?

(a) Got child from another agency Number .....

(b) Gave birth to own child Number .....

(c) Left the district Number .....

(d) Other reasons. Please state giving nurabers:

were:

12&2.
• e • •

• • • •
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(iv) Reasons for the rejection of applicants in 1965.

(a) How many were rejected because of:

1. Age factors

2. Religious factors

3. Lack of suitable accommodation

U-. Financial reasons

5. Medical reasons

6. Unsatisfactory marital situation

7. Personality factors

8. Unsatisfactory references

9. Other reasons. Please statb giving numbers:

(b) Do you knox* how many of those you rejected

subsequently got a child from another agency?

(v) Number of applicants who returned the child before

ado-p^n prder wg.? granted in 3,96 ■?. Number ....

Reasofts for re^qrnlftg tfre qhild

(a) Natural mother wanted the child Number .....

(b) Adoptive mother gave birth to own child Number....

(c) Child not medically cleared Number .....

(d) Other reasons. Please state:

(vi) Number of children your agency removed in 1965 before

an application was lodged with the court because

you were not satisfied? Number .......
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b. aspects of fertility

(i) Do you norraally require medical evidence of sterility

and/or infertility?

(ii) Do you accept applicants with children of their own?

f. religious rf,quirsmejtts

(i) Do you accept applicants professing no religion?
/

Yes/No.

(ii) Do you accept applicants who are not regular

church-goers? Yes/No.

g. ;a 'i.'al status

(i) Do you normally accept an applicant who is:

(a) Widow Yes/No

(b) Spinster YesAfo

(c) Divorcee Yes/No

(ii) How long do you normally require applicants to have

been married?

h. selection criteria

(i) Briefly, what do you look for when selecting applicants?
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(ii) How many times do you normally see applicants before

reaching a final decision?

I. 00 YOU HAVE A SUB-CDMMITTES FOR APPROVING APPLICANTS?

Yes/No.

If the answer is "Ho" who takes the decision to accept an

applicant or not?

K. NUMBER OF CHILI'REN AVAILABLE HOR ADOPTION IN: I960

1965

L. NUMBER OF CHI LPRET! PLACED FOR ADOPTION IN: i960

1965

M. CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

(i) How many of the following children were available for

adoption in 196? but could not be placed?

(a) Children over 12 months old Number

(b) Handicapped children
MeftiftUy Number

Physically Number

(c) Coloured or of mixed race Number .......

(ii) What were the reasons for not placing these children?
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(iii) How many of the following children did you place

in 196??

(a) Children over 12 months old Number

(b) Handicapped children
^entaUy Number

Number

(c) Coloured or of mixed race Number .......

N. UNMARRIED M3TITERS

(i) How x^ere these referred to you in 1965? Please

give numbers referred by each of the following:

Medical Social Workers

General Practitioners

Health Visitors

?fother and Baby Homes ........

Other social workers

Self-referrals

Referred by parents

Others (State)

(ii) Amount of contact with unmarried mothers: How many

were seen:

(a) Once

(b) Twice

(c) Three times

Number

Number

Number • • • •

• • • •

o • • •

(d) Four or more times Number • • # •
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0, DO YOU USE ANY OF THE EDLLOwING CRITERIA WHEN TRYING TO

"MATCH" CHILD AND ADOPTIVE PARENTS? (Tick those criteria

you use)

(a) Level of intelligence and intellectual potential

(b) Religious background

(c) Racial background

(d) Educational background

(e) Physical resemblance to child

(f) Geographic separation from parents

(g) Cultural background

(h) Nationality background

(i) Temperamental needs

(j) Physical characteristics of child's family

(k) Mention any other criteria you use:

P. STATUTORY SUPERVISION OF CHILDREN AWAITING ADOPTION

(i) Are you supplied with a social background report

by the placing agency? a) No b) Sometimes

c) Always

(ii) Does the Curator ad litem ask for a report from you

as supervising authority? a) No b) Sometimes

c) Always
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(iii) Do you provide a report to the court about your

supervisory function? a) No b) Sometimes

c) Always

(iv) Have you any particular views about your supervisory

function?

Q. (i) Is your authority appointed by the court to act as

Curator ad litem?

a) No b) Sometimes c) Always

(ii) Have you any particular views about the person of the

curator ad litem?

R. ARE YOU HAVING ANY DIFFICULTY IN FINDING SUITABLE ADOPTIVE

PARENTS? Yes/No.

If the answer is "Yes", is it because the number of

applicants is decreasing, or the number of children

available increasing, or for any other reason?

S. HAVE YOU ANY SUGGESTIONS TO MAKE FDR 3T'ITABLE CHANGES IN

THE ADOPTION LAW?
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THE IDLE 0" THE GUMTO R-AD-LITEM

(The description of the function of the Curator-ad-litem,

under the Act of Sederunt (Adoption of Children) 1959 and

amendment 1966).

Section 6. On presentation of the petition or as soon as may

be thereafter the courts shall appoint a curator ad litem to

the infant in terms of subsection b of Section 11 of the Act,

whose duty shall be to investigate as fully as possibly and

to report to the Court on all the circumstances of the infant

and the petitioner and all other matters relevant to the

proposed adoption with a view to safeguarding the interests

of the infant and, in particular, it shall be his duty to

include in his investigation, and to report to the Court

upon the following questions and matters:-

(a) Whether the statements in the petition are true and

inter alia whether, and if so what steps he has found
himself able to take for the purposes of ascertaining

that the infant's parents, in giving their consent

(if any) to the proposed adoption, unerstood that

the effect of the Adoption Order will he to deprive

them permanently of their parental rights;
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(b) Particulars! cf all members of the petitioner's

household and their relationship (if any) to the

petitioner;

(c) Particulars of the accommodation in the petitioner's

home and the condition of the home;

(d) Why in the case of a petition by one of two spouses

the other spouse does not join in the petition;

(e) Whether the means and status of the petitioner are

such as to enable him to maintain and brin up an

infant suitably, and what right or interest in property
the infant has;

(f) Whether the petitioner understands the nature and

effect of an Adoption Order and, in particular, that
the Order, if made, will render him responsible for

the maintenance and upbringing of the infant;

(g) When the mother of the infant ceased to have the

care and possession of the infant and to whom the

care and possession was transferred;

(h) Whether any payment or other reward in consideration

of the adoption has been received or agreed upon and

whether the adoption is consistent with the welfare
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of the infant;

(i) What insurance (if any) has been effected on the

life of the infant;

(j) Whether it is desirable for the welfare of the

infant that the Court should be asked to make an

interim order or to impose in making an Adoption

Order particular terms or conditions or to require

the petitioner to make any particular order for the

infant and (if so) what provisions;

(k) Whether in his opinion there is any person other

than those mentioned in paragraph 8 hereof upon whom

service of notice in Form C should be made;

(1) If the applicant is not ordinarily resident in

Great Britain, whether a report has been obtained on

the applicant's home and living conditions from a

suitable agency in the country in which he is

ordinarily resident.

II.

Additional or explanatory p-ovisions under the Act of Sederunt

(Adoption of Children Amendment) 19^6.

(m) Why the petitioner wishes to adopt the infant;
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(n) the petitioner's reli~ious persuasion, if any;

(o) The considerations arising from the difference in

age between the petitioner and the infant if such

difference is less than the normal difference in

age between parents and their children;

(p) Such other questions or matters, including an

assessment of the petitioner's personality and,

where appropriate, that of the infant as have a

bearing on the mutual suitability of the

petitioner and the infant for the relationship

created by adoption, and on the ability of the

petitioner to bring up the infant.
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Medical Certificate

I hereby certify on soul and conscience that I have

examined on

(state whether he suffers or has suffered from any serious

mental or physical illness or from any serious congenital

disease). I have formed the opinion that he is physically,

mentally and emotionally suitable to adopt an infant.

3i 'nature

Qualifications

Address

Date
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SHERIFFDOM OF

REPORT by

Curator ad litem.

PETITION OF

Petitioners whose Serial

Number is .... assigned by the

Sheriff Court of

for

AUTHORITY TO ADOPT

The statements in the petition have been investigated,
and it appears to the Curator that they are true.

The mother of the child applied for is 16 years of age,

having been born on unmarried, Catholic by religion,

a British subject and is employed as a shop-assistant. The

mother told the Curator that she was unable to care for her

chil because she required to go out to earn her livelihood and

because she felt that it was in the child's best interests

to be brought up by both parents. As she was tinder sixteen

at the time of conception, the Police had been notified of this.

The mother assured the Curator that no proceeding has been

instituted for an Affiliation Order. She also stated that



the putative father had made no payment to her in respect of

the maintenance ^tc. o " the child. As the mother of the child

is under seventeen years of age, the Curator also consulted

the maternal grand-parents of the child and learned from them

that they understood the effect of an adoption order would be

to deprive their daughter of all parental rights.

The petitioners, who were married to each other on

have not had any children of their own. Their household con-

isists of themselves and the child applied for. They are

owner/occupiers of a flat of one apartment with kitchen,

lavatory and cloakroom for which the assessed rental is £....

per annum. The house was found to be well furnished and well

maintained.

This is a joint petition and both petitioners confirmed

to the Curator that they are desirous of adopting the child.

The male petitioner who is a ...... has wage of basic plus

approximately £? bonus per week. The female petitioner is a

housewife. It appears to the curator that their means are

sufficient to enable them to maintain and bring up the infant

suitably. The female petitioner has had two unsuccessful full

time pregnancies in the past 2-V years and although there is no

medical reason why successful birth cannot take place these

two pregnancies placed considerable strain on the family and

the petitioners feel they could not go through the same

experience a third time with the possibility of unsuccessful

birth at the end.



The child is a healthy, well-cared for little boy who is

obviously very much the centre of this household. He was

transferred, from his mother to the petitioners on ........

Both petitioners would be devoted to him and at the same time

would be very sensible in their method of bringing him up.

He is well-cared ^or in every way and physically, materially
and emotionally would have his needs provided for to the limit

of the powers of the petitioners.

The petitioners understand the nature and effect of an

Adoption Order and in particular, that the Order, if granted,

will render them responsible for the maintenance and upbringing

of the child. The arran -ements for the placing of the child

in the care of the petitioners were initiated and completed

by Society, No payment or reward would appear

to have been received in respect of the adoption. No

insurance has been effected over the life of the infant.

Both applicants are of a very pleasing personality,

genuine and mature in outlook. They are deeply interested in

the child and show great affection for him. It is a

happily integrated family. The child seems assured of a good

and secure upbringing. It is my considered opinion that the

making of an Adoption Order would be consistent with the best

interests of the Infant. There is no apparent need to make an

Interim Order o~ to impose any particular terras or conditions

except that the chili? be brought up as a Catholic.



REPORT ON

APPENDIX G,;Li.

Date

The Curator ad litem begs to report as follows in terms

of paragraph 6 of the Act of Sederunt 1959* No. 763.

(a) The statements of the Petition are true. Paternity of the

child has not been admitted. The mother has been interviewed

and states that she has freely given her consent to the

proposed adoption and further states that in doing so she

understands that the adoption order if granted would

permanently deprive her of her parental rights.

(b) Petitioners' household consists ofs-

(i) Male petitioner aged He is employed as

and earns

(ii) Female petitioner aged

(iii) The adoptee aged

(c) The home is a three apartment house, clean and comfortably

furnished. Sleeping arrangements are satisfactory.

(d) No observations necessary.

(e) The means and status of the petitioners are such as to

enable them to bring up the infant suitably; the child has

no right or inheritance in any property.

(f) The child 'was born at the Maternity hospital



on She regained in the care of her mother until

when she was placed in the joint care and possession of the

petitioners with a view to legal adoption. No payment

or reward has passed in consideration of the adoption.

(g) There is no insurance in respect of the child.

(h) The curator considers that there is no need for the court

to impose any special conditions or any particular provision

in granting the order.

(1) The Curator is unaware of any persons other than those

referred to in para, 8 of the Act of Sederunt upon whom

notice should be served.

The petitioners conveyed to the Curator that they would

be saitable parents for the care and upbringing of the said

child. The female petitioner, while giving the impression
of being rather disagreeable, kept the household in very good

condition and seemed attached to the child. The male

petitioner gave the impression of being very serious in out-

slook and a hard worker. He is very fond of the child and

stated that he is extremely anxious that the adoption goes

through.



APPENDIX G.lii.

REPORT PREPARED BY APKJINTED A3 CURATOR AD

jLITEM UY^, ^T7^I OF ON

PETITIONERS! (Name and

address folloxifs).

(a) I am satisfied that the statements in the petition are true,

(b) The household consists of the petitioners, the infant to

be adopted and by Peter, aged three, who is their adopted son.

(c) The accomodation consists of three rooms, kitchen and

bathroom.

(d) Not applicable.

(e) The means of the male petitioner are sufficient to enable

him to maintain and bring up the infant. He has no right or

interest in any property.

(f) The petitioners understand the nature and effect of an

adoption order.

(g) The petitioners have had the infant under their care since

when he was ten weeks old.

(h) No payment has been made to or received by the petitioners

in respect of the adoption. The adoption is consistent with

the welfare of the child.



(i) An insurance policy to produce £200.0 at the age of 17 has

been taken out on the life of the infant at a weekly premium

of VlO.

(j) It Is not desirable for the welfare of the child that the

Court should be asked to make an interim order and to impose

particular conditions in the Adoption order.

(k) There is no other person upon whom Service of Notice in

Form C should be made.

(1) Not applicable.

I called at the petitioners' house on ....... and I saw

both petitioners and the infant. He has clearly been well

looked after. I read and explained the petition to the

petitioners and came to the conclusion that it was understood

by them and also the legal implications and limitations of

the act. I came to the conclusion that the adoption would

be very much in the interests of the infant.


